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ACRONYMS 

BIMKOM: Planners for Planning Rights, Israeli NGO 

CIC: Campus in Camps   
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DRD: Department for Regional Development – a government department of the Northern 

Ireland Civil Service, until May 2016 when, following a restructure of the Northern Ireland 

Executive, its functions were generally adopted by the new Department for Infrastructure. 

EFF/JSC: Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and John Smith Charity 

FAB: Forum for Alternative Belfast 

ICAHD: Israeli Committee Against Housing Demolition, Israeli NGO 

IRA: Provisional Irish Republican Army, a Republican paramilitary group in Northern Ireland, 

active 1969-1998 

NI: Northern Ireland 

NLA: New Lodge Arts (community organisation in North Belfast) 

OPT: Occupied Palestinian Territories 

PLACE: Planning/Landscape/Architecture/Community/Environment: Belfast’s Built 

Environment Centre 

PS2: Paragon Studios Project Space – a small artist collective in Belfast 

PUL: Protestant/Unionist/Loyalist 

QUB: Queen’s University, Belfast 

SAYA: Israeli architecture practice engaged in Resolution Planning 

SEUPB: Special Eurooean Union Projects Body, which delivers the European peace funding in 

Northern Ireland  

SGCP: Skegoneill Glandore Common Purpose (community organisation in North Belfast)  

TP Project: Temporary Places Project – a community arts project organised by PS2, NLA and 

SGCP to make use of underused interface sites in North Belfast.  Funded by Belfast City 

Council's Creative Legacies II programme, part of the Belfast PEACE III Plan funded through 

the European Regional Development Fund 
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TERMINOLOGY 

11th Night: The night before the Twelfth (see below), when bonfires, sometimes towering 

structures made of palates and tyres, are lit to kick off the Twelfth of July celebrations 

12th July: Ulster Protestant celebration of the victory of Protestant King William of Orange 

over Catholic King James II in the Battle of the Boyne, 1690.  Celebrations typically begin on 

the Eleventh night with bonfires and marches, which can cause friction and protests when 

parades follow so-called ‘traditional routes’ which pass through residential areas that are 

now predominantly CNR 

Agonism: A political theory that emphasizes the potentially positive aspects of certain forms 

of political conflict, transforming antagonism into respectful dialogue between adversaries 

(Mouffe, 2014).  It represents a democratic approach to legitimising difference and diverse 

interests through public participation, setting aside the emphasis on consensus (Pløger, 2004: 

72, Foucault, 1984: 379) 

Biopower: Literally having power over bodies: it encompasses a diversity of techniques that 

ensure the subjugation of individuals or groups in order to control entire populations 

(Foucault 1988a) 

Built environment disciplines: Term used within this research to refer to the overtly spatial 

academic disciplines, including architecture, geography, planning, urbanism 

Counter-map/counter-mapping: refers to the use of maps, sometimes simple sketch maps, to 

delineate and formalise claims to territories by non-dominant groups, illustrating a counter-

narrative (Peluso, 1995: 384) 

‘Dark side’ theorists: A term used derogatively in planning to refer to planners who have 

acknowledges planning’s inherent normativity and self-justification, which can blind planners 

from seeing the discipline’s flaws.  They instead engaged in explorations of power and 

critique.  Focuses on what is done in planning as opposed to what should be done (Flyvbjerg, 

1996, Yiftachel, 1998, Flyvbjerg & Richardson, 2002) 

Disciplinary power: Power exercised through disciplinary means in a variety of institutions 

(prisons, schools, hospitals, militaries, etc.).  Involves the regulation of the organisation of 

space in order to control the actions and behaviours of individuals (Foucault and Sheridan, 

1991) 

Feminism: My feminism is not one that is concerned exclusively with female voices, but with 
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marginalised discourses more broadly, and with embracing subjectivity through a consciously 

reflexive approach to research (Lather, 1992) 

Governmentality: A term introduced by Foucault concerned with the way in which the 

conduct of individuals or groups might be directed, with a focus on the population at large 

(Huxley, 2002, Lemke, 2015) 

green/orange: A short-hand/slang term for Catholic, Nationalist, Republican (green) and 

Protestant, Unionist, Loyalist (orange) communities in Northern Ireland 

Heterotopia: For Foucault, this is a place (within another place) that is in some way set apart, 

different, ‘other’, and can often be disruptive or at odds with its wider context.  Examples 

include a boat, a prison, a cemetery, or one’s reflection in a mirror (Foucault and Miskowiec, 

1986) 

Interface: A term which has come to embody the spaces that lie between highly segregated 

neighbourhoods and can range from high walls and fences to vacant space and wastelands 

(Cunningham & Gregory, 2014, Belfast Interface Project, 2011, 2017) 

Irish Border: Also known as the Republic of Ireland-United Kingdom border.  The term Irish 

Border is used throughout this PhD for brevity.  A 499km long soft border running from 

Lough Foyle in the north to Carlingford Lough in the northeast, separating the six counties of 

Northern Ireland from the Republic of Ireland (Leary, 2016) 

Knowledges: The use of the plural recognises that knowledge is not simply unmediated truth 

but that there are diverse sources of knowledge, and knowledge is formed and prioritised 

subjectivity (see, for example, Sandercock, 2003 and Rydin, 2007) 

Let’s Get it Right: A community-led campaign in 2003 seeking to proactively protest against a 

major retail development proposal for Belfast’s historic Cathedral Quarter  (Save the 

Cathedral Quarter, 2011) 

Liminality: A key conceptual term used to describe the in-between, the margins or thresholds 

– any condition or entity that is in-between ( Tuan, 1977, Downey et al. 2016) 

Marching season: Generally refers to the months April to August in Northern Ireland and 

includes marches by groups such as the Ancient Order of Hibernians, the Apprentice Boys of 

Derry, and the Royal Black Institution as well as the Orange Order 

Nakba: Arabic word, meaning tragedy, used to describe the 1948 Palestinian Exodus, which 

Israelis refer to as the War of Independence (Masalha, 2012) 

Palimpsestic: Palimpsest refers to a manuscript on which or more successive texts have been 
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written, each one being erased to make room for the next. In this research, palimpsestic 

refers to where spaces separated by time or geography, are negotiated as one multi-layered 

physical place (Weaver 2007, 2014) 

PEACE III: The EU Special Support Programme for Peace and Reconciliation in Northern 

Ireland and the Border Region of Ireland was established by the European Union in 1995.  

The third phase, PEACE III ran from 2007-13 and the main aims were to reinforce progress 

towards a peaceful and stable society and to promote reconciliation by assisting operations 

and projects which help to reconcile communities and contribute towards a shared society 

for everyone 

Peace walls: A series of separation barriers in Northern Ireland that separate predominantly 

Republican and Nationalist Catholic neighbourhoods from predominantly Loyalist and 

Unionist Protestant neighbourhoods (Belfast Interface Project, 2017) 

Praxis: Implies both action and reflection upon the world in order to change it (Freire 1972), 

translating knowledge into action (Lather, 1986, Soja, 1996) 

Praxitioners: Those engaged in spatial practices (praxis) of an intentional and informed 

nature.  Spatial praxitioner is used in this research, rather than practitioner, to distinguish 

from the spatial practices we all constantly and often semi-automatically engage in as we 

navigate and negotiate our environments 

‘Proper place’: In de Certeau’s (1984) differentiation between strategies of those with will 

and power and the tactics of the weak, he notes that strategies require a place from which to 

operate, which brings security and gives the strategy its power.  These can be entities, 

groupings, organisations of any scale, that are in some formalise a grouping of people or 

ideas.  These entities are referred to as ‘proper places’ in this study 

Publics: The definition of the public developed by Dewey (1927), indicates a group that is 

occurring in a specific context and/or forming in response to a specific circumstance.  It 

refers, therefore, to discrete groups, and can therefore be plural, overlapping and temporal.  

The use of plural in this thesis is a feminist acknowledgement that the public is not a unified, 

singular, knowable entity, despite early approaches to participation implying this: there are 

many diverse publics (Sandercock 2003: 34) 

Rhizome / rhizomatic: Rhizomes refer metaphorically to systems with underground stems 

and aerial roots (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). Rather than following an orderly structure, 

they can be arbitrary, paradoxical, anarchistic, non-linear and multi-centred, concerned with 
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networks rather than hierarchies, mixing ‘words, things, power and geography’  

Separation wall: A barrier, wall or fence, constructed to limit the movement of people across 

a line or border.  In this research, refers to the West Bank wall, under construction by Israel 

since 2002 (B’Tselem, 2014) 

Spatial story: This term is used rather than case study, in an acknowledgement of the 

subjectivity of knowledge and truth-production (De Certeau,1984). Spatial stories may 

include maps, dictionaries, books, peer-reviewed academic journal articles and 

brochures/pamphlets, websites or exhibitions 

Sustainism: A set of values and ideas that define how we might live in the 21st Century, 

placing connectivity, relationships, localism and sustainable lifestyles at the centre (Schwarz, 

2013) 

Tactical Strategies:  A term used to describe practices which take place in the space between 

de Certeau’s placeless tactics and the formal power of his strategies (Lugones, 2003: 215) –

for example, where strategists elect to navigate or push the boundaries of their ‘proper 

place’ (Geiger et al., 2014) 

West Bank: A landlocked territory near the Mediterranean coast of Western Asia, bordered 

by Jordan to the east and by the Green Line separating it and Israel on the south, west and 

north.  Ownership is disputed between Palestinians and Israelis (Ben-Naftali et al., 2005)
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PROLOGUE  

Fig.0.1 Research journey 
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How did I come to be doing this research?  I have always been interested in hybridity, perhaps 

because, as a culturally Protestant person who identifies as Irish, with a parent from each side 

of the Irish border, I did not fit comfortably into the ‘green or orange’ boxes people seemed to 

want to fit me in.   I cultivated being hybrid, hard to pin down as one or the other.  As an aspiring 

architect in Northern Ireland at a time when it was emerging from conflict, I noticed, from an 

early age, the role that space (and therefore architecture) plays not just in peace-building, but 

also in concretising division.  This occurs through the more obvious walls and blocked roads, 

but also subtly, through new roads and buildings that sever or turn their backs on certain 

communities, acting as separation barriers.  Most bafflingly, even those that have been funded 

and celebrated as shared spaces can do this, for example Belfast’s Stewartstown Road 

Regeneration Project, a joint project between neighbouring Catholic/Nationalist/Republican 

(CNR) and Protestant/Unionist/Loyalist (PUL) communities, but which, in my view, is effectively 

an inhabited (only by day) wall that maintains their separation.  Having studied and worked 

away from Northern Ireland for almost a decade, it was not until my masters in Cardiff, in 2010, 

that I engaged intellectually with these matters: visually cataloguing Belfast’s peace walls; 

polemically mapping ‘Protestant Belfast’ and ‘Catholic Belfast’ in maps that left large 

‘inaccessible’ swathes of the city blank; attempting to recreate the uncomfortable divisiveness 

of sectarianism during a review presentation by building a ‘peace wall’ across the university 

corridor and segregating my audience according to religion; designing a thesis project that 

sought, somewhat paternalistically, to employ various strategies that would encourage local 

inhabitants to cross Belfast’s largest peace wall, and in so doing begin to erode the boundary.  

It was work fuelled by rage.  Even at the time I realised, with frustration, that no building alone 

could begin to solve the entrenched socio-political issues in a place like Belfast – these were 

questions I would instead need to explore further through doctoral research. 
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Fig.0.2 Stewartstown Road Regeneration Project, Suffolk entry 

On my subsequent return to Belfast in 2010, I became involved, through an internship at PLACE 

(Belfast’s Built Environment Centre), in leading architectural walking tours of Belfast.  I also took 

part in a summer school by the Forum for Alternative Belfast, an organisation which has become 

one of the studies in this research (spatial story 3).  In August 2010, the profoundly different (to 

me, at the time) and inspiring Italian architectural collective, Stalker, visited Belfast (organised 

by Flaxart Studio, PLACE and the British Council (O'Beirn, 2010)).  They practised architecture, 

or urban research, in a radical way that was new to me – initiating projects with marginalised 

groups, using walking and harvesting of olives, and all sorts of activities that had little to do with 

making buildings and everything to do with peripheral spaces and marginalised groups and truly 

collaborative, process-oriented praxis.  I wrote a blog entry about their lecture at the time, 

saying: 

[Stalker] don't just walk, but 'walk across' the city, through unexpected, inaccessible, abandoned 
places. They create an interactive online map of their walk, that evolves as individuals add things 
to it, to contain the personal and forgotten memories of the city. These are not maps as a global 
representation of the city, but rather maps of their experiences...maps which, like the walks 
themselves, connect spaces that would not otherwise be connected (Shannon, 2010). 
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Fig.0.3 (left) Stalker walking tour, Belfast, 2010 (ON/Edge, 2010) 

Fig. 0.4 (right) Leading the ‘Belfast: A City Shaped by Conflict?’ tour, 2012 

We went on an exhilarating walk through Belfast’s no-mans-lands and no-go-zones, scrambling 

over walls and passing through strangers’ terraced houses.  At around this time, I also conceived 

of a discursive walking tour focused on the ways in which Belfast’s built environment has been 

shaped by the conflict (actualised in 2012 and led during 2012-14).  Something about walking 

collectively in space, looking at it in new ways and from different angles felt very significant.  

The seeds of this doctoral research were sown. 

Looking back, as my research nears completion, it is interesting to note the regular coincidence 

of personal and academic events throughout this PhD journey.  From a marriage proposal 

sprung unexpectedly and accepted en-route home from my eye-opening, direction-shifting first 

study trip to Israel/Palestine; to a major supervisory and departmental upheaval that followed 

in the wake of the personal upheaval that is new motherhood, it has been a journey of growth, 

challenge and change. 
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As with any piece of research, this process began with a period of opening up, exploring and 

asking questions which shaped the subsequent direction of the research.  This period lasted 

around three years, during which time the PhD was affiliated with (and funded by) a research 

project in the Department of Planning, entitled Planning for Spatial Reconciliation and funded 

by the Special European Union Programmes Body’s Peace III fund.  Several pivotal turning points 

in this time, each in their own way deeply challenging personally and intellectually, had 

particular impact. These were, in short, two research trips to Israel/Palestine in 2012 and 2013; 

an international workshop I organised on Spatial Practice in Divided Contexts in 2013; and a 

leave of absence in 2014, to have my first child, closely followed by a breakdown in relationship 

with (leading to a change in) my supervisors upon my return.   

The research trips  - the first only five months into the PhD  - opened my eyes to other practices 

and perspectives and confronted me with the challenging and often contradictory realities of 

practising in conflict environments.1  I experienced differing spatial responses to division and 

inequality, and some of the effects they produced.  It is hard not to feel roused when you meet 

a family who have had their house torn down by bulldozers six times and are gearing up to 

rebuild it again; when you sit on buses next to amiable, teenage, uniformed, machine-gun-

slinging Israeli soldiers; or when you experience a mere flavour of the inconvenience of 

separation walls and checkpoint searches.  Back in Northern Ireland, it is also eye-opening when 

a community worker you interviewed is murdered in broad daylight three weeks later, before 

you have begun to transcribe the words he spoke (Allen, 2015); and when the soft, scarcely 

visible, utterly penetrable border you discussed with a man who has walked its length becomes 

the focus of national scrutiny and a potential European hard border following a vote in favour 

of the United Kingdom leaving the European Union (de Mars et al., 2016, Gormley-Heenan and 

Aughey, 2017).  I kept a blog on my 2013 study trip to Israel/Palestine, and for a time afterwards, 

through which I shared stories and reflections from my research as it unfolded.  This was a useful 

reflexive tool and drew some engagement from others that served to expand my network. 

The supervisory fallout was initially devastating, potentially crippling and yet ultimately 

redemptive for my research  - on reflection both an early symptom of and a catalyst towards 

 
1 These research trips were funded, with thanks, by the SEUPB (Peace III) through the Planning for Spatial 
Reconciliation Project in 2012 and Queen’s University, Belfast’s William and Betty MacQuitty Travel Scholarship, 
in 2013. 
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finding my voice as a feminist researcher.  Transferred to the Department of Architecture, and 

with new, regular and engaged supervision in place, a highly productive writing spell in 2016 

gave form to the conceptual framework and the writing, one by one, of the empirical data into 

what emerged as the seven spatial stories that form the basis of this research.  

The change in supervision and departments from planning to architecture was 

methodologically freeing, as I had been struggling to explore my research questions through 

the normative, triangulated2 approaches that were being advocated in the planning 

department.  I did not set out to carry out research from a post-positivist, feminist perspective, 

but my encounters, both with theory and in the field, challenged me and ruptured my 

previously-held beliefs about space and power and the role of architecture.  As Mackenzie and 

Ling put it, quite simply: ‘What I knew and who I was at the start of the journey was very 

different from what I knew and who I was at the end’ (2009: 51). 

Another baby, and another change in second supervisor, and the latter years of this PhD 

journey have consisted of a period of honing and processing, narrowing down and weaving the 

strands of the research into a finished text, while also establishing and growing my architecture 

practice, Studio idir, the Irish word for between.  The journey, of course, will not end here.   My 

doctoral research has, inevitably, given rise to more questions that demand further exploration, 

and that I look forward to embarking on through my practice and research. 

  

 
2 The combined use of several methods, often quantitative and qualitative, to give increased confidence in the 
findings (Bryman, 2012). 
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ABSTRACT 

This research explores the shaping of space within the divided/contested contexts of Northern 

Ireland and Israel/Palestine, exploring ways in which space is being produced that transcend 

the established boundaries of knowledges, practices and places.  It stems from the observation 

that the production of urban/architectural/public spaces in contested contexts often evinces a 

disjuncture between those so-called experts who possess a rarefied and theoretical knowledge 

about space and those who have more lived understanding of a particular place, with the 

former holding significantly more power and authority.  If the primarily theoretical and 

generalised knowledge of the experts is privileged, then the more visceral and specific 

knowledges of those who inhabit relevant places are to some degree elided.  The experts’ 

knowledge is, however, inevitably incomplete.  This research seeks out other ways of knowing 

and producing space in these contexts, asking: what if a broader knowledge base could be 

applied to the shaping of space? Is this possible and what might it mean in divided/contested 

contexts? 

This is an epistemic, feminist exploration of power and resistance, marginality and practice in 

divided/contested space.  The principal research question is: what can we learn from 

productions of space in divided/contested contexts that transcend the established boundaries 

of knowledge, practice and place?   It is about resisting binaries and eroding boundaries through 

spatial praxis in these contexts.  Theory is developed side-by-side with empirical research 

throughout the study, with each used to test and inform the other.  Critical political, post-

structural theory is applied to a broad range of literature across planning, architecture, 

urbanism and geography and to spatial practice, on the ground.  In particular, the conceptual 

framework draws heavily upon the philosophies of Michel Foucault, Henri Lefebvre and Michel 

de Certeau and the critical writings of bell hooks to explore how these themes play out in 

decision-making around deeply contested space.  

A multi-tiered rhizomatic methodology has been employed to identify, explore and critique 

particular instances of such praxes, empirically, in Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland.  Seven 

‘spatial stories’ are explored, including NGOs, a pedagogic organisation, community 

organisations, and individuals, all working within challenging, marginal contexts that include 
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borders, interfaces and refugee camps.  These praxes are shown to open up other ways of 

knowing and practising in the vulnerable, changeable space of the margins. 

A theory of liminal spatial praxis emerges, which is an agonistic navigation of the multiple 

thresholds between what is ring-fenced as accepted, privileged or ‘expert’ knowledge and that 

which is subjugated; between spatial practice in the exclusive, professionalised sense of the 

word and the all-inclusive Lefebvrian/De Certian understanding; and in the leftover space 

between distinct places, so rife in divided/contested contexts. 

Keywords: liminality, margins, space, practice, resistance, agonism, power, knowledge 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

This project explores how space is being produced in divided/contested contexts in ways that 

transcend the established boundaries of knowledges, practices and places.  It stems from the 

observation that the production of space often involves a disjuncture between those who 

theorise space (planners and architects, for example, often referred to as experts) and those 

who live in it, something that is rendered all the more problematic in places of political and 

social conflict.  Despite often concentrated efforts to include the people who inhabit a place in 

the shaping of their spaces, those who possess a rarefied and theoretical knowledge about 

space can have greater influence than those who hold a more lived understanding of a place 

(Lefebvre, 1991).  If the primarily theoretical and generalised knowledge of ‘experts’ is 

privileged in the decision-making process, then the more visceral and specific knowledges of 

those who inhabit the relevant spaces are to some degree elided.  Notwithstanding the 

potential depth and breadth of the experts’ knowledge, their insights are inevitably incomplete.  

This research seeks out other ways in which space is being produced in these contexts, asking: 

what if a broader knowledge base could be applied to the shaping of space? Is this possible and 

what might it mean in divided/contested contexts? 

In this way, heeding urban planning theorists Oren Yiftachel and Margo Huxley’s (2000: 910) 

exhortation to be ‘free from a-priori faith in the profession’s supporting ideological apparatus’, 

this project seeks to ‘step outside’ the internal discourses of the disciplines of planning, 

architecture, geography and urbanism to critically examine the role that built environment 

professionals play in divided/contested space.  In particular it is interested in how they integrate 

‘other ways of knowing’ (Sandercock, 1998: 30, emphasised in the original) about space. Some 

practitioners operating within contested space in divided contexts have acknowledged the 

imbalances and inadequacies of predominant modes of space production and have sought, 

through their praxis, to explore ways in which space can be shaped collaboratively with its 

inhabitants.  In other words, they are seeking to erode the expert/non-expert binary (among 

others) in order to incorporate more diverse knowledges in space-shaping processes.  

Accordingly, what useful insights might critical analysis of these marginal praxes proffer into 

navigating the complexities of planning and urban/architectural design in divided/contested 
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contexts? 

To begin to explore such a question, there is an important epistemic question, central to this 

research, about what is defined as spatial knowledge – what is accepted as knowledge, what 

forms of knowledge are privileged over others in decision-making about space, and what value 

could be added to the shaping of space if other knowledges were brought to bear.  There are 

many ways of knowing space, and these are not limited to technical production of plans and 

building designs, but also many more local, intimate knowledges that come with regular use 

and familiarity with a context.  The research focus is on how space is produced in 

divided/contested contexts; which knowledges are included/excluded; and how the binaries 

and boundaries of space, practice and knowledge are being challenged and eroded.  

Knowledge, in this context, is not considered to be the simple observation of unmediated truth.  

I take a post-positivist view of knowledges about space and its production, regarding 

‘knowledge’, as do French philosopher Michel Foucault and others, to be a function of the 

production of subjectivity and identity, and central to the dynamics of power (Foucault, 1986, 

Richardson, 1996).   

This is also a spatial enquiry, based on the premise that space and its practice matter.  The 

spaces we inhabit can perpetuate division much as they can, given the right social conditions, 

facilitate interaction.  This is not to embrace spatial or architectural determinism, i.e. that we 

can be controlled through space, for none of this can happen without people.  As Foucault 

explains, a space can only be oppressive or, for that matter, liberating, if people are prepared 

to use it in that way; such outcomes can never be guaranteed in the structure of things alone 

(Foucault, 1986: 245-6).  But nonetheless, space has an impact.   

Accepting, with social activist bell hooks, the assertion that marginal space can be a place of 

resistance, this research looks to the spatial margins – the seamlines, hinterlands and interfaces 

of divided/contested contexts, where binaries are rife and the same contestations inherent in 

all space are intensified, magnified, and deeply entrenched (Brand, 2009).3  The prevailing 

literature on spatial practice in divided/contested space has a highly normative bent and 

favours a solution-oriented approach to research in these contexts (Bollens, 2000, Brand and 

 
3 bell hooks is the pen name used by Gloria Jean Watkins and is intentionally all lower case. 
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Gaffikin, 2007, Gaffikin and Morrissey, 2011, Morrissey and Gaffikin, 2006, Calame and 

Charlesworth, 2009, Charlesworth, 2006).  The role of so-called expert spatial practitioners 

such as architects and planners is often implicitly taken for granted as benevolent, informed, 

neutral (Lane, 2005, Ferdman, 2018, Hillier, 2002).  There are, of course, some notable 

exceptions within the built environment disciplines, writing from post-colonial (Yiftachel, 1995, 

Yiftachel and Huxley, 2000, Gow, 1997), post-positivist (Richardson, 1996, Miessen, 2010b, 

Flyvbjerg, 1996, Flyvbjerg et al., 2002) and feminist (Schalk et al., 2017, Rydin, 2007, 

Sandercock, 1998) perspectives.  Theorists such as these have made it increasingly clear that 

normative approaches to the production of space are inadequate.  And yet, as is demonstrated 

by the end of Chapter 3, this is the approach to research, and practice, that pervades.  The 

practice of urban planning, in particular, is informed by a ‘necessarily normative stance’ (Paden, 

2003) – its very essence is about deciding/knowing what should happen.  Nonetheless, the 

ongoing deep-seated contestations around space, especially heated in divided contexts, 

demonstrate that mainstream normative, theory-based approaches have their limitations.  This 

research explores other ways space is being produced, asking what we can learn from those. 

From this overlapping interest in the production of knowledge and space, which are viewed as 

intrinsic and inseparable, and the emphasis on challenging the many related binaries around 

the margins of divided/contested space, emerges a central theoretical strand to the research, 

that of liminality, or being in-between, be that spatially, conceptually, socially and/or in other 

ways.  Liminality thus responds to the exposure of the dichotomisation inherent in decision-

making about space – evidenced in dyads such as expert/non-expert, us/them, here/there, 

in/out, official/unofficial, formal/informal.  Such certainties belie fragilities in the established 

mechanisms for shaping space, leaving mainstream planning and architecture inadequate to 

the task of responding to deep social division.  Conflicts are not understood as black and white, 

consisting of one side against the other, perpetrators and victims.  Contested space, like all 

other inhabited space, is more complex than that; and all space is contested, to some degree.  

In company with French philosopher Henri Lefebvre and others, spatial practice is not 

understood as something undertaken by experts alone, or necessarily resulting in a physical 

outcome: spatial practice is performative and process-oriented, and everyone does it. 

This is not an ethical enquiry.  It does not seek to suggest what is good or bad, right versus 

wrong, find the best way to practice space, or take sides in the spatial conflicts it engages in, 
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although naturally such positions are unavoidably implicit in any work.  Sooner or later, any 

such norms will invariably come up against their own limitations and contradictions.  There are 

no easy answers to these questions.  The focus is honed, instead, on the privileging and eliding 

of different types of spatial knowledge, and what approaches are being taken, through spatial 

practice on the ground, to challenge that. 

1.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This thesis, therefore, is concerned with how it might be possible to negotiate ‘contested space’ 

by learning from productions of space in divided/contested contexts where people are seeking 

to transcend the established boundaries of places, practices and knowledges.  It asks how those 

involved in the shaping of space in divided/contested contexts have engaged with subjugated 

knowledges; what new and alternative practices are emerging here and what these might 

reveal about the production of space.  It explores how spatial boundaries are being erased, or 

re-imagined, by these actors.  Finally, it considers how so-called ‘spatial experts’ conceive of 

their own praxis, what new behaviours or approaches are associated with these praxes, and 

what tensions emerge.  

1.2 TERMINOLOGY 

The terminology section of the Glossary sets out some of the key conceptual terms used 

throughout the thesis, but it may be useful to draw particular attention to several key terms 

that are frequently, deliberately and perhaps in some cases unconventionally used in this 

thesis, to avoid causing confusion or irritation.  These are: -cum-, the conflation of 

divided/contested space, the pluralisation of some words and (because they are so widely used 

and central to this thesis) the distinction in meaning intended between practice and praxis.    

Firstly, the preposition -cum-, which is the Latin word for with, is used between nouns to imply 

multiple purposes, like both/and.  Hybridity emerges in this thesis as a tactic employed by many 

of the diverse spatial praxitioners, including the assuming of multiple professional identities.  

They are artist-cum-gardener, architect-cum-community worker, creative writing lecturer-

cum-independent cartographer, architect-cum-anthropologist: their multiple identities are 

thereby acknowledged.  This is also the case for as are many of the thinkers and academics 

whose work is referenced, who are multi- or post- disciplinary.  One title is rarely enough to 
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acknowledge people’s multiple, hybrid identities.   

Divided space and contested space are both widely used in the literature to refer to places like 

Northern Ireland, Israel/Palestine, Cyprus and South Africa where conflict has led to a 

proliferation of territorial partition.  Yet neither term on its own quite suffices.  The two words 

are conjoined, therefore, as divided/contested space, to acknowledge that these spaces are 

both divided and contested.  However, all inhabited space is contested, to some degree, and 

physical and social divisions are rife throughout urban space4.  The tensions observed in 

divided/contested spaces are only a more extreme example of the same spatial conflicts 

experienced elsewhere.  Other terms, such as publics and knowledges, have been pluralised, in 

a feminist recognition of difference and multiplicity.   

The terms practice and praxis are also both used within this research and need to be 

distinguished.  Spatial practices can range from formal organisations to more ephemeral or 

circumstantial gatherings of people around a particular place or theme.  The practitioners this 

research engages with are a diverse range of people of varying background, experience and 

'expertise'.  The term practice - spatial practice - is used in its broadest sense, to include those 

more-and-less conscious activities and also resistance in its many forms – disobedience, 

violence/vandalism, avoidance, protest, counter-narratives, tactics, and so on (de Certeau, 

1984).  Practice, therefore, requires knowledge, in itself, but it also produces knowledge – it is 

made into knowledge, to varying degrees (de Certeau, 1984).  Praxis, on the other hand, implies 

both action and reflection upon the world in order to change it (Freire 1972).  It is ‘the 

translation of knowledge into action’ (Soja, 1996: 22).  Research, in this light, is also seen as a 

form of praxis (Lather, 1986).  The words praxis and spatial praxitioner are used, therefore, to 

distinguish spatial practice (praxis) of an intentional and informed nature from the spatial 

practices we all constantly and often semi-automatically engage in as we navigate and 

negotiate our environments.   

1.3 ISRAEL/PALESTINE AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

The research is focused on examples of spatial praxis within two divided/contested fields of 

 
4 It should also be acknowledged that the term divided is itself a contested term, particularly in Israel/Palestine, 
where apartheid/settler colonialism might be considered by some to be more appropriate.   
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inquiry, namely Northern Ireland and Israel/Palestine.  These contexts are two of the 

‘quintessential’ divided contexts explored within contested space and divided city literature 

(see, inter alia, Calame and Charlesworth, 2009, Bollens, 2000, 2012, Gaffikin and Morrissey, 

2011, Di Cintio, 2013).  Their respective conflicts, being of very different natures, and in 

different stages of (relative) peace and (ongoing) unrest, are not directly comparable.5  Indeed, 

the intention is not to compare and contrast them, as that would not speak to the questions 

being asked.  Rather, engaging in two distinct fields, providing very different conditions for 

practise, allows a broader and fuller exploration of liminal spatial praxis.  The opportunity to 

conduct research in Israel and Palestine presented itself through the Planning for Spatial 

Reconciliation research project, through which this doctoral research was funded, particularly 

an early research visit in 2012.   

1.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

Reflecting a feminist, post-positivist epistemology, this thesis seeks to acknowledge and 

critique, as far as possible, pre-conceived biases and potential blind spots, both my own and 

others’.  This reflexive approach includes acknowledging and seeking to address the inherent 

challenges around voice and silence of the researcher and those people who became part of 

the research focus.  The post-structural conceptual framework that is applied to spatial praxis 

is one of the key contributions to knowledge that this research seeks to make, applying wide-

reaching critical theory to localised practices in divided/contested space.  A cross-cultural, 

multiple-case study approach is taken to the empirical data collection, with case studies 

unearthed rhizomatically through existing and new networks.  These are referred to as spatial 

stories, rather than case studies, in an acknowledgement of the subjectivity of knowledge and 

truth production.  Seven spatial stories are explored, primarily through semi-structured 

interviews and analysis of each individual or organisation’s creative productions, which include 

written, drawn and mapped outputs.  This work has a theoretical basis, with theory and 

empirical research developed side-by-side throughout the study, and the conceptual 

framework is thereby used to group and tease out commonalities between the spatial stories 

 
5 Although it is interesting to note that PUL and CNR communities in Northern Ireland both identify with different 
sides of the Israel/Palestine conflict (Israel and Palestine, respectively), and their flags are often flown in solidarity 
during marching season. 
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throughout the thematically-arranged empirical chapters.   

Theoretically, the starting point is a review, in Chapter 3, of the existing literature in the fields 

of planning and architecture to establish what the built environment disciplines have had to 

say about the actors involved in the shaping of space, including contested contexts, over 

broadly the last century.  This critical engagement with the established literature will 

demonstrate that the involvement of multiple publics in shaping their spaces, and the 

relationship between the spatial professions and their publics, remain under-theorised and 

under-realised in practice.  The literature is shown to be highly normative, typically biased 

towards reinforcing liberal norms about democracy and the efficacy of administrative and 

consultative processes (Howe 1990, Harper and Stein 1992, Yiftachel and Huxley, 2000).  As a 

result, there has been startlingly little critique of some basic preconceptions about the 

production of space, both within so-called ‘contested space’ and ‘elsewhere’.6  However, 

promise is found in agonistic theories of planning and spatial practice, which make more room 

for difference. 

In order to be able to examine alternative practices and how these might provide deeper 

insights into the production of space, it is necessary to look beyond the contested space 

literature.  Through engagement with the philosophical works of a number of post-positivist, 

feminist and post-colonial thinkers, a conceptual framework is established, in Chapter 4, to 

provide a critical lens through which to consider the selected spatial stories.  This includes 

Foucault on power and resistance, Lefebvre on the Production of Space, fellow French 

philosopher, Michel de Certeau, on the strategies and tactics of spatial practice, and the 

feminist writings of hooks as well as others around the creative opportunities of the margins or 

limits, and the practice of locating in-between.  I outline a theoretical basis for ‘liminal spatial 

praxis’, which describes an agonistic navigation of the multiple thresholds between what is ring-

fenced as accepted, privileged or ‘expert’ knowledge and that which is subjugated; between 

spatial practice in the exclusive, professionalised sense of the word and the all-inclusive 

Lefebvrian/De Certian understanding; and in the leftover space between distinct places, so rife 

in divided/contested contexts.   

 
6 This binary distinction is rejected in this thesis  – all space is contested, to varying degrees. 
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The empirical chapters (5-9) discuss seven contemporary spatial stories within Israel/Palestine 

and Northern Ireland.7  There are three within Northern Ireland.  Activist urban design group, 

Forum for Alternative Belfast, is considered in its role as, arguably, a mouth-piece of the limit 

(section 4.4.4) between locals and the municipality in Belfast’s inner-city development.  The 

combined efforts of a collection of organisations and individuals to transform a North Belfast 

interface at the junction of Skegoneill and Glandore Avenues provide the second spatial story.  

Finally, the border cartography of creative writing lecturer-cum-independent cartographer, 

Garrett Carr, is explored, which focuses on reconceptualising the intangible, symbolic and 

deeply politicised threshold that is the Irish Border. 

Of the four spatial stories within Israel/Palestine, two are in Israel and two within the Occupied 

Palestinian Territories (OPT), specifically the West Bank.  In Tel Aviv, NGO Zochrot promotes 

awareness of destroyed Palestinian villages and uses counter-mapping (section 7.2.1) to plan 

for the as yet politically unfeasible return of the Palestinian diaspora.  The architecture-cum-

cultural-tourism-cum-community development work of architect Ella Iungman and the Creative 

Tourism Project she initiated, which explores a praxis of linking between the Municipality and 

subaltern Arab residents in the world heritage city of Acre, is the second Israeli example.  In the 

OPT, Ramallah-based NGO Riwaq’s attempts to use heritage to repair the fragmented (social 

and physical) geography of the West Bank provide the third example.  The final spatial story 

takes place across several West Bank refugee camps, where architect founders of Campus in 

Camps work with refugees to explore new ways of spatially representing camps and refugees, 

beyond fixed labels of victimization, passivity and poverty. 

 
7 To the architectural reader, these may be surprising in their diversity.  Many do not focus on buildings and designs 
and plans and have little to do with architecture.  This thesis is about spatial praxis writ large – the ways of knowing 
and producing space that have been elided.  It therefore includes spatial praxis from outside the built environment 
disciplines.   
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Fig.1.2 Maps, at matching scale, of Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland, depicting the spatial stories 

Chapter 5 sets the scene, in brief, in which these stories take place before the telling of each 

spatial story in Chapter 6.  These short spatial stories serve as a reference point for the following 

chapters, which are arranged thematically around the three distinct but overlapping lenses that 

emerge from the research questions – transcending the established boundaries of places, 

practices and knowledges. Chapter 7 looks at examples of liminal spatial praxes which resist the 

dichotomisation of physical places; chapter 8 focuses on the ways in which these praxes are 

concerned with incorporating disparate modes of practice, and Chapter 9 explores the ways in 

which liminal spatial praxes seek to bridge and connect different, sometimes binarised, ways of 

knowing, or knowledges, including those which have been subjugated.  The closing chapter 

draws out some themes and commonalities of liminal spatial praxis across the seven spatial 

stories, and finishes by reflecting on the research process and its impact on my practice. 

1.5 RESEARCH FINDINGS 

Each of the seven spatial stories, in their own ways, produces a practice that responds to its 

unique circumstances and the individuals involved and each faces its own challenges.  Yet some 

parallels emerge in the way that these practitioners position themselves in relation to the ring-
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fenced ‘proper place’ to which they belong, in the way that spatial boundaries are radically 

altered, both physically and more ephemerally, prioritising connection over division; and in the 

means by which other ways of understanding space are brought to the fore.  All of this occurs 

through a willing location on multiple precarious edges that will be shown to be intrinsic to 

liminal spatial praxis.   This is not a comfortable place, offering simple answers, but why would 

it be?  It is vulnerable, messy and contradictory.  In the volatile spatial conditions of 

divided/contested space, where spatial practice becomes politicised in the extreme, liminal 

spatial praxis is seen to offer opportunities for diverse people to spatially and critically engage, 

and for other ways of knowing to be incorporated into spatial production, sometimes with 

spatially, socially, politically and/or personally transformative effects. 

‘Making Space for each other’, the final report of the SEUPB Planning for Spatial Reconciliation 

research project that funded this research, was launched in April 2016.  It proposed a set of 

pluralistic planning principles for planning in contested space, calling for a move ‘from the 

politics of coercion to the politics of persuasion’ and for recognition that ‘internal problems 

have to be solved by internal actors’ (Gaffikin et al., 2016: 78, 118). Although it takes a less 

normative, more questioning (post-structural) approach, I hope this exploration of pluralistic 

approaches to spatial praxis on the ground in the margins of divided and contested space, 

exposing different ways of knowing, practising and producing space by diverse actors, will 

supplement the findings of report.   
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2 METHODOLOGY  

This chapter sets out the epistemology and methods that have informed this research.  It starts 

by considering the research questions to identify the most appropriate approach with which to 

interrogate them.  The conceptual framework, which has developed alongside the empirical 

data collection, has crystallised the feminist, post-positivist epistemology of this research.  This 

has led to a questioning and reflexive approach that does not seek normative or prescriptive 

solutions.  The way in which the conceptual framework is applied to the data and shapes the 

structure and nature of the findings is explained, as is the choice of a case study methodology.  

Case studies, referred to as spatial stories, allow examples of spatial practice within the 

divided/contested contexts of Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland to be explored in some 

depth.  The rhizomatic method of identifying the seven case studies is explained and mapped.  

Data collection (through semi-structured interviews and analysis of written and drawn output) 

and analysis (through field notes, applying the lens of the conceptual framework and the 

writing of spatial stories about the spatial stories) are then set out.  The final section of this 

chapter discusses the limitations of the methodology and efforts that have been taken to 

address these, including inviting interviewees to respond to the research findings, in order to 

improve their rigour. 

2.1 FEMINIST, POST-POSITIVIST EPISTEMOLOGY 

Central to this research is a question of what a broader knowledge base applied to the shaping 

of space might offer, in particular in divided/contested contexts.  It seeks out examples where 

spatial practitioners are working in ways that transcend the established boundaries of places, 

practices and knowledges (Awan, Schnieder and Till, 2011, Morrow and Abdelmonem, 2012, 

Hyde, 2012a).  The focus, therefore, is on approaches those involved in the shaping of space in 

these contexts have taken to engage with subjugated knowledges, what new and alternative 

practices are emerging here, and how spatial boundaries are being erased, or re-imagined.  It 

considers how so-called ‘spatial experts’ conceive of their own praxis, what new behaviours or 

approaches are associated with these praxes, and what tensions emerge (Schalk at al, 2017).    

Through such explorations, it seeks to discover what these practices might reveal, more 

broadly, about the production of space. 
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In order to investigate these questions, it is first important to set out the epistemological 

position from which they stem and show how they have given form to the conceptual 

framework, which is central to this thesis.  I have sought a position with those who attempt to 

use post-structural theory to challenge the norms and nostalgias of leftist thinking and practices 

(Lather, 2001: 207).  Specifically, in what is at core an epistemic enquiry, concerned with 

knowledge(s), I have taken what might be broadly defined as a post-positivist attitude, viewing 

knowledge as subjective and socially produced.  

2.1.1 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The research questions clearly require engagement with theories of power, resistance, and 

spatial practice and production from both within and beyond the built environment disciplines.  

Developed in tandem with the empirical data collection, the conceptual framework forms a key 

component of the analysis – symbiotically developing, testing and critiquing the core themes 

of this research, asking how they are relevant to praxis, in the field.  The conceptual framework 

is an important aspect of the methodology, and one of the key contributions to knowledge that 

this thesis seeks to make.  The limitations of the literature within the built environment 

disciplines called for a broader philosophical and critical theoretical reading into matters 

around space, power, practice and resistance.  This was ongoing throughout the early years of 

the PhD, in parallel with, and in response to, the empirical research in the field and the 

challenging questions it prompted.  The theory crystallised into the concept of a spatial praxis 

of liminality, which has since informed the approaches taken to the data.  The spatial stories 

have, in turn, allowed the concept of liminal spatial praxis to be developed, drawing out some 

of its characteristics, tactics, effects and challenges (Chapter 10).    

The theory of a spatial praxis of liminality builds around three central strands: such practices 

are located on, and in some way challenge and thereby erode, the binarising margins in-

between different practices, knowledges and places.  These three strands inform the final 

selection of the seven spatial stories and are used to tease out different aspects of the data 

generated from them.  In the process of writing up, they have also provided the lens through 

which the spatial stories have been analysed, critiqued, challenged and, ultimately, presented 

in chapters 6 (place) ,7 (practice) and 8 (knowledge), respectively.  Because the data and theory 

have developed symbiotically, the data, as it emerges, has in turn allowed this nascent theory 
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to be tested and fleshed out. 

2.1.2 RESEARCH AS TRUTH PRODUCTION 

Although it is often ignored in the literature on methodology in the social sciences, power 

imbalances are inherent in any research project (Wild, 2012: 1).  Researchers hold the 

potentially dominant ‘status of those who are charged with saying what counts as true’ in 

relation to their subject matter (Foucault, 1979: 131).  Foucault closely studied the relationships 

between knowledge and power - revealing the ways in which truth, or that which is taken to be 

true, is produced through constraint and power and, in turn, induces its own power.  There is 

no absolute truth.  Rather, ‘[e]ach society has its regime of truth, its “general politics” of truth: 

that is, the types of discourse that it accepts and makes function as true’ (Foucault, 1979).  The 

dominant discourses around the shaping of space - the planning systems and centralised 

decision-making forums and processes around space - are part of that regime of truth.   

As a feminist researcher, I recognise that I am producing a truth about the spatial practices that 

I discuss.  This is occasionally an uncomfortable truth, in that it necessarily challenges my own 

pre-conceived ideas and biases, and at times seemingly goes against the very basis of my 

professional training.  Yet it must be acknowledged in order to remain mindful that there are 

other, ever relevant, sometimes contradictory and potentially subjugated knowledges in 

relation to these spatial practices.  My choices around what information to include also involve 

the exclusion of other data I have deemed less relevant.  Importantly, the lived knowledges and 

experiences of those participating first-hand in the spatial practices I research, who are not 

always afforded the same status or voice, even with the best intentions, can be silenced by the 

re-telling of their story by another.  As hooks pointedly observes:  

No need to hear your voice when I can talk about you better than you can speak about yourself. 
No need to hear your voice. Only tell me about your pain. I want to know your story. And then I 
will tell it back to you in a new way. Tell it back to you in such a way that it has become mine, my 
own. Re-writing you, I write myself anew. I am still author, authority. I am still the colonizer, the 
speaking subject, and you are now at the center of my talk (1990: 343). 

These remarks are not intended to discourage academic interventions, but rather form part of 

hooks’ call to arms to come together and take action in the radical margins, where researcher 

and researched can become ‘that ‘we’ who inhabit marginal space that is not a site of 

domination but a place of resistance’ (hooks, 1990: 343, emphasis added).  I have sought to 
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take a methodological approach that permits this.  Voice and silence are discussed further in 

section 2.6.1. 

Feminist methodologist Patti Lather has also ruminated on the subject of responsibilities of 

representation, and suggests telling ‘stories that belong to others in a way that attends to the 

crisis of representation’ (2001: 204).  Part of her response has been an attempt to embrace 

‘messy texts’ which make room for representation of self and others, reflections, first-hand 

accounts, mixing academic and other creative genres (2001: 201).8 

2.1.3 ‘PRACTISING UNCOMFORTABLE REFLEXIVITY’ 

A reflexive approach requires self-scrutiny.  However, it risks being self-indulgent, or even 

undermining of the research (Pillow, 2003).  Bourdieu warns that researchers of the social 

sciences must: 

avoid the temptation of indulging in the type of reflexivity that could be called narcissistic, not only 
because it is very often limited to a complacent looking-back by the researcher on his own 
experience, but also because it is its own end and leads to no practical effect (2004: 89). 

It does not follow that if we talk or write at length about our positions, we will automatically 

transcend them (Patai, 1994: 74).  More self-critique is required form the reflexive process.  

Sociologist Norman Denzin suggests that a ‘responsible, reflexive text announces its politics and 

ceaselessly interrogates the realities it invokes while folding the teller’s story into the multi-

voiced history that is written…no interpretation is privileged’ (Denzin, 1997: 225).  But such a 

text is not easily written.  It requires rigour.  Gender studies scholar Wanda Pillow advocates an 

‘uncomfortable reflexivity’ that acknowledges that this knowing is tenuous.  Like Lather, she 

too argues for messy texts that recognise that they cannot ‘claim the innocence of success 

(even in failure)’ (Pillow: 193, 194). 

Psychology academic Linda Finlay (2002: 213) offers useful advice to help researchers ‘to better 

choose their preferred route through the swamp’ of reflexive approaches, including 

intersubjective reflection, mutual collaboration, social critique and discursive deconstruction. 

Since meanings are negotiated between researcher and research participants within a 

 
8 An example can be found in Nina Lykke’s preface to Feminist Futures of Spatial Practice SCHALK, M., 
KRISTIANSSON, T. & MAZÉ, R. 2017. Feminist Futures of Spatial Practice: Materialisms, Activisms, Dialogues, 
Pedagogies, Projections, AADR/Spurbuchverlag.   
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particular social context, and each researcher brings their own preconceived ideas into their 

research, different researchers are likely to produce different interpretations of the same data. 

We bring tacit knowledge to our research and I am aware that my tacit knowledge as an 

architect may precondition me with some unhelpful biases, for example towards the positive 

possibilities of buildings, that serve to make some things within my case study more visible to 

me and other things invisible (Steier, 1991).  Points of identification between the researcher 

and research participant may become important and we need to be aware of what we bring to 

the research as well as how we are affected by it. The inner world of the researcher structures:  

their choice of setting, experience in the initial stages of fieldwork, and the research roles they 
assume. The transferences that are situationally mobilized in the fieldwork encounter have 
implications for the questions researchers ask, the answers they hear, and the materials they 
observe… Most importantly transferences structure the researcher’s ability to develop empathic 
relations with those subjects who provide the essential sociological data (Hunt in Finlay, 2002: 
217). 

In summary, ‘each way of approaching reflexivity has opportunities and costs… The task is to 

do the reflexive analysis well’ (Finlay 2002:225). Or as well as we can, for there are always 

limitations and obstacles to overcome (Patai, 1991: 150).  Practising reflexivity presents a 

challenge to the researcher and each researcher has to navigate their own imperfect path 

through ‘the swamp’.  For me, this path involves the uncomfortable9 sharing, in the prologue, 

of my own journey through the research process, recorded in field notes in ‘paper brains’ as 

part of my analysis, and in the final closing reflections that responds to the research findings, 

in Chapter 10. 

2.1.4 RESEARCH JOURNEY 

Every time I have tried to do a piece of theoretical work it has been on the basis of elements of my 
own experience: always in connection with processes I saw unfolding around me. It was always 
because I thought I identified cracks, silent tremors, and dysfunctions in things I saw, institutions 
I was dealing with, or my relations with others, that I set out to do a piece of work, and each time 
was partly a fragment of autobiography (Foucault, 2000: 458). 

It has become common in feminist methodologies to view the research process as an 

evolutionary journey out of which the methodology emerges alongside the findings (Mackenzie 

and Ling, 2009, Gray, 1989).  The journey metaphor is a particularly potent one that embraces 

 
9 I find it deeply uncomfortable, as someone who has cultivated hybridity, to disclose from the outset my religious 
background.  I also feel discomfort at the risk of self-indulgence associated with wasting precious words on myself 
when the substance of the PhD is the more salient material. 
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change and movement (Milne et al., 2006).  Research is, after all, ‘a process of self-engagement, 

for researchers project their own identities and conflicts into their professional work’ (Gray, 

1989: 383).  While this can risk seeming self-indulgent or of questionable relevance, it offers a 

fuller picture than a scientific method alone can give.  

In this research, the prologue maps out the pivotal events and turning points (both academic 

and personal) of my research journey, acknowledging their role in the shaping of the research.  

It seeks to contribute to the rigour of the thesis and adhere to feminist principles around 

disclosing the authority, background and identity of the writer.  It is not offered as a scientifically 

sound means to an end, but in the fullness of its evolutionary, non-linear messiness (Mackenzie 

and Ling, 2009).  For me, it helps to chart the way in which, over the seven years of this research, 

I have grown as a researcher in response to the theory and spatial practices I have been 

researching, finding my voice as an architect and a feminist researcher.  As with any journey, I 

have been in some way changed by the process. 

2.2 CASE STUDY METHODOLOGY: SEVEN SPATIAL STORIES 

Acknowledging the diversity of spatial responses that specific contexts and conditions bring 

about, this research naturally requires that more than one example from each of the two 

contexts of Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland be studied in some depth.   Given the focus 

of the research questions on the practice of ‘spatial experts’ on the ground, their attitudes and 

reflections on their practice, and the other dynamics at play, case studies are identified as the 

best way to investigate a variety of examples.  These qualitative questions are not the sort that 

surveys or participant observation could answer.   It is not a matter of gathering information 

and accepting it as fact.  A depth is required that allows interrogation and testing of data as it 

emerges, with underlying dynamics captured and theorised through the conceptual 

framework. 

The approach that has been taken aligns closely with what Alan Bryman, expert in research 

methods, would describe as a cross-cultural, multiple-case study approach (2012: 72-5).  The 

methodological literature defines a case study approach as one in which looking at a subject 

through multiple lenses, in a degree of depth, from a number of perspectives, allows an 

'intensive, detailed examination' (Bryman, 2012.: 68) that contributes to a richer understanding 
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of the dynamics at play.  Applying different methods to the subjects, such as interviews with 

multiple participants, or combining methods such as surveys, observations and interviews, 

builds a fuller picture (Gillham, 2000).  It is relatively common, within the social sciences, for 

studies to focus around one or two case studies, allowing a great level of focus and detail, most 

notably in the case of longitudinal ethnographic studies, where researchers can spend years 

actively immersing themselves in a study to gain a depth of detail that is impossible to obtain 

through lighter touch approaches (see, for example, Low, 1996).  In the case of this research, 

however, the idiosyncrasy of the specific liminal spatial praxes could make a very detailed look 

at just one or two case studies limiting.  A multiple case study approach therefore offers a more 

robust framework for data collection (Yin, 1994: 39, Bryman, 2012: 72).  It allows what happens 

in more than one context and in multiple incidents of spatial production to reveal not 

necessarily similarities but also, importantly, differences in approach within the uniqueness of 

each situation, and as such enhance both the validity and the reliability of the findings (Noor, 

2008). 

It goes without saying that the more case studies there are within a piece of research, the less 

depth can be afforded each individual case: there is a fine balance to be achieved (Marshall et 

al., 2013, Mason, 2010).  I arrived, through rhizomatic selection (Section 2.3), at the arguably 

ambitious number of seven examples - three in Northern Ireland and four in Israel/Palestine.  

This is high for a research project of this scale.  There were numerous others that could have 

been included, indeed were included in previous iterations of the text, but were later set aside 

for various reasons.10  Financially, and in terms of time, there was a limit to the number of study 

trips I could take to Israel/Palestine.  I have found that seven examples allowed me to explore 

and contrast a diversity of approaches that each in their own way challenge, contradict, 

corroborate and test the conceptual framework of liminal spatial praxis without repetition and 

without losing too much depth.  Additional cases would certainly have revealed more about 

liminal spatial praxis; fewer would have allowed deeper observation.  However, within the 

restricted timing of a PhD study and across the distant geographies of the two territories, I felt 

 
10 These included Wahat al-Salam - Neve Shalom village and school of peace on the Israeli Green Line outside 
Jerusalem, Lebanon-based project Visualizing Palestine, Israeli NGO BIMKOM (Planners for Planning Rights) and in 
Northern Ireland the Peacebuilding and Conflict Resolution Centre planned for the contentious former 
Maze/Girdwood prison site and NGO Groundworks who have worked on contentious issues such as interfaces and 
bonfires.  All can be seen on the rhizomaps (Fig. 2.2 and 2.3) 
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that seven provided an upper limit that offered a suitable combination of breadth and depth. 

Although still widely used across feminist, post-positivist and post-colonial methodological 

paradigms, the term case study can imply a certain scientific objectification of the researched 

and perhaps a claim to some form of absolute truth in the voice of the researcher (Idowu, 2016, 

Corcoran et al., 2004).  Instead, the term story is employed in this research – specifically spatial 

stories (de Certeau, 1984) – seeking to capture some of the lesser heard knowledges about 

these places.  This language chimes with a feminist, post-positivist recognition of the 

subjectivity of truth and knowledge – Darlington and Scott (2002), for example, refer to ‘stories 

from the field’, and Corcoran et al. (2004) to ‘case stories’.  The use of the word ‘story’ seeks to 

acknowledge that writing is simply a way of framing reality – using but one of many possible 

frames (Marcus, 1998).  There are many ways to recount the same information in vastly 

divergent stories, shaped by what is selected for inclusion and what is, in turn, excluded: 

[P]ost-modernism involves the development of new rhetorics of science, new stories of knowledge 
‘after truth’ […] The postmodern world is without guarantees, without ‘method’[…]. All we can do 
is invent. We must construct and exemplify the rhetorics of the future […] through […] endless 
stories. (Tomlinson in Lather, 1993: 673). 

Although their purpose differs somewhat, it is worth considering here Foucault’s genealogies, 

a term which he used to describe a particular type of historical account of struggles (1980b).  A 

genealogy, for Foucault, is described as ‘a painstaking rediscovery of struggles together with 

the rude memory of their conflicts’ (1980b: 83).  In these contested spaces, the conflict and 

related spatial struggles over territory are never too far from the surface of spatial praxes, 

whether implicitly or explicitly.  Importantly, genealogies encourage a bringing together of 

expert/non-expert knowledge - in Foucault’s terms erudite knowledge and local memories - 

and analysing both strategies and tactics of power - in order to ‘establish a historic knowledge 

of struggles and to make use of this knowledge tactically today’ (Foucault, 1980b: 77, 83).  It 

‘opposes itself to the search for “origins” recording the singularity of events outside of any 

monotonous finality [and] in the most unpromising places’ (Foucault, 1978: 139- 40).  In the 

bridging of different ways of knowing, therefore, there is something inherently liminal about 

genealogies. 

What [the genealogical project] really does is to entertain the claims to attention of local, 
discontinuous, disqualified, illegitimate knowledges against the claims of a unitary body of theory 
which would filter, hierarchise and order them in the name of some true knowledge and some 
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arbitrary idea of what constitutes a science and its objects.  Genealogies are therefore not 
positivistic returns to a more careful or exact form of science.  They are precisely anti-sciences 
(Foucault, 1978: 83). 

As with Foucault’s genealogies, the spatial stories in this study are intended to shed light on 

practices that might otherwise go discounted or unheard, not to claim them, objectify them or 

draw from them transferable norms and principles, but in the hope that ‘science’, or the 

multiple centres, can learn something from the space of the margins. 

Stories are an important part of any spatial practice.  Italian Architect and theorist Marco 

Frascari sees storytelling as central to the spatial practices of architecture and shaping space: 

it ‘declares architecture and articulates it by showing the actions necessary for determining it’ 

(Frascari,2012: 226).  Indeed, he ventures that storytelling is an architect’s primary role, 

bridging the gap between different people’s experience, and between what is known and as 

yet unknown.  ‘Architectural storytelling involves the process of developing connections 

between one’s past experiences and those of others’ (Frascari, 2012: 231).  

De Certeau (1984: 115-30) uses the term spatial stories to refer to the interdependent 

relationship between textual narratives and spatial practices.  As people move and operate 

within space, they are constantly crafting idiosyncratic narratives infused with meaning that can 

then be expressed through writing.  Spatial stories, for de Certeau, are narratives of multiple 

forms that imbue places with meaning, attributes, and norms.  They are first and foremost 

about places, and are symbiotically influenced by and have an impact on the spatial practices 

of social actors in these places (de Certeau, 1984, Thompson, 2003).  They create an image of 

a place which is then picked up by those to whom the stories are conveyed - for example orally 

or through media campaigns, community initiatives, maps or texts.  They can reinforce or 

transgress the boundaries scripted by more mainstream narrations about a place by those in 

positions of ‘will and power’ (de Certeau, 1984: 36).  In the language of Foucault, these spatial 

stories could be conceived as practices of freedom or of resistance - enactments of political 

agency (Foucault, 1986, Hoy, 2004).  They constantly turn spaces into places and places into 

spaces and they are closely linked to the formation of social actors (de Certeau, 1984: 118).  

The term functions on multiple levels.  The spatial stories in this research are conceived of as 

examples of such practices of resistance by social actors - they are enacted spatial stories.  

Further, my intervention, as researcher, in these extant stories, contributing my own analysis 
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and interpretation – produces additional spatial stories (section 2.5.2). 

2.3 DATA SELECTION: A RHIZOMATIC APPROACH 

A rhizomatic approach has been taken to the data selection.  The use of the rhizome metaphor 

within social science research stems from Deleuze and Guattari’s (1987) influential work on 

plateaus.  The rhizome offers a shift in focus away from the idea of whole entities and the 

dualisms and dichotomies inherent in these (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987).  Rhizomes are 

systems with underground stems and aerial roots: ‘to function rhizomatically is to act via relay, 

circuit, multiple openings' (Lather, 1993: 680).  Rather than following an orderly structure, they 

can be arbitrary, paradoxical, anarchistic, non-linear and multi-centred, concerned with 

networks rather than hierarchies, mixing ‘words, things, power and geography’ (Adkins, 2015: 

25).  As an approach to research, they allow the transformative creativity that arises from social 

practices, the breaking down of present practices in place of future ones (Deleuze, 1992: 163-

64).  Rhizomes do not have beginnings or ends – they are all about connections across and 

between and through (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987: 7).  The rhizome offers a non-hierarchical 

structural model that rejects linear approaches and, further, renders implausible the binaries 

of division and taking sides – without any points or positions, just lines, there are only 

connections between things – the opposite of division.   

A rhizomatic approach to research, therefore, is not concerned so much with beginnings or 

ends as with jumping in somewhere and getting started.  This needs to be done extremely 

carefully; otherwise it risks being confusing rather than creative.  It is non-linear, and as such 

requires a tolerance for ambiguity and serendipity within the process (Alvermann, 2000: 125,-

26).  Teacher-cum-academic Eileen Honan’s rhizomatic approach to her doctoral research 

charts an invaluable path to another way to understand, navigate and justify the non-structured 

ways in which the spatial stories emerged and were chosen above others (Honan, 2007, Honan 

and Bright, 2016).  Her reflective theorisation of the multi-tiered rhizomatic approaches taken 

in her pedagogic PhD thesis has helped articulate a language with which to describe this 

approach. 

On a macro level, within this research, the rhizome metaphor has provided a means to map 

and understand the connected yet non-linear nature of the fields and even the choice of 
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methods.  Within the contexts of Northern Ireland and Israel/Palestine, the selection of the 

spatial stories has been carried out rhizomatically, using encounters and personal introductions 

and recommendations along with desktop research as ways in.  In addition, the spatial stories 

are, themselves, rhizomatic in nature – non-hierarchical and interconnected, as is revealed in 

the empirical chapters (for example, the organically ‘self-organised’ nature of the various 

activities around a Belfast interface in spatial story 2).  

2.3.1 UNEARTHING THE SPATIAL STORIES 

The selection of the spatial stories was not a matter of defining a list of qualifying criteria against 

which potential examples of liminal spatial praxis could be assessed.  Any attempt at such a 

check-list would undoubtedly have limited the examples selected.  They do not, for example, 

all take place on the tangible borders and boundaries between different physical spaces, 

although some do.  They do not all involve the participation of built environment professionals, 

although most of them do.  Some are organisations, others are individuals working alone. They 

range in scale, duration, purpose, output and mode of praxis. 

Further, in contested contexts, the dominance of power structures and community gate 

keepers make it all the more imperative to break free from methodological norms and find less 

centralised, more networked ways to navigate the contexts.  The approach taken for selection 

is necessarily different within the two research fields of Northern Ireland and Israel/Palestine, 

firstly because of my position as (relative) insider/outsider within the fields.  However it should 

be noted that the researcher is almost always an outsider, at a remove, even in a familiar 

context.  Being researchers, with a research agenda, the social world we inhabit is often quite 

different from that of our interviewees, placing us on the outside.  And yet we are often 

afforded, through our association with the Academy, more access to observe closely than 

others might achieve.  While that does not make us insiders, we nonetheless occupy a ‘space 

between’, along what is more appropriately conceptualised as a continuum rather than a 

dichotomy (Breen, 2007, Dwyer and Buckle, 2009).   

The level of choice of spatial practices to investigate differed significantly between the two 

contexts.  In Israel/Palestine there are many spatial practitioners, both from within the built 

environment disciplines and beyond, who are exploring diverse creative ways to respond to the 

impossible-to-ignore ongoing conflict and its spatial ramifications.  There are fewer examples 
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of spatial practices that challenge binaries within the smaller field of Northern Ireland.  Perhaps 

there is comparatively less imperative for spatial practices of resistance in the relative stability 

of a power-sharing government that has been charged with taking responsibility for non-

partisan planning and decision-making about space (although, at the time of writing, there have 

been no Ministers and no functioning Assembly since January 2017).  The illusion, day to day, 

that things are working in Northern Ireland might make spatial practitioners more complacent. 

In selecting spatial practices to investigate, chance encounters and personal recommendations 

were used as a way in to a research area that is still evolving, and is as yet unmapped by the 

existing literature.  This contrasts to other, more linear and hierarchically structured selection 

methods, for example Werner’s contact tree method for selecting interviewees in the field 

(1989a, 1989b).  By contrast, a rhizomatic approach displaces the idea of the researcher as the 

centre, for, as Deleuze and Guattari observe:   

Any point of a rhizome can be connected to anything other, and must be…  A rhizome ceaselessly 
establishes connections between semiotic chains, organizations of power, and circumstances 
relative to the arts, social sciences, and social struggles (1987: 7).  

In the case of this research, this meant that final selection of the seven spatial stories remained 

open throughout the research process, as multiple avenues were opened and explored and 

followed around in circles and back on themselves.  A messy, organic familiarisation process, 

researching spatial practice in both of the divided contexts constituted the initiation of the 

rhizome.  I took opportunities as they presented themselves.  This included, for example, a pilot 

study carrying out focussed scoping interviews at a very early stage of the research process with 

a selection of the participants in a workshop I attended at Tel Aviv University in May 2012.11  In 

Northern Ireland, it involved in-depth interviews and site visits in 2013 with several key players 

in the design and delivery of the Peace-building and Conflict Transformation Centre at the 

former Maze/Long Kesh prison, sadly since shelved due to local political fallout, and the Belfast 

City Council liaison for a now complete (cross-)community hub within the contentious former 

Girdwood Barracks site on an interface in West Belfast.  These early interventions in the field 

established initial contacts and avenues for exploration, which were especially useful in 

Israel/Palestine, a context with which I was previously unfamiliar.  From these initial contacts, 

 
11 ‘Contested Urban Spaces in the 21st Century: Planning with Recognition’, 16-17 May 2012, organised by planning 
academic Tovi Fenster. (Appendix III) 
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further relevant individuals and cases arose, through mention by or association with the initial 

interviewees, and I was able to re-visit key people and follow leads on my subsequent visit to 

Israel/Palestine.  In this organic way, the rhizome took root and began to grow, as I have mapped 

in Fig. 2.2 and 2.3.  The spatial stories chosen are typically those that have multiple nodes of 

connection with others and tap into recurrent themes.  And yet this is a study about the margins 

and the marginalised.  Recalling literary theorist Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s (1988) provocative 

reminder that the subaltern cannot speak (once they do, they cease to be subaltern), it is 

important to recognise the untold, unheard stories which are not those that people are talking 

about and telling already.  Therefore there are outliers, discovered through chance encounter, 

unconnected to mainstream discourse on spatial praxis, who have been included in this 

research, such as Galilee-based architect-cum-community worker, Ella Iungman and creative 

writing lecturer-cum-independent cartographer, Garrett Carr. 

The stories that are included were chosen because they revealed themselves, through the 

rhizomes, to contribute different lenses through which to test and explore the conceptual 

framework.  The rhizomatic selection of the spatial stories, and others that were set aside, are 

mapped in two ‘rhizomaps’ (Sellers, 2015).  The known connections between organisations and 

individuals are drawn, illustrating a network of interconnected lines.  They have continued to 

grow, iteratively, in order to locate the spatial stories that I discuss in this research in relation to 

other practices within the fields and go some way towards explaining their inclusion over 

others.  The diagrams could be developed further, endlessly, for example by being overlaid to 

show the multiple connections between people and organisations in the two fields and beyond.   
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Fig. 2.1 John Carson’s Friend Map 

Rhizomaps of each divided/contested context 

Rhizomatic mapping, or rhizomapping, is a term to describe the visual illustration of the 

networks and connections between people, concepts and organisations (Grellier, 2013, Sellers, 

2015).  In a similar vein, Lather (1993) referred to rhizomatic legitimation, whereby data is 

mapped and not merely described.  Artist John Carson’s ‘Friend Map’ (which is featured in 

Carr’s Mapping Alternative Ulster Exhibition, spatial story 1), in which he mapped the location 

of his friends from ‘both communities’ across Northern Ireland in the height of the conflict 

could be described as an example of a rhizomap (Fig.2.1).  Any entity can feature as a node or 

tuber in a rhizomap – the important thing is the connections between them.  Fig.2.2, for 

example, shows another example, which maps Catalan artist Joan Miró’s prolific career, 

connecting themes in his work to the broader political context and various artistic movements 

that he lived through and engaged with in his art. 
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Fig. 2.2 Rhizomatic wall installation at the Joan Miró Foundation 

In the context of this research, rhizomaps have been produced to describe the organic way in 

which I used my own personal and professional connections, created new ones and tapped into 

existing formal and informal networks between people and organisations to unearth a diversity 

of examples of spatial practice in both Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland.  The structure of 

these maps is non-linear.  Like in the Miró example (Fig.2.2), I place myself at the centre.  This 

is not to suggest importance, but because the map explains how I am connected to each of the 

stories, as well as how they connect to each other.  The spatial stories that have been selected 

for this study are circled, in large text, while others that were considered are only shaded.  

People who were interviewed are highlighted in red.  There is no further distinction between 

people, organisations, places.  The lines connecting nodes also include text that explains the 

connection.   
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Fig.2.3 Rhizomap of the research network in Israel/Palestine – orange is interviewees, grey potential 

spatial stories,  with final selections encircled. 
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Fig.2.4 Rhizomap of the research network in Northern Ireland 
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2.3.2 RHIZOMES WITHIN THE SPATIAL STORIES 

The spatial stories are, in many cases, rhizomatically structured in themselves, emerging from 

and resulting in networks between individual people, geographies and outputs.  They have 

been formed through networks and communities, common concerns and different approaches 

taken to those; operating opportunistically on the margins where networks are an important 

currency.  For example, in the border mapping of spatial story 1, Carr’s cartography of 

connections, loci of observation/power and, most recently, social hubs and gathering points 

along and across the Irish Border will evidence a highly rhizomatic, networked reading of the 

border.  Indeed, when Deleuze and Guattari (1987: 8) state that ‘there are no points or positions 

in a rhizome […]  There are only lines’ and Honan (2007: 535) writes, of rhizomes, ‘Remove the 

straight lines - remove the layers - and what remains is a map of possible pathways’, they could 

be describing, quite literally, Carr’s Map of Connections, the earlier versions of which did not 

even depict the borderline.  The map is a rhizome – it shows only the connections between 

places.   

 

Fig. 2.5 Garrett Carr’s Map of Connections 3.1 (close-up) showing unofficial connections along the 

border, but not the borderline itself 

2.4 METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION (PEOPLE AND TEXTS) 

The source of information for such qualitative enquiries about spatial practice is, naturally, to 

be found in the practitioners themselves - those people involved in spatial praxes of liminality 

within divided/contested contexts.  How can these people’s knowledges be captured?  

Observation alone will not suffice (De Munck and Sobo, 1998).  It presupposes an objectivity of 
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the observer, when in fact it has been proven that findings are often heavily influenced by the 

interests and epistemology of the researcher, and their biases (DeWalt et al., 1998, Johnson 

and Sackett, 1998, Kawulich, 2005).  The mere presence of an observer has been shown to 

encourage subjects to regulate and adjust their own behaviour (MacNaughton, 2003).  Aside 

from these shortcomings, more fundamentally: how a person behaves in space is not relevant 

to the questions being asked in this research.  Rather, the questions seek to explore what 

people think and how that informs their practices. 

The main data collection method used for the spatial stories is therefore in-depth, qualitative 

interviews with directly involved participants, coupled with assembling their published and 

unpublished, formal and informal, written, drawn and built outputs (i.e. their spatial practice) 

for analysis.   

2.4.1 SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS  

Qualitative interviews allow meaning and perceptions to be explored through ‘guided 

conversations’ (DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree, 2006: 314).  Individual, in-depth interviews are, 

for the most part, used in this research (with the occasional exception of interviews in pairs, 

when this was the only available access). 

Approaching interviews as a feminist researcher has some important implications and 

ramifications.  I am conscious that the interviewer has an impact on the knowledge that 

emerges from an interview.  Language is but one of the many potential pitfalls to be considered. 

There is the barrier of interviewing people who have a different first language (Squires, 2008, 

2009, Temple, 2008).  When I did not speak the same language as the interviewer, this is 

therefore noted on the transcript and borne in mind in the interpretation.  There are also 

conceptual language barriers in any interview – different people imbue the same terms (for 

example, power, space, criticism) with radically different meanings, which can lead to talking 

at cross-purposes (Qu and Dumay, 2011).  Ribbens and Edwards (1997) observe, however, that 

the researcher is inevitably placed in the position of ‘translator’ (or interpreter) in any 

interview, in that they take peripheral discourses and forms of knowledge and transform them 

into something that aligns with the dominant discourses.  Something is always lost in the 

translation.  This is impossible to avoid, not easily solvable, and yet is something that it is 

important to remain mindful of during interviews and afterwards, when it also presents 
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analytical challenges. 

Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges poetically describes how ‘[t]he taste of the apple […] lies in 

the contact of the fruit with the palette…not in the fruit itself’ (Borges, 2002).  New knowledges 

and meaning are generated through the interactions between researcher and interviewee, and 

the ways in which these are then interpreted and written into spatial stories.   The ‘interpretive 

turn’ in the social sciences has seen an increasing number of researchers advocate a reflexive 

approach, which may encourage the researcher to find and acknowledge that meanings are 

constructed and negotiated between the researcher and the researched (Rabinow and Sullivan, 

1987, Lather, 1986, 1993).  Hesse-Biber, for example, describes how, as a feminist researcher, 

she is: 

aware of the nature of my relationship to those whom I interview, careful to understand my 
particular personal and research standpoints and what role I play in the interview process in terms 
of my power and authority over the interview situation (2007: 113). 

It is important to remain ever mindful of the influence the researcher has on the findings.  I am 

mindful that I am both ‘insider’ and ‘outsider’ - regarded by many as an 'expert' of spatial 

practice, in that I am trained and practise as an architect, as are many whom I interview, but I 

am also not local to any of the places in which I conduct my interviews.   

The interviews carried out during the course of this research are semi-structured. I prepare in 

advance an interview guide that outlines a list of open-ended questions, which do not have to 

be asked in any particular order, or at all if it does not seem relevant.  I am able to ask other 

questions, too, seeking to question in a way that does not interrupt the flow of the interview, 

always available to wander off-course and pursue fruitful digressions, as Hesse-Biber and Leavy 

describe (Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 2007: 116).  Equally, having a prepared list of questions allows 

some focus and structure to the interviews, allowing me to steer back, where necessary, 

towards the relevant areas of the interviewees’ praxis.  Interviews are scheduled to last an 

hour, where interviewees can afford the time, and sometimes ran over by up to another hour, 

where the time is available and the conversation flowing. 

Broad and open-ended, non-threatening questions are asked in the first five or ten minutes, to 

establish rapport during what Spradley (2003) describes as the ‘apprehension’ phase of the 

interview.  These include generic questions around divided space, power and the role of 
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planning and architecture.  More focused enquiry of each individual’s spatial praxis or position 

follows, based on the specific circumstances of each individual (journalists and academic 

experts not directly affiliated with any of the spatial stories being examined, for example, were 

asked more general questions).  Any more sensitive, potentially provocative questions are 

saved for the later ‘cooperative’ stage (Spradley, 2003).  In-interview cues are followed (Hesse-

Biber and Leavy, 2007: 116, DiCicco-Bloom and Crabtree, 2006).  Where possible, I also attempt 

to make rhizomatic use of the interviews, asking interviewees their perspectives on the 

practices and outputs of the other spatial stories.  All are interconnected within the small fields 

of spatial networks.12  Sample interview questions can be seen in Fig.2.6. 

 
12 The co-director of Riwaq, for example, whose ethnographic PhD explores women’s spatial movements within a 
West Bank refugee camp, provided valuable insight into the lived reality of West Bank refugee camps, which 
informed spatial story 6, and as discussed in Section 7.2.2. 
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Fig.2.6 Notebook 6: Question template for interviews in Israel/Palestine, 2013 study trip 
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Selection of interviewees 

Thirty-four interviews have been conducted as part of this research, although only twenty are 

referenced in the final thesis.   Almost all of them are with planners, architects, journalists and 

academics – experts in spatial practice.  Clearly, given the focus of the research, it is important 

that I interview these people.  They are also the people I have had most direct access to, 

through shared contacts and my insider status as a fellow architect from divided/contested 

Northern Ireland.  They were comfortable and willing to speak to me, and share my language.  

However, this could be seen as a weakness, even an irony, of my research project, which seeks 

to engage with other, lesser-heard ways of knowing and producing space.  This and other 

limitations to the research, and my efforts to overcome them, are discussed further in section 

2.8.  

Interviewees are identified by name.  This is a study about these people and their individual 

approaches to expanding the knowledgebase applied to spatial discourses through their praxis.  

Most have gone on record in some capacity, publishing their work and opinions widely, and 

some with high public visibility, and/or quoted in newspaper articles.  Where relevant, their 

published work, on their own media platforms and in books and peer-reviewed journals is 

referenced in this study alongside the interview material.  However, it is important to note that, 

without exception, there are other actors, not always named, who also make important 

contributions to these spatial practices.  All of the spatial stories are the result of collective 

efforts of multiple people.  These include the local residents, refugees, contributors, 

neighbours, gardeners, border-dwellers, participants and where possible, I have identified and 

named them.  However, there are others who I didn’t have the opportunity to meet and whose 

names didn’t come up in interviews but whose spatial practices, however small or large, have 

had an impact on the context.   There is more to every spatial story than can possibly be covered 

here. 

Interviews in Israel/Palestine took place in two phases.  The first round, carried out at an early 

stage in the research, took opportunistic advantage of the ‘Contested Urban Spaces in the 21st 

Century: Planning with Recognition’ conference that I attended in Tel Aviv in 2012.  For these 

initial scoping interviews, interviewees were selected, through desktop research, from the list 

of speakers at the conference.  They were people who, in some way, through their practice or 
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publications, or the title of their paper at the conference, engaged in questions around divided 

space, power and the politics of Planning in Israel and Palestine.  For several reasons, including 

its location within Tel Aviv University, there was a definite Israeli bias to the event, despite the 

efforts of the left-leaning Israeli organisers.  The call to boycott Israeli universities was topical 

at the time (Rose and Rose, 2008, Davis, 2003). Indeed there were only three Arab 

Palestinian/Israelis, all of whom I selected for interview, but who are clearly not representative 

of a cross-section of Palestinian academics and practitioners – they were among the few willing 

to attend such an event, despite some reservations.13 

The Israeli bias of the conference to the rhizomap was counter-balanced, to some extent, 

through my personal connection with Beirut-based architect and visual communicator Ahmad 

Barclay, a partner at NGO Visualizing Palestine in Beirut, which creates infographics depicting 

the Palestinian story to a worldwide audience (section 5.2.3).14  Barclay provided some 

important possible interviewees and introductions in Palestine. 

By the time of my second visit, a review of the literature and the formation of the nascent 

conceptual framework had expanded the rhizome and enabled me to refine the choices of 

relevant people to interview across eight potential spatial stories.15  The necessary reduction 

down to the collection of four from Israel and Palestine took place later, during the parallel 

processes of transcribing, analysing and gathering new data in Northern Ireland, while also 

developing the conceptual framework. 

The Northern Ireland interviews took place after the Israel/Palestine ones.  The rhizomap was 

formed through contacts at Queen’s University, Belfast (QUB), the QUB inter-departmental 

 
13 When asked about the workshop, one commented that they were holding back from contributing because they 
felt the workshop was not the appropriate platform to discuss issues such as whether to boycott, and whether to 
plan in East Jerusalem (INT:Akawi 2012).  Another felt the workshop was frustrating, because it was not saying 
anything new or different to the Israeli media and public, and added that it was ‘dangerous to bring people from 
abroad’ and share ‘beautiful plans’ by Israelis for somewhere like Jaffa, without acknowledging the Palestinian 
history of Jaffa and its former Palestinian residents who ‘are waiting for their  property.’   They reflected, ‘this is 
the surface.  Let’s learn about the deeper layers also’ (INT:al-Ghubari, 2012).  The third participant differentiated 
between the professional/intellectual and the political and felt attending the workshop was ‘very important 
[because] I learn, and from my learning and my contribution I can impact […and shape] a different discourse of 
Planning’ (INT:Khamaisi, 2012). 
14 We undertook our Masters together at Cardiff University in 2008-10 and shared a research interest in memory 
and contested space. 
15 SAYA Architects, Visualizing (sic) Palestine, Wahat al-Salam - Neve Shalom Village and School of Peace, BIMKOM, 
Zochrot, Riwaq, Campus in Camps and Ella Iungman’s Akko Treasures Project. 
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Contested Space Reading Group (funded by the SEUPB Planning for Spatial Reconciliation 

project) that I coordinated between 2012 and 2014, the broader Planning for Spatial 

Reconciliation research project and my previous involvement with spatial story 3, Forum for 

Alternative Belfast, section 6.3.   

Another important event was the Spatial Practice in Divided Contexts workshop at QUB, 

organised through the Planning for Spatial Reconciliation project,  that I co-convened on 1-2 

October 2013, where I was able to bring two of my interviewees from Israel and Palestine to 

Belfast to speak alongside local and international spatial practitioners and academics engaging 

in divided/contested space (Appendix III).16 

2.4.2 GATHERING WRITTEN, DRAWN AND BUILT OUTPUTS 

As de Certeau suggests, often a spatial story is a text or a map.  Most of the organisations that 

are the focus of the spatial stories have published prolifically, using both official and unofficial 

avenues - including maps, dictionaries, books, peer-reviewed academic journal articles, 

brochures, pamphlets, websites and exhibitions.  In some cases the written outputs may be 

their spatial practice.  Many of the spatial praxitioners involved have also spoken publicly at 

conferences and workshops, which have sometimes been recorded and made available online.  

There is also secondary data in the form of newspaper articles and, on occasion, academic 

papers by others which make these praxes their focus.  Even where initiators of the spatial 

stories are architects and planners17, their built output is not prolific, with the possible 

exception of Riwaq (spatial story 5) and, in the loosest sense of the word built, the participants 

at the junction of Skegoneill and Glandore Avenues (spatial story 2).  These offer invaluable 

additional layers of information to provide a fuller and richer picture about spatial practice than 

interviews about spatial practice, alone, could achieve. 

2.5 DATA ANALYSIS 

A reflexive approach is taken to data analysis in recognition of the impossibility of being 'a 

disembodied researcher' (Jackson, 2000: 190) who does not have an impact on the direction 

 
16 With funding also provided by QUB’s Institute for the Study of Conflict Transformation & Social Justice 
(interdisciplinary research group on social justice & the divided city)  
17 Others are also (or exclusively) academics, community workers, journalists, writer, artist, development officer, 
anthropologist, shop-owner. 
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that the research and findings take.  Writing reflexively, recording immediate reactions and 

emotions, the reasons behind decisions taken, etc. is an important part of the intellectual 

process of creating new knowledge (Behrens et al., 2007: 146).  Reflexive tools throughout the 

research process have included notebooks and a blog kept during my fieldwork in 

Israel/Palestine.18 

 

Fig. 2.7 Nine of my research notebooks (paper brains)  

 
18 https://aislingshannonrusk.wordpress.com/research-blog/ 
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2.5.1 FIELD NOTES (BLOG AND NOTEBOOKS) 

The notebooks photographed in Figs.2.6-2.8 are several of a sequence that have been kept 

throughout the research process, in which notes from meetings, talks, events, ideas as they 

form, plans and actions, queries, problems, references, interview questions, interview notes 

and everything in-between, have been frantically scribbled, drawn, underlined and circled.  I 

refer to these books as my ‘paper brains’ – the place to park thoughts that might otherwise be 

forgotten.  They have proven a useful resource, not only for the notes but also as a visible 

chronology of the ground that has been covered over the years of this research journey.  There 

are nine from January 2012 until the end of 2015, after which a tenth was lost and an eleventh 

remains unfinished and decreasingly used, as the writing has transitioned digitally towards draft 

chapters and editing comments.  This transition reflects the broader change in research 

methods in recent years.  For all that is gained in the legibility, searchability and portability of 

digital documents, there is also something lost.  The painstaking writing of hand-written notes 

gives time to reflect on the ideas within more than a swift copy and paste (Ctrl C, Ctrl V) ever 

could.  It commits the ideas to memory more fully - I find notes in the paper brains because I 

remember their position on the page, and the pen I wrote with. 

The blog, initiated during my first study trip to Israel/Palestine, was an outlet for my 

experiences and reactions as they occurred.  They also provided opportunity for others to 

engage with and, importantly, challenge, me and the research at a formative stage.  

Mathematician and polymath Nikos Salingaros, for example, who I referenced in one blog post, 

commented on the post, inviting me to correspond, and I went on to interview an Israeli friend 

of his, who also engaged actively with the blog (Shannon Rusk, 2013).29  In this way, the blog 

helped to broaden my network. 
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Fig.2.8 Paper brains showing action planning, notes on census data, to do lists, a relevant quotation that 

resonated and, on the middle book, notes written on the cover during an interview once I had filled the 

last pages inside. 

2.5.2 SPATIAL STORIES ABOUT THE SPATIAL STORIES 

The term ‘spatial stories’ has been used to refer to the seven examples of practice explored in 

this research – as enacted spatial narratives of multiple forms that imbue places with meanings, 

attributes, and norms (de Certeau, 1984).  So too, then, the telling of these stories, in my voice 

- stripped down by a limited word count to the bare bones of what I have deemed the most 

relevant narrative - becomes another spatial story, and a key part of the analysis. 

Interviews are transcribed in full, and notes taken.  These are then considered in conjunction 

with the written and built outputs.  Spatial stories are written up individually and lengthily at 

first, and then edited and reduced, iteratively, until seven short synopses emerge.  These 

provide an introduction to each of the spatial stories (Chapter 6), pulling together the 

(subjectively) salient information to foreground the empirical analysis.  Towards the end of the 

study, these spatial stories are sent to interviewees for approval, comment and, importantly, 

correction as part of an invitation to respond.   
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2.5.3 APPLYING THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The conceptual framework introduces a number of key themes that are used to analyse the 

data.  These include power, politics, connection/division, spatial tactics, attitudes towards 

formal and informal knowledges and institutions, keys to success and challenges/failings.  In 

working through the empirical data, these are the themes that are looked out for.  Interview 

transcriptions and source material are coded accordingly, allowing salient details to be 

identified and parallels drawn across various spatial stories.  These thematic conceptual 

relationships across the spatial stories inform the structure of the empirical chapters, across 

the themes of places, practices and knowledges.  Within each of these themes, further 

spectrums and sub-categories are developed from the conceptual framework, for example 

‘Chapter 8: In-between practices’ is structured around a spectrum that ranges from de 

Certeau’s strategy to his tactic (section 4.3.2).  This coding locates the spatial stories in relation 

to each other, conceptually.  The analysis is shaped by the conceptual framework, and in turn 

tests and challenges it, as both develop in tandem throughout the study. 
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Fig.2.9 Coding of an interview transcript using Scrivener writing software – the transcript is broken into 

chunks that are (colour) coded according to key themes (along the right hand side). 
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2.6 LIMITATIONS AND ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The limited number and rarefied nature (mainly falling into the 'professional' or 'spatial expert' 

category) of the people I interviewed for each spatial story could be seen to be at odds with 

the focus of my research, which seeks to explore practice that rejects the privileging of 

formalised over local knowledge, and attempts to draw out the subjugated knowledges about 

such practices in divided/contested contexts.  Indeed, there is much more research to be done 

in this area.  A critical decision was taken to focus this research specifically on the role played 

by what might, adapting de Certeau's terms, be referred to as ‘tactical strategists’ (Lugones, 

2003), and also the mouth-pieces of the limit (de Certeau, 1984: 127) - those with will and 

power and a ‘proper place’ from which to act in relation to the production of space 

(cartographers, developers, geographers, policy-makers, architects, some artists, planners, 

urbanists) and who have chosen to relinquish some of this power in order to acknowledge and 

accommodate other ways of knowing and producing space.  It is these tactical strategists who 

I have interviewed, and they provide valuable insight into the nature and challenges of their 

roles.  It would, naturally, be valuable to gain the insights of others who had worked alongside 

or otherwise encountered these tactical strategists, as it is very likely that their experiences and 

views differ.  That is research for a further study. 

Secondly, the side-by-side development of theory and empirical research throughout the study 

meant that much of the empirical data was collected by the time the theory on the liminal 

production of space (Chapter 4) had been fully conceptualised.  Further, the rhizomatic nature 

of the empirical work meant that final selection of spatial stories was left open until the writing 

up stage, in order to select a range that were most fruitful, diverse and relevant.  This allowed 

important flexibility, enabling me to select the spatial stories with which I felt I could most 

rigorously test and explore the conceptual framework.  More importantly, the empirical data 

and encounters in the field informed the emerging theory – the same concepts would not have 

emerged in the isolation of the academy, prior to engaging with practice in context.  Both 

informed, challenged and increased the rigour of the other throughout the journey as the 

research developed.  Starting afresh, armed at the outset with my conceptual framework and 

selected spatial stories, there are, naturally, more people that I would seek to interview, further 
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questions that I should like to ask and relevant sites, places and events I would choose to attend 

as part of my data selection, but this is surely the case with any research project – the output 

reflects the information and ideas available at a particular point in time. 

I sought to address these limitations in two ways - firstly, through cross-referencing: where 

possible, I asked interviewees for their views on the other examples and projects I was 

investigating, so that I could gain a fuller picture of them, not just the slightly promotional 

perspective sometimes put forward by those in the driving seats.  Secondly, I conducted an 

invitation to respond, in which interviewees were offered the opportunity to have the last word 

on the research findings, through a written invitation to comment on some of the key findings 

and observations that related to their spatial practice (section 2.6). 

A further limitation lies in the western orientation of this research, in particular the review of 

the built environment literature (Chapter 3) which is predominantly from western, English-

speaking sources.  This is especially a blind spot due to the focus of the study, in part, being in 

the Middle East.  I have referenced Palestinian and post-colonial thinkers (such as literature 

scholar Edward Said, and sociologist Honaida Ghanim and critical theorist Homi K. Bhabha), but 

there is definitely knowledge that I have been missing, and this is a weakness of this study that 

investigates ways of accessing subjugated knowledges about space. 

2.6.1 VOICE AND SILENCE: INVITATION TO RESPOND 

‘What is true is that we make choices, that we choose our audiences, that we choose voices to 
hear and voices to silence’ (hooks, 1989: 78). 

This section sets out the invitation to respond, whereby I have written to all referenced 

interviewees, disclosing the applicable spatial story and some of my findings/observations 

about their praxes and inviting them to respond to these.  It stems from a concern with voice 

and silence – with the responsibility of telling other people’s stories and an awareness that in 

doing so I am inevitably silencing them.  I am silencing them when I omit facts that, to them, 

are important.  In the telling of the stories, I am silencing those many people participating in or 

impacted by the research whose voices I have not heard.  And I am potentially silencing them 

when I take their stories and practices and write about them in academic language, applying 

potentially inaccessible theories to them, that might not even align with their own analysis of 

their practice (Standing, 1998).   
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I have drawn strength from feminist (hooks, 1989, Fonow and Cook, 1991, Lincoln, 1993, 

Maynard and Purvis, 2013, Smith, 2002, Stanley and Wise, 1993), post-colonial (Said, 1978, 

Opie, 1992, Spivak, 1990), and other reflexive ethical/political traditions’ (Barnes et al., 1999, 

Wray-Bliss, 2003, Denzin and Lincoln, 1994, Reason, 1994, McLaughlin and Tierney, 1993) 

explorations of power relations within the research process – voice and silence, representation 

and repression.  These texts counsel against making overly positivistic truth-claims in empirical 

texts. 

Architect Markus Miessen included a critical post-script in his book, the Nightmare of 

Participation.  This was written by one of the interviewees, architecture writer Carson Chan, 

who disagreed with his thesis, affording this voice of dissent the last word in an agonistic format 

that very much aligned with the research topic, section 3.3.2 (Chan, 2010).  Management 

scholar Edward Wray-Bliss (2004) points out that a more pressing concern is the absolute lack 

of a ‘right to a dissenting voice’ accorded non-academic subjects of research.   Prior to the 

publication of Patti Lather’s study, Troubling the Angels, she asked participants (women with 

AIDS) to read and respond to the works.   

Lather (2001) also warns of the risk of the ‘romance of the speaking subject’ - it is possible to 

place too much stock in the voices of participants, to the extent that it could cripple the 

research.   Perhaps this is why these interventions tend to be invited at the end of the process, 

and in a limited, including time-limited, way.   

In this vein, in an attempt to address methodological issues around voice and silence and 

colonisation of the researched by the researcher, as identified through the conceptual 

framework, I sent the relevant spatial story that I had written, along with a brief description of 

spatial praxes of liminality and a synopsis of the key research findings, to each interviewee 

involved in the seven spatial stories.  They were invited to read over the research, distribute it 

among others in their organisation, and to respond with any reactions, corrections or omissions 

they wished to share.  Records of the correspondence have been included in Appendix II, 

offering the protagonists the last word on their praxis. 

Eight interviewees (representing five of the spatial stories) responded.  The process proved 

invaluable as a fact-check for the spatial stories.  One embarrassing mistake I had made around 
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the founders of one of the organisations, and another concerning which park structure had 

been repeatedly set alight, plus several spelling mistakes, could be quickly corrected.  Names 

of other contributors and other details I did not know were added.  Some interviewees thanked 

me for gathering a collection of activities that had felt very messy and non-linear in reality into 

a clear story, and also for the opportunity to reflect on an important time in their work.  It 

encouraged protagonists to look back with the benefit of hindsight and provide a more 

balanced perspective.  This was useful for one interviewee whose first interview took place as 

his organisation was reluctantly closing down, and a former employee from another 

organisation who had, with hindsight, some important reflections to offer of the praxis she was 

involved in, critiquing how conflict had been dealt with in the organisation and questioning who 

benefitted from the engagement (section 9.3.1).  These important observations did not always 

emerge from initial interviews, when interviewees were in the thick of things.   

The process also invited some challenge, where one interviewee wished to significantly re-word 

things he had previously said (and approved in transcription) and took issue with some of my 

interpretation.  Another expressed suspicion about the political agenda of my research and felt 

that by naming interviewees and not other participants I was guilty, in my research, of 

privileging expert knowledge over other forms.  The latter was a difficult truth to hear, but the 

point was valid.  I redoubled my effort to name any participants I can but there are undeniably 

other important contributors who I do not know of and whose names do not appear on these 

pages.  These are highly sensitive areas to research and one’s findings wil l always have the 

potential to offend.  I amended all factual corrections, but I did not take on board all changes 

that I felt were of a more subjective nature, for example in the case of one respondent who 

provided lengthy, detailed additional information on their praxis, the full inclusion of which 

would have made that spatial story disproportionately long.   Even in the incorporation of this 

invited feedback, then, I continue to exercise, to some extent, the privilege of editor.  In the 

opportunity for fact-correction and the valid challenge it has presented, the process of 

invitation to respond has nonetheless undoubtedly strengthened the rigour of my research. 

2.7 SUMMARY 

This chapter has explained the research methods selected.  It has explained the qualitative, 

multiple-case study approach that was taken, how the seven spatial stories were selected and 
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how the data was gathered.  The rhizomatic approach has been explained, which applies not 

only to the selection of spatial stories, but also the interconnectedness of the spatial stories 

and actors within the field.  The process of invitation to respond has been outlined, whereby 

some interviewees fact-checked and updated their relevant spatial stories and engaged with 

selected findings, on occasion taking issue with the perspective I had taken or my use of 

language.  I have set out the epistemological approach I have taken to this research, in 

preparation for a review of the literature, first within the built environment disciplines, 

exposing the relevant gaps (Chapter 3) and then beyond, reaching in Chapter 4 to political 

theory, philosophy and the social sciences more broadly to formulate the conceptual 

framework of liminal spatial praxis through which the spatial stories will be explored. 
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW: SHAPING SPACE IN 
DIVIDED/CONTESTED CONTEXTS  

This chapter traces the evolution of the concepts of public participation, power and reconciling 

difference within the built environment disciplines over the last century, charting how different 

forms and degrees of participation and collaboration have been explored.  It was written in the 

early years of this doctoral research, when I was based within the planning department, and it 

looks predominantly at Planning theory.  Planning, by its very nature, is a highly normative 

discipline, interested in what should be done, and the school at the time subscribed to a highly 

normative, procedural approach to research, which became increasingly at odds with the 

direction of my own research interests and what I was experiencing in the field.  In many ways, 

this chapter is a reaction against that, which takes as a starting point the normative Planning 

context in which it was written.  My move, two and a half years in, to the architecture 

department, where the conceptual framework was crystallised and the empirical work written 

up, was intellectually freeing and I explore many more radical, feminist, poststructuralist 

perspectives from architecture and other disciplines in the following chapter.  Had I started out 

in that context, this chapter might have been very different, but as it stands, this is a reflection 

of the intellectual journey of this PhD. 

After first setting out the definitions for the terms space and place as they are used throughout 

the thesis, this chapter tracks the development of the public interest and participation in the 

Planning and Architectural literature, noting the prevailing tokenism of many approaches.  The 

idea of the planner as decision-maker is examined and found to be problematised in favour of 

the idea of the planner as someone whose role is about navigating multiple knowledges about 

space.  The recognition of the need to make room for more voices in the shaping of space gives 

rise to more difference and disagreement that has to be navigated.  In contrast to mainstream 

approaches based on deliberative democracy, recent explorations of agonistic planning are 

seen to have much potential, particularly for divided/contested space in their moving from 

antagonism towards a respectful dialogue between adversaries.  Worked-through examples in 

practice are lacking, and agonism has been treated in the literature as something of a utopian 

ideal.  I then turn to the field of practice to explore what is happening on the ground, where 

some theorists have begun cataloguing (if not yet theorising, especially) examples of radical, or 
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alternative, potentiall agonistic spatial practice that engages with other ways of knowing space, 

including at the margins, or edges of practice as we know it.  

The evolution in thought within the built environment disciplines has broadly coincided with 

the rise of contemporary western liberal democracy.  As the idea of the public interest as a 

unified (and easily ascertained, by the elite) whole has disintegrated, so too decision-making 

about space has adapted to incorporate increasingly elaborate mechanisms for taking account 

of wider public opinion.  The strongest role that members of the public have been afforded in 

the shaping of space has been through participation, whereby the public has been at least 

informed, perhaps consulted and, more rarely, collaborated with by built environment 

professionals and other parties.  While increased mechanisms of participation and consultation 

in the planning process have largely been acceptable to the mainstream in western liberal 

democracies, there are limits to their effectiveness which this chapter will explore. To what 

extent are such mechanisms capable of navigating and responding to the complex and 

contradictory contexts of contested space?  While there is enduring faith within the built 

environment disciplines in the competence of built environment professionals to know what is 

best, how strong are the foundations for such assumptions?  Is it possible that even the most 

highly-lauded participative and collaborative paradigms may be limited in their ability to 

respond to the challenges of contested space?  What alternative approaches are being taken, 

on the ground? 

Critically engaging with the existing body of literature, this chapter explores these questions by 

exposing a number of problems with some of the central tenets of the disciplinary consensus, 

whereby those with spatial expertise are considered competent to navigate the complexity of 

contested space, provided they consult the public to varying degrees. It exposes a central 

pragmatism at play in participative mechanisms: they are based around a desire for closure, 

yet relatively quick decision-making can preclude the possibility of meaningful participation and 

the negotiation of difference. If we are to legitimise and allow all voices equal weight in the 

shaping of space, we render some decisions undecidable.  This stands in the way of progress, 

political deadlines, public spending criteria, urgent needs for spatial resources and many other 

drivers that demand decisive action around space.  It also raises questions about the role of 

built environment professionals, which the mainstream disciplines have been slow to 

acknowledge: if they are not in possession of all the expertise required to design and decide a 
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space (because there are other ways of knowing space), and are to fully involve multiple others 

in the process, this changes the way in which this work can be carried out, and the skills 

required.  These are destabilising questions and there may be a compelling case for seeking to 

resolve politically- and emotionally-charged contested space through a rather technocratic 

established procedure. However, ultimately as this chapter sets out, there are significant 

questions to answer which cannot be ignored.  Inevitably, it becomes necessary to look beyond 

mainstream practice and mainstream spaces to the margins, to find insight into how built 

environment professions can most effectively play their part in the production of space.  Some 

promise is found in developing theories of agonistic Planning, disruptive practice and a growing 

body of work critiquing the built environment professions and focusing on the study of power 

relations within the shaping of space. 

3.1 ON SPACE AND PLACE 

Before exploring the literature, a preliminary word about space and place is required.  These 

are two deceptively simple terms which can have very different meanings to different people 

and are often used interchangeably in everyday parlance – with place being perhaps ‘one of 

the most multi-layered and multi-purpose words in our language’ (Harvey, 1993: 3), and also 

one of the ‘trickiest’ (Hayden, 2014: 82).  Much research, especially within overtly spatial 

disciplines such as Geography and Planning, has explored the nuances and interdependencies 

between space and place and offered up different, sometimes contradictory, definitions.  

Despite the voluminous efforts, there is no universal consensus, with some criticising the lack 

of more thorough conceptual distinction between space and place (Harris, 2002: 34, Agnew, 

2011). 

It is important, therefore, to set out the meanings intended when these terms are referred to 

throughout this thesis.  Typically, space has tended to be conceived as abstract and detached 

from human experience – the empty physical vessel.  Place, on the other hand, has been 

understood as space that has been embedded with additional meaning and value through 

human experience and the everyday (Relph, 1976).  In this reading, space can be seen as the 

less tangible of the two terms, used to describe the absence of matter, what is left when there 

is nothing else. Space, by this definition, is the meaningless void which other things, including 

places, fill.  ‘Space is abstract. It lacks content; it is broad, open, and empty, inviting the 
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imagination to fill it with substance and illusion; it is possibility and beckoning future.  Place, by 

contrast, is the past and the present, stability and achievement’ (Tuan, 1975: 164-5).  Place, 

then, is seen as more literal and specific: a particular grouping (a building, a street, a town) 

within space - a ‘unique entity’ with ‘a history and meaning’ (Tuan, 1974: 233).  As Yi-Fu Tuan 

summarises, place brings security whereas space equates to freedom (1977: 3).  Envisaged in 

this way, place and space could become dualistic and oppositional, but others have shown this 

to be an over-simplified reading of the two terms (Healey 1998, Seamon and Sowers, 2008, 

Merrifield, 1993, Massey, 2005).   

The phenomenological turn in spatial theory took a more experiential reading of place and 

space.  Places are not one and the same for everyone, not easily defined, but rather contested 

and subject to change, ‘formed as the product of competing and collaborative groupings in 

space, and may sustain multiple meanings and references contemporaneously’ (Harris, 2002: 

34).  Place, by this definition, is a social construct (Healey, 1998: 5), subject to layered and 

simultaneous subjective and objective readings.  Space, too, has come to be seen as 

heterogenous and it is now widely accepted that there are different spatial modes and practices 

(Seamon and Sowers, 2008: 44).  Lefebvre’s seminal conceptualisation of space brings together 

real, physical space and imagined, symbolic space, all as essential parts of a complex whole 

(1991).  He contributed to the ‘spatial turn’ in social theory, whereby space itself, previously 

taken for granted as neutral/void, became the focus of study in its own right. 

No longer, then, are space and place a dualism: they have a more complex relationship, ‘forged 

together in a dialectical unity […] The space of the whole thus takes on meaning through place; 

and each part (i.e. each place) in its interconnection with other parts (places) engenders the 

space of the whole’ (Merrifield, 1993: 520).  Both are socially constructed, multiple and 

contradictory.  In a similar vein, de Certeau finds that space is, quite simply, a practised place, 

and place becomes activated into space - spatialised - through the activities we engage in within 

it - walking, talking, simply being - through spatial practice (1984: 117).  This portrays place as 

the more abstract yet fixed of the two concepts, and space as that which we more actively 

engage in, or practise, recalling perhaps Tuan’s alignment of space with freedom (contra the 

potentially dangerous security of place).   

Geographer Doreen Massey (2005) takes forward a reading of space as the product of 
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interrelations, the sphere of the possibility of contemporaneous plurality and, importantly, 

being always under construction (therefore, being practised).  Succinctly summarised, in her 

expansive, liberating reading, space can therefore be understood as ‘a simultaneity of stories-

so-far’ (Massey, 2005.: 9, emphasis added).  It is this reading of space that is employed in this 

thesis.  In the subsequent chapters, such practices are explored within distinct (again socially 

constructed) places that are simultaneously adjacent or overlapping yet also divided and 

separate - physically or across time - with all the inherent contradictions and complexities that 

this creates. 

3.2 PUBLIC INTEREST IN PLANNING AND ARCHITECTURE  

Who decides about the shaping and making of space?  From the vast scale of a state border or 

a city, to the micro context of a neighbourhood square or a single building, who decides what 

form they will take, whom they will be for, and how they will be used?  Traditionally, such 

decisions were largely taken by politicians, (social) scientists and built environment 

professionals, whose expertise, it was believed, left them well positioned to know what was 

best for the people more directly impacted by the spaces they were determining.  But over the 

last century, since the failure of the Modernist project (famously symbolised in architecture by 

the 1970s demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe flats complex in St Louis, Missouri (Jencks, 1977: 9) 

(Fig.3.1), there has been a sea change in attitudes towards the involvement of people in the 

shaping of the spaces they inhabit. 19 

 
19 This social housing complex was demolished less than two decades after construction due to the undesired 
behaviours its design engendered. 
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Fig.3.1 Demoition of the Pruitt Igoe flats  

The involvement and representation of the public in decision-making around the built 

environment has increasingly become the preserve of the discipline and profession of Planning 

(Blundell Jones et al., 2005).  While architecture may have historically engaged more in the 

bigger picture, it has tended to confuse its ethics with aesthetics, the idea of what makes good 

architecture aligned with one fashionable style over others (Lagueux, 2004).  Even as long ago 

as 1567, in The First volume of Architecture  (reproduced in Evers et al., 2003: 131), Renaissance 

architect Philibert de l’Orme’s allegorical woodcuts of the Good and the Bad Architect depicted 

the handless, eyeless “Bad Architect” creeping over scattered bones and beneath tempestuous 

skies through a desolate landscape of Medieval and vernacular architecture.  By contrast, the 

many-handed veritable wise old man of a “Good Architect” stands in a sun-drenched garden 

abundant with classically styled buildings and follies, holding court to a rapt young boy. Indeed 

De L’Orme explains that the Good Architect is ‘familiarizing young people with his scientific 

discipline’ – the good Architect, then, concerned not only with designing in a particular style 

but with bestowing his knowledge to those beneath him (Evers et al., 2003: 133).   
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More recently, if we look, for example, to the professional codes in the United Kingdom, 

architects are not explicitly required to consider any public beyond their client and the end user 

of their buildings.  The professional code of the Architect’s Registration Board, like the code of 

conduct of the Royal Institute of British Architects, (both of which admittedly exist to protect 

the client and reputation of the profession), place a strong emphasis on the architect’s 

responsibility to their clients, with no mention of the wider public beyond a general imperative 

to act with ‘honesty and integrity’, respect others and ‘treat everyone fairly’  (Architect's 

Registration Board, 2017).20 The responsibility to which the professional codes refer is of a very 

contractual nature – architects are seen to have responsibility first and foremost for those with 

whom they have entered into a written agreement.  Others do not seem to be regarded as part 

of the architect’s responsibility – the focus is on the private and the individual. 

 
20 This has, admittedly, been toned down in the most recent version, perhaps in the wake of the Grenfell tragedy.  
For example, the wording of Standard 5 of the ARB code has changed from ‘Whilst your primary responsibility is 
to your clients, you should take into account the environmental impact of your professional activities’ to ‘where 
appropriate, you should advise your client’ of the same. (ARB, 2010, 2017)  

Fig.1.2 Philibert de l’Orme’s etching of the Good Architect, 1567 

 

 

Fig.1.1 Philibert de l’Orme’s etching of the Bad Architect, 1567 
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Contrastingly, since its inception, the ‘Chartered Object’ of the Royal Town Planning Institute, 

as identified in the first sentence of its Code of Professional Conduct, is ‘to advance the science 

and art of town planning for the benefit of the public’ (Royal Town Planning Institute, 2016, 

emphasis added).  The public interest has always been a key priority of the planning profession. 

Yet it does not necessarily follow that people have therefore always been afforded a voice in 

the shaping of space, for the Modernist concept of the planner was that of the ‘expert’ whose 

specialist skill-set and training enabled them to act in the best interests of the public, and take 

decisions on the people’s behalf, without the need to consult them (Campbell and Marshall, 

2002). 

What is this public and how can its interest be ascertained?  This question remains one of the 

central debates around planning and its purpose (Campbell and Marshall, 2002: 181).  

Philosopher John Dewey (1927: 48) attempted a much-cited definition in 1927, which ‘consists 

of all those who are affected by the indirect consequences of transactions to such an extent 

that it is deemed necessary to have those consequences systematically cared for’. That is, it is 

necessary for someone else, such as a planner, to care for their interests, from a distance.  This 

notion is problematic.  As political theorist-cum-planning scholar Susan Fainstein observes, 

decisions that exclude the people that will be affected by them are unfair (2012: 262).  The idea 

that it is possible to identify interests or priorities that are shared by all is increasingly 

unsustainable when subjected to postmodern critique of the subject, universal truths and the 

attendant view of society as fragmented and diverse.   

The idea that all members of a ‘public’, including minority groups, could hold a unified view is 

naïve, given the diversity of people and their experiences.  The public is an intangible, 

essentially-contested idea that is in no way unified or singular - rather, publics are plural, 

overlapping and contradictory and their interests are not easily deduced, as has been 

emphatically stressed in feminist and postmodern critiques since the 1990s by inter alia Young 

(1990, 1992) and Fraser (1990, 1995).  There are, in fact, multiple – perhaps infinite - publics 

(Sandercock 2003: 34).  Further, the idea of the public interest risks being oppressive and 

exclusive, by concealing heterogeneity and difference in favour of a presumed mainstream 

opinion.  This is especially problematic in divided/contested contexts such as Northern Ireland 

(Gaffikin and Morrissey, 2011), where the idea of a uniform public interest can be used to justify 

action in response to conflict and disagreement (Campbell and Marshall, 2002: 165).  In such 
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complex environments, that which is in the best interests of one group can be, or be perceived 

to be, detrimental to the other.   This makes the process of deciding the appropriate course of 

action for the public interest deeply challenging. 

3.2.1 DECISION MAKING IS CENTRAL TO PLANNING 

A planner’s role is contingent on being able to decide what should be built in a place (Newman 

and Kenworthy, 1992).  This is the practical purpose at the very heart of planning (Faludi, 1985).  

If no decision was required, or, where required, a decision could not be reached, then it might 

be concluded that planning would simply cease to function (Wingfield, 1963).  Planning’s 

existence depends upon the assumption - in fact the core value - that closure is necessary, and 

that a decision can and should therefore be made.  As planning academics Heather Campbell 

and Robert Marshall argue, ‘choices cannot be left endlessly open [...] Closure must occur when 

one design or alternative is materialised as opposed to others…’ (2002: 182). 

Numerous different theoretical and practical approaches have been taken to the question of 

how to decide what will be built.  In the rationalist planning paradigm, which dominated the 

first half of the twentieth century, planners, through their specialist training, were believed to 

possess the particular expertise that allowed them to know best about how to shape space, 

and they had the power to act with relative autonomy to follow through on their decisions 

(Pitkin, 1967).  Entire cities were formed under the guidelines of this technocratic approach, 

where sets of rules, for example around nature and light and traffic were followed to create 

uniform and supposedly harmonious built environments (Scott, 1998).   

The planner’s job as a decision-maker being, according to the rationalist paradigm, apolitical, 

neutral and value free, becomes relatively straight-forward.  Armed, by merit of their 

education, with the knowledge of what is in the greatest public interest, the enlightened 

planner can easily decide upon the appropriate course of action for a particular site with 

minimal input from other parties.  In keeping with the values of the Enlightenment and 

Modernity, rational planning revered scientific reason and the idea of the all-seeing planer as 

‘heroic’ (Sandercock (2003: 33), and even ‘omnipotent’ (Lane, 2005: 289).  Certainly, it made 

for a more straightforward job for planners, and entire cities could be built following scientific 

design principles.  A shortcoming of this approach has been the previously mentioned tendency 

to view the public as a singular, unified entity whose ‘interest’ is therefore easily identified, 
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necessitating little or no interaction with specific groups or individuals (Kiernan, 1983).  Without 

access to the other knowledges about space of these other groups, it nonetheless presumes 

adequate knowledge for decision-making, despite that knowledge clearly being incomplete.  

Further, it lacks reflexivity about the role and subjectivity of planners and does not open itself 

up to challenge from others.  Planning academic Leonie Sandercock has referred to this as the 

‘hubris of the city-building professions’ (1998: 4).  Planned cities and housing complexes failed, 

and people were unhappy with the spatial decisions that had been taken for them without their 

involvement.   

Since the rise in the mid-twentieth century of postmodernist critiques of the Enlightenment 

project and the high-profile failings of some modernist housing projects, there has been 

mounting critique within planning theory of positivist notions of value freedom, and the idea 

of a unified public interest.   It has been more widely acknowledged that planners are not able 

to guarantee neutrality, but that that in fact they ‘exercise discretion, that their personal values 

do influence their work, and that they are called upon to make moral choices in their activities’ 

(Howe, 1992: 232).  The planner’s knowledge, on its own, is incomplete.  And yet this rational 

perspective lingers pervasively today as the conventional view of planning (Webber, 1983). 

3.2.2 INVOLVING OTHERS MAKES DECISION-MAKING DIFFICULT 

The inviting of other voices into the shaping of space inevitably renders decision-making, that 

core objective of planning, more complex.  The more voices that are heard, the greater the 

potential for conflict.  When the idea of a uniform public interest is debunked, one realises that 

what benefits some is often detrimental to others.  Equally, there are not always identifiable 

interests or priorities that are shared by all.  This can present particular challenges in spaces of 

heightened tension like in Northern Ireland, often referred to as contested space (see inter alia 

Klein, 2001, Morrissey and Gaffikin, 2006, Brand and Gaffikin, 2007, Gaffikin and Morrissey, 

2011, Brand, 2009).  Questions around space and its use in these contexts become highly 

territorial and complex; there are no easy answers.  Such extreme contention and 

disagreement can exist between individuals and groups, often revolving around ethnicity, 

territory or nationality (Morrissey and Gaffikin, 2006: 874), that decisions about whether or 

what to build can be perceived as acts of violence, interference, and the prioritisation of one 

group or groups over others.  The idea of a planner as a central broker in these contexts, an 
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'outsider' (Miessen 2010b: 21), who is invariably some degree removed from the situation on 

the ground, is all the more problematic.  It surely becomes all the more imperative that people 

in these contexts are involved in the decision-making about space. 

3.3 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION  

Some early criticisms launched at rational land use planning by the mid twentieth century 

revolved around its lack of provision for more people to participate in the designing and 

planning of their cities.  Participation, in its simplest sense, is an attempt to allow more 

individuals to take part (Blundell Jones et al., 2005).  Within the built environment, this means 

individuals or groups contributing to the designing, planning, decision-making and 

implementation of the spaces they live and work within.  There may be diverse motivations or 

justifications for this, which can range from placation to a genuine desire to recognise valid 

other knowledge about space. 

3.3.1 ARNSTEIN’S LADDER 

 

Fig.3.4 Arnstein’s Eight rungs on the ladder of citizen participation 

There are greatly varying degrees to which this participation can occur.  These have been 

categorised by Pateman as full, partial and pseudo-participation (1970: 68).  Within planning 

theory, they are famously outlined in Sherry Arnstein’s oft-referenced ‘ladder of citizen 

participation’ (Fig.3.4) ranging from manipulation to citizen control (Arnstein, 1969).  The 
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argument of Arnstein and her supporters (Amy, 1987, Sandercock, 1998) is that genuine 

participation comes down to the distribution of power.  If the power remains completely with 

the planners and decision-makers, any participation will only be tokenistic.  What the ladder 

makes clear is that if people are going to influence spatial outcomes, this will require 

engagement with power, exploring where it lies and what can be done about that: imbalances 

of power need to be addressed. 

 

Fig.3.5 Lane’s Conception of planning and the role for public participation 

The extent to which participation may occur will differ according to the model of planning and 

can therefore only be understood in relation to the broader decision-making context.  Further, 

no single model can be applied consistently across different circumstances with the same 

effect.  The individuals involved and specifics of each context will influence the proceedings in 

different ways.  Planning theorist Marcus Lane (2005) has helpfully attempted to align the rungs 

of Arnstein’s ladder with the dominant planning models that have emerged over the last 

century, placing non-participative, rational blueprint planning at the bottom (Fig. 3.5).21  The 

first attempts at public participation in the late 1950s and 1960s within the context of synoptic 

planning, essentially a variant of land use planning that placed more emphasis on quantitative 

data, goals and targets and means-ends rationality (Hudson et al., 1979), come next.   

 
21 Blueprint planning is a variant of the rational paradigm which places emphasis on technical elites, who are seen 
to have the expertise to work independently to take spatial decisions through scientific reasoning alone, with 
producing plans as output prioritised over process. HALL, P. 1992. Urban and regional planning, London, 
Routledge.. 
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Lane then moves through various more recent pluralistic, partnership-based approaches to 

planning, which he places towards the top of the ladder where the process becomes one of 

planning ‘with’ rather than planning ‘for’ (De Carlo, 2005: 15).  Models include Advocacy 

Planning (Davidoff 1965), and Equity Planning (Krumholz and Forester 1990), which sought to 

address power imbalances by ensuring that the interests of disadvantaged groups were 

represented in the planning process.  Planners were essentially encouraged to be mindful of a 

'double client' (Gans, 1969) - not only their employer or customer but also those people most 

affected by their plans.  In a similar vein, within disability studies, the idea has been trialled that 

by meeting the needs of the most marginalised groups, the needs of the majority will also be 

largely satisfied (Imrie and Imrie, 1996, Imrie and Street, 2009).  None of these approaches, 

however, tackles the inherent power imbalances between the fee-paying client and affected 

others, nor are those others necessarily equally equipped to contribute to discussions around 

space (section 3.3.3). 

Communicative Planning is also placed, by Lane, near the pluralistic top of the ladder.  This falls 

among the planning theories that have been influenced by Rawlsian and Habermasian 

deliberative democratic theory and have been the predominant paradigm of the end of the 

twentieth century and into the early twenty-first century.  In deliberative approaches to 

planning, emphasis is placed on reconciliation and consensus - attempting to make differing 

views about the development of space compatible with one another through dialogue and 

consensus-building.  Planning academic Diane Hopkins (2010) identifies four ideals of 

deliberative decision-making, namely inclusivity, equitability, deliberation toward the common 

good and, finally, consensus.  Groups and individuals are encouraged to leave their more 

extreme or opposing views aside in order to focus on those things upon which all groups can 

agree (Sager, 2002).   

The ‘communicative turn’ in planning theory draws in particular from Habermas’ key concept 

of ‘communicative action’ (Healey, 1992, 1996, Habermas, 1990).  Specific models have 

included, most notably, planning academic Patsy Healey's influential collaborative planning 

(1998) and also community planning (Wates, 2014).  Communicative planning models promote 

the use of discursive processes through which relevant stakeholders participate in planning 

their places.  Through this model of engagement, it is expected that 'the power of the better 

argument' (Healey 1992: 155) will prevail.  In this way, collaborative and communicative 
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approaches can be said to remain concerned with the public interest, albeit in a more 

procedurally focussed (deontological) form.   

[C]communicative planning theorists are not dispensing with the idea of the public interest but 

are placing their faith in the future of the planning project in procedural norms and rules by 

which the public interest can somehow be discovered discursively through participatory 

practice (Campbell and Marshall 2002: 174).  

Yet this requires that participants ‘shed important aspects of their personalities so that the 

cognitive rather than the affective dimensions of the self come into play…’ (Campbell and 

Marshall 2002: 126-7), which is much easier said than done, especially around questions of 

territorial ownership of contested space.  The risk of dilution and tokenism remains as, once 

again, the question of where the power lies arises.  Communicative planning is described by 

Weizman, in Miessen (2010b: 9) as ‘the ‘very absolute extreme’ of participation, in which wide-

ranging participants are invited to be involved in the planning process.  Admittedly, this seems 

an exaggeration: what Weizman perhaps means is that it is what might colloquially be referred 

to as participation-on-speed – welcoming everyone’s voice around the table (but not 

necessarily following through to allowing those voices to have an impact).  Genuine 

participation could go a lot further.  

As Sandercock somewhat hopefully asserts, the certainty of the rational paradigm is gradually 

being challenged by ‘a belief in the virtues of a participatory, inclusive and always agonistic 

democratic process’ (2003: 34).  Importantly, the above examples demonstrate that a wide 

range of people can be very much involved in all stages of the planning process, yet still the 

knowledge base being applied to planning is not being broadened.  Merely taking part does not 

guarantee the two-way exchange of spatial knowledge. 

Examples of Arnstein's ideal of genuine citizen control occur are hard to come by.  Control 

cannot be easily handed over.  Those considered the experts may not wish to hand over their 

coveted power so fully and willingly.  Therefore processes of participation and consultation, 

while well-intentioned, might amount to little more than lip service, with members of the public 

given the opportunity to air those views without those views being necessarily incorporated.  

For example, Innes and Booher (2004) observe that mandatory participation methods in the 

United States not only fail to meet the most basic goals for public participation, but they are 
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also counterproductive, causing anger and mistrust between those involved.  Decision-making 

powers frequently remain firmly with the experts, towards the lower rungs of Arnstein’s (1969) 

ladder.  This has led some to conclude that participation is more of an ideal (Monno and Khakee, 

2012).  It is necessary, then, to consider whether participation has value because of its utility in 

reaching a decision, because it lends legitimacy to a decision or because participation itself has 

its own intrinsic value.   

3.3.2 ARCHITECTURE AND PARTICIPATION 

Within architecture, public participation has become a required step in most public design 

processes for significant developments in the western world.  Yet, as discussed, the approach 

taken is often bolted on and highly tokenistic, carried out under unrealistic timeframes dictated 

to by clients’ financial deadlines, too late in the process for real involvement and change to 

result. 

The mere taking part is seen to be enough; endless sticky notes with handwritten exhortations 
plastered over architectural drawings to create a sense of activity, but at the end of the day those 
notes are literally and metaphorically peeled off, leaving the barest trace of the voices of others’ 
(Till, 2006).22 

There is perhaps, within architecture even more than planning, an engrained reticence towards 

inviting the voice of the unknown other into the process.  By inviting in possible voices of 

dissent, ‘normative architectural values’ are threatened - in that this undermines a wilful 

suspension of disbelief that some consider a pre-condition of design practice (Till, 2005: 30).   

Till argues that this threat, when better understood, can become an opportunity to ‘resuscitate 

architectural practice’ (2005: 25).  This thesis is further developed by architect Giancarlo de 

Carlo, who sees in participation a chance for architectural planning to be transformed from 

‘authoritarian act’ into process (2005: 16).  He describes three phases, whereby participation 

moves in a cyclical relationship through discovery of needs, formulation of hypotheses and then 

to actual use.  And yet this is an opportunity that some feel members of the public are not 

widely taking advantage of, nor is it being capitalised upon by architects.  As philosopher Gillian 

 
22 This observation very much chimes with my own experience of working in practice in Scotland in 2010-12, where 
the public consultations literally involved post-it notes and singling out the favourable feedback we received, at a 
point so late in a tight programme that it was never going to influence the design anyway.  After experiencing such 
tokenism, I was concerned to return to Belfast to hear leading academics and Belfast City Council praising and 
coveting the Scottish model. 
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Rose warns, ‘it is the architect who is demoted; the people do not accede to power’ (Rose, 

1996). 

Polemically, architectural practitioner-cum-theorist Markus Miessen argues that someone 

needs to assume responsibility, and (perhaps predictably) suggests that the architect, or spatial 

practitioner, is best placed to do so (Miessen, 2010b).  With almost messianic zeal, he extols 

the special value of ‘the architect’s education and skill of mapping out fields of conflict’, which 

he wishes to use to violently disrupt the status quo (Miessen, 2010b: 22).  His politically-

engaged and practice-orientated thesis (unfortunately not grounded by examples from the 

field) posits the architect as a ‘cross-bench practitioner’ - an uninvited outsider who rejects 

‘romantic notions of negotiation, inclusion, and democratic decision-making’ and accepts that 

non-physical violence is sometimes necessary in order to bring about change (Miessen, 2010b: 

28). 

Miessen’s work arguably comes across as a slightly insecure and introspective attempt to carve 

a space for architectural thinking as a transferable method in the changing contemporary 

world, attempting to expose and justify the relevance of architectural practice at a time when 

he feels it has been demoted and devalued (2010b).  Chan criticises the paradoxical ‘active 

distrust in establishments, paired with a bullish confidence in the self’ evident in Miessen’s 

writing (Chan, 2010: I).  Miessen places the onus of agency onto the individual, not just 

architects, to become an actor - a proactive citizen - and suggests one should participate by 

forcing oneself into existing power relations, rather than remaining passive (Miessen, 2010b: 

13-14).  Such an aggressive form of engagement would, however, be neither appropriate nor 

even possible for all actors and contexts – not everyone is comfortable engaging in this way.  

Therefore there are some knowledges which still are elided from the participation and thereby 

the design process. 

3.3.3 COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE REQUIRED 

Who participates in the participation?  Politics academic, John Dryzek (2005), suggests that only 

‘communicatively competent’ people need be involved rather than universal participation.  Yet 

this is intrinsically exclusive, requiring ‘a competency for detached, disinterested, and public-

spirited exchange, an impartial articulation that is not within everyone’s gift’ (Gaffikin and 

Morrissey, 2011: 125).  Furthermore, planners ‘belong for the most part to the dominant 
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culture in the societies of Europe, North America and Australia’ and their communication style, 

approaches to accomplishing tasks and decision-making styles may exclude some cultural 

groups (Sandercock 2000: 16).  This mode of 'informed debate' typically privileges white, 

educated males (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000, Innes, 1995) and fails to acknowledge power 

imbalances between groups (Flyvbjerg and Richardson, 2002: 46).  Not everyone has equal 

ability to represent their views, and knowledge, in such contexts.  Non-expert (or 'lay', local, 

informal, tacit) forms of knowledge can be seen as less valid.  This leads to calls for 'claims-

testing', 'typologies of knowledge' and 'analytical frameworks' which can serve to diminish the 

value of other forms of knowledge (Rydin, 2007).  The knowledge of the expert continues to be 

held in higher regard than other knowledges which might require different means of 

expression.  The question, according to planning academic, June Manning Thomas (2012: 448), 

‘is whether the innately uneven distribution of power can be suspended at least while 

deliberations are underway’.  The answer seems to be that this cannot be achieved easily, and 

certainly not by ignoring or setting aside the power imbalances. 

3.4 RECONCILING DIFFERENCE AMONG GREATER PLURALITIES 

The deliberative, reconciliation-based approach to planning has received further criticism from 

postmodern and feminist standpoints, which challenge the assumption that synthesis and 

reconciliation are credible objectives, and certainly that they are somehow more important 

than recognising plurality.  Sandercock (2003: 34) insists that concepts such as ‘public interest’ 

and ‘community’ deconstruct as they exclude difference, or at least obscure the reality of 

difference from view.   

This drive to negotiate difference between users’ needs is a central theme within contemporary 

planning discourse and has been at the forefront of the collaborative planning paradigm since 

the 1990s.  There has been increasing interest in planning methods that embrace a politics of 

difference – described as ‘the struggle for the right to difference, as well as the right to a voice 

in decisions affecting a wide range of groups, including indigenous peoples, migrants and 

refugees, women, and gays and lesbians’ (Sandercock 2000:15).  However, the view of the 

public as a homogeneous group with a definable ‘public interest’ persists among some theorists 

and in particular in practice (Campbell and Marshall, 2002: 173).  In his defence of the 

modernist planning project, urban planning Professor Robert Beauregard (1989) lamented the 
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‘torrent of anti-public interest criticism’ that had arisen, while more recently Campbell and 

Marshall’s overview of changing attitudes towards public interest in planning in the UK and the 

US since the Second World War defends the public interest against the ‘intellectual assault’ of 

post-modern critiques, arguing (somewhat alarmingly) that it ‘functions to justify action in 

situations where there is disagreement’ (2002: 165).  This justification of action in difficult 

circumstances is precisely the problem with any effort to homogenise the public and presents 

particular problems in divided/contested contexts.  Sandercock (2000: 15) also observes that 

‘[f]or the most part, planners have not challenged the modernist paradigm of ‘one for all’, in 

spite of precedents in feminist planning literature…’   Even within feminist planning literature, 

the public interest is still clung to, albeit with acknowledgement that it ‘has to reflect the 

diversity of our interests and be discovered discursively’ (Healey 1997 p.296-7).  This gap 

between theory and practice is not unique to planning and can also be seen in other academic 

disciplines.  However, as Fainstein and Campbell observe, an important difference is that 

planning, unlike other disciplines, claims to be able to predict the consequences of its actions, 

for which planners need to rely on past experiences, and in which light ‘theory represents 

cumulative professional knowledge’ (2012: 3).  It may be this desire for a solution, and a 

decision, that often restricts planners, arguably more so than other built environment 

professionals, from problematising the application of theories of public participation in the 

messy reality of practice on the ground, instead strongly favouring normative approaches. 

3.4.1 FEMINIST APPROACHES TO MULTIPLE KNOWLEDGES  

[P]art of the skill of the good planner will be her perception of when to use which way, or ways, of 
knowing, and to see them all as context-dependent.  This is the artistry of planning (Sandercock, 
2003: 82). 

Like Sandercock, planning academic Yvonne Rydin (2007) takes the less widely-held view that 

the handling of multiple knowledges about space (as opposed to decision-making) is the main 

purpose of planning.  In line with Science and Technology academic, Sheila Jasanoff (1990), she 

posits planners as 'co-producers of knowledge' alongside local, non-expert 'users'.  This 

corresponds with the new 'Mode 2' of knowledge production put forward by Gibbons et al 

(1994), in which practitioners and users work actively together to produce knowledge.  Rydin 

sees knowledges, notably plural, as being at once socially constructed and resulting from an 

engagement with material reality (2007: 58).  This is an important acknowledgement of the 

limitations of technical expertise – that there are other ways of knowing space which cannot 
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be gleaned from such expertise alone. 

In the context of planning, Rydin takes a further, normative step to suggest that planners should 

be able to test the validity of these other claims to knowledge.  This maintains a power 

imbalance between planning knowledge and other knowledges.  Here, some contradictions 

emerge in Rydin’s theory.  She attempts to categorise different types of knowledge in a way 

that cannot avoid becoming hierarchical.  She seeks to embrace the uncertainty of 

postmodernism yet preserve the right for planners to make absolute truth claims, which are, 

in fact, rendered highly problematic by postmodern critique (Allmendinger, 2009).   

Seeking a less hierarchical but still highly normative approach, and to reframe and diversify the 

way in which planners know, Sandercock calls for 'an epistemology of multiplicity' (1998: 76).  

This would embrace at least six further, qualitative different ways of knowing, in addition to 

those of a technocratic, skills-based nature that typically tend to be prioritised by planners.  

These additional ways of knowing (through dialogue; from experience; from local knowledge; 

through reading non-verbal evidence; through contemplative knowledge; and through learning 

by doing/action) would be context-dependent and of equal value.  This is an important 

acknowledgement of the forms that knowledge can take, and an epistemology that embraces 

multiplicity at its core would certainly go a long way towards incorporating different 

knowledges into the shaping of space.  Despite the contradictions and limitations of their work, 

which still tend towards the normative, closing-down question of what should planners do at 

the cost of exploring more open-ended avenues, Sandercock and Rydin have drawn valuable 

attention to the identification of multiple publics and knowledges, and the understanding that 

there are knowledges that the public and users have which ‘the experts’ do not.   

3.4.2 THEORY REMAINS NORMATIVE 

The very act of planning is, at core, normative – deciding what should be built, and where, in 

order to improve the built and natural environment.  This allows decisions to be made and 

action taken.  Planners need to be able to ‘open up’ and give space to a diversity of claims to 

knowledge, but also, for Rydin (2007: 58), to close it down, and judge according to particular 

criteria.  Without this, ‘action becomes, at the very least, difficult’ (Allmendinger, 2009: 189).  

Much planning theory focuses on how this closing down should best be done, but this limited 

focus on achieving finality is an undeniable weakness in the theorising.  Yiftachel and Huxley 
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suggest that most planning theories have tended to be normative and prescriptive and, as a 

result, are limited, covering ‘only one part of the theorization endeavor [sic],’ namely how 

things should be, instead of questioning why they are that way (2000: 909).  This narrow focus 

is in itself a form of closing down knowledge that misses the opportunity to learn from more 

open-ended questioning.  Some so-called 'dark side' theorists draw attention to the potential 

short-comings of such a uniform approach. Yiftachel (2001) observes that planning theory has 

been ‘caught too long in a normative, inward-looking discourse, focussing on the questions 

‘How can we make planning practice better?’ or ‘How can we make the city better?’…  [which] 

provides a precarious foundation for the theorization of the phenomena with which we are 

dealing, namely the societal production of space’.  There are significant blind spots associated 

with an a priori acceptance of the norms and paradigms within built environment literature.  It 

is perhaps this that has led some leading urban theorists to refuse categorisation within a 

particular academic discipline, with their potential for blindness and constraint, preferring, for 

example, in the case of scholar Andrew Sayer, to refer to their position as 'post-disciplinary' 

(Pratt, 2004).  In a similar vein, others have called into question the very idea of Planning 

(section 3.5.2). 

The drawing of norms is always potentially problematic.  Take Forester’s Advocacy approach, 

which saw the purpose of planning to be that of helping the most needy in society.  The very 

notion of who the most needy might be, and what they might be most in need of, is extremely 

subjective.  The expectation that the planner can be at all times well-placed to understand the 

demands and democratic rights of a given group or context, and decide who are most deserving 

of a finite resource, is a deeply problematic view.  Planners work across many different socio-

political contexts and bring their own subjectivities into their work (Tewdwr-Jones, p.66). 

Economic geographer Bent Flyvbjerg, who critiques the normative tendencies of planners when 

addressing matters relating to power, proposes a solution of ‘phronetic planning research’ 

(2004).  His approach puts forward four questions for planners to apply to any praxis 

environment (Where are we going?  Who gains and who loses, by which mechanisms of power? 

Is it desirable?  What should be done?).  However, such methodologies may not be easily 

transferable to less homogeneous contexts than Flyvbjerg’s home in Denmark (Manning 

Thomas, 2012: 443).  Researching within another Scandinavian context, Monno and Khakee 

(2012) emphasise the potential pitfalls and importance of understanding power politics that 
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underpin the ideal of public participation in planning if it is ever to truly represent difference 

and diverse interests in space. These power dynamics are all too often ignored when the 

process moves from one of opening up towards closing down in a search for consensus and a 

decision. Without addressing the power dynamics at play, participation is only ever tokenistic, 

particularly in divided contexts. 

3.5 POWER IMBALANCES AND PLANNING’S DARK SIDE 

Although power is frequently discussed in planning literature, it generally remains under-

theorised and normative.  The failures of consensus-oriented and normative models of 

planning to recognise the centrality of conflict to planning processes is clear.  Making room for 

multiple publics and ways of knowing, in other words for difference, naturally makes consensus 

more difficult, if not impossible, to achieve.  It therefore gives rise to tensions: ‘In a truly 

pluralistic society, difference is not absorbed or ameliorated, it is expressed.  And this 

expression is often seen or experienced as conflict’ (DiSalvo, 2010).   

Some theorists have begun to shift the focus on what is done in planning as opposed to what 

should be done (Flyvbjerg, 1996, Yiftachel, 1998, Flyvbjerg and Richardson, 2002, Yiftachel, 

1995, Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000, Yiftachel and Huxley, 2000).  Within this highly normative 

discipline, these theorists have been denounced as ‘Dark Side’ theorists (Friedmann, 1998).  

They acknowledge that power, and therefore conflict, are inescapable within planning systems 

in order that decisions may be reached.  This, for Yiftachel, is what planning is unavoidably 

about, leading him and some others to value the contribution of Foucault (on power) over 

Habermas who tends to be more popular with planners.   

The Foucauldian stance problematises planning theory, asking difficult questions about the 
treatment of legitimacy, rationality, knowledge and spatiality. [...] Foucault offers a type of 
analytic planning theory which offers better prospects than does Habermas for those interested 
in understanding and bringing about democratic social change through planning (Flyvbjerg et al., 
2002). 

Flyvbjerg has also sought to address this gap in planning theory, having identified that the 

planning discipline, unlike other social sciences, has still not produced a significant volume of 

works that focus on power relations: ‘I found that planning, democracy and modernity have a 

“blind spot” in their reflexivity regarding the relationship between rationality and power.  Ideals 

seem to block the view to reality’ (Flyvbjerg, 2012).  Accusing communicative theorists such as 
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Forester (1989, 1999) and Healey (1997) of being ‘strongly normative and procedural’ in their 

approach to power, he situates his own work as an attempt to bring the philosophical critiques 

of power by the likes of Nietzsche and Foucault to the planning discipline (Flyvbjerg 2012: 316). 

While those who explore these ideas within planning have been dismissed as ‘dark’, arguably 

the opposite is the case.  It may be convenient to dismiss such engagements as displaying a 

Foucauldian 'single-minded preoccupation with the politics of coercion' (Friedmann, 1998).  But 

surely the truly dark side of Planning lies with the lingering rational/deliberative delusions that 

diverse interests can be identified and taken care of through discursive processes and 

professional judgement?  It allows planners to continue to ignore the question of power and 

avoid the inherent conflict.23  Indeed there are some theorists (Boyer, 2008, Flyvbjerg and 

Richardson, 2002, Pløger, 2008, Yiftachel, 1998) who take a more constructive reading of 

Foucault's work, using it to expose the failings of existing planning paradigms and to make space 

for more diverse voices in spatial discourses.  Agonistic planning theory is one such approach. 

3.5.1 AGONISTIC MODELS – DIALOGUE BETWEEN ADVERSARIES 

An approach to politics and democracy which embraces difference, pluralism and conflict has 

been gaining traction in recent decades, led by political theorists such as Chantal Mouffe (1997, 

1999) and William Connolly (1991).  Agonistic politics is centred around interaction between 

adversaries (as opposed to enemies, which, by contrast, would be antagonistic).  It seeks to 

move from antagonism towards a more respectful, agonistic engagement. 

As planning academic John Pløger (2004: 72) puts it, agonism is ‘the ethos of a democracy 

respecting the legitimacy of difference and interest through public participation.’  In an 

agonistic politics, adversaries are encouraged to bring their passions and identities to the table 

to work towards democratic decisions which are ‘partly consensual, but which also respectfully 

accept unresolvable disagreements’ (Hillier, 2002: 116).  In this way, antagonism (which has to 

be dealt with using power) is reconceptualised or domesticated (Hillier, 2002: 122) into a more 

constructive agonism, which demands engagement in a communicative process.  Thus agonistic 

confrontation is not to be perceived as a threat, but rather as evidence of a healthy democracy.   

Where the objective of Habermas’ deliberative democracy was to find consensus, Mouffe 

 
23 Beyond planning, others have argued that conflict is at the heart of all creative actions (Morrow 2008). 
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(2014) approaches politics pluralistically, accepting that it is impossible to reconcile all points 

of view and reach decisions easily.  The objective, therefore, might not necessarily be to come 

to a decision - indeed Mouffe believes that truly political questions require decisions that are, 

rationally speaking, undecidable (2000b).  Through this ethos, it is the process that is important.   

Mouffe calls this conflictual consensus (Mouffe, 2000a, Miessen, 2010a), a nuanced form of 

consensus in which groups agree upon some shared principles (such as equality and justice) but 

differ on how these should be implemented: ‘consensus on the principles, disagreement about 

their interpretation’.  However, the idea of consensus around shared principles is problematic, 

as it makes some significant assumptions about the values of participants, and their common 

understanding and formulation of these values, when in reality even the same word or value 

can mean something completely different to different people or groups. 

What might an agonistic approach look like translated into space, and spatial practice?  Rydin 

(2007), Sandercock (1998) and Miessen (2010a, 2010b, 2012), along with others such as 

science and technology scholar Arie Rip (2003), sociologist Albert Melucci (1989, 1996) and 

planning academics Jean Hillier (2002) and John Pløger (2004), see promise in agonistic 

approaches to planning and design, where conflict is embraced and consensus replaced by 

open debate between adversaries.  In a rare comment on space, Mouffe envisages an agonistic 

public space, in which there ‘are many different voices and people that all play a role’ (Mouffe 

in Miessen, 2010b: 119).  But what would that space be like, and how would it be produced?  

Here, as yet unfilled gaps appear in the concept of agonistic planning. 

Hillier (2002) provides examples of agonistic participation within both structured, institutional 

planning and more informal planning.  While acknowledging that attempts at agonistic policy-

making would inevitably be problematic (arguably impossible), she identifies examples where 

Mouffe’s radical pluralism has been translated into formal planning practice through small 

reciprocities/fixing things.  Her examples of agonism within informal planning, through the 

direct action of resident groups, environmental movements, etc. are perhaps more convincing 

(2002: 116).  Importantly, Hillier acknowledges that ‘[a]ny patterns in practice would be 

extremely messy, containing various levels and intensities of networks nesting 

inside/overlapping with each other, changing over time’ (2002: 117).  Agonism is not necessarily 

a comfortable fit, or easily transferable, in conventional planning practice.  The ideas, while 
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theoretically engaging, are difficult to exemplify in practice, particularly within western 

government models founded on consensus-based democracy.  Decisions are expected, and 

consensus still generally prioritised. 

The partly consensual nature of agonism is important.  This shift of emphasis from reaching a 

decision is a marked departure from other planning theories.  Foucault suggests ‘one must not 

be for consensuality, but one must be against non-consensuality’ (1984: 379).  There is a large 

grey space between working to an (often unrealistic) end goal of unanimous agreement on a 

matter and taking a position that objects to decisions being forced upon people without their 

involvement (non-consent).  This is the space of agonism.  However, this line of thinking again 

raises important issues around inclusion and exclusion.  Hillier (2002: 119) observes: ‘those who 

participate tend not to be the disenfranchised, the marginalised and excluded, but those able 

to devote resources (time, money, contacts, etc.) to “the cause”.’  Clearly, this is a challenge 

relevant to all forms of participation. 

Planning academics Frank Gaffikin and Mike Morrissey (2011) see particular promise for the 

application of agonistic approaches within ‘uncollaborative’ (Brand and Gaffikin 2007) contexts, 

and so-called contested space, where conflict is deeply entrenched within many aspects of 

space and governance.  They suggest agonistic planning could allow for 'not only more 

inclusion, but also diverse forms of communication, including rhetoric and polemic, and more 

discordant exchanges in the process', although they do acknowledge that this could be difficult 

to put into practice (Gaffikin and Morrissey, 2011: 274).  They recommend ‘a more agonistic 

model’, which seems to present it as a tool or process that can be used to varying degrees.  

Similarly, political theorists Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson (2000) promote the use of 

agonism as a bargaining tool during special circumstances of heightened disagreement and/or 

unshifting self-interest.  In this way, agonistic politics could, for example, be trialled for a set 

period of time within a spatial planning framework, and if during this time it did not lead to a 

decision, it could be suspended and another approach implemented.   

Taking agonistic principles a step further (towards non-consensus, or the ‘post-consensual’) is 

Miessen, whose aforementioned sceptical polemic ‘The Nightmare of Participation’, takes an 

agonistic approach to architecture and participation.  Miessen decries what he terms politically 

motivated ‘pseudo-participation’ which does not produce significant results (or perhaps, more 
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accurately, it produces unmeasured, or not easily measured, results).  Frustrated by the lack of 

worked examples, Miessen feels Mouffe’s seminal work offers a concrete, specific method with 

which to engage directly with matters of inclusion and exclusion, indicating ‘how to become an 

actor in a field of existing power relations’ in order to ‘bastardise participation into a form of 

violent, non-democratic practice, an opportunistic model of interventionism […] that prepares 

the ground for productive internal struggle’ (Miessen, 2010b: 19, 15). 

This forceful approach perhaps belies an ill-conceived understanding of democracy, which at 

core is about a whole population being represented in its governance.  Productive internal 

struggle can absolutely be a part of an agonistic democracy, where voices of difference are 

welcomed at the decision-making table, even to the extent that it problematises those 

decisions.  When emphasis is placed on the process as well as the outcome, then there can be 

agonistic, post-consensual, yet still-democratic practice.  

It appears that the difficulty with this still relatively young theory of agonistic planning is 

twofold: it is impractical (closure is no longer guaranteed) and, more fundamentally, that for 

this reason it calls into question the very purpose of planning itself.  It has consequently been 

treated, in the literature, more as a utopian ideal (Hiller 2002: 130).  To follow agonistic 

principles is to accept the possibility that consensus and a decision will not be reached, which 

challenges the very idea of planning systems (although not planning as democratic process).  It 

depends on what the purpose of participation is considered to be – whether that be built 

output, or something more process-oriented and intangible, such as community capacity-

building.   

Hillier (2002: 130) suggests that ‘[t]here cannot, and should not, be any ‘model’ of agonistic 

democracy (however much planners might want one), as ways of working need to be contingent 

on circumstances, time, place and stake-holders.’  In short, they are ‘context contingent’ (Hillier, 

2002: 132).  For Pløger (2004: 88, emphasis in original), agonism as a workable process ‘requires 

a political and planning ethos we yet have to develop’ – that of truly democratic participation, 

respectful of difference and diverse interests.  The imperative therefore seems to be the 

development of an appropriate ethos, through worked out examples in the messy reality of 

practice on the ground, prioritising process over output.  Perhaps, to go further, one needs to 

heed the ‘dark side’ planners and set aside altogether a priori faith in, or preconceived ideas 
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about the role (or centrality) of the normatively-inclined built environment professions 

(Yiftachel and Huxley, 2000: 910).  Having done so, one might find enormous potential in 

agonistic approaches to the shaping of space, to confront power relations head-on, and thereby 

create the conditions for a wider knowledge-base to be applied to the shaping of space. 

3.5.2 DOES PLANNING ITSELF NEED TO BE RESISTED? 

Space, as Massey (2007, World City) observes, is always ‘becoming’.  It is in a constant state of 

flux and change, never complete, always contingent.  As a result, many plans and strategies 

have the effect of freezing the flow of the social and spatial, capturing a moment in time that 

becomes immediately historical and out of date.  Traditionally, planning makes the temporary 

permanent, although the recent insurgence of meanwhile spaces and policies offers hope that 

the tide might be changing.  The permanence of planning arguably makes a case for what 

Planning academic Philip Allmendinger describes as ‘less planning or, at least, a lighter 

regulatory touch’ – perhaps, even, for ‘non-planning’ – for stepping back and letting actors on 

the ground take the lead in the production of their spaces (2009: 188).  This perspective is 

problematic for planning practice, focused, as it is, on future action and the need for agreement 

on plans and strategies.  ‘Planners and their knowledge and ideas […] can act as structuring 

forces and create other permanences’ (Allmendinger, 2009: 189).   

Allmendinger goes on to make a resounding rejection of this insightful questioning and 

problematising approach. He decries the ‘yawning gap between the trajectory of post-

structuralist thought on planning and the practical implications for planners on the ground’, 

explaining that ‘[t]he webs and networks of relations between people do not easily, if at all, 

translate into planning practice’ (Allmendinger, 2009: 194).  Perhaps the pertinent word, here, 

is easily.  Critique, resistance, and the engagement of real, everyday, heterogeneous people in 

the shaping of space, makes planning practice more difficult.  Maybe the imperative is to look 

to examples in practice where people do not seek the easy route, but rather, as architect-

academic-cum-practitioner Ruth Morrow puts it, ‘work within worlds that are not easily ours 

[nor] where we feel wholly comfortable.’ (2017: 83, emphasis in original). 

More promisingly, Yiftachel calls for researchers to tackle questions regarding the production 

of space from outside the discipline of planning.  He believes this will free the researcher to 

critically examine 'the taken-for-granted “truths” adopted by most planning scholars about the 
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progressive and rational promise of planning' without being unduly blind-sided by planning's 

ideologies (Yiftachel, 2001: 252).   

[O]nly by treating the public production and regulation of space as a contingent political 
phenomenon (and not as a desired or cherished intervention), and only by recognising that 
‘planning principles’ are often used to rationalise material or ideological interests, can we advance 
towards a robust understanding of the societal endeavour we label ‘planning’ (Yiftachel and 
Huxley, 2000: 910). 

This chimes with urban planning philosopher Donald Schön’s call for practitioners to be more 

reflective (1983).  Architect and academic Adam Sharr recognises the potential blindness of 

architects, too, to critique or explain their work, noting that ‘the architect-authors of buildings, 

and critics awed by authorship, seldom offer the most reliable accounts of them’ (Sharr, 2012: 

3).  Being even more direct, Huxley identifies that engagement with meta-theories of power 

and politics as played out in planning, such as Foucault's work on governmentality (see 

glossary), requires the researcher 'to confront head-on the logical and conceptual possibility 

that planning itself is what needs to be resisted' (2002: 141). 

3.6 LOOKING TOWARDS PRACTICE 

Increasingly, theorists within the built environment disciplines are beginning to call for 

increased focus on planning practice on the ground – both within and beyond the traditional 

confines of planning, because ‘planners do not just plan, and non-planners also plan’ (Fainstein 

and Campbell, 2012).  Boundaries are not sharp.  Planning academic, Mark Oranje (2002), for 

example, insists: 'Academy must pay attention to cutting edge practice [...] which is 

experimenting with new approaches and new kinds of interventions'.  Innes takes Oranje’s 

message further, calling for the planning Academy to look to experimental practice for 

examples of new approaches and interventions: 

Practitioners have been on the front lines of a rapidly changing contemporary context. They 
operate at the interface of politics, bureaucracy and public opinion. They are aware, if only tacitly, 
of changes that the academy is just beginning to recognise and they are independently inventing 
approaches that academics have largely neither proposed nor anticipated. [...] Academics have 
much to learn from these practitioners not only about planning, but also more broadly about 
change, institutions, group dynamics and political processes, among other things. (Innes, 1998: 
vii)  

Some theorists have embarked on this endeavour, advocating new modes of unorthodox 

practice and spatial agency (for example Awan et al., 2011).  Architect Cliff Moser borrows from 
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economics the concepts of 'creative destruction’ (Schumpeter, 1942) and 'innovation 

disruption' (Christensen, 1997), by which capitalist markets operate and progress, with 'new 

players destroying existing markets by providing new and innovative products or services' 

(Moser, 2013: 8) .  He puts forward a theory of disruptive practice, also known as Architecture 

3.0.24  This represents a paradigm shift that Moser believes has emerged since the economic 

downturn of 2008, resulting in a less exclusive (for example consisting of more unregistered 

architects), more integrated, and most importantly more disruptive mode of practice (2013: 1).  

Disruption in Architecture 3.0 makes it not so much about designing buildings as designing for 

solutions more broadly, working for new and different clients, interrupting the status quo. 

Such examples, and the others in this thesis, clearly do not represent mainstream practice.  

They are occurring on the edge of the status quo, of practice as we know it.  And these 

opportunistic edges are worthy of attention.  

TURNING TOWARDS THE EDGE 

Sandercock (1998: 23) conceived of the planner as a stranger, who brings the outside in – and 

in this way is liminal – or what Miessen (2010b: 191) referred to as an ‘uninvited outsider’.   

Planners and architects are almost always outsiders of the contexts in which they work.  They 

are at the edge of the space, looking in or down.  Yet they have been slow to recognise this 

edge, to see that is has the potential, as the next chapter will explore, to be a place of radical 

possibility.   

Miessen, for example, describes his agonistic approach as a ‘theory of how to participate from 

outside clearly defined and existing power structures, rather than from the inside out’ 

(Miessen, 2010b: 16).  He has taken himself to the edge and stepped outside.  These edges are 

about connection, about journeying across.  In his manifesto on Sustainism, Michael Schwarz 

summarises the sustainist design challenge as exploring what the world look would like if 

relationships and connections were prioritised at the core of our designs (Schwarz and 

Krabbendam, 2013).  He cites connectedness as a core quality in our networked world.  Dutton, 

 
24 Architecture 1.0 having positioned the architect as master builder pre-1900, followed by Architecture 2.0 in the 

twentieth century and until 2007 - the 'specialised or corporate practitioner' brought about by the industrial 

revolution.   
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(1989) reflects on the threshold between architects and disenfranchised others, describing 

socio-spatial practices of resistance that ‘marry architecture to subordinate cultures in their 

struggle for empowerment against a dominant culture’.  A further example can be found in the 

work of Atelier d’Architecture Autogérée in Paris, which focuses on networks and creating the 

conditions for a liberating experience rather than the neo-liberal drive for material value and 

profit. 

Our role as architects has been to develop, sometimes initiate, and then support and prop up the 
networks that emerge around these different activities, spatial systems, processes and effects that 
allow both personal futures and collective futures.  A relational and cooperative practice, like the 
one we have developed, has a different temporality and a different aim than those of a neo-liberal 
practice: rather than looking for a material value of profit, it creates the conditions for a liberating 
experience that changes both the space and the subjects (Petrescou in Schalk et al 2017: 107). 

These edges are also vulnerable and constantly moving.  Reflecting on the choice of positioning 

on this edge in practice, Morrow remarks, echoing hooks: ‘We aim neither to conform nor 

retreat, but this is of course a challenging position to maintain’ (2017: 82). 

Some thinkers within the built environment disciplines, especially architecture, (eg. Awan, 

Schnieder and Till, 2011, Hamdi, 2004, Hyde, 2012a) have made a start on identifying 

alternative, edge modes of practice that push the currently accepted boundaries of what is 

considered to be the remit of the architectural and planning professions.  Hyde’s Future 

Practice: Conversations from the Edge of Architecture presents seventeen interviews that 

identify ‘emergent role[s] for designers to occupy’ (2012a).  These examples represent more 

cataloguing than analysis, however, and for the time being the majority of more critical works 

are the personal reflections of practitioner-cum-theorists on their own practice.   

Catalogues and first-hand accounts such as those above provide invaluable reference points 

for the different ways in which knowledge and space are being co-produced between 

practitioners and other users.  To date, Innes' incitement to the Academy, more broadly, to 

learn from these practices, and to provide a theorised understanding and critique of the work 

diverse practitioners are actively undertaking, has elicited little mainstream response, but there 

is evidence in emergent academic work that this may be beginning to change. 

3.7  SUMMARY  

Decision-making processes within existing planning systems are designed to be top-down and 
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expert-led, and this model is widely accepted within built environment theory and practice.  

However, the persistent acceptance that decision-making power ultimately rests with the 

experts, whose knowledge is primarily theoretical and generalised, rather than the more 

visceral and local knowledges of those who inhabit relevant spaces, leads to a blind spot: the 

knowledge ultimately applied to decision-making about space is to some degree limited.  And 

yet the expert/non-expert binary persists in theory and in practice.  The built environment 

professions can act as structuring forces, closing down and creating permanence, leading some 

to call for a lighter touch to be applied, and a shift of focus towards process over output.  

Participation, in its many forms, has remained largely tokenistic.  Genuine participation comes 

down to a redistribution of power which is not often delivered in practice, where planners may 

be reluctant to relinquish their ultimate decision-taking authority.  It does not follow that 

involving lots of people in participative planning processes will expose a boarder knowledge 

base and ensure its application to the shaping of space. Because the built environment 

literature has not engaged more fully in power and its distribution, this gaping theoretical gap 

remains – we are not finding participative processes that truly work, particularly in the 

extremes of divided/contested contexts, and relevant spatial knowledge is still being elided.  

Huxley and Yiftachel ask whether planning itself needs to be resisted.  Certainly, its conception 

of decision-making and the participation of ‘non-experts’ remains under-theorised.  The focus 

on decision-making as the key purpose of planning might more fruitfully shifted from output to 

process and, as Rydin suggests, towards the handling by planners of multiple knowledges about 

space. 

There is, however, much promise in the agonistic democratic approaches of Foucault, Mouffe 

(2000a) and Connolly (1991).  Such attitudes to spatial decision-making represent a ‘permanent 

provocation’ (Foucault, 1982: 790) to engage with other ways of knowing and producing space.  

This is also an invitation to consider how such alternative knowledges might be engaged in the 

production of space.  Melucci and Mouffe’s vision of agonistic public spaces that act as spheres 

for the democracy of everyday life may hold some promise, but without grounded examples 

from practice it is hard to envisage how such spaces might come into existence.  The emergent 

modes of practice identified here that emphasise disruption, edge conditions, connection, 

networks, resistance, spatial agency, liberation, are underdeveloped but point to practices 

beyond the mainstream of the built environment disciplines as the sites of possible innovation.  
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The critical exploration, in this thesis, of the ways in which edge-focused (liminal) spatial praxis 

is incorporating knowledges within the production of divided/contested space, on the ground, 

therefore seeks to contribute some theoretical grounding to this emergent body of literature.  

It will look beyond the built environment literature to engage with diverse post-structural 

theory, exploring the productions of space and knowledge through different modes of practice 

and resistance, keeping power and its dynamics central to the discussion.  
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4 TOWARDS LIMINAL SPATIAL PRAXIS  

The ongoing privileging of ‘expert’ over lay knowledge about the shaping of space means that 

the knowledge being applied to the shaping of space is limited.  Ring-fencing certain spatial 

knowledge as ‘expertise’ and excluding or downgrading other more local or informal forms, has 

not proven successful, as the continued proliferation of contestation over space attests.  This 

chapter seeks a broader, more inclusive and wide-reaching understanding of the ways in which 

space is produced – not just by professionals, but by everyone who uses it.  Lefebvre’s spatial 

triad is used to helpfully categorise different forms of spatial production, without privileging 

one over others.  Ascertaining elided knowledge about space is impossible without engagement 

with power and the means through which it produces truth.  The chapter engages with 

Foucault’s theory on power/knowledge in order to seek a deeper understanding of the 

structuring mechanisms which enable the privileging of some knowledges over others.  In 

response to power subjection, resistance in its many forms emerges, and therefore freedom-

oriented practices of resistance are subsequently explored.  These include de Certeau’s tactics, 

which help to spatialise, mobilise and ground the theory into practice, or praxis.  Finally, both 

because the focus of this thesis is on boundary-ridden divided/contested space, and because 

the ring-fencing of a particular place, practice or knowledges to the exclusion of others always 

creates boundaries (for example between what is in/out, official/unofficial, 

privileged/subjugated) the chapter turns, once again, to the margins.  It engages in a critical 

exploration of the edges (both social and spatial, physical and psychological), finding there, with 

hooks, spaces of radical opportunity to discover other ways of knowing and producing space.  

A concept of liminal spatial praxis materialises, which is perf ormative, liminal, freedom-

oriented, and resists dualisms and dominating forms of spatial production. 

Why does it matter that some knowledges are not being acknowledged in dominant discourses 

and decision-making around the production of space?  A number of different responses can be 

taken to this question.  Broadly speaking, these fall into one of four categories: those who say 

it does not matter, because those in positions of power, with the relevant expertise, can take 

care of the production of space on their behalf; those who say it matters but can be mitigated 

through deliberative democracy and other forms of participation; and those who come from a 

(liberal) place of emancipation and believe that the liberation of the subaltern is bound up with 
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their own liberation. Finally, there are those who recognise that current mainstream responses 

to the production of space, based predominantly on the first two approaches, are problematic 

and inadequate (as is particularly evident in divided/contested contexts) and acknowledge the 

possibility that there are some relevant knowledges about space that are being elided, that 

might better inform decisions about space, and that might help break down some of the 

unhelpful binaries about space production, such as expert/non-expert, formal/informal, 

belonging/not.  This thesis adopts the latter response, conscious that current approaches to 

decision-making around space are inadequate, especially faced with the extremes of 

divided/contested contexts.  In the belief that these elided knowledges about space might offer 

valuable insights, this thesis explores how they are applied to the production of space, 

conceptually in this chapter and empirically in those that follow. 

4.1 SPACE IS SOCIALLY PRODUCED 

When the production of space is discussed in the built environment disciplines, it is 

predominantly with reference to the ways that physical spaces are designed, procured and 

built.  The everyday usage of those spaces is rarely accorded equal legitimacy as a mode of 

producing space.  Lefebvre’s ground-breaking work ‘The Production of Space’, contributed 

much to our understanding of the ways in which space and its shaping consists of so much 

more than the physical and literal plotting and stamping of plans and layering of bricks on 

mortar.  His definition expanded to include the everyday ways in which every person navigates 

space and thinks about it: we all produce space.   Lefebvre used his spatial triad of conceived, 

perceived and lived space to expose how these have not been valued equally, with formal 

knowledge of space privileged over others (Wilson, 2013: 366).  This helps to demonstrate that 

there are entire ways of knowing and producing space that are frequently overlooked in spatial 

decision-making, leaving conventional spatial ‘expertise’ incomplete and ill-equipped, 

especially in the face of particularly complex divided/contested spaces.  There may be 

legitimate productions of space that the built environment disciplines have, in fact, entirely 

overlooked. 

4.1.1 WE ALL PRODUCE SPACE 

Lefebvre (1991) developed the thesis that space is not just produced by those who have an 

official role in deciding and creating its physical shape.  He did so primarily through his spatial 
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triad of perceived, conceived and lived space, demonstrating that space is also produced 

through the cumulative actions, and practices, of everyone in society – walking in, reading, 

writing, speaking about, working, living, playing, being within space.  All actors and users are 

‘agents of the production of space’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 202): all have an impact.  Yet some forms 

of production are privileged over others, with politicians, policymakers, developers, the 

‘experts’ of the built environment disciplines, widely considered to be the real shapers of space 

(Arefi, 2014: 17).  This was further developed by urbanist Edward Soja (1996: 57) in his 

‘trialectics of spatiality’.  The triad is helpfully summarised in a table by Elden (2007: 110), to 

which I have added Soja’s complementary trialectics (consisting of Firstspace, Secondspace and 

Thirdspace): 

spatial practice  Perceived l’espace perçu physical      real   Firstspace 

representations of space Conceived l’espace conçu mental      imagined   Secondspace 

spaces of representation Lived  l’espace vécu social      real-and-imagined  Thirdspace 

Clearly, then, accepting Lefebvre and Soja’s wide-ranging forms of space production would 

bring a much broader knowledge base to bear on the shaping of space than current approaches 

permit.  Despite the relevance of Lefebvre’s works to spatial practice and production, they only 

gained traction with English speakers in recent decades, having been slow to be translated 

(Elden, 2006).  There were strong critiques of his work at the time by other academics, most 

notably in Castells’ The Urban Question (1977) (see also Goonewardena et al., 2008: 6, Stanek, 

2011: 51).  Further, as is the case with other French philosophers including Foucault, some of 

the meaning of Lefebvre’s already theoretically dense, complex prose was lost or rendered 

more obscure in its translation into English.25    

Perceived space / Firstspace 

Before going any farther, it is worth noting that the French language has two words for 

knowledge - savoir and connaissance.  Savoir describes a formalised, official knowledge 

whereas connaissance refers to more local, informal ways of knowing (Elden, 2007: 110-11).  

 
25 Both Elden and Soja have, for example, criticised David Nicholson’s choice of ‘representational space’ over 
‘representations of space’ to describe the extremely important espace vécu within his spatial triad. SOJA, E. 1996. 
Thirdspace: Journeys to Los Angeles and other real-and-imagined places. Oxford, Basil Blackwell, ELDEN, S. 2004b. 
Understanding Henri Lefebvre : A Critical Introduction, London, Continuum International Publishing. 
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The space of connaissance was represented within the triad as perceived space, or in Soja’s 

terms, Firstspace.  This is the real, concrete, physical space we all encounter through everyday 

use.  It is the spaces, small and large, that we navigate our way around, within and through 

when going about our daily existence.  It is the ways in which they are built and connected.  On 

the one hand this mode of producing space involves the literal construction of space, builders 

laying bricks upon mortar to physically shape the spaces around us.  But we also perceive space 

simply by being in it, passing through it, using it in all the many ways that spaces are used.  It is 

‘material and materialized “physical” spatiality’ […] the absolute and relative location of things 

and activities […] concrete and mappable geographies’ (Soja, 1996: 74-75).  It is scientific and 

formal, prioritising objectivity and materiality, an empirical text ‘to be read, digested and 

understood in all its details’ (Soja, 1996.: 75).  It is real space.  And it is all, according to Lefebvre, 

an integral part of the production of space, which is produced equally by being built as a 

physical reality and by that built reality being used, taken over, changed, re-built, again and 

again in ever-changing ways.  Lefebvre also referred to this as spatial practice:  

[T]he spatial practice of a society secretes that society’s space; it propounds and presupposes it, 
in a dialectical interaction; it produces it slowly and surely as it masters and appropriates it 
(Lefebvre, 1991: 38). 

Conceived space / Secondspace 

By contrast, conceived space is space as it is imagined in abstract, drawn on plans and maps, 

imagined, analysed and categorised: the space of savoir.  Thus, it exists only as a phsycho-social 

construct.  It is the production of ideas, or representations of space (1991: 38-9), ‘the 

interpretive locale of the creative artist and artful architect’ and their imaginings and 

representations of the world around them, over that of the engineer (Soja, 1996: 79).  It 

includes the design of, and more generally the expertise on, space by urbanists, architects, 

planners, cartographers, policy-makers, some artists, those concerned with representations of 

space, with describing space conceptually through, for example, drawings, models, maps and 

texts.  In Lefebvre’s spatial triad, conceived space is the dominant mode of space production, 

concerned with the ‘relations of production and to the “order” which those relations impose, 

and hence to knowledge, to signs, to codes and to “frontal” relations’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 33).   

But crucially, for Lefebvre, this is only one of three modes of the production of space, and no 

more important than the others.  This is the ‘space of scientists, planners, urbanists, 
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technocratic sub-dividers, and social engineers’, who tend towards ‘a system of verbal (and 

therefore intellectually worked out) signs’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 38-39).  It ‘tends to become the 

“real” geography, with the image or representations coming to define the order of reality’ (Soja, 

1996: 79).  It is therefore the dominant and domineering mode.   

Both Lefebvre and Soja saw these two modes, called Firstspace and Secondspace, or perceived 

and conceived, as existing in a duality.  In fact, we all produce space (Elden, 2004, 2007, Harvey, 

1993, 2000, Hayden, 2014, Soja, 1989, 1996).  ‘[Social] space is a [social] product’, produced by 

all of the diversities of lives that are lived in it - through the way that we navigate and use the 

space around us, speak about it, even look at it (Lefebvre, 1991: 26).   Thinking architecturally, 

this observation is echoed by Sharr (2012), who suggests that buildings are authored not solely 

by their architects but by anyone who engages with or alters them – as we all produce space, 

so, too, we all design buildings. 

Lived space / Thirdspace 

The trap of a dualism is avoided through the introduction of a third mode of production, which 

arises from the ‘sympathetic deconstruction and heuristic reconstitution’ of this duality, or 

what Soja refers to as ‘thirding-as-Othering’ (Soja, 1996: 81).  Space can also be both ‘real-and-

imagined’ at once, in the messy reality of life lived, as it is, not wholly in the physical reality in 

front of us, but also in parallel in our minds, our memories, our imaginings in response to our 

surroundings.  The triadic formation avoids the binarism that for Lefebvre and Soja lies at the 

heart of all forms of reductionism - ‘the compacting of meaning into a closed either/or 

opposition between two terms, concepts or elements’ (Soja, 1996: 60).  By the introduction of 

a third possibility, the binary is disrupted.   

These are the ‘spaces of representation’ (Elden, 2007: 110) - the messy, symbolic and diverse 

modes of production of the ‘users’ and ‘inhabitants’ of a space.  In lived space, built reality 

provides signifiers that generate (multiple) meanings: lived space ‘overlays physical space, 

making symbolic use of its objects’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 39).  As critical theorist Andreas Huyssen 

observes, ‘an urban imaginary in its temporal reach may well put different things in one place: 

memories of what was there before, imagined alternatives to what there is’ (Huyssen, 2003: 

7).  In his view, all are present and layered within the complexity of lived space.  De Certeau, on 
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the other hand, took a different view, believing that a place could neither be two things at once, 

and nor could two things be in the same place at once.  This perhaps belies a more literal, less 

experiential reading of place.  Lefebvre describes lived space as ‘the dominated - and hence 

passively experienced - space which the imagination seeks to change and appropriate’ 

(Lefebvre, 1991: 39).  Indeed it is not only the imagination that seeks to dominate lived space, 

for it is appropriated by conceived productions of space too, in what Lefebvre has elsewhere 

declared a ‘devastating conquest of the lived by the conceived’ (Lefebvre in Wilson, 2013: 366).   

Lived space is considered one of Lefebvre’s most important contributions to social theory 

(Elden 2007: 111).  It is this more informal and local knowledge of a particular space that spatial 

experts do not always have (unless they are also familiar with the space in a lived or perceived 

way), and that has been overlooked and downplayed in traditional approaches to the shaping 

of space.  Soja’s thirdspace - the rapidly, continually-changing space which we live in and give 

meaning to; the experience of living – expands on this, enabling a critique of Firstspace and 

Secondspace, a space of limitless possibilities, both real-and-imagined.  Soja consciously left 

the interpretation of Thirdspace epistemoligies ‘radically open’ to ever more new places and 

possibiltiies (Soja, 1996: 82). 

All three modes within the spatial triad contribute to the production of space in different ways 

in different contexts and times.  This offers a rich interpretation of the ways in which space is 

produced by everyone in society and all of their actions within space.  This relation between 

society and space is a symbiotic one - society produces space but does not exist without that 

space: ‘Social relations, which are concrete abstractions, have no real existence save in and 

through space. Their underpinning is spatial’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 404).   Or, from psychoanalytic 

thinking, ‘it is not only the space that defines the subject, but the subject that defines space’ 

(Kirby, 1996: 84).  While Lefebvre claimed to place no one mode of production over others, 

Soja identifies an ‘implied preference’ for lived space, thirdspace, in Lefebvre’s and his own 

work, due to political choice – it offers ‘a strategic location from which to encompass, 

understand and potentially transform all spaces simultaneously’ (Soja, 1996: 68, emphasis in 

original).26 

 
26 This gave me pause to wonder if I have an ‘implied preference’ in my own work, for the margins as a strategic 
location.  I believe I do, having arrived at this position due to engagement with the theory outlined in this chapter, 
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Lefebvre has been criticised by some for being too philosophical, theorising without grounding 

his work in practice and everyday reality, and for being more interested in a Marxist criticism 

of capitalism than spatiality (Unwin, 2000, Castells and Sheridan, 1977).  While this may be the 

case, one could contend that his political persuasion gives him unique insight into the 

production of space.  Others might argue that one should let the philosophers philosophise, 

and leave the grounding work to those that follow, who can attempt to apply and test their 

philosophies through empirical examples.  This alone, surely, does not give reason to question 

the merit of a theory.  In any case, architectural theorist Łukasz Stanek (2011: 52) has revealed 

some underpublicized and only recently translated French case studies that demonstrate 

Lefebvre’s ongoing engagement in French architecture and politics throughout his career.  

Lefebvre collaborated with architects on a number of projects.  Castells took issue with the 

apparent paradox in Lefebvre’s description of urban space as a facilitator of social change on 

the one hand, placing urban practice at the centre, but also as being a pure and transparent 

manifestation of everyday life, on the other (Bofill and Hébert-Stevens, 1978: 108).  However 

Stanek has defended this position, justifying Lefebvre’s decision, at a fundamental level, to 

focus on a ‘dialectical theorizing of the social production of space’ (Stanek, 2011: 51-52).   

Surely that is the point of Lefebvre’s multiple reading of space.  The insistence that these 

descriptions are mutually exclusive seems to be an example of precisely the binarised 

conceptualisations about space that Lefebvre and those who followed him were seeking to 

disrupt through their spatial trialectics and what Soja (1996: 5) called ‘critical thirdings’. 

4.1.2 NOT EQUALLY: HIERARCHIES OF SPACE PRODUCTION 

Lefebvre contributed a more expansive reading of the production of space, showing that we all 

produce space in many diverse ways.  However there is a hierarchy: perceived productions of 

space are privileged, and other modes, other ways of knowing space, are still elided.  Lefebvre 

used the term ‘agents of the production of space’ to refer to those involved in producing space 

- from the more obvious planners, politicians, military officials and so on, to ‘users’ and ‘urban 

struggles’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 202).  He acknowledges that ‘the architect and the town planner 

contribute more straight-forwardly to these producers of space’ than others (Lefebvre, 1991: 

202).  These professions have typically been singled out as the ‘experts’ of the production of 

 
and due to the short-comings I perceived in extant built environment literature in responding to the challenges 
presented by marginal space. 
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space.  Certainly, they are masters of conceived space, with abstract representations of space 

in the form of maps, drawings, plans being the definitive tools of their trade.  But Lefebvre 

suggests that we are all experts, as it were, of lived space, and potentially perceived (spatial 

practice) too - we all practise space, even if we do not practise architecture or planning.  ‘Surely 

it is the supreme illusion to defer to architects, urbanists or planners as being experts or 

ultimate authorities in matters relating to space’, remarks Lefebvre.  ‘What the ‘interested 

parties’ here fail to appreciate is that they are bending their demands (from below) to suit 

commands (from above)…’ (Lefebvre, 1991: 95) In fact Lefebvre goes so far as to suggest that 

the idea of placing specialist knowledge over lived experience is ‘the ideological error par 

excellence’, even catastrophic: ‘When (academic) knowledge sets itself up above lived 

experience, just as the state sets itself up above everyday life, catastrophe is in the offing’ 

(Lefebvre, 1991: 95, 415).  This certainly reflects Lefebvre’s Marxist ideology and may be over-

stated for effect.  Like any dualism, the claim risks being over-simplified and reductionist, 

boiling down, as Lefebvre himself observed, ‘to oppositions, contrasts or antagonisms’ 

(Lefebvre, 1991: 39). 

It follows, therefore, that attempts to incorporate lived experience, lived knowledge of a place, 

instead of deferring to the supposed experts and authorities, ought to enable a more holistic 

and equal production of space.  We have seen, in the previous chapter, the challenges that this 

poses.  Lefebvre offers some suggestions as to how this might be done, asking, for example, to 

what extent agents of the production of space can break free from the constraints inherent to 

(capitalist) production (such as the top-down nature of decision-making about space and the 

privileging of expert knowledge). Lefebvre answers that this depends on the ‘grassroots 

democratic movement, that of local communities […] the network of social relations that more 

or less clearly and intensively targets the quality of space’ (Lefebvre, 2009: 202).  He argues 

that those with local knowledge and experience of a place must have their role in its production 

more fully acknowledged. 

There is now much support among other theorists from within the built environment disciplines 

for more involvement of local people in the production of space, through forms of participation.  

But there is also evidence to suggest that much of these efforts remain tokenistic, and many 

knowledges are still elided, especially that of people who lack the communicative competence 

required to engage in deliberative democratic processes (Arnstein, 1969, Lane, 2005, Dryzek, 
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2005).  In an essay clearly inspired by Spivak’s (1988) polemical essay ‘Can the Subaltern 

Speak?’, in turn provocatively entitled ‘Can the Subaltern Plan?’, anthropologist David Gow 

suggests that perhaps ‘no other concept [than planning] has been so insidious, no other idea 

gone so unchallenged’, despite its historical association with domination and control (1997: 

243).  Gow observes that ‘claims are made that […] subalterns cannot speak and, by association, 

cannot plan’ (Gow, 1997: 243) or at least they struggle to do so without succumbing to imitation 

of dominant patterns.  Further, in this process of imitation and initiation, they arguably cease 

to be subaltern, as Spivak (1988) and Chakrabarty (1992) provokingly argue.  But subalternity, 

of course, is not binary or absolute - it has varying degrees.  Those who do not ‘speak the 

language’ of deliberation and participative processes remain excluded, no matter how much 

participation is engendered.  Perhaps the language itself has to be challenged, for its role in 

hierarchising spatial knowledge and production, rendering some people excluded, or subaltern.  

This raises the question of power/knowledge. 

4.2 POWER/KNOWLEDGE: TRUTH IS ALSO SOCIALLY PRODUCED  

According to a post-structural perspective, the privileging of some knowledge over others, 

deciding what will be considered true, is another form of social production.  The privileging of 

certain knowledge, spatial and otherwise, over others is part of that truth production.  Foucault 

was the first theorist to deeply engage in this critical and questioning way in the ways in which 

society has marginalised some people and their experiences.  He explored how truth, which is 

subjective, can be used to exert power.  Foucault saw a complete interdependence between 

power and truth: ‘We are subjugated to the production of truth through power and we cannot 

exercise power except through the production of truth’ (Foucault, 1980b: 93).  Some privileged 

people are allowed to state what is considered true, including about space - such as what will 

be built and for whom - while other knowledges are discounted and overlooked.  This section 

engages with critical post-colonial, post-structural and feminist texts to explore the 

mechanisms of privileging and subjugating spatial knowledges. 

Foucault used the term ‘power/knowledge’ to demonstrate the interdependency between 

these terms - that power is constituted through accepted forms of knowledge and scientific 

understanding, and knowledge, or ‘truth’, is defined by those in positions of power: 

Truth is a thing of this world: it is produced only by virtue of multiple forms of constraint.  And it 
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induces regular effects of power.  [Every society has] mechanisms and instances which enable one 
to distinguish true and false statements, the means by which each is sanctioned; the techniques 
and procedures accorded value in the acquisition of truth; the status of those who are charged 
with saying what counts as true (Foucault, 1986: 73).  

In the production of space, for example, truth is shaped by the dominant discourses of built 

environment academic disciplines, planning institutions and their legislation and political 

decision-makers.  Discourses, in Foucauldian terms, are ‘systems of thoughts’ which produce 

and transmit power through codes, conventions and habits of language.  Certain discourses 

become dominant, reinforced by regimes of education, law and media and come to have a 

totalising effect on what is considered to be the truth about a topic.  All members of a society 

are involved and implicated in the production of discourses and discursive regimes.  As much 

as discourses can be dominant and totalising, there is also the potential for discursive practices 

to subvert those dominant forces which control a discourse: ‘Discourse transmits and produces 

power; it reinforces it, but also undermines and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it 

possible to thwart’ (Foucault 1998: 100-1).  There always remains room for other discourses 

that challenge and refute those that dominate.   

The domination of certain knowledge over others is not always a direct objective of a 

malevolent, power-hungry perpetrator.  As feminist political theorist Iris Young observes: 

the conscious actions of many individuals daily contribute to maintaining and reproducing 
oppression, but those people are usually simply doing their jobs or living their lives, and do not 
understand themselves as agents of oppression (1990: 42).   

Well-intentioned planners, policy-makers and architects delivering top-down consultation 

processes to deduce the public interest could easily fall within that category.  Most of them 

would be unlikely to recognise themselves as agents of oppression.  This makes it easier to 

ignore (and in so doing perpetuate) the hierarchising and exclusion that take place.    

Foucault fundamentally changed the way power was understood.  Most critically, he argued 

that, contrary to the notion of power as a force centred on a state or a person of stature, power 

can in fact be found everywhere.  It is not a question of pure structure versus pure agency – 

we all have power, and it is dispersed and embodied within all our interactions, and relations, 

everything that we know and hold to be true, inescapably all-pervasive.  And it is never static 

or constant, but rather eternally in a state of flux and negotiation.  Speaking of bureaucratic 

power, in a similar vein, legal counsel and scholar, Jennifer Kulynych observed that it is ‘not a 
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power that is possessed by any individual or agency, but exists in the exercise of decision 

making’ (Kulynych, 1997: 319).  There is no central locus of power, it is not a tangible entity - 

instead, it is everywhere, made manifest through our decisions and actions. 

4.2.1 PRIVILEGED AND SUBJUGATED KNOWLEDGES 

Foucault refers to those knowledges which are elided, or excluded, within any regime of truth, 

for example the local lived knowledges which are not taken into account in the dominant 

discourses on the production of space, as ‘subjugated knowledges’.  Subjugated knowledge is 

that which is disqualified, low-ranking, popular, particular, local, differential, ‘…incapable of 

unanimity and which owes its force only to the harshness with which it is opposed by everything 

surrounding it’ (Foucault, 1980b, 1988: 82).  Foucault connects subjugated knowledges directly 

with critique, in that subjugated knowledges allow criticism to occur, and also, at a time when 

‘things, institutions, practices, discourses’ are becoming ever more vulnerable to critique 

(Foucault, 1988: 80), this critique ensures the desubjugation of the subject in the context of a 

politics of truth (Foucault and Lotringer, 2007).  He believes we need to ‘learn from those who 

have been the direct targets of power and repression [and whose] memories, histories and 

knowledges are concerned with power and struggles’ (Pickett, 1996: 452).  Responding to and 

developing Foucault’s (1997a) exploration of critique, political theorist Judith Butler explains 

that criticism of this nature is a practice rather than a judgement (2005).  It is not about 

condemning certain things as wrong and others right, but rather about engaging in an ongoing 

process of questioning and self-reflection (this idea is further explored in Section 4.3.1).  

The aforementioned local and low-ranking knowledge is the most commonly-understood 

definition of Foucault’s subjugated knowledges; however he also offered a second type of 

knowledge which can be subjugated - as ‘contents that have been buried and disguised in a 

functionalist coherence or formal systematisation’ (Foucault, 1980b: 81).  This type of 

knowledge is less local, more formal or learned, but is also dismissed because it does not align 

with the dominant discourses.  He refers to historical contents which have emerged in the last 

half century or so that perhaps contradict or in some way challenge the accepted ‘truth’, 

thereby allowing a rediscovery of ‘the ruptural effects of conflict and struggle that the order 

imposed by functionalist and systematising thought is designed to mask’ (Foucault, 1980b: 82). 

Non-conforming voices among the perceivers and conceivers of space - academics and 
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practitioners, for example, who do not subscribe to capitalist and mainstream modes of the 

production of space – can also be downplayed and overlooked by those championing dominant 

discourses.  Although Foucault recognises the seeming paradox of categorising these two very 

different types of disqualified knowledge as subjugated, he argues that what unites them is 

their ‘historical knowledge of struggles’ (Foucault, 1980b: 83, emphasis in original), by which 

he means the struggle with the dominant discourses that have dismissed them.  Both therefore 

contain ‘the memory of hostile encounters which even up to this day have been confined to 

the margins of knowledge’ (Foucault, 1980b: 83). 

As a result of his focus on the mechanisms of power, Foucault is often regarded as rather a 

fatalistic and negative theorist (Taylor, 1984, Wain, 1996).  This is most likely compounded by 

the fact that he did not seek to provide easy, normative answers to the problems he exposed.  

However, he was at pains to point out that power is not inherently negative or positive, per se, 

but rather is an essential force that can also be used for action and resistance, for example to 

resist the power of hegemonic discourses (Foucault, 1986: 62).  He argues that we must free 

ourselves of any pre-conceived judgements or characterisations of the nature of power, 

because ‘it is precisely these positive mechanisms [of power] that need to be investigated’  

(Foucault, 1980b: 82). 

4.2.2 POWER/KNOWLEDGE AND SPACE 

Foucault rarely took on explicitly the production of space or spatial practice in his work, but 

was nonetheless on occasion accused of spatial obsessions because of his study of specific 

spaces such as prisons and sanitoria.  He offered his own justification, that ‘through [spatial 

obsessions] I did come to what I had basically been looking for: the relations that are possible 

between power and knowledge’ (Foucault, 1980b: 69).  According to Foucault, power is 

inherently spatial – it does not operate except within space – and the production of space is, 

by turns, intrinsically bound up with hierarchies of power – they are interconnected.  For 

Foucault, there existed a central trialectic, or discursive triangle, between power, knowledge 

and space/spatiality (Gregory, 1994: 3, Soja, 1996: 148).  Foucault tells us that ‘[s]pace is 

fundamental in any form of communal life.  Space is fundamental in any exercise of power’ 

(Foucault, 1986: 252).  Power is therefore inevitable in any inhabited space, and space renders 

visible the concretised mechanisms of power and knowledge.  Control is exercised through our 
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positions in space, and the way in which we use our territory.  Underpinning any exploration of 

space, therefore, power and knowledge are at play and call for attention in their own right. 

I think it is somewhat arbitrary to try to dissociate the effective practice of freedom by people, the 
practice of social relations, and the spatial distributions in which they find themselves.  If they are 
separated they become impossible to understand.  Each can only be understood through the other 
(Foucault 1986: 246).   

4.3 PRACTISING RESISTANCE THROUGH SPACE 

This section explores ways in which the privileging of certain forms of knowledge is resisted.  It 

draws from the spatial practices set out by de Certeau in The Practice of Everyday Life.  In 

particular, de Certeau’s work on the tactics of the comparatively powerless, set against the 

strategies of those with will and power, informs the framework for considering the roles, in the 

spatial stories I explore, of those spatial practitioners (urbanists, policy-makers, architects, 

planners, engineers – regarded as having some official form of expertise in relation to space 

production) who have sought to inhabit the marginal space between formal and informal 

spatial practice, between tactic and strategy. 

4.3.1 THEORISING RESISTANCE 

The previous chapter outlines the ways in which the built environment disciplines have engaged 

with agonism as a theoretical concept and attempted to apply it to planning processes.  

Foucault makes several references to agonism in his writings on resistance, seeing it as ‘a 

relationship which is at the same time reciprocal incitation and struggle’ (Foucault, 1982: 790).  

This brings to mind Mouffe’s description of agonism being a potentially mutually-exclusive 

‘conflictual consensus’ and Foucault’s assertion that it is about being against non-

consensuality.  Agonism embraces conflict, acting as ‘a permanent provocation’ (Foucault, 

1982: 790).  The relationship between resistance and power could be described as agonistic: 

‘[t]hey act reciprocally such that their respective forms are exchangeable.  This situation is on-

going and ceaseless until the game is over’ (Wang, 2009). Resistance, therefore, in simple 

terms, is a struggle for a form of power.  

Foucault demonstrated that power is everywhere, as a productive and necessary force - 

everyone has it, to varying degrees.  And it can be deployed in the form of resistance against 

those structures and agents which seek, in their own ways, to control.    
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There is no locus of great Refusal, no soul of revolt, source of all rebellions, or pure law of the 
revolutionary.  Instead there is a plurality of resistances, each of them a special case (Foucault, 
1988a: 95-96, emphasis added).   

Foucault observes that wherever power is exercised in any way, big or small, resistance is 

always a possibility.  In fact, he goes so far as to say that ‘there are no relations of power without 

resistances’ – there can be no power without resistance (Foucault, 1980b: 142).  Resistance in 

the Foucauldian sense, like power, is not precisely locatable but always relative and relational 

to the power is resists.  It is ‘both an activity and an attitude.  It is the activity of refusal’ (Hoy 

2004: 9).  In other words, it is a practice.  And it is found everywhere, in many different forms 

– a plurality of resistances, each of which is a special case.   

Foucault did not devote himself to developing specific, worked examples of what form such 

resistances might take, and, further, he refused to define any limits to resistance (Pickett, 

1996).  His theoretical project was focused on questioning and uncovering hidden knowledge, 

of opening up and (re)discovery, not closing that down into examples.  Such an endeavour 

would always have the potential to exclude other examples, setting further limits.  He did, 

nonetheless, consider some modes of resistance, such as his genealogies, which are historical 

accounts of struggles, and the counter-conduct, which he defined as ‘the will not to be 

governed thusly, like that, by these people, at this price’ (Foucault 2007: 75).  Like the example 

of walking, a counter-conduct might therefore not be immediately visible or recognisable as 

resistance (Odysseos et al., 2016).  In extraordinary circumstances, even ordinary actions such 

as cleaning (or walking) can become a political act, a form of resistance (Kulynych, 1997: 339-

40).  It might be, as feminist scholar Bonnie Thornton Dill (1988) suggests, something as basic 

as a ‘Black woman household worker’ refusing to mop the floor on her hands and knees – taking 

some control over an inflicted environment in which she otherwise has no real choice.  An 

urban example might include people jay-walking and otherwise weaving their own non-direct 

routes through the city in ways that resist the imposed order of street grid systems and fixed 

pedestrian crossing points (de Certeau, 1984).   

It is important to note that Foucault’s resistance is not intended to stop power, for such an 

effort would be futile.  Foucault accepts that power is everywhere, in all of our interactions, 

and it can always be met with resistance.  Another example of Foucault’s resistance, which 

deals directly with subjugated knowledge, is his proposed strategy of learning from those who 
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have been ‘divided, distributed, selected, and excluded’, and whose memories will be 

concerned with power and struggles (Foucault, 1980a: 229).  This brought about his 

genealogical explorations.  Foucault claims that power only functions as long as it is hidden, so 

an insurrection of this subjugated knowledge, through its exposure, will constitute a form of 

direct action, of resistance. 

Foucault rejects placing any limits upon resistance, lest those who are engaged become trapped 
in the very system of power they are trying to overcome – since any limits will be derived from 
ideals supported by modern power (Pickett, 1996: 447). 

Recalling Spivak’s (1988) formulation of the subaltern, who cannot speak (otherwise they cease 

to be subaltern), but taking it to an extreme, Foucault conceived of docile bodies, who are 

incapable of political action and are disciplined and conditioned by a particular form of power 

(Foucault and Sheridan, 1991).  He offers prisoners in a panopticon prison (Bentham and 

Božovič, 1995) as a powerful spatial example - regulating their behaviour even when not being 

watched because of the constant possibility of observation (Foucault and Sheridan, 1991).27  

Docile bodies can be used, subjugated and controlled.  Ghanim (2008) suggests restrictions 

placed on Palestinians in the West Bank, including through the Separation Wall and 

checkpoints, turns them, too, into docile bodies (section 5.2.3).  The seeming powerlessness of 

such docile bodies has led some critics to question how Foucault’s conceptualisations of 

resistance are even possible - such an insidious, ubiquitous power seems paralysing (see, for 

example, McCarthy, 1990, Trombadori in Trombadori and Foucault, 1991).  But, like the spatial 

experts who don’t recognise themselves as agents of oppression, ignoring it only perpetuates 

it.   

Other critics suggest that there is an inherent normativity in Foucault’s conceptualisation of 

resistance and freedom.  ‘Only with the introduction of normative notions of some kind could 

Foucault begin to answer such questions [as:] Why is struggle preferable to submission?  Why 

ought domination to be resisted?’ (Fraser, 1981: 29)  Philosophy academic David Couzens Hoy 

(2004) asks, ‘Without appeals to abstract norms, how can emancipatory resistance be 

distinguished from domination?’  This would be at odds with Foucault’s post-structural, anti-

 
27 The panopticon prison is designed around a central observation tower, where prison guards can observe 
prisoners without being seen themselves.  As a result, prisoners are always aware of the possibility that they may 
be being watched, BENTHAM, J. & BOŽOVIČ, M. 1995. The panopticon writings, Verso Trade.  CCTV cameras and 
false burglar alarm boxes on houses have a similar impact in deterring crime. 
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normative position, which consciously avoids saying how things should be, or what is better 

than something else, leading some to conclude that Foucault’s theories are contradictory and 

normatively confused (Kulynych, 1997: 333, Habermas, 2018).  It can very challenging to view 

power, especially oppression, without thinking about what should be done in the face of it.  It 

takes effort to avoid taking such a position.  Kulynych (1997) contends that Foucault’s work no 

longer appears contradictory or confused if we understand resistance as performative.  

Drawing from Butler’s (2010, 2011, 2013, Butler and Athanasiou, 2013) theory of 

performativity and a conceptualisation of performative action through which a character ‘only 

comes into being through the action itself’, Kulynich proposes a performative resistance, 

through which ‘we see the acting citizen as brought into being by her resistance’ (1997: 331).  

Arguably, de Certeau’s tactics (section 4.3.2) could be described in this way as performative – 

engendering active citizens and thereby diminishing the idea of passive, powerless, docile 

bodies in space. 

Placing particular emphasis on critique, Hoy (2004) has developed a theory of Critical 

Resistance based on Foucault’s theory. For Hoy, critique and resistance are inseparable, 

because ‘critique without resistance is empty and resistance without critique is blind’ (Hoy, 

2004: 6).  He infers from the works of Nietzche, Foucault and Derrida that freedom is essential 

for critical resistance and that this freedom is ‘tied conceptually to the openness to possibility’ 

(Hoy, 2004: 234).  Hoy differentiates between a reactive resistance which has been co-opted 

by the forces which oppress it, and an emancipatory resistance made possible through critique 

(Hoy, 2004: 2).  Docile bodies are created from the co-opted former response, while the latter 

is more promising.  Foucault referred to such emancipatory resistance as a practice of freedom.   

Freedom is practice; the freedom of men is never assured by the laws and the institutions that are 
intended to guarantee them. That is why almost all of these laws and institutions are quite capable 
of being turned around. Not because they are ambiguous, but simply because ‘freedom’ is what 
must be exercised… I think it can never be inherent in the structure of things to (itself) guarantee 
the exercise of freedom. The guarantee of freedom is freedom (Foucault 1986: 245). 

Like Hoy, he conceived of the exercising of power (which is inherently neither negative nor 

positive) to be potentially associated with liberation and freedom, not just oppression.  This 

was not an empty or Utopian vision of a place where there is no longer any oppression, any 

imbalance, but rather a view of freedom as a practice, a continuous, conscientious activity.  

Freedom, described in this way, is an active word  - a conscious, ongoing effort.    
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Social theorist Thomas Lemke (2015: 24) finds three components to Foucault’s critical activity: 

the activity of problematization (i.e. questioning), ‘the art of voluntary insubordination’ (i.e. 

resistance) and ‘the audacity to expose oneself as a subject’.  The latter, exposing oneself as 

subject, belies the importance of the attitude towards the self in practices of resistance, 

critique and freedom.28  Such reflexive critique must also, inevitably, be turned in on the self, 

because an openness to self-critique will position us to be more open to other possibilities (Hoy, 

2004: 229).  This form of critique requires that we consider our own practices, as well as those 

of others.  Foucault did not arrive at this point because it was (normatively) ethical or good to 

do so.  He got there because of the predicament that we are the products of truth-producing 

discourse, and it is no longer possible to regard ourselves as objective or standalone objects, at 

a remove from the circumstances we find ourselves in. 

4.3.2 DE CERTEAU’S PRACTICE OF EVERYDAY LIFE: STRATEGIES AND TACTICS 

The concept of resistance can be helpfully considered in spatial terms through the work of de 

Certeau, whose book, ‘The Practice of Everyday Life’, explores the ways in which resistance is 

practiced in our everyday negotiations of urban space (1984).  De Certeau distinguishes 

between two categories of practice - those which are strategies and those which are tactics.  

Strategies are the actions of entities with ‘will and power’ (de Certeau, 1984: xix) be they an 

individual or an institution of any scale.  He suggests that strategy requires a place, which brings 

with it security, and gives the strategy its power (although, symbiotically, power is also a 

precondition of this place.  It enables autonomy/distinction from others (de Certeau, 1984: 36).  

Having a place provides a certain independence.  A tactic, on the other hand, according to de 

Certeau, is ‘an art of the weak’ (de Certeau, 1984: 37), which does not have a place, and 

therefore is not defined by it.  This means that it always takes place in the space of the other, 

on borrowed space.  It lacks a borderline that could allow it to be viewed as a whole, or clearly 

defined.  Without delineation, the tactic is not easily distinguishable as a visible totality (de 

Certeau, 1984: xix).  If tactics do not require a place, they are a form of resistance, a tool, that 

could be available even to those who do not have an official standing, whose knowledge has 

been elided, who are in some way subaltern or even rendered docile.  De Certeau describes 

 
28 Derrida has written extensively on this calling into question the subject itself, through probing, deconstructive 
questioning.  See KAMUF, P. 1991. A Derrida reader: Between the blinds, DERRIDA, J. 1976. Of Grammatology. 
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. 
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these tactics as fragmentary, mobile, depending on time (rather than place); limited by the 

possibilities of the moment.  They seize opportunities; they play; they use, manipulate and 

divert spaces: ‘a tactic is determined by the absence of power just as a strategy is organised by 

the postulation of power’ (de Certeau, 1984: 38).  They are spatial practices of resistance for 

the powerless. 

For de Certeau, tactics are for the weak, subjugated ‘users’ and strategies for those with will 

and power, normally within some form of organisational power structure.  Strategists, 

therefore, are comparatively powerful.  They can include cartographers, planners, urbanists, 

architects, some artists trained in the imagining, or conceiving, mode of space-production.  

Strategists get to help shape the discourse of the production of space, and are, to an extent, 

defined and restricted by that discourse.  They have will and power and a place from which to 

operate.  Wittingly or unwittingly, they are therefore a part of the system that privileges their 

knowledge and practice over that of others.  Users, on the other hand may, to varying degrees, 

have a will to produce space more fully and freely, and can do so in a localized way through 

their tactical practices, but they have comparatively limited power within the totalising 

discourses of space production.  Those fragmentary, mobile, playful, opportunistic tactical uses 

of space are beyond the delimited realm of the strategists who are charged with deciding about 

space – this type of spatial knowledge is not necessarily available to them in their decision-

making.  Their knowledge is incomplete. 

This arguably, perhaps unintentionally (Soja, 1996: 314), presents a rather binarized separation 

of strategies and tactics, with tactics heavily favoured over strategies which are depicted as 

negative, top-down, enforcing the will of the few on the many.  De Certeau does, however, 

acknowledge that ‘[t]he weaker the forces at the disposition of the strategist […] the more the 

strategy is transformed into tactics’ (de Certeau, 1984: 37).  He recognises, then, the possibility 

that strategies and tactics are not necessarily mutually exclusive.   

The blurring of the boundaries between tactics and strategies is an idea that has been 

developed further by others following on from de Certeau.  Indeed some theorists (for example 

Lugones, 2003, Geiger et al., 2014) have suggested a category of tactical strategies - which take 

place in ‘neither the “nowhere” of de Certeau’s tactics nor the “proper” of the strategist’s’ 

(Lugones, 2003: 215) but rather somewhere in between – perhaps navigating or pushing the 
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boundaries of the strategist’s ‘proper place’.  One might refer to those engaging in these 

practices as tactical strategists, who manage to employ both strategy and tactic - they have a 

degree of the strategist’s power, indeed they must start out as strategists, with a place with 

borderlines from which they can view the whole to which they (at least partially) belong.  

However tactical strategists choose to relinquish some of that power in favour of tactics, 

making space for other, tactical practices and knowledges that cannot necessarily be defined.   

Could those trained, formally or informally, in planning, architecture, cartography, urbanism, 

or with some form of recognised expertise relating to the built environment become tactical 

strategists?  By default, they are people with some degree of will and power when it comes to 

the taking of decisions about space – accorded the ‘proper place’ of a strategist through formal 

training and professional accreditation.  If they push the boundaries of that ‘proper’, towards 

tactics, perhaps they might gain a view of the whole, to which they belong, which neither 

strategy (wholly inside) nor tactic (wholly outside) alone cannot offer.  Perhaps built 

environment professionals and formal spatial practitioners who move from strategy towards 

tactics can give some space to the placeless tactician, and their elided spatial knowledge, in 

some way without delimiting (and restricting) within a place.  Perhaps, by relinquishing some 

of the strategist’s power in favour of a marginal position (section 4.4) between strategy and 

tactic, a built environment professional acting as tactical strategist could learn from the tactical 

resistances of comparatively powerless others and could allow those practices to have an 

impact upon spatial decision-making. 

4.3.3 SPATIAL RESISTANCE 

The truly subaltern may not be able to speak, and remain subaltern, if we are to agree with 

Spivak’s provocative argument (although subalternity is relative and almost all, at times, will 

have some voice or power, however small, over another).  However the subaltern can and do 

produce an effect on space, simply by being in it.  Pickett, citing Foucault, explains that a 

struggle is created once certain ‘intolerables’ are exposed, such as a high suicide rate among 

French prisoners (Pickett, 1996: 454).  The exclusion of some knowledges from the production 

of space might be regarded as such an intolerable.  Thus, as Foucault would have it, such 

struggle gives rise to resistance.  Many may be excluded from the privileged, conceived spatial 

production of space, but without exception everyone produces lived space.  We practise space.  
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And we are all capable of spatial resistance (or tactics).  For those who are comparatively 

powerless, that practice might be a micro-politics of resistance, which occurs on the small, 

personal and local scale (Kulynych, 1997).  But nonetheless, it is resistance. 

Examples of forms of spatial resistance within the production of space by the so-called spatial 

experts (or strategists) who have chosen a move towards tactics are hard to pin down.  Foucault 

offered some insight, on a rare occasion in which he specifically spoke about architecture.  

Asked whether he felt architecture could solve social problems in and of itself, he answered 

that it can have a positive effect if the liberating intentions of both architect and ‘real people’ 

exercising their freedom coincide (Foucault 1984: 246). Practising tactical resistance in space, 

therefore, can be a practice of freedom.  We might imagine, then, that freedom practised 

within the production of space might involve subjugated knowledges from all three modes of 

production within the Lefebvrian triad - perceived, conceived and lived - coinciding and 

communing in a plurality of criticism and resistance of the more-or-less dominant and excluding 

norms.  The practices by different users of space would be very different due to the particular 

knowledge of those involved, and their degree of power and influence.  They would bring their 

distinct knowledges and practices together in the space between. 

The margins between different spaces can be spaces of opportunity (hooks, 2014).  Hooks 

propounds the possibilities available when those with power choose to relinquish it in some 

way (as with the strategist built environment professional who chooses to give up some of their 

power to move towards tactics).  She issues an invitation to those in a position of power to join 

her in the space of the margins, where they can become part of a ‘community of resistance’ 

(hooks, 2014).  This community of resistance seems to promise a more even, less hierarchical 

footing in the space between de Certeau’s formulation of strategy and tactic. Hooks expresses 

interest in the path of resistance of those who give up their power, asking how they will make 

themselves capable to ‘surrender the power to act as colonisers’.  She expects them to ‘bear 

witness, to give testimony’ (hooks, 2014: 208) within this marginal community of resistance.  

Perhaps this community is the kind of space that might allow more diverse spatial knowledges 

and practices to be exchanged and learnt about in a way that, due to the giving up of power, is 

less tokenistic than many mainstream forms of strategist-controlled participation.   

This is an intervention.  A message from that space in the margin that is a site of creativity and 
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power, that inclusive space where we recover ourselves, where we move in solidarity to erase the 
category colonized/colonizer.  Marginality as site of resistance.  Enter that space.  Let us meet 
there.  Enter that space.  We greet you as liberators (hooks, 1990: 343). 

4.4 LIMINALITY AND THE SPACE OF THE MARGINS 

Liminality is a key conceptual term used to describe the in-between, the margins or thresholds 

– any condition or entity that is ‘betwixt and between’ (Victor, 1967).  The word liminal stems 

from the Latin word limen, which means both ‘harbour’ (where sea meets land) and ‘threshold’ 

(connoting a crossing) – and has therefore always had a human and a physical underpinning – 

‘both a geographical boundary and a symbolically ritualised site or space of human movement 

and transition’ (Downey et al., 2016: 10).  These margins are therefore both physical and 

personal, and are in all ways, always, spatial.   The origins of the term lie in the early 20th century 

explorations by anthropologist Arnold van Gennep of rites of passage, or transitional stages in 

life, such as from youth into adulthood (Van Gennep, 1960).  It was then re-popularised in the 

1960s by Turner (1967) in his study of the Ndembu tribe in Zambia. More recently, liminality 

has regained popularity as a concept in postmodern and postcolonial literature. 

This thesis is located around the many borders that form and emerge from divided/contested 

space.  Yet that is not the only reason to consider margins, for margins are everywhere.  They 

also perform a role in distinguishing spatial knowledge which is considered relevant to the 

production of space and that which is not, including privileging perceived productions of space 

(for example maps and drawings) above lived.  Any binary construct, or the ring-fencing of a 

particular place, practice or knowledges (for example professional membership, place-naming) 

to the exclusion of others, naturally creates the illusion of a clear-cut boundary which is rarely, 

in fact, the case.  The Irish Border, walked by Carr in Spatial Story 1, is an example – a clean line 

on a map, barely visible on the ground, that deconstructs when attention is drawn to its many 

unofficial transgressions (such as stepping stones across a river).  Writing about borders, 

international relations scholar, Nick Vaughan-Williams (2012: 1), observes that it is impossible 

to maintain clean lines between anything - in time these always erode.  This section, then, 

heeds the call from many thinkers to look to such borders and find spaces of opportunity from 

which radical practice and true critique become possible. These in-between territories might 

therefore be fertile ground for exploring how space is produced in ways that transcend the 

established boundaries of space, practice and knowledges, prioritising connection where there 
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has previously been division. 

Marginal space is both spatial and social, as hooks succinctly demonstrates through reference 

to her upbringing as a black American in a small town in Kentucky, where her rundown black 

neighbourhood was separated from the centre and the wealthy white people’s homes in which 

they worked, by a railway line that acted as ‘a daily reminder of our marginality’ (hooks, 1990: 

341).  From margins such as these, which are both centre and periphery, belonging and not 

belonging, not fully either, a greater whole can be viewed from both inside and out.  Foucault, 

in a similar vein, argues for a limit-attitude, in which one has to ‘move beyond the outside-

inside alternative; we have to be at the frontiers’, because, for him, criticism is about reflecting 

on limits (Foucault 1986: 45).  Perhaps so-called spatial experts could also gain a better 

understanding of other more localised and tactical forms of spatial expertise as tactical 

strategists, able to see the validity of diverse forms of formal and informal spatial knowledges. 

Hooks suggests the margins offer a space of possibility ‘for the production of a counter-

hegemonic discourse that is not just found in words but in habits of being and the way one 

lives’ (hooks, 1990: 341).  Perhaps a counter-hegemonic discourse about the production of 

space could also be found in these margins between tactic and strategy, formal and informal, 

perceived, conceived and lived productions of space.  She invites others to meet her at the 

margins and work to challenge and erode the boundaries that repress and exclude.  Such 

margins might allow imposed order to be resisted, and freedom thereby practised, given the 

‘potentially unlimited’ (Thomassen, 2016: 1) escape they provide from the structures that have 

been stepped outside/beyond. 

Other theorists have used other terms to describe thresholds, some of which will be explored 

over the following pages.  They can be spatial and physical, like liminality and the margins that 

hooks describes, or practice-based, like the ‘art of being in between’ that de Certeau portrays 

(de Certeau, 1984: 30).  Others, such as Bhabha and Foucault, distinguish between spatial 

versus social liminality using slightly different, yet overlapping terms.  Foucault observed that 

the twentieth century has claimed to discover the limit as a category, a liminological study being 

defined as pushing the understanding of something to its limit, or limen.  Within his own work, 

there are heterotopologies (section 4.4.2) and the previously mentioned limit-attitude 

(describing his problematising approach to critique); for Bhabha hybridity and, like Soja, Third 
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Space (Foucault and Miskowiec, 1986, 1986: 46, Bhabha, 1992, Bhabha, 2012).  Other in-

between terms which relate more explicitly to physical space include chicana scholar Gloria 

Anzaldúa’s borderlands; Pullan’s frontier and Sennett’s borders (over boundaries) (Anzaldúa, 

1987, Pullan, 2011, Sennett, 1970).   In Foucault’s earlier works, before power had emerged as 

a central concern, he also referred to transgressions, which were a ‘permanent agonistic 

stance’ which sought to ‘undermine or at least weaken any given set of limits in order to 

attenuate their violence’ (Pickett, 1996: 450-51).  The limit, or boundary, is eroded in the 

crossing-over. 

Liminality as a concept, by whatever name, is highly fluid and malleable but therefore also 

potentially contradictory (Downey et al., 2016: 4).  A temporal or experiential liminality also has 

a spatial dimension and vice versa.  Anthropologist and social scientist Bjørn Thomassen has 

helped define a broader conception of liminality (2009, 2012, 2016).  He notes that its definition 

has expanded to denote moments and spaces in which the established world order is disrupted, 

allowing new, often unpredictable forms to emerge, and proposes a framework for thinking 

about change in terms of liminality (Thomassen, 2016).  Yet he also warns of its over-use in the 

social sciences, becoming a fashionable term that he and others feel has been liberally applied 

without critique and without adequate time spent on its definition (Thomassen, 2009, Downey 

et al., 2016): ‘The contemporary world has problematically incorporated liminality at its core’ 

(Thomassen, 2016: 216).  Part of the problem, he feels, is its slipperiness, its difficulty to tie 

down, classify, define - leading some to question ‘whether or not the epistemology of 

liminology is in itself a liminal thing’ (Downey et al., 2016: 16).  Arguably, this definitional 

slipperiness could just as easily be regarded as further evidence of its liminality – whatever we 

think it is, it is constantly pushing the limits (thirding) to incorporate new and further meanings.  

Thomassen cautions that ‘[l]iminality does not and cannot “explain”’(Thomassen, 2009: 6), 

leading scholars of English, Dara Downey et al, to suggest that it is therefore something that 

can only be observed, not utilised (2016: 14).   

4.4.1 SPATIAL LIMINALITY AS PRACTICE 

What if we were to think of liminality as a practice where, like the space between de Certeau’s 

tactics and strategies, the space between can function as a tool for social action.  In this 

expansive reading, liminality and the margins might offer much possibility for the production 
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of space in divided/contested contexts.  Liminality could perhaps provide a framework for 

viewing a new kind of practice.  Assuming a deliberate liminal stance, on the inconstant margins 

between the privileged spatial knowledge of the ‘expert’ and subaltern knowledge about a 

particular place, between strategy and tactic, the formal practising of planning and architecture 

and the spatial practice of everyday life, might create opportunities for new and unexpected 

possibilities and means of producing space. 

Bhabha explains it in this way - ‘I try to place myself in a position of liminality, in that productive 

space […] in the spirit of alterity or otherness’ (Bhabha, 2012: 209).29  This suggests a willingness 

to change oneself, as well as openness to other forms of change.  ‘Il y a toujours l’Autre’ said 

Lefebvre: there is always the Other (Lefebvre, 1980: 143).  For Soja’s thirding-as-othering, to 

which we will return, the limit reveals, ‘a third term that disrupts, disorders, and begins to 

reconstitute the conventional binary opposition into an-Other that comprehends but is more 

than just the sum of two parts’ 1996: 31).  Social action assumes and requires an other, or 

others, beyond the self.  This focus on the other can conjure an ethical (other-oriented) 

motivation, but that is beyond the focus of this study.  Othering also conjures an 

acknowledgement of different spaces, openness to different ways of knowing, an opening-up 

rather than closing-down mode of enquiry.   

The focus on a third, whether that is a person or place or way, that disrupts the binary, invites 

us beyond our own boundaries, to a space where we can re-examine our own position.  Hooks 

describes this as recovering ourselves: ‘I am speaking from a place in the margins where I am 

different, where I see things differently’ (1990: 343).  One must, according to Foucault, allow 

‘the possibility of no longer being, doing, or thinking what we are, do, or think’ (Foucault, 1986: 

46).  Bhabha saw in the exploration of these in-between positions the opportunity to ‘elude the 

politics of polarity and emerge as others of ourselves’ (2012: 38-39).  Reflexivity, then, may be 

an important aspect of any form of deliberate liminal practice. 

In breaking down binaries, including between the self and others, liminality erodes hierarchies, 

potentially thereby creating a more level playing field.  The centre is no longer privileged over 

the periphery, the strategy over the tactic, the formal over the informal.    ‘Liminality represents 

 
29 Alterity is a philosophical term for ‘otherness’, the state and art of being different. 
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a possibility for a cultural hybridity that entertains difference without an assumed or imposed 

hierarchy’ (Thomassen, 2009: 18).   

But with this comes risk.  Giving up the security of delineation within a ‘proper place’, of 

knowing who and what we are, do and think, makes the margins also potentially dangerous 

(Thomassen, 2009: 22).  Hooks concurs that ‘(l)ocating oneself there is difficult yet necessary.  

It is not a ‘safe’ place (hooks, 2014: 149), and Anzaldúa (1987), explains: ‘It’s not a comfortable 

territory to live in, this place of contradictions’.  It is vulnerable - ‘there is no certainty 

concerning the outcome. Liminality is a world of contingency’ (Thomassen, 2009: 5).  By being 

ever-open to change and otherness, it is a space of ‘perils as well as possibilities’ (Soja, 1996: 

68).  But it is also  a place of potential, from which it is possible to push in new directions and 

chart new territory (Thomassen, 2009: 5).   

Does liminality need to end? 

Writing from an anthropological perspective, Turner and Thomasson see liminality temporally, 

as a transient, temporary state which eventually comes to an arrival point at a new complete 

state, reintegration, upon which the liminality ceases. In fact, it must: ‘liminality needs to end 

somehow’ (Thomassen, 2009: 18).  They lament the ‘institutionalization of liminality’ (Turner, 

1969: 107) that has taken place in modern times, the way in which the contemporary world 

has become frozen in a state of liminality, or what Professor of Sociology, Arpad Szakolczai 

(2008) paradoxically terms ‘permanent liminality’.  If reintegration does not happen, 

Thomasson suggests this leads to ‘pure danger’ and asks ‘how is the liminal period dealt with, 

and how (if at all) is it ended’ (Thomassen, 2009: 22)?  Szakolczai proposes that the only remedy 

is to re-establish a secure background, such as home, where the movement and restlessness 

of the liminal can ease.  This brings the contradictions of such a hard-to-tie-down term to the 

fore.  It is easy to agree that a transient anthropological state, such as coming of age, must 

come to an end.  But does it follow a questioning, limit-attitude, a praxis of liminality that is 

chosen as a radical practice of resistance need, necessarily, to end?   

There seems little risk of fixedness in the margins of critical resistance, or the ‘thirding’ that 

Soja describes, which is continually moving and opening itself to another and yet another.  

Liminal practices, in their risky vulnerability, may cease for one reason or another (see Spatial 
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Story 3), for as de Certeau (1984: 37) warned, of the tactic in its borrowed time and space, 

‘what it wins it cannot keep’.  Perhaps the more pertinent question is what happens if/when 

liminality comes to a stand-still, when a liminal practice of resistance ceases to be liminal, 

becomes established and secure.  Perhaps, if the binary has eroded, a liminal practice has 

achieved what it set out to achieve – the edge it crossed has disappeared or moved.  However, 

if it keeps moving to new margins in an ever-evolving critique and problematisation, like 

Foucault’s agonistic permanent provocation, a liminal practice can surely continue for as long 

as it keeps questioning, provoking, moving – as long as it locates on the margins. 

4.4.2 LIMINAL SPACES 

Some theorists, most notably Soja, have taken an explicitly spatial approach to liminality, 

exploring liminal spaces.  A selection of these are outlined here, in order to provide some insight 

into what liminality as practice, with a focus on space, might potentially resemble or reveal, or 

indeed where it might be found.  In their edited collection of essays entitled Landscapes of 

Liminality, Downey, Kinane and Parker (2016) describe liminal spaces as existing between place 

and space, being both, simultaneously.  Echoing Tuan’s (1977: 3) assertion that place is security, 

space is freedom, liminal space-cum-places are ‘familiar, yet unknown; they are secure, and yet 

intimidating’ (Downey et al., 2016: 3).  They vary in scale from the ‘micro- or site geography’ of 

Soja’s Thirdspace (Soja, 1996: 157) to the macrocosmic cases of wars and natural disasters that 

(dis)place people in a limbo in-between destruction and rehabilitation (Thomassen, 2016: 94), 

for example the temporary permanence of Palestinian refugee camps.  And, although they may 

be explicitly spatial, they are still inextricably connected with identity and the social.  Anzaldúa 

explains:  

Borderlands are physically present wherever two or more cultures edge each other, where people 
of different races occupy the same territory, where under, lower, middle and upper classes touch, 
where the space between two individuals shrinks with intimacy (Anzaldúa, 1987). 

Not limited to the divisions between spaces (the material, or physical), then, but also between 

people in the same space (the social).  And personally, within the individual, too (identity).   

For Soja, liminality was explored through his theory of Thirdspace, which he hoped would 

‘mobilize and stimulate a radical and postmodern politics of (spatial) resistance that redraws 

the boundaries of identity and struggle’ (1996: 154).  Thirdspace comes about as a result of: 
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a “thirding” of the spatial imagination, the creation of another mode of thinking about space that 
draws upon the material and mental spaces of the traditional dualism but extends well beyond 
them in scope, substance and meaning (Soja, 1996: 11). 

Drawing inspiration from Lefebvre to persistently seek to erode binarism, this use of thirding 

was explained as a ‘third possibility or “moment” that partakes of the original pairing but is not 

just a simple combination or an ”in between” position along some all-inclusive continuum’ 

(Soja, 1996: 60).  This new position allows something altogether new to be created that is not 

defined or restricted by the intial binary.  Thirding is only a non-fixed first step – the intention 

is that it does not stop at three, ‘but to build further, to move on, to continuously expand the 

production of knowledge beyond what is presently known’ (Soja, 1996: 60).  In this way, a 

liminal practice would not necessarily arrive, or end, but would keep moving and changing in 

response to the new conditions in which it found itself. 

Soja likens Thirdspace in some ways, to Foucault’s theory of ‘heterotopology’, which is set out 

in a series of lectures published after his death.  A heterotopia, for Foucault, is a place that is in 

some way set apart, ‘other’, for example a boat, a prison or a cemetery (Foucault and 

Miskowiec, 1986).  It has some connection to utopia, perhaps its physical representation or a 

space that enables one elsewhere (such as a prison which, by removing ‘bad’ people, in theory 

allows other places to be more ‘ideal’).  Foucault offered as an example the utopian ‘placeless 

place’ of a mirror through which 'I discover my absence from the place where I am since I see 

myself over there' (Foucault and Miskowiec, 1986: 24).  For Foucault, these ‘Other Spaces’ or 

heterotopias are spaces that relate to all spaces, but in a way that can ‘suspect, neutralize, or 

invert the set of relations that they happen to designate, mirror, or reflect’ (Foucault and 

Miskowiec, 1986: 23).  They are spaces of critique.  Wondering if Foucault’s heterotopologies 

are similar or different from the Thirdspace of Lefebvre, hooks or Bhabha, Soja concludes that 

they are both.  Such liminal spaces are intentionally ambiguous, which allows them to remain 

‘open and inclusive rather than confined and securely bounded by authoritative protocols’ 

(Soja, 1996: 162).  Thinking heterotopically, a spatial practice of liminality might not occur 

physically in-between two fixed geographies, but might be critically set apart from those other 

spaces, yet connected to them in a way that nonetheless allows them to be challenged and 

changed as a result. 

In a slight parallel, it is useful to note that in the study of physical borders - interestingly called 
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limology from the same Latin route - limen - as liminality, margins, edges have become less 

physical and tangible, more experiential and practice-oriented.  Vaughan-Williams (2012), has 

written about the shift of focus away from borders as a clean physical line between nation 

states towards what he terms ‘bordering practices’ by which people enact borders themselves, 

invisibly and all-pervasively, through their own self-regulation, or what Foucault would refer to 

as disciplinary power and biopower.  This has also been explored on the ground, in the 

contested context of Beirut, through artist-cum-designer-cum-writer Mohamed Hafeda’s 

doctoral research.  Hafeda explores the negotiation and narration of political-sectarian conflict 

through bordering practices within everyday life and (critical) spatial practices (Hafeda, 2015).30  

It is interesting to consider, then, what happens to those borderland frontiers from which the 

focus has shifted, especially given their proliferation and significance in divided/contested 

contexts.  Could these sidelined physical borders become the places of opportunity for liminal 

practice and thereby for connection? 

Writing of urban frontiers in divided cities, architectural theorist Wendy Pullan emphasizes the 

frontier’s relationship to the centre: ‘the frontier is first of all about remoteness.  The frontier 

does not exist alone but is understood by what it is distant from; this in broad terms may be 

called the centre’ (Pullan, 2011: 15).  She takes a negative view of frontiers as something that 

should ideally be eradicated from contested cities and sees architecture (in the built sense) as 

responsible for reinforcing them: ‘architecture and its accoutrements bring frontiers to 

visibility’ (Pullan, 2011: 32).  She, normatively and arguably somewhat short-sightedly, suggests 

that it ‘may be [the] positive qualities of the centre that provide the urban possibilities for 

resisting or overcoming the worst excesses of frontiers’ (Pullan, 2011: 32).  In placing her hope 

in the possibilities of the centre, one wonders if she overlooks the possibilities inherent in the 

margins, from which a fuller picture can be gained, and connections made, perhaps through 

liminality as a practice that locates there.   

4.4.3 TRANS-COLONIAL LIMINALITY 

The divisions in the cities that Pullan researches, the quintessential contested contexts, have, 

more often than not, emerged as a result of some form of colonialism. Colonial (and post-

 
30 Hafeda’s research is being published as a book, entitled ‘Negotiating Conflict in Lebanon’, in February 2019, by 
Bloomsberg, 
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colonial) spaces are highly liminal, with the accelerated settlement that comes with 

colonisation, and the associated use of planning and architecture to establish hierarchy and 

exercise control (Samman, 2013: 2).  Political scientist, Maha Samman (2013), describes the 

two necessary ingredients for a colonial situation as people, categorised into dominant and 

subjugated, the colonisers and the colonised, and disputed land (space) between them.  Spatial 

planning is used in these contexts by the coloniser who sets about transforming the occupied 

space as a means to dominate and control.  Planning becomes ‘an arm of the modern nation-

state’, employed as a ‘form of deliberate social control and oppression exercised by elites over 

weaker groups’ (Yiftachel, 1998: 397).  ‘The whole idea behind colonial thinking is about 

division, but still keeping the power in your hand’ (INT: Yacobi,2013).  A distinct colonial urban 

space emerges and comes to ‘represent the confirmation of control’ (Samman: 5).  Over time, 

this ‘produces a deepening of uneven production of spaces for the two parties of the conflict.  

Maintaining this control leads to a continuous rearrangement of space which can cause 

destruction to the space itself, the people and the time of the colonized’ (Samman: 6).   

The colonised also make spatial responses to the inequality brought about by colonialism too, 

informally planning within ‘the leftovers of the colonial project’ (INT:Bshara, 2013) such as 

slums, refugee camps, etc. in what Ananya Roy has termed ‘subaltern urbanism’ (Roy, 2009, 

2011).  Yacobi explains that ‘such a decisive approach [as colonialist planning] generates 

counter-products which are also spatially expressed’ (Yacobi, 2004: 9).  Indeed, Roy observes 

that in some contexts this informality has infiltrated the post-colonial urban planning psyche, 

where informal planning strategies of ‘deregulisation, unmapping and exceptionalism’ have 

contributed to ‘the crisis of […] the Third World Megacity’ (Roy, 2009: 86).  Other forms of 

subaltern urbanism include, in Palestine and Israel, planning cities for the as-yet-untenable 

return of the Palestinian Diaspora (see Spatial Story 4) and spatial imaginings of alternative 

Palestinian uses for Israeli settlements in a hypothetical post-colonial condition, by organisation 

DAAR (Decolonising Architecture Art Residency), established by architect thinkers Eyal 

Weizman, Sandi Hilal and Alessandro Petti, the latter two of whom subsequently established 

Campus in Camps, Spatial Story 6. 

The case of Israel/Palestine is, however, rather unique because more common case studies 

tend to be looked at retrospectively, whereas here the colonisation is ongoing, and, what is 

more, ‘the geographies of the occupation have been a big success…whether we like it or not’, 
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meaning that, although dominant discourses continue to focus around demographics, space is 

extremely crucial to understanding the Israel/Palestine case (INT: Yacobi, 2013).  Writing into 

this theoretical gap in her doctoral thesis, Samman drew inspiration from Lefebvre’s spatial 

triad and proposed a new form of spatio-political constitution and process which was trans-

spatial, trans-temporal, and in essence liminal, where all groups take decisions together.  She 

envisaged a committee made up by one third politicians (perceived), one third trade unions 

representing architects, planners, doctors, etc. - conceived) and one third municipalities, 

representing the public (lived) (INT:Samman, 2013).  It is clear that the production of space and 

political process are irrevocably intertwined in these in-between spaces of colonial liminality.   

4.4.4 CONNECTING ACROSS THE MARGINS: MOUTH-PIECES OF THE LIMIT 

What happens to those physical borders that remain when bordering practices take over and 

the attention of the mainstream is called from frontier towards centre, or when colonialism 

gives way to some form of post-colonialism, be that decononialism or consolidation?  When 

the mechanisms for imposing a border have shifted elsewhere, to self-regulating practices, 

perhaps the physical terrain of the borderline that remains leaves itself open to become a 

margin that can be chosen as a site of resistance, radical openness and possibility, transforming 

a place of division into one of connection.  These frontiers are not limited to those physically 

between spaces, but also the margins between concepts, knowledges, people, and spaces that 

are far apart.  Writing of Spatial Stories, de Certeau describes how the story, or actor, that gives 

the frontier a voice performs a mediating role, much like the frontier itself: 

”Stop” says the forest the wolf came out of.  “Stop” says the river, revealing its crocodile. […] But 
this actor, by virtue of the very fact that he is the mouth-piece of the limit, creates communication 
as well as separation; more than that, he creates a border only by saying what crosses it, having 
come from the other side.  He articulates it. (de Certeau, 1984: 127)   

The mouth-piece of the limit creates communication across a boundary.  In a similar vein, 

perhaps we can imagine the tactical strategist, the spatial ‘expert’ who has relinquished some 

of the strategist’s power in a move across the margins towards more tactical practices, on the 

margins between these concepts, as mouth-pieces of the limit.   Certainly, they would create 

communication across the limit (for example between strategy and tactic, between different 

ways of knowing and practising space).  But de Certeau warns that in fact, this actor also 

articulates the frontier, thereby reinforcing separation.  This metaphor comes as a resounding 
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warning that even where a margin is being deliberately eroded through a liminal practice, other 

margins are being formed.  It highlights the inherent tensions and potential contradictions that 

accompany liminal practice.  Tactical strategists, giving up some of the strategist’s power in 

order to locate on the margins inside/outside the ‘proper place’ of their disciplines and status, 

perform a mediating role across the multiple margins of divided/contested space, but they may 

also reinforce the boundary in some way, through their practice. 

4.5 TOWARDS A LIMINAL SPATIAL PRAXIS 

We arrive, then, at a concept of a liminal spatial praxis, which is a conscious locating on the 

margins of knowledge, place and practice.  Liminal spatial praxis describes an agonistic 

navigation of the multiple thresholds between what is ring-fenced as accepted, privileged or 

‘expert’ knowledge and that which is subjugated; between spatial practice in the exclusive, 

professionalised sense of the word and the all-inclusive Lefebvrian/de Certian understanding; 

and in the leftover space between distinct places, so prevalent in divided/contested contexts.  

Perhaps it creates the conditions for those so-called spatial experts, afforded the privilege of 

the strategist, to relinquish some of their power in favour of more tactical approaches.  Drawing 

from this conceptual framework, this might be a hybrid form of spatial resistance that is 

performative, coming into being through action/production.  This resistance could be critical 

and freedom-oriented like the limit-attitude of Foucault, and, like Soja’s thirdspace, could work 

towards a third and always yet another way of practising space.  Spatial liminality, positioning 

in-between, would in this vein be a conscious and deliberate practice that might create 

agonistic space for difference.  It could surely be extended to many diverse and precarious 

margins - between tactic and strategy, self and other, divided places and different ways of 

knowing space – and perhaps it might find there, in those risky and vulnerable spaces between, 

some radical opportunities to practice and unearth new spatial knowledges in more inclusive, 

or at least less divisive, ways than the current status quo. 

4.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter has outlined the way in which space is produced, not just by the experts, but by 

all of us as we navigate through space.  However, not all modes of production and ways of 

knowing space, as Lefebvre showed us, are valued equally.  Foucault’s theorisation of 
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power/knowledge explained the mechanisms by which some knowledges are subjugated while 

others are considered to be truths, pointing towards modes of resisting dominating powers 

through practices of freedom and critique.  Turning explicitly to spatial resistance, the tactics 

of de Certeau put forward modes of everyday resistance through spatial practice.  The position 

of the tactical strategist, locating somewhere along a strategic-political spectrum, offers a 

template for those strategists possessing ‘will and power’ due to their specialist knowledge, or 

membership in an organisation or place, to give up some of that power and cross the boundary 

towards more tactical spatial practices and knowledges that are all too often elided in 

mainstream discourses.  This margin, between tactic and strategy, and also the broader focus 

of this thesis on divided/contested (marginal) space, provide a two-fold call to the margins that 

hooks sees as places of radical opportunity to work together towards freedom and the erosion 

of division.  The chapter considered those tactical strategists as the mouth-pieces of the limit 

in de Certeau’s spatial story, heeding the warning that they may therefore reinforce the border 

even while they build connection across it and seek to erode it.  The borders are risky, 

vulnerable places to locate.  These strands combine to articulate a nascent concept of liminal 

spatial praxis, that might be tactical, critical, reflexive, performative, and always, in all ways, in-

between.  This is the theoretical frame through which the spatial stories in this study will be 

analysed.  The remaining chapters will turn to these examples of practice in the 

divided/contested contexts of Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland, to investigate and critique 

how liminal spatial praxis might play out on the ground, and in so doing, test this theory. 

Reading back on these two theoretical chapters, as they near completion, it is plain to read in 

them the trajectory of this research journey.  The writing began within the perceived straight 

jacket of a highly normative planning department, during the first years of the research.  

Primarily these norms related to the taken-for-granted benevolence of planning as a concept, 

and the ‘build-it-and-they-will-come’ faith that it is possible to create spaces that can engender 

sharing and peace.  The move to an architecture department which was less normative and 

congruous in its methodologies and theoretical sources, provided a more welcoming home for 

a more questioning, critical approach.   

On reflection, the divide between the two chapters seems an artificial one.  Chapter three 

discussed representing the public interest in space-shaping and a move towards more radical, 

agonistic approaches in practice and on the margins.   This chapter explores different 
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productions of space and forms of resistance against those that dominate, leading to radical 

potential in the margins between people, places and practices.  These narratives might flow 

better and more succinctly if interwoven into one.  Really, it is two parts of the same story 

around binarised thinking, the subjugation of some knowledges and ways of resisting these in 

the all-encompassing practice of space. 
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5 FIELD NOTES: ISRAEL/PALESTINE AND NORTHERN 
IRELAND  

This chapter sets the scene in which the seven spatial practices that form the focus of this study, 

and others like them, operate.  It explores the multiple scales of physical and social divisions 

that have emerged from these political decisions, and subsequent attempts to control and 

share space.  Each practice is then outlined through a spatial story, in the spirit of de Certeau 

(1984), in the chapter that follows. 

While both Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland form parts of larger territories that have been 

contested for many centuries, the past century in both places has been especially, lastingly 

divisive.  The separation of Ireland, in 1921, into two separately governed states under the 

United Kingdom Parliament’s Government of Ireland Act 1920 created a permanent 

international border between the new Irish Free State, now known as the Republic of Ireland, 

and the six (out of nine) counties of Ulster that formed Northern Ireland.  These actions 

arguably precipitated much of the conflict that followed in this contested, newly-delineated 

territory.   At around the same time, post-First World War negotiations saw Britain firstly 

commit, through the 1917 Balfour Declaration, to supporting a future Jewish national state in 

Palestine and, subsequently, to govern, ‘until such time as they are able to stand alone’ those 

parts of Ottoman Southern Syria lying to the West of the River Jordan, in what came to be 

known as the British Mandate of Palestine (1920-1948) (Balfour, 1917).  Again, these actions 

paved the way for much subsequent unrest.   

The use of language can be particularly loaded and divisive in contested or post-colonial 

contexts, especially in relation to place-names.  Principles of dual naming have been embraced, 

often officially, as is widespread in Australia, for example Uluru/Ayers Rock, and also 

unofficially, prior to any agreement, for example the widespread use of Israel/Palestine to refer 

to that larger geographical area and in particular aspects of the conflict there. In Northern 

Ireland the term Derry/Londonderry is frequently used to refer to its second city (earning it the 

colloquialism ‘Stroke City’).  More informally, Northern Ireland is sometimes referred to by 

Catholics, Nationalists and Republicans (CNRs) as ‘the North’, and sometimes as Ulster by 

Protestants, Unionists and Loyalists (PULs) (despite the fact that the province of Ulster also 
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includes counties Donegal, Cavan and Monaghan, which are part of the Republic of Ireland).   

The terms used to refer to events can also indicate the cultural identity or allegiance of the 

speaker, such as the conflict in Northern Ireland which is sometimes referred to as a war by 

CNRs, but never by PULs, who more frequently call it ‘the Troubles’; and the Israeli War of 

Independence which, for Palestinians, is the Nakba (Arabic for tragedy, section 5.2.2).  Even 

sound/pronunciation of particular letters or words can be indicative of cultural background, 

such as, in Northern Ireland, the letter H, thought to be pronounced, typically, with aspiration 

(“haitch”) by CNRs and without (“aitch”) by PULs (Rahilly, 2006).  Such is the binary nature of 

divided/contested space – even language becomes embroiled in territorial symbolism, which 

has spatial ramifications, too – when, for example, a place that recalls pain and shame for one 

group is glorified by another (Switzer and McDowell, 2009).  Nowhere is this more acutely 

observed than in the Old City of Jerusalem, where the Temple Mount, of great significance to 

Judaism, and the Islamic Al-Aqsa Mosque, occupy the very same, deeply contested space.  I 

have tried to use the widely accepted terms for such places, where possible, for brevity - for 

example the Irish Border.  Where the name remains strongly contested, such as 

Israel/Palestine, I have kept both. 

5.1 NORTHERN IRELAND 

5.1.1 THE IRISH BORDER 

Although historically a land of many kingdoms and territories, the creation of the Irish Border 

was the first time that Ireland had been sub-divided in such a lasting, albeit physically abstract, 

way - separating families and bisecting farms and even, on occasion, houses, between what 

many have come to see as two different countries (Leary, 2016).  Within the Northern Ireland 

that emerged, the populace was split between a majority who identified as PUL, whose 

allegiance was typically to the union with Britain, and a significant minority identifying as (CNR), 

with allegiance, generally, to Ireland.  It has never been a solid, impenetrable physical border, 

but rather a porous one that runs along hedgerows, across loughs, through fields, in a way that, 

at least locally, ’rarely calls attention to itself’ (Carr, 2011a: 154).  And yet for almost a century 

it has remained an international border, represented on official maps, each side a separate 

jurisdiction, indeed separate countries (according to some) but ‘apart from on maps […] never 

a line’ (Carr, 2011b).  At different times the border has been manned at points, by checkpoints 
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and observation towers.  While no checkpoints remain at the time of writing, save for 

immigration control taking place aboard buses and trains on the main Dublin to Belfast route, 

it remains to be seen what impact the 2016 UK vote to leave the EU (nicknamed Brexit) will 

have.  The border has taken on added significance as a potential European border, throwing up 

many logistical challenges (see for example de Mars et al., 2016, Gormley-Heenan and Aughey, 

2017). 

 

Fig.5.1 The barely perceptible Irish border 

It is along this porous and peripheral border that Garrett Carr focuses his practices of walking 

and making maps in the first spatial story, Section 6.1. 

5.1.2 THE TROUBLES AND SEGREGATION 

Within the PUL-majority, British-governed Northern Ireland, PUL and CNR communities, 

especially the working classes, have lived an increasingly separate existence – living, learning, 

working and socializing in ranging degrees of isolation from one another, in what has been 

described as a ‘ratchet effect’, where levels of segregated living increased sharply during 

periods of heightened unrest and did not (until recently) significantly decrease during more 

peaceful times (Boal, 2018: 183, Smith and Chambers, 1991: 112).  In the 2011 census, for 

example, approximately 76% of Belfast’s population lived in ‘severely segregated’ Super Output 
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Areas (whose population was 90% or more homogeneous by religion), although this figure 

decreased slightly in 2011 (NISRA, 2011, Shuttleworth and Lloyd, 2013), and only 6% of 

Northern Ireland’s youth receive integrated education (Gray et al., 2018).31 

 

Fig.5.2 Frederick Boal’s Segregation Ratchet for Northern Ireland, 1840 - 2000 

Inequality for the CNR minority was widespread, eventually leading to civil rights marches in 

the late 1960s which sparked violent reaction from some PULs and subsequent rioting.  This 

was the onset of three decades of acute civil unrest, paramilitary activity and forceful 

intervention from the British Army that have come to be known as The Troubles/the conflict.  

A total of 3466 lives were lost in Northern Ireland between 1969 and 1999 as a result of 

frequent bombings and shootings by both sides, the police and British Army (Johnson, no date).  

Barricades of barbed wire were hastily thrown across streets in areas of concentrated rioting.  

These were intended as a temporary measure (McDonald H, 2011), but were soon concretised 

into peace walls, which remain in place today despite much political talk of removing them. The 

 
31 Integrated education involves the intentional co-education of CNR and PUL children.  The remainder are either 
educated through Roman Catholic Maintained schools, run by the church, or Controlled Schools, run by the 
Education Authority and typically perceived as Protestant, although they are officially non-denominational.  
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highly segregated living conditions mean that interfaces between different territories are 

widespread across the cities and towns of Northern Ireland, but more especially Belfast.  They 

are not always delineated by a wall, but can sometimes, like the Irish border, be a more porous 

line, invisible to the uninitiated, evidenced only by dereliction or wasteland, fencing, even 

dense hedges, and/or changes in the nature of graffiti, the colour of painted kerbstones or the 

subject of political murals on the gable walls of terraced houses.  Yet for many living locally, 

interfaces remain an absolute boundary that should not be transgressed.   

 

Fig. 5.3 Cupar Way peace wall – part of Belfast’s longest continuous barrier in West Belfast 

A collection of spatial practices at one such porous interface, between the Avenues of Skegoneill 

and Glandore in inner-North Belfast, are described in the second spatial story, Section 6.2. 

Like the ratchet effect of segregation, the interfaces only seem to increase in number, even in 

more recent peaceful times, totalling 116, of which 97 are in Belfast (Belfast Interface Project, 

2017). 
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Fig. 5.4 Table categorising forms of barrier in Belfast, 2017 

5.1.3 SHARING POWER AND SPACE 

Political discussions and paramilitary ceasefires in the 1990s, culminating in the 1998 Good 

Friday Agreement, brought about a power-sharing government between unionists and Irish 

nationalists within a new, devolved Northern Ireland Assembly.  The Assembly is led by a First 

Minister and deputy First Minister, one from each ‘community’, as the PUL/CNR categories are 

often labelled.  There has been an extended period of relative peace in the years that have 

followed, although, at the time of writing, the government has been in a state of collapse since 

January 2017.  Meanwhile, a slightly shared out, rather than shared, approach is taken, where 

resources are duplicated, providing the same facilities in close proximity either side of a peace 

wall or interface because people do not want to cross sectarian lines.  Some argue, albeit 

tenuously, that this is nothing more than a strategic and logical positioning of such resources 

along arterial routes (INT:Hackett, 2015), but it is hard to ignore the duplication of, for example, 

two public swimming pools positioned 0.5 miles apart, in a small city like Belfast, either side of 

a peace wall (with gates that are opened by the police daily, but closed at night), see Fig. 5.5. 
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Fig.5.5 Belfast City Council-run Falls (circled below) and Shankill (circled above) Leisure Centres are only 

0.5 miles apart almost at opposite ends of one street (bifurcated by a peace wall) in West Belfast. 

With a power-sharing agenda has come numerous efforts to reduce divisions and build shared 

space within a segregated society.  The government has produced a series of strategies, one of 

the most recent being Together: Building a United Community (TBUC) strategy (2013) by the 

Office of the First Minister and Deputy First Minister (OFMDFM, now the Executive Office).  

Among other proposals that dealt directly with shared space, TBUC made a commitment to 

remove all of Belfast’s peace walls by 2023.  This has received some criticism, both for its lack 

of specificity around what constitutes removal, and what constitutes a peace wall, and also 

because the majority of people living adjacent to the walls want them to remain, with only 14% 

wishing them to be removed at this stage (Byrne et al., 2015: 26, Gormley-Heenan et al., 2015: 

1-2).  It remains to be seen to what extent this will come to fruition. 

Throughout the peace process and since, large amounts of international funding have been 

committed to Northern Ireland in order to facilitate the infrastructures of peace.  The European 

Union has been one of the key contributors, along with international philanthropic 

organisations, the Big Lottery Fund, and British and Irish governments.  Much of this money has 

focused on community development and research (such as the SEUPB Peace III-funded project, 
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Planning for Spatial Reconciliation, which funded this doctoral research), but also on physical 

developments including buildings.  As a result, there are now many peace-building and cross-

community buildings and structures across Northern Ireland, such as Girdwood Community 

Hub in Belfast and an iconic peace bridge in Derry/Londonderry, both funded by the EU Peace 

III Shared Spaces Programme.  These projects are often rife with controversy – the peace bridge 

has been criticized for its arguably impractical position, and there was a particularly high profile 

failure in the case of a £25million Peacebuilding and Conflict Resolution Centre designed by 

‘starchitect’ Daniel Libeskind for the contentious former Maze/Long Kesh prison site outside 

Belfast, the site of high profile protests and fatal hunger strikes by political prisoners during the 

Troubles.  This project was notoriously shelved in 2013 at the very last minute by the then First 

Minister, Peter Robinson, as a result of a political dispute (Belfast Telegraph, 2013), and the EU 

funding was hastily reallocated to other initiatives, such as a now complete peace centre in 

Dungannon bt Hall Black Douglas Architects (Tyrone Times, 2014). 

 

Fig. 5.6 Libeskind’s design for the peace building and conflict resolution centre at the Maze/Long Kesh  

5.1.4 PLANNING’S NEUTRALITY FALLACY 

Although the Peacebuilding and Conflict Resolution building did not make it off the ground, the 

lengthy engagement process around the project was lauded for its rigorous, all-inclusive 

approach to involving diverse stakeholders (from ex-prisoners and former prison officers to 

local residents and victims of the Troubles) in the design process (News Letter, 2013).  This 
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hands-on approach was rare within a post-conflict planning and design environment, which has 

tended to attempt, understandably but somewhat problematically, to take a neutral stance in 

relation to sectarianism, preferring to view space as a value-free container, and planning as a 

technical process removed from social complexities (Murray, 2008, Bollens, 2007, McEldowney 

and Sterrett, 2001).  Planning and architecture policies have therefore tended to make little 

reference to the conflict or division (Hocking, 2015: 2, Morrow et al., 2011: 57).  This has been 

called into question more recently in calls for a more responsive and responsible planning 

system (Gaffikin et al., 2016). 

As part of the ongoing process of devolution and de-centralisation, increased powers were, in 

2015, transferred from the Northern Ireland Assembly to newly delineated local councils, to be 

more in keeping with the approach taken in the rest of the United Kingdom.  This included the 

transfer of planning and regeneration powers, which was seen by some advocates as an 

opportunity to reshape planning to more directly tackle division and facilitate spatial 

reconciliation (Gaffikin et al., 2016). 

5.1.5 CONTINUED UNREST AND INCREASING SOCIO-ECONOMIC/CLASS DIVIDES 

There are topics that, even in peacetime, continue to cause division and conflict in a society 

which remains so physically and socially divided in terms of living, education and identity.  

Symbols and rituals remain deeply significant and sometimes contentious.  In 2012 the decision 

to reduce the days that the Union Jack flag would be flown on council buildings from daily to 

only 13 designated days of the year, caused widespread uproar and protest among the Loyalist 

community.  The annual marching and bonfire season also has the potential to throw up new 

issues, and indeed a three-year-long protest during which PUL Orangemen camped out in West 

Belfast’s Twaddell Avenue, attempting daily, (and being stopped by police at great public 

expense), to ‘march home’ through a CNR area, ended only in 2016 (McAleese, 2016, Morrow 

and Mutschler, 2017). 

Some argue that the division in Northern Ireland has increasingly become a socio-economic 

rather than a sectarian one (see, for example, Hughes 2011: 6).  Several of the more recent 

peace walls and interfaces, for example, are located between social and privately-owned 

housing.  A 2016 inquiry into the disbandment of paramilitary groups found them to be more 

akin nowadays to organised crime gangs (Alderdice et al., 2016), and parallels have been drawn 
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between the 2012 Unionist flag protests and those of disenfranchised working classes in other 

places across the UK – arguably as much a reaction to lack of life prospects more broadly as 

they are to the identity issues surrounding the removal of the Union Jack from Northern 

Ireland’s civic buildings (Nolan, 2013: 165, Halliday and Ferguson, 2016). 

 

Fig. 5.7 Shared Space map showing how the Westlink (in dark grey) cuts North and West Belfast off from 

the city centre (in yellow) 

Certainly, there is a strong correlation between the most segregated areas and the most 

deprived, while more affluent areas, such as South Belfast, have become more mixed (Hughes 

2011: 6).  North and West Belfast, meanwhile, rate among the most deprived in Northern 

Ireland according to the Multiple Deprivation Measures released by the Northern Ireland 

Statistics and Research Agency (NISRA, 2017), contributing to what Murtagh (2008) refers to as 

a ‘twin-speed city’, the dividing line of which can be plotted with reasonable precision along 
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the line of the Westlink ring road.  While development has been rife in the city centre and to 

the East, for example in the new Titanic Quarter, the North and West of the city, where the 

conflict was most intense, have been somewhat left behind.32  It has been revealed that this 

road, the Westlink, which slices through the city and can only be crossed at several points, was 

planned in the late 1960s and 70s, with a degree of militaristic intent, to provide a ’cordon 

sanitaire’ (visible as the thick dark grey curve in Fig.5.7) that would cut off these less salubrious, 

more Troubled parts of the city (Cunningham 2014). 

It is within this complex political and planning climate that the third Northern Ireland spatial 

story, Community Interest Company, Forum for Alternative Belfast, operated from between 

2009-2015.   See ‘Agitating for design and regeneration in post-conflict Belfast’, Section 6.3.   

While Northern Ireland has now enjoyed two decades of relative peace from armed conflict, 

physical and social divisions that proliferated during the conflict continue to impact upon 

interactions, perpetuating a degree of separation that can render attempts to truly share 

power and space deeply problematic.  Change occurs slowly, one generation at a time, and not 

without multiple stumbling blocks such as a collapsing Assembly (possible return to Direct 

Rule), endless political talks, protests, axed peace buildings and the construction of ever more 

oxymoronically-titled peace walls. 

5.2 ISRAEL/PALESTINE 

5.2.1 CREATING DIVISIONS:  WARS AND THE GREEN LINE 

The 1948 Arab-Israeli War brought the British Mandate of Palestine to a dramatic end and saw 

the partitioning of this land into a new Jewish State of Israel, Gaza under Egyptian rule (until 

1967) and the West Bank (which included the Old City of Jerusalem) annexed to Jordan.  As 

part of the negotiations, the Green Line was established in 1949, effectively setting out the 

borders of the State of Israel for the decades that followed.  Despite the fact that it was never 

an official border, but rather a ‘demarcation line’, monitored by the United Nations, it was 

initially more absolute than the Irish Border ever was, in that no movement was allowed across 

it.  Families were thereby separated from one another and from their homes or villages, and 

 
32 It is worth noting, here, that there are highly deprived areas of East Belfast, too. 
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farmers from their land.   

The historically important and deeply symbolic city of Jerusalem, around which the conflict in 

these territories has tended to centre, became a divided city with walls running North-South 

and cutting off all access.  The Old City was on the Jordanian side, meaning Jewish Israelis could 

not visit the Temple Mount or other religious sites, and thousands of Palestinians could not 

return to their homes. 

 

Fig.5.8 Highway 1 follows the line of the Green Line to the north of the Old City 

Once the Israelis took control of the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, as well as the Sinai Peninsula 

and Golan Heights in the 1967 Six-Day War, the Green Line, while still the legal and 

administrative boundary of the State of Israel,  became increasingly symbolic and contentious 

the more Israelis transgressed it with settlement building and walls.  While the Golan Heights 

and Sinai Peninsula were soon annexed to Israel as part of peace negotiations, the Israeli 

occupation of the West Bank and Gaza endured (despite being illegal according to international 

law (Ben-Naftali et al., 2005)).  Jerusalem was ‘reunified’, according to the contested Zionist 

view, and the dividing walls were demolished, although scar lines remain obvious in places, 

having been concretised by a large road (Highway 1), and, more recently, forming part of the 
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route of the Jerusalem Light Rail (Fig.5.8).  This so-called reunification is celebrated annually 

and contentiously on ‘Jerusalem Day’, with triumphal marches that take in the Old City and 

other East Palestinian neighbourhoods amidst Arab and leftist Israeli protest (Fig.5.9). 

 

Fig.5.9 Israeli soldiers watching over Jerusalem Day marches and protests at the Damascus Gate 

5.2.2 PARTISAN PLANNING: THE DESTRUCTION AND CONSTRUCTION OF STATES AND HOMES 

During the Nakba, as it is referred to by Arabs, an estimated 600,000-800,000 Palestinian Arabs 

fled their homes and villages, becoming refugees in the West Bank, Gaza, neighbouring Arab 

countries and further afield (Hammarberg, 2000).  Many of them, and their descendants, retain 

refugee status today – an estimated 5,000,000, including approximately 200,000 who continue 

to live in West Bank refugee camps seven decades on (UNRWA, 2016).  Hundreds of the 

Palestinian villages were razed in the immediate aftermath of the War, and Israeli towns, 

kibbutzes, parks, infrastructure and farmlands have been built on top of them.  And yet there 

remains a deep and tragic symbolism among Palestinians around the loss of these homes and 

the right to return – for many families the keys to the houses, even those now destroyed or 

owned and occupied by Israelis, have become treasured heirlooms.  Ilan Pappé famously refers 

to this as ethnic cleansing, defined as ‘an effort to render an ethnically mixed country 

homogenous by expelling a particular group of people and turning them into refugees while 

demolishing the homes they were driven out from’ (Pappé, 2006: 2). 
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Fig. 5.10 Zochrot’s Nakba Map 2013 with red dots indicating the lost villages 
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These destroyed villages are the focus of spatial story 4, ‘Finding lost villages and planning for 

the Palestinian Return’.  It describes Israeli NGO Zochrot, which works, in various ways, to 

remember the Nakba in Israel, draw connections between the current Israeli-controlled land and 

traces of its Palestinian past, and plan new villages and towns for the return of the Palestinian 

diaspora. 

 

Fig. 5.11 Israeli west Bank settlement, Ma’ale Adumim  

While much Palestinian heritage was being destroyed, a selective and fervent archaeology also 

got under way in Israel, where sites of Jewish historic and religious significance were identified 

and sanctified.  This has been referred to as an attempt to establish ‘facts on the ground’ that 

legitimize an historical Israeli claim to the land (El-Haj, 2008).  Much construction was also 

required to create the State of Israel and provide housing for the Jewish diaspora who migrated 

to Israel from across Europe in the wake of the horrors of the Holocaust - refugees displacing 

more refugees in parallel strategies of ‘Judaization’ and ‘de-Arabization’ (Yiftachel, 2006).  

When the Palestinian Territories were occupied after 1967, these efforts redoubled in the form 

of Settlement building (and associated infrastructure) across the West Bank and Gaza.  This was 

typically built in ways that claimed the high land (Weizman, 2007), subliminally turning the 
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resident Israeli civilians into panoptic aides who could watch over Palestinians in the 

surrounding valleys (Zureik et al., 2011).  Access roads (some of which Palestinians are 

forbidden to use) bifurcate Palestinian villages, restricting access and cutting farmers off from 

their land and livelihood.  The result, after decades of these practices, has been to turn the 

West Bank into an incoherent ‘archipelago’ of fractured areas between which access is 

increasingly difficult (Weizman, 2007).  Palestinians now only have access to an estimated 40% 

of the West Bank due to Israeli settler and military presence. 

Spatial story 5: Using cultural heritage to re-connect fragmented Palestine – explores the 

heritage work of Ramallah-based Palestinian NGO, Riwaq, which seeks to navigate this 

fractured terrain and connect it, symbolically if not physically, through cultural heritage, using 

the conservation of historic buildings as a driver. 

In a political move that solidified the fragmentation of the West Bank, the 1995 Interim 

Agreement on the West Bank and the Gaza Strip (or Oslo II) between Israel and Palestine, 

resulted in the West Bank being subdivided into Areas A, B and C.  These areas outline the 

governmental and military powers that control these areas: Area A, comprising around 18% of 

the total area, contains most Palestinian towns and cities and is controlled by the Palestinian 

Authority (PA); Area B (22%) is largely rural, and controlled by the Israeli military with civil 

matters transferred to the PA; the remaining 60% is Israeli-controlled Area C, across which the 

Israeli settlements and infrastructure have been built.  Like the first peace walls in Belfast, these 

zones were only intended as a temporary measure, but have endured. 

Across Israel and, in particular, Areas B and C of the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPT), the 

Israeli military practice of demolishing Palestinian houses pervades.  It is virtually impossible for 

Palestinians to get Planning Permission to build on their land, and they are therefore forced to 

do so illegally or not at all (Tatarsky and Cohen-Bar, 2017).  Illegal construction is then 

condemned to demolition which may take months, and then happen without advance warning 

leaving many Palestinians to live with the threat of a bulldozer arriving one day to knock down 

their homes.  In one notorious case, the same family have had this happen half a dozen times 

(Halper, 2007). 
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Fig. 5.12 West Bank Map showing Areas A, B and C in cream, beige and brown, with dark brown 

indicating Palestinian built-up areas, settlements in dark blue and the separation wall in red. 
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These are but some examples of what has been referred to by Yiftachel as the use of ‘planning 

as an arm of the modern nation-state’, functioning ‘as a form of deliberate social control and 

oppression exercised by elites over weaker groups’ (1998: 397).  Planning is being used to 

influence population demographics, and create very unequal conditions between citizens.  

Meanwhile, architects seem to take more of a back seat from the politics, at least officially.  The 

Israeli Association of United Architects seemingly washes its hands of such matters, claiming 

not to ‘concern itself with political issues, including the Israeli-Palestinian conflict’, and 

emphasising ‘that each of its members behaves according to his own world view’, leaving them 

free to build in settlements and contribute to the infrastructure of separation as they fit 

(Zandberg, 2014).  The matter has sparked heated debate among the international built 

environment professional community (Hayeem, 2014, Hague, 2016).33 

5.2.3 DIVISIONS INTENSIFIED: INTIFADAS AND SEPARATION WALLS 

 

Fig. 5.13 Timeline of violence since 2000, showing the greater numbers of Palestinians than Israelis killed 

in the Second Intifada and subsequent Israeli military operations. 

 
33 This prompted the RIBA International Task Group Belfast visit in 2014, hosted by Ruth Morrow, in which I 
presented some of my research (RIBA, 2014). 
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Israeli development in the OPT has intensified in recent years, in part due to Arab uprisings in 

two intifadas, in 1987-91 and 2000-2005, where attacks on Israel from Gaza were met with 

military reactions in the form of Operations such as Defensive Shield, 2002 and Cast Lead, 2008-

9 (Dugard, 2013).  (The resultant deaths from these conflicts have been shown to be 

disproportionate, as evidenced in Fig.5.13.)34 

 

Fig. 5.14 Separation wall in Abu Dis village, West Bank 

In planning terms, the intifadas were seen by the Israeli authorities as justification for the 

construction, for security purposes, of the Separation Wall – an 8m high, 708km long, non-

continuous, serpentine, concrete wall.  The course of the wall does not follow the Green Line 

but rather penetrates up to 18km into the West Bank in places, enclaving some Palestinian 

towns and annexing large parts of the West Bank de facto into Israel.  Around Jerusalem, it has 

annexed areas of high Arab population off from the city, which has the effect of increasing the 

 
34 This infographic, (and also Fig.5.15 and 5.20) were created by Visualizing Palestine (VP), an organisation that 
contributes to spatial discourses on the conflict - part of the international, non-profit laboratory, Vizualising 
Impact).  VP use visuals to illustrate and disseminate research and statistics by sources such as the United Nations 
and World Health Organisation that describe the situation in Palestine (and Israel) from a human rights 
perspective.  They believe that ‘since our brains are narratively and visually wired, design has the power to elevate 
data to a higher level of openness and accessibility’ (Visualizing Palestine, no date). 
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overall proportion of Jewish residents in the city in what Bollens (2012: 138) has described as 

‘gerrymandering by concrete’.  Israeli-manned checkpoints are often the only means of 

crossing the wall, but are located not just along the wall, but well within the Palestinian 

territories, on the roads into villages and cities, where they seriously disrupt movement of 

vehicles in and out and ‘fracturing the few roads on which Palestinians are allowed to move’ 

(Kotef and Amir, 2007: 974).  The checkpoints are often closed or backed up with queues, 

making daily life for Palestinians highly restricted, even fatally so, when people have been 

prevented from receiving emergency medical care, including 61 women who gave birth at 

checkpoints, of whom 36 lost their babies as a result, in the period between 2000-2004 

(Ghanim, 2008, United Nations Human Rights Council, 2009).  

An outcome of these efforts by Israel has been the fragmentation of the Palestinian people into 

many sub-categories with different levels of access and rights, and therefore vastly different 

experiences.  Palestinian Arabs of Israeli citizenship, although they are a minority group with 

fewer rights than Jews within Israel, enjoy the advantage of internationally-recognized 

citizenship, including the right to vote and have a passport.  Jerusalem ID card holders, West 

Bank residents, refugees in the West Bank, Gazans, and the Palestinian diaspora in other 

countries, all have different experiences and levels of difficulty travelling within or to, or 

leaving/returning to, Israel and Palestine, compounded by the Separation wall and checkpoints 

(see Fig.5.15).35 

Working with some of these specific groups, the Palestinian NGO Campus in Camps partners 

with Palestinians in West Bank refugee camps to spatially engage in and reconceptualise the 

temporary permanence of the refugee camps (spatial story 6), while Israeli architect Ella 

Iungman, whose work is the focus of the final spatial story, uses tourism as a mutually-beneficial 

vehicle for her work between resident Arabs and the Municipality in the ancient city of Akko/Acre 

in Israel (spatial story 7). 

 
35 The situation in Gaza is more extreme than in the West Bank, as it is overpopulated, isolated, with little inward 
and outward movement of citizens, difficulty receiving supplies and there are regular missile clashes with Israel. 
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Fig. 5.15 Visualizing Palestine Infographic ‘Identiy Crisis: The Israeli ID System’ 
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5.2.4 BUILDING ‘PEACE’: ISRAELI PEACE ARCHITECTURE 

Dominant Jewish Israeli spatial discourse celebrates the modern State of Israel as a progressive, 

peaceful, tolerant, westernised nation, a view endorsed by significant support for Israel from 

the United States and other western nations.  It follows that there have, within the state-

building processes in Israel, been numerous efforts to construct memorials, monuments and 

buildings that remember difficult recent Jewish history and celebrate peace and tolerance, as 

in Northern Ireland.36  The deeply symbolic, hilltop architecture of Yad Vashem, the official 

Holocaust museum, is one iconic example (see Fig. 5.16).    

 

Fig. 5.16 Yad Vashem Holocaust History Museum, Jerusalem  

Examples of architecture that more directly express a peace and tolerance agenda are, for 

some, harder to palate.  There is the Peres Peace House (Fig. 5.17), for example, its very name 

considered by some an oxymoron given the warmongering military and political career of 

former Israeli president and prime minister Shimon Peres - ‘Peres with peace does not work’ 

 
36 Although it should be noted that in NI this is usually done in a more general, non-specific way, for example peace 
bridges, public art such as ‘new day dawning’ and ‘beacon of hope’ in Belfast, which are inoffensive and open to 
self-interpretation.  An exception is the deeply symbolic ‘Garden of Light’ in Omagh, commemorating the 1998 
bombing of the town centre which killed 29 (FITZGERALD, D. & HILLEN, S. no date). 
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(INT:Bshara, 2013).  Further ironies abound in this ‘Peace centre with a panic room’ (Rose, 

2009), whose intended location close to the Green Line had to be changed, late in the day, to 

a deprived Arab area north of Jaffa, Tel Aviv, where it turns its back on the neighbourhood to 

face the sea.  Its layers of concrete and glass are said to represent layers of peace and turmoil 

in the history of this contested land, but the internal shuttered concrete reportedly instead 

reminds some Jewish visitors of gas chambers.37  Meanwhile, in Jerusalem, a Museum of 

Tolerance initially designed for the Simon Wiesenthal Center by ‘starchitect’ Frank Gehry, 

before he resigned from the job, continues since 2005 to be constructed amidst much 

controversy, somewhat intolerantly and for some intolerably, on the site of an ancient Muslim 

cemetery (Khalidi, 2009, Stutz, 2012). 

 

Fig. 5.17 Peres Peace House, Jaffa  

Some international and left-leaning and Jewish Israeli spatial practitioners who are 

uncomfortable with the use of construction as a tool for occupation and control see protest 

 
37 As recounted to me by a member of staff following a tour of the building by the architect.  In response to a 

blog post I wrote about the building, polymath academic Nikos Salingaros succinctly commented: ‘a building 
speaks its own language, and no ridiculous made-up explanation can ever be as truthful. If people say this 
building looks like a prison, then that is the architectural message it is communicating.’ (SHANNON RUSK, 2013) 
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and boycott as an appropriate response, refusing, for example, to work east of the Green Line.  

In a turnaround from the above Museum of Tolerance, Frank Gehry has, for example, since 

signed the artists’ boycott of a theatre in the West Bank settlement, Ariel (Mozgovaya, 2010).  

Taking a more hands-on approach, the organization BIMKOM, which stands for Planners for 

Planning Rights, campaigns in the Israeli courts for the rights of disadvantaged groups in Israel, 

including Arabs.  They have been successful on several occasions at diverting the route of the 

Separation Wall to lessen the inconvenience to local people.  A more critical stance might 

question whether a small re-positioning of a morally questionable wall is truly a victory, or if 

debating and fine-tuning the positioning of the wall in fact serves to legitimise its very premise. 

 

Fig. 5.18 Visualisation for the Museum of Tolerance, Jerusalem  

A more everyday and hopeful example, for some, is the intentional community of Wahat al-

Salam - Neve Shalom, meaning Oasis of Peace in Arabic and Hebrew, which was established on 

the Green Line in 1969 by Dominican Priest Bruno Hussar and a group of Israeli Jews and Arabs 

(Nathan, 2007).38   The hilltop village (in appearance not altogether unlike an Israeli West Bank 

settlement, even down to the security gate at its entrance) maintains an equal proportion of 

Jewish Israelis and Palestinian Arabs (both Christian and Muslim) of Israeli citizenship.  It 

contains a multi-denominational primary school and a School for Peace that carries out cross-

 
38 Israelis and (Muslim and Christian) Palestinians choosing to live together in equal proportion and in a 
conscientiously democratic way. 
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community workshops with different groups from across Israel.  Decisions are taken 

democratically by committee and whole-village votes in which a two-thirds majority is required.  

The lived reality of the village can be challenging, because experiences outside the village, 

including at school and work, are far from equal (INT:Boulos, 2013).  This is accentuated at 

times of heightened civil unrest elsewhere in Israel/Palestine.  The village is considered, by 

some, to be something of a failure as a result (INT:Abdelqader, 2013).  However, villagers 

emphasise that they are attempting to ‘live with the conflict’ not claiming to solve or transcend 

it, and as such they fully expect to encounter and confront all the difficult problems, 

contradictions and controversies this throws up in their everyday lives (Wahat al-Salam - Neve 

Shalom, no date).  This is an agonistic politics, and is arguably an example of Foucault’s 

heterotopic places that are outside of all other places and are ‘something like counter-sites, a 

kind of effectively enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other real sites that can be 

found in the culture, are simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted’. (Foucault and 

Miskowiec, 1986: 24) 

5.2.5 IS PEACE POSSIBLE? 

 

Fig. 5.19 Screenshot of SAYA’s Is Peace Possible computer game 
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Spatial discourses around peace (i.e. other forms of the production of space) take place through 

other practices than construction and mapping. Politically-oriented, Zionist Israeli architecture 

practice, SAYA, for example, have created a ‘computer game’ entitled ‘Is Peace Possible?’ which 

claims to place visitors to the website ‘at the negotiating table’, inviting them to draw their own 

border from a set of pre-determined options.  Players choose which West Bank settlements to 

annex onto Israel, and for each one they select, a pre-determined outline attaches that 

settlement to Israel.  At the end, an area of land of equal size west of the Green Line, again fully 

pre-determined, is given to Palestine in exchange.  A tally informs you how many West Bank 

residing Israelis have been included and excluded from your solution.  There is no equivalent 

tally for Palestinians, and no option to choose what land they receive (INT:Greenfield-Gilat, 

2013).  The game places a prerequisite faith in the possibility of a Two-State Solution, now 

largely criticised as impossible by many Palestinians and left-wing Israelis, given the number 

and spread of Israeli settlements in the West Bank and the resultant disconnected condition of 

the remainder of occupied Palestine.  This is illustrated in a Visualizing Palestine infographic 

(Fig.20) which shows the shrinking and increasingly fragmented remnants of Palestinian 

controlled land.  

 

Fig.5.20 Visualizing Palestine Infographic, Palestine Shrinking, Expanding Israel 
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5.2.6 SUMMARY 

Like the twin language systems in places of conflict, the two very different graphical responses 

to the possibility of a Two-State Solution in Fig. 5.19 and 5.20 illustrate the diverse ways of 

viewing the same events or proposals that can often be diametrically opposed in divided 

contexts such as Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland.  Social anthropologist Paul Connerton 

(1989:20) explains how: 

it is possible to imagine that the members of two different groups may participate in the same 
event […], but still these two groups may be to such a degree incommensurable that their 
subsequent memories of that event, the memories they pass on to their children, can scarcely be 
said to refer to the ‘same’ event. 

Or indeed the same space, time, social action and so on – as the familiar adage goes, ‘one man’s 

terrorist is another man’s freedom fighter’.  In Foucauldian terms, these are different truths, or 

knowledges, which are socially constructed through discourse and played out against one 

another in power relations and struggles.  The maps also show the wider role that spatial 

practitioners can play in influencing diverse productions of space, and spatial truths, in these 

contexts.  The spatial stories in the following chapter will describe further examples of spatial 

practitioners who are engaging in these complex conditions in ways that challenge dominant 

discourses and unearth hidden knowledges about space. 
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6 SEVEN SPATIAL STORIES 

This chapter outlines spatial practices taking place within the contexts described in the last 

chapter – Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland - which form the focus of analysis and 

discussion in the empirical chapters that follow.   

Three of the spatial stories take place within Northern Ireland.  Activist urban design group, 

Forum for Alternative Belfast, champions better urban design and representation of local 

residents in Belfast’s inner-city development in spatial story 1.  The second describes a 

collection of organisations and individuals that are having a transformative impact on a North 

Belfast interface.  The third explores the connection-oriented unofficial border cartography of 

creative writing lecturer-cum-independent cartographer, Garrett Carr. 

In Israel, the NGO Zochrot’s counter-mapping (section 8.2.1), awareness raising of destroyed 

Palestinian villages and planning for the return of the Palestinian diaspora for the first spatial 

story.  The second focuses on the work of architect Ella Iungman and her collaborative Creative 

Tourism Project in the world heritage city of Acre.  In the OPT, NGO Riwaq’s attempts to use 

heritage to repair the fragmented (social and physical) geography of the West Bank provide the 

third example.  The final spatial story turns to West Bank refugee camps, where Campus in 

Camps staff are working with refugees to explore new ways of spatially representing camps and 

refugees, beyond fixed labels of victimization, passivity and poverty. 

In recognition of the power of discourses to create and influence multiple truths and 

contestations, I seek to describe the works of these spatial praxitioners while remaining mindful 

that in speaking about another person or organisation, I risk appropriating them to some 

degree.  These are not my experiences or initiatives, but I offer them up for discussion, as 

‘spatial stories’ in the spirit of de Certeau:   

He that hath ears to hear, let him hear. The finely tuned ear can discern in the saying the difference 
introduced by the act of saying (it) here and now, and remains attentive to […] the part of the 
storyteller (de Certeau, 1984: 89). 
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6.1 SPATIAL STORY 1: BORDER CARTOGRAPHY 

While Belfast and Derry/Londonderry’s39 peace walls are now tourist attractions, the Irish 

border is not a popular destination in its own right.  Neither is it easily navigated, being two 

thirds rivers and loughs and much of the rest running through farmlands and other private 

property.  And yet some individuals feel compelled to walk along its length.  Most notably, Irish 

author Colm Tóibín (1994) wrote about doing so during the Troubles; the International Christian 

organisation, Youth With a Mission, have undertaken to do so annually since 2013; and Garrett 

Carr, a Belfast-based lecturer in Creative Writing, has made it the focus of his research and map-

making in recent years.   

Carr grew up in the border county of Donegal and trained in Art and Geography. Having 

previously considered a map to be 'a thing that an organisation makes, or a state makes, and 

it's handed down to you', he was inspired by Tim Robinson's meticulous cartography of the 

landscape, people and culture of Connemara and the Aran Islands - 'this idea that an individual 

could take on a landscape and actually map the whole thing' (INT:Carr, 2016).  He began to see 

fundamental connections between maps and books, both of which are 'read', and both being 

'documents you consult to find a place in the world [...] a way to interpret what's around you' 

(INT:Carr, 2016).  And so he turned his hand to cartography, seeking to take a similar individual 

approach, although not to a place already widely revered for its beauty, but rather - influenced 

by Colm Tóibín's account and his own upbringing - to the border, which had little recognised 

cultural value and 'wasn't actually much understood, or much known' (INT:Carr, 2016). 

Carr embarked on his research by carrying out an informal survey, travelling the border primarily 

on foot, but also by bicycle and boat, in sections and non-consecutive stages, over the summers 

of 2008 and 2009.  Carrying little more than a camera, notebook, and a GPS device, he kept 

painstakingly to its line ‘in an obsessional kind of way' (INT:Carr, 2016) and covered its entire 

length.  He started with an interest in defensive structures and an open mind as to what would 

emerge (INT:Carr, 2016).  His findings are published in four maps that he created between 2008-

2016, in versions rather than editions, because they are 'always a work in progress' rather than 

a finished artefact (Meredith, 2014).  His interest in non-official maps inspired him to curate a 

 
39 Derry/Londonderry has only one remaining, (DERRY JOURNAL. 2016) 
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travelling exhibition, beginning in 2014, entitled Mapping Alternative Ulster. 

 

 

Fig. 6.1 The Map of Connections 3.1 (2014) 
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6.1.1 THE MAP OF CONNECTIONS 

Initially published in 2008, this is the first and perhaps best known of Carr’s maps.  During his 

walks he began to notice, and subsequently to chart, a proliferation of man-made crossing 

points perforating the border: ‘Gates are set in border hedgerows for the convenience of 

farmers, stepping-stones and community-built bridges span rivers, walkers’ routes go wherever 

they please.  These kinds of connections have always been there…’ (Carr, 2011a: 154-5).  For 

Carr, they evidenced movement crossing perpendicular to the border, telling a story of 

communication and relationship between sides, in stark contrast, or ‘contradiction’ (Carr, 

2011a: 158) to the absolutism of the solid line of an international border on a map.  Although 

individually non-remarkable, taken collectively they seemed to become ‘statements of human 

irrepressibility’ (Carr, 2016: 32).   

Carr’s rigorous selection process required eligible connections to be man-made - ‘deliberate, 

built into existence’ (Carr, 2011a: 155), show evidence of being in current usage and, since the 

focus was on ‘the overlooked and the unsanctioned’ (Carr, 2011a: 155), they had to be absent 

from the Ordnance Survey 1/50000 map. Carr had to see the connection with his own eyes, 

locating their coordinates, photographing them and noting the conditions under which he found 

them. 

 

Fig. 6.2 Detail from the Map of Connections 3.1  
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The resultant map (Fig 6.1), created using GIS software, shows 70 connections (77 in version 

3.1) labelled with a number, a photograph and colour-coded into eight categories. 

6.1.2 THE MAP OF ENCOUNTERS 

Carr’s second map was more subjective, described as ‘a map of stories, the scrapbook record of 

a journey’ (Carr, no date). It illustrates some of the encounters that Carr experienced on his 

walks, not selected with any particular rigour, but instinctually - those encounters he found 

himself wanting to tell people about when he got home (Carr, no date).  The resultant map, 

which was first exhibited in Belfast’s PS2 Project Space (section 6.1.3) in October 2008, includes: 

a buzzard, an apple tree on the border whose ‘limbs loll invitingly’, cattle, insects, a mobile 

library and a stone that was thrown through the window of his car (Fig.6.3).  The images are 

simple, black and white line drawings, to no particular scale, placed roughly where the 

encounter took place. Thus, like the earliest Map of Connections, they evoke the line of the 

border which is not otherwise visible.  Most are accompanied by some text; the writing next to 

an image of a farmer pointing his finger describes him pointing out ‘the end of the North’ (Carr, 

no date). 

 

Fig. 6.3. The Map of Encounters 1.0 
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Fig. 6.4 The Map of Watchful Architecture 2.0  
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6.1.3 THE MAP OF WATCHFUL ARCHITECTURE 

The design of the map is an attempt to question the overly simplistic cartographic sign of the 
borderline [which...] applies us/them, here/there and other blunt binaries (Carr, 2011b: 3). 

Although not published until 2012, the idea for the Map of Watchful Architecture was conceived 

before Carr undertook his border walks.   Carr wished to illustrate that the border had always 

consisted of ’defended points with gaps in-between’ (Carr, 2011b: 5), more symbol than visible 

reality, and to de-familiarise the familiar.  These defended points varied in nature from forts and 

crannogs (manmade island shelters) to checkpoints and watchtowers.  Almost none remain 

today.  The majority predate the creation of the 1922 border, and more recent examples mostly 

have historical precursors, evincing ‘a constant drive to claim high ground' (Carr, 2011b: 10).  

This tendency to build on high land is likely to be consistent with other parts of Ireland at the 

time, rather than unique to the border.  However, Carr contends that the very landscape of this 

hilly, two-thirds water borderland, historically lent itself ’to the formation of mental borders. […] 

There was something of the frontier right there in the land itself, something that history 

reinforced’ (Carr, 2011b: 10). Historically, parts of this landscape have always delineated some 

form of border between clans/provinces.  This map therefore attempts to ‘cast a cold eye on 

how we reinforce such lines’ by charting the process of manmade defensive construction that 

contributed to turning this broad borderland territory into a clear-cut border line (Carr, 2013: 

221) 

For the map, Carr sought ‘a middle ground between cartographical accuracy, visual appeal, 

meaning and integrity.’  Only built points are included, with two exceptions: an inauguration 

stone and a border-control police checkpoint car.  The map solely covers the border corridor 

(half a mile either side of the borderline), ignoring countless ringforts, or raths (circular mounds 

that were prolific all over the island of Ireland) beyond.  Consequently, the border-hugging wavy 

line of defensive architecture on this map is ‘largely artificial […] but not entirely’ (Carr: no date). 

There are around 200 symbols on the map, each corresponding to one of 11 categories of 

watchful architecture.  The highest concentration appears in south Armagh and Down, ‘[a]reas 

of volatility’ corresponding with places where multiple tribal groups formerly interfaced (Carr, 

2013: 214).  All watchful architecture is represented equally, irrespective of age, scale or 

importance - the same symbol is used to represent the iron age Dorsey ramparts in South 

Armagh and modern-day immigration control - both categorised as checkpoints. Carr’s 

scrivcmt://CD3799EF-8829-4B08-A7FD-26B4BEBC5706/
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prescient point is that, with the exception of the immigration checkpoint, none of these defences 

are any longer in use (indeed only two of the structures remain standing), therefore all are 

historical (Carr, 2013: 212).  

6.1.4 THE RULE OF THE LAND: MAP FOR THE BOOK  

 

Fig. 6.5. Detail from A View of the Border  

Most recently, Carr has combined and expanded his work on watchful architecture and 

connections into a new map, entitled A View of the Border, to accompany his book, The Rule of 

the Land (2016b).  Reflecting his evolving ideas on what constitutes power and in an attempt to 

‘widen [his] notion of how we attempt to claim and control space’ (INT:Carr, 2016), this map 

includes other elements of the border in addition to defensive structures.  These include dance 

halls, decks, major factories, trigonometry points and even lighthouses.  Critical of 'lazy maps' 

which miss the nuance of lived reality, such as the green and orange maps that subdivide NI into 

Catholic and Protestant, Carr has expanded this map to include protests, which he sees as 'an 

attempt to take space and shape its nature’.40  They provide a 'counterbalance to the concrete 

 
40 This recalls Lefebvre’s expansive definition of agents of the production of space, to include urban struggles, 
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and steel structures' in the map, acknowledging ‘that there are other narratives going on’, not 

typically appearing on maps (Carr, 2015).  This map evinces Carr's increasing theoretical interest 

in the mechanisms of power and how they play out geographically (INT:Carr, 2016). 

6.1.5 MAPPING ALTERNATIVE ULSTER: EXHIBITION 

 

Fig.6.6 Carrett Carr (right) and map-maker Eamon McCrory at the Mapping Alternative Ulster exhibition, 

Ulster Museum, 2014  

Through his own work, Carr became increasingly aware of other people making alternative, 

unofficial maps in Northern Ireland.  Finding it 'exciting that people are taking on mapping and 

doing all sorts […] with it' without much recognition, he sought to bring it all together in one  

room (INT:Carr, 2016).  He curated maps for inclusion, including two of his own. Carr sees this 

work explicitly as cartography, and was keen, through the exhibition, to expose the different 

people engaged in taking on a landscape in this way.   

Beside each map, a short essay by Carr told the story behind it. Some were about preserving 

memories of places that have been rapidly changing, creating a visual record of images or place 

 
Section 4.1.2. 
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names before they are forgotten. An example is the folk maps hand-drawn by shop tender and 

map-maker John McKeagney, illustrating stories and memories, shared by elderly customers in 

his shop, about the 25 square miles around his homeland of Temple in County Fermanagh (Carr, 

2014).  Others were more overtly political, for example the Forum for Alternative Belfast’s 

Missing City map (section 6.3.2). 

For Carr, the exhibition hinged upon the 1976 ‘Friend Map’ by artist John Carson (see image in 

Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1), in which Carson used a map of greater Belfast to illustrate a network of 

connections between himself and all his friends (each represented by a passport photo placed 

near their home) right across the city, as well as their connections to each other (INT:Carr, 2016). 

As local commentator, Fionola Meredith (2014), observes, the map ‘was made at the height of 

the Troubles, in one of the bloodiest years, yet it tells a completely different story about what 

was going on here at the time.’  In contrast to the more familiar, ‘lazy’ (INT:Carr, 2016), 

Protestant/Catholic maps of Belfast, this map tells a more complex story of the messy, 

contradictory, overlapping lived experience of individuals.  The exhibition opened in the Ulster 

Museum in 2014 and toured arts venues across Northern Ireland until 2016. 

The Mapping Alternative Ulster exhibition used maps to portray diverse, unofficial perspectives 

of Ulster, while Carr’s cartography takes the fixed divisive line of a border and paints a different 

picture to the stark line on an official map.  It is a picture of intangibility and connection, of 

‘human irrepressibility’ (Carr, 2016: 32). This spatial story emphasises the use of maps to 

creative counter-narratives and exposes ways in which an international border is being quietly 

challenged and transgressed. 

For discussion in relation to this spatial story, refer to sections 7.1.1, 8.2.2, 8.3, 9.3 and 9.3.2. 

6.2 SPATIAL STORY 2: TRANSFORMATIVE PRESENCE ON AN INTERFACE 

This story focuses on a 'soft' (without wall) interface in North Belfast at a roundabout marking 

the junction between Skegoneill (traditionally PUL) and Glandore (traditionally CNR) Avenues. 

This interface was the location of rioting and friction during the Troubles, contributing to a 

decline around the junction, once lined with terraced houses and several convenience stores.  

Subsequently, formerly grand townhouses were converted to flats and then lay empty before 

eventual demolition, leaving most sites around the roundabout as vacant brown-field.  
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Territorial ownership of this wasteland is vague: ‘it’s kind of ambiguous as to whose area is 

that?  And that is not an easy thing at all, because it did have - it was kind of infused with a 

specific role in community affiliation’ (Persic, 2015). 

6.2.1 SINA’S SHOP 

 

Fig. 6,7 Sina’s Shop and the roundabout junction between Skegoneilll and Glandore Avenues 

The first significant physical change that took place on the Skegoneill/Glandore interface came 

about after local man, William Haire, purchased the vacant plot on its edge at auction in July 

2006.  The site had formerly been the shop-unit end of a terrace built in 1902, most recently 

serving as an off-licence until the 1990s when it closed after multiple robberies, was 

subsequently burnt out and later demolished.  The site then became the local Eleventh Night 

bonfire site. 

Haire’s long-term plan is to build apartments with a ground floor shop unit.  He obtained 

planning permission for such a development in 2009, now expired (reference Z/2008/0210/F).  

While awaiting planning permission, Haire designed and commissioned a ‘shipping container 
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meantime’ shop (Haire, 2013), comprising two containers (one for storage), which arrived by 

lorry in Autumn 2008.  It is named Sina’s, after Haire’s neighbour who works in the shop.  The 

shop met with strong resistance from local authorities, firstly for health and safety reasons, 

because the storage unit, originally placed above the shop to lend ‘physical presence’ (Haire, 

2013), was accessed by ladder.  This was resolved by relocating the upper container adjacent to 

the shop unit.  It was then challenged by the local planning office because it lacked the necessary 

permissions for a temporary use of the site.  The first application for retrospective temporary 

planning permission was refused due to it being, somewhat ironically, ‘unacceptable in this 

location, detracting from the existing character of the area’ (Savage, 2011).  Permission was 

eventually granted in 2010.   

The shop quickly became a popular resource and focal point in the area, despite initial unease 

from some locals about transgressing the interface to use it (INT:Haire, 2016).  Callie Persic, 

local resident, urbanist  and former chair of Skegoneill Glandore Common Purpose (SGCP, see 

below), describes how, ‘We […] use [the shop] as the centre, as the hub, because actually it’s a 

really important space in our community’ (Persic, 2013).  Six months after it opened, Community 

Police Officers reportedly told Haire that they no longer had to patrol the interface due to the 

shopkeepers’ 12 hours-a-day presence (INT:Haire, 2016).  Free range chickens roam around on 

the pavement, whose eggs can be purchased in the shop. 

In 2016, Haire handed the shop management over to Sina and her son, seeking to get his life 

back after the ‘total absorption’ the shop had required (Haire, 2016).  In 2019, he is still the 

owner, and remains involved, but Sina runs the shop. 

6.2.2 SKEGONEILL GLANDORE COMMON PURPOSE (SGCP) 

SGCP was a voluntary organisation consisting of local residents from diverse backgrounds, 

including former Loyalist and Republican paramilitaries.  It was formed in 2009 to explore what 

could be done about problems on the interface and broader neighbourhood(s).  They developed 

a two-pronged approach, concerned with both physical regeneration projects and social 

development - in particular the organisation of ‘real life activities [that encourage] people to 

interact’ (Persic, 2013).  Since 2010, SGCP turned their attention to the roundabout junction 

interface, where the two prongs of their approach converged.  Initially they focussed on a small, 

seemingly manageable piece of land in front of two derelict houses to the east of the interface. 
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The land became known as ‘Common Ground’.  The houses were demolished in 2015 and only 

some benches remain today.  ‘People said we cannot put seating on an interface.  But we did, 

and we’ve had no problem.  And kids go to the shop and buy crisps and actually sit there a lot’ 

(Persic, 2013).  Subsequently Common Ground expanded into the larger vacant plot to the south 

of the roundabout.  

Common Ground became the location or starting point for a series of community events 

organised by SGCP, some with the potential to be contentious and divisive.  In 2012, St Patrick’s 

Day and Queen’s Diamond Jubilee celebrations were both, remarkably, attended by members 

from both ‘sides’ of the interface and passed off peacefully (McKeown, 2015).  Sectarian flags 

and memorabilia were not permitted in an effort to make the events inclusive.  An editorial in a 

local paper reported: ‘Protestants and Catholics at a Belfast interface take part in a joint Jubilee 

party.  That is a sentence many of us who lived through the recent troubled past of Northern 

Ireland can scarcely believe’ (Editor's Viewpoint, 2012, Belfast Telegraph). 

A project to create a garden on Common Ground was initially unsuccessful: ‘It was wrecked.  

No-one knew how to take care of it, no-one knew whose it was, and it didn’t work at all for us, 

that incarnation.  So…we tried again’ (Persic, 2013).  Over the following years SGCP made 

further efforts, for example by organising workshops for local people, murals, tree-planting and 

raised beds in which people could grow their own produce.  Once again plants were stolen and 

the garden was vandalised (Persic, 2013).  As a voluntary-run organisation, SGCP was over-

stretched and unable to maintain the gardening initiative in a programmed and managed way.  

The organisation was dissolved in late 2015 (Companies House, 2016). 

6.2.3 PS2 AND PEAS PARK 

Paragon Studios/Project Space (PS2) became involved with the Skegoneill/Glandore interface in 

early 2013.  A city centre arts collective with a focus on urban intervention and social interaction, 

they were awarded funding (through European Union Peace III money) for a project called 

‘Temporary Places’ (TP) which sought to make temporary use of empty buildings and shipping 

containers.  They were approached by local New Lodge Arts (NLA), which is based in a CNR area, 

who also partnered with SGCP (whose headquarters is close to the interface junction in PUL 

Skegoneill), to bring some cross-community balance.  The scope of this six-month project quickly 

expanded beyond the intended art workshops and residencies held in a shipping container on 
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the interface (plus two other local vacant sites), when PS2 curator, Peter Mutschler, had the idea 

of creating a garden on the interface, within the large vacant site behind Sina’s shop, on the 

north of the roundabout.  He only learned later of SGCP’s previous gardening initiatives 

(INT:Mutschler, 2015). Mutschler, a painter by training, volunteers his time. 

 

Fig. 6.8 Aerial view of Peas Park 

SGCP joined with Mutschler to create a garden (as they referred to it) on this new land, which 

was initially secured from its developer owner on a two-year temporary lease and remains so in 

2019.  They built a large billboard, advertising the project and inviting locals to use it.  As the 

garden/park fell beyond the intended outcomes of the TP project, it was funded by PS2’s arts 

programme.41  ‘I think [the billboard] is one of the best things I did for the whole place.  Like, 

just scream it out loud, and use the format of builders and architects. […] It shows intention’ 

(INT:Mutschler, 2016).  The billboard remains today and displays posters created by artists, 

 
41 In 2019, only the billboard and some arts activities and installations continue to be funded by PS2 and this is the 
only funding Peas Park has.  They have in the past been awarded several funds, through SGCP or NLA, including 
Belfast City Council’s ‘Grow Wild’ and material contributions from similar projects and local businesses. 
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children, and other interested parties as well as advertisements of upcoming events.  The name 

was consciously changed from community garden to a catchy wordplay - Peas Park – which has 

a website and social media presence (#givepeasachance), ‘giving it a wider scope and field for 

activities, freeing up the constraints of a garden and the chores associated’ (ITR:Mutschler, 

2019).  As well as planting, they started thinking about building, reusing materials such as bricks 

from adjacent terraces that were being demolished to demarcate areas and planting in giant 

tyres.  People turned up to help - ‘people from […] both sides, I guess, different socioeconomic 

backgrounds, different ages, different family compositions, different ethnicities’ (Persic, 2013).  

They built a barbecue, a tepee, a pagoda and a greenhouse.  Local artist Duncan Ross makes an 

important and lasting contribution (again in large part voluntarily) to the garden through the 

Tuesday Drawing Studio (consisting for the most part of middle-aged, working-class men) he 

created with local people in the shipping container during the TP project (INT:Mutschler, 2015). 

A number of participants continue to meet weekly, and in 2015 undertook a two week residency 

in PS2’s city centre project space.  ‘It’s a super project, because first of all he did it without 

funding and after two years without any he got the space [in NLA].  And it’s an age group […] 

which is normally neglected in the art world’ (INT:Mutschler, 2015). 

 

Fig. 6.9 Peas Park and billboard 

The garden has continued to thrive since the TP project reached completion.  Its key supporters, 
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primarily Persic, Mutschler and local Suzanne Miller (who worked for Belfast Healthy Cities), 

turn up most weeks to garden and welcome anyone who wishes to join them.  It has occasionally 

been vandalised, particularly in 2014 when the greenhouse was set alight multiple times 

(ITR:Persic 2019).  This was suspected to be boredom-fuelled mischief by local youth rather than 

a deliberate attack on the garden.  Young people have also been known to make use of the 

garden, turning up on Saturdays ‘with their ghetto blaster’ to smoke and drink (INT:Mutschler, 

2015). In 2015 a neighbour, who disliked the garden’s unwieldy appearance, cut the tepee 

down.  She is one among several locals who has been unhappy about the garden.42  Haire (2016) 

mentioned customers in his shop referring to it as a ‘gypsy site, a dump’, while Mutschler admits 

that people have accused him of lowering house prices in the area… ‘People shouted at me!  I 

mean, it’s rare, but […some] people feel it’s a dump, it should be flattened, and ‘If you lived here 

you wouldn’t do that, [it] just lowers our house prices - do you never think of people who want 

to sell their house and you see that in front of it?!’ (INT:Mutschler, 2015). However Persic claims 

that the majority of locals are supportive, if only passively ‘[b]y not coming in and destroying 

things, it’s kind of a support’ (Persic, 2015). 

Indeed efforts have been made to build upon this perceived passive support.  In early 2015, 

sections of perimeter fencing were removed to make it more inviting and to enable people to 

wander through (Persic, 2015).  Furthermore, funding through the Department of the 

Environment Challenge Fund allowed the purchase of a storage container, which was colourfully 

painted by Ross (INT:Mutschler, 2015). In 2015, the Tuesday Drawing Studio constructed a giant 

slalom-wire sculpture of a chicken’s head on the site, much to the intrigue and amusement of 

local passers-by (INT:Mutschler, 2015). 

This spatial story has described a collection of disparate activities working through their own 

remits and agendas, struggles, failures and successes on this area of blighted land.  In the words 

of Ruth Morrow, curatorial advisor of PS2 and architect-cum-academic, the work is ‘self-

organised’ (Morrow R, 2016 personal conversation, 16 January).  Reviewing the film, ‘Life as an 

Interface’, by author, playwright, screenwriter and former IRA volunteer, Lawrence McKeown, 

 
42 She was concerned that young people would hide in it to take drugs (ITR: Mutschler, 2019).  ‘Interestingly the 
police, with whom we had many talks, welcomed the creation of sites for young people to meet, still visible and 
controllable for the police/ and the public.  To paraphrase the police: “they have to go somewhere and meet and 
it is better here than in abandoned houses.”’ 
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one commentator noted: ‘a new map is being painted and put together – the process of map 

making and place making’ (Jenny Meegan in McKeown, 2015).  It is on borrowed land, 

temporarily, which comes with an inherent vulnerability, yet it is clear that the combined and 

cumulative effect of these efforts has had a transformative effect on one of Belfast’s previously 

troubled interfaces.   

For discussion in relation to this spatial story, refer to sections 7.1.1, 8.2.2, 8.3, 9.3 and 9.3.2. 

6.3 SPATIAL STORY 3: AGITATING FOR DESIGN AND REGENERATION IN POST-
CONFLICT BELFAST 

This spatial story focuses on an activist urban design group who from 2009-2015 agitated for 

better approaches to development in Belfast city. 

    

Fig. 6.10 Posters from the Let’s Get it Right Campaign 

Forum for Alternative Belfast (FAB) was formed by architect Mark Hackett, Declan Hill and 

others, gradually from 2008, following a number of separate initiatives such as the ‘Let’s Get it 

Right Campaign’ in 2003 (Save the Cathedral Quarter, 2011).  This was a collective local 
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‘reaction’ (INT:Hill, 2015) against proposals (still pending) to create a major retail-led 

development, Royal Exchange, within a historic part of the city’s core (now known as the 

Cathedral Quarter) that contained a high proportion of small creative and local retail 

businesses.  The proposal would have radically transformed the area, replacing old building 

stock with large retail space and multi-story car parking facilities.  The campaign proposed the 

following principles for the design of the development: ‘people not cars’, ‘shop windows not 

back doors’, ‘revitalised historic buildings’, ‘city centre living’ and ‘life after six’.  Hackett and 

Hill’s specific role in the campaign was to use their skills as architects to provide an alternative 

design offering the same amount of retail and parking space but in a more contextually- and 

pedestrian-sensitive manner. 

Although FAB did not formally launch until 2009, with the stated objective of ‘advocating for a 

city that is a better place for all’ (Forum for Alternative Belfast: website), the principles of the 

Let’s Get it Right Campaign, and the reactive approach to development, strongly influenced the 

organisation’s modus operandi (INT:Hill, 2015).  Among its founders were the two above-

mentioned architects and Dr Ken Sterrett, Senior Lecturer in Planning, Queen’s University, as 

chairperson. All founders initially fitted their roles within FAB around full-time employment.  As 

the name, and the approach taken in the Let’s Get it Right Campaign, suggest, FAB sought not 

just to object to development proposals in the city, but also, importantly, to provide alternatives 

- not just a think tank but also a ‘do tank’ (Sterrett et al., 2011: 105).  These alternatives 

generally consisted of amendments to development proposals, or proposals for additional 

development that could lessen the impact of infrastructure and blight in the city.  FAB were 

therefore, critically, not anti-development, but rather ‘all for development’ (Hackett quoted in 

Marshall, 2009), provided it follow particular design principles. These principles related to the 

widely-held belief among architects and planners that good design will make better, more 

successful cities.  

I think we do know what we are [...] I think it changed over time.  Are we a think tank?  Are we a 
do tank?  I think we're all of these things.  […] we do analysis, […] we do proposal, […] we do 
critique.  And […] we do lobbying and activism.  I think we got more into lobbying and activism 
about particular projects, we were drawn into that and that [sometimes] left us in [risky] territory 
(INT:Hackett, 2015).43 

 
43 Amendments in […] requested in response to invitation respond.  He also clarified: ‘risky in the sense that we 
declared our position more clearly and this then leaves it more difficult to work in other modes […] to sustain the 
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6.3.1 FUNDING 

In 2011, the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and John Smith Charity (EFF/JSC) invited Hackett to 

apply for funding targeted specifically towards inspiring influential individuals in Northern 

Ireland to create change.44  This funding was ‘the big thing that really changed everything’, 

allowing FAB to develop and grow significantly (INT:Hackett, 2015).  FAB had also been 

commissioned by the Strategic Investment Board to look at improving the pedestrian experience 

on a bridge connecting West Belfast to the city centre across the West Link ring road, some 

consultation work which, according to Hackett, ‘built confidence the organisation could sustain 

itself as a hybrid and ethical practice’ (ITR:Hackett, 2019).  Most notably it enabled Hackett and 

Hill to resign from their senior roles in two prominent Belfast architectural practices (Hackett 

had been half time for a period before this) in 2011 and commit full time to the work of FAB. 

Prompted by their initial Missing City summer school, FAB began to focus more on working 

directly with and in inner-city communities, as will be explored below.  Reflecting on this, and 

the most rewarding aspects of FAB’s work, Hill commented that the EFF/JSC funding had 

enabled FAB  to give a voice to neighbourhoods.  He found it rewarding to hear politicians and 

decision-makers using FAB’s  language: ‘It’s terrific, when we’ve made them start talking about 

all these things, and you’re, like, ‘where did they learn that from?’’ (INT:Hill, 2015) 

6.3.2 SUMMER SCHOOLS 

Perhaps the mainstay of FAB’s work, and certainly its most publicised, was its annual Summer 

School, which took place annually between 2009 and 2014 (as well as a Winter School in 2012).  

These five-day events invited practitioners and students of architecture, civil servants, inner-city 

residents and interested others to participate in round-table discussions and master-planning 

around a particular question, objective and/or area of the city.  The outcome of the first summer 

school was the much-cited Missing City Map, which marked in stark red all the vacant, un(der)-

developed space within close proximity to the city centre, a combined area the size of the entire 

city centre.  What these findings may have lacked in academic rigour (for example there was no 

clear definition of what ‘vacant’ meant – Crumlin Road Gaol was marked as vacant although it 

was partially occupied, in what Martire and Lappin (2013) referred to as a homogenisation of 

 
organisation.’ (ITR:Hackett, 2019) 
44 Hackett preferred not to disclose the amount. 
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empty space), they made up for in impact.45  In 2010 the summer school looked at improving 

the connection of North Belfast to other parts of the city, in anticipation of an imminent new 

motorway interchange.  Subsequent summer schools explored: inner-south Belfast’s leftover 

dead space from the abandoned 1960s Belfast Urban Motorway Plan, 2011; Re-stitching the 

City (East and West), 2012; ‘Why are there no trees?’ (connecting the city’s fragmented 

greenways), 2013; and city centre living (in the context of a city where this is uncommon), 2014 

(Forum for Alternative Belfast website).  The inclusion of a winter school in March 2012 resulted 

from funding from the Department of the Environment and examined the as-yet aspirational 

’Cultural Corridor’ running from Belfast’s historic centre in the Cathedral Quarter to the Crumlin 

Road Courthouse and Gaol in inner-north Belfast.  Martire and Lappin (2013) have argued that 

the approach taken in these summer schools was overly result-oriented, typically shifting focus 

after day one from fruitful exploratory discussions to closing-down in a quest for ‘prescribed 

solutions’ and design outputs.  

 
45 As part of the invitation to respond, MH clarified that ‘there was fair bit of discussion and an agreement about 
how to represent vacant, that should be “building sites which are possible” in the main, not courts/roads – not 
wholesale restructuring therefore. A site could also be made a park was not excluded and the need for green 
spaces to be formed by the red was clearly mentioned at the map launch […] mostly it was not a lack of will, but 
of resources to find all info […] it was a snapshot in time’ (ITR:Hackett, 2019). 
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Fig. 6.11 Missing City Map 

6.3.3 SIX LINKS (AND LORRY DAY) 

The 2010 summer school, whose output was entitled ‘The Six Links’, was perhaps the most 

impactful (INT:Hackett, 2015).  Initially setting out to look at connections between inner-north 

Belfast and the rest of the city, its focus quickly narrowed to reacting to proposals for a new 

interchange, shared with the group by a representative of the Department of Regional 

Development (DRD).  This is intended to lead regional traffic more rapidly and efficiently around 

Belfast, at the point where Northern Ireland’s three main motorways converge.  Any such 

development would potentially see the inner-north part of the city, which is already cut off from 

the city centre by two six-lane roads, become even further severed, particularly for pedestrians 

(who comprise a high proportion of the population in this economically deprived part of the 

city).  Four options were presented, two of which included 18m high flyovers, and the others 

partially tunnelling roads beneath ground level, all in close proximity to residential areas.  The 
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summer school, led by Hackett and Hill, set about visualising the spatial impact of the different 

options, arriving at a preferred option that, with some adjustment and creative planning, they 

felt would minimise the impact of the high-speed traffic, by introducing landscaping and 

carefully-placed and -oriented buildings that would act as visual and sound buffers. 

 

Fig. 6.12 ‘Lorry Day’ suspended lorry sculpture/protest, showing  height of interchange 

The findings of the Six Links summer school were launched in Autumn 2010. FAB then worked 

with architecture students at the nearby University of Ulster to develop detailed proposals for 

the buildings that could buffer the sunken motorway. FAB actively engaged with DRD, 

submitting a written response during their 2011 public consultation and requesting that the 

Minister of DRD, Danny Kennedy, engage with the 84 groups and individuals who had submitted 

a response.  An option with an 18m high flyover was rumoured to be the likely preference.  So 

on 6 December 2012, the day that the Minister was scheduled to announce DRD’s preferred 

option, FAB worked with local artists to raise a full-scale lorry sculpture 18m into the air, beside 

the building in which the announcement would be made (Fig. 6.12), to emphasise the potential 

impact of the flyover (Forum for Alternative Belfast, no date).  In fact, DRD selected the sunken 

option which FAB had championed as the ‘least worst option’, (ITR:Hackett, 2019).  At the time 

of writing, Hackett continues to work, through his new consultancy City Reparo with Ashton 
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Community Trust ‘on urban issues in Inner North Belfast and the Interchange, assisting residents 

in their work to solve local design issues with the Interchange and in engaging with [the 

Department for Infrastructure]’ (ITR:Hackett, 2019). 

6.3.4 WORKING WITH INNER-CITY COMMUNITIES 

In 2011-12 FAB partnered with Belfast Conflict Resolution Consortium (BCRC) to study the 

impact of Planning and design on inner city communities in the city, published as “Shared Space 

2011”.  It included the ‘grey doughnut’ mapping of roads and car parks around the city core (Fig 

5.13), illustrating the impact of the Motorway and ring road design in separating the city centre 

from the inner city and reducing its walkability.  ‘In this work the role of past planning, road 

planning and social class came to the fore’ (ITR:Hackett, 2019). 

Perceiving a lack of engagement from government departments, FAB began to work closely with 

some of the local residents who would be most affected by the Interchange development. One 

particular street, Little George St, consisting largely of social and privately rented housing, would 

be severely impacted by the interchange proposals.  In a letter of objection to Transport NI, 

Hackett decried the likely impact on the ‘amenity, health, well-being and safety of residents, 

along with that of future generations and children in these houses’ as well as their right to light 

and calling for an independent assessment of the fitness of the houses by a registered Architect 

(Hackett, 2015).  This is one of several projects in inner-city neighbourhoods that mark the turn 

towards more community-oriented work: ‘It's not like the posters and all we did before, it's […] 

pieces of reports and letters and [unpublished] things we did for people […] it’s probably shifted’ 

(INT:Hackett, 2015).     

FAB attempted to establish a new ‘loose grouping’, Forum for Inner-city Neighbourhoods (FIN) 

in 2013, which met several times, but ‘ultimately its loose structure could not be maintained’ 

(ITR:Hackett, 2019).   Hackett (2015a) reflected that its failure to keep going may also have been 

precipitated by some differences between the approach that FAB were advocating and the 

preferred strategy of the local resident groups/workers, whose views were, according to 

Hackett, ‘diverse and sometimes contradictory’ (INT:Hackett, 2015). 
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Fig. 6.13 Map from the Berridge report, borrowing from FAB’s ideas 
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6.3.5 IMPACT 

During its operation, FAB clearly had significant impact on development both within 

communities and at a more strategic level within the city - perhaps most directly evidenced by 

DRD’s decision for the interchange and Belfast City Council’s adoption of the Six Links as policy.  

The directors noted a general change in the way people – both communities and decision-

makers - were speaking about the city, using FAB’s language, which they considered to be one 

of FAB’s successes (INT:Hill, 2015, INT:Hackett, 2015). Their proposals have been referenced in 

other prominent reports about Belfast, for example, Belfast City Centre Strategy in which ‘world-

leading expert’ Joe Berridge, a Canadian planner, was commissioned to write an ideas report 

for Belfast City Centre regeneration (Belfast City Council, 2015).  FAB ‘felt the need to share’ 

(ITR:Hackett, 2019) their extensive research and outputs with the Berridge process but 

expressed subsequent disappointment that their diagrams had been copied without credit or 

payment, and their ideas had been ‘watered down into rather a thin gruel’ (INT:Hackett, 2015).  

Had there been an open tender, FAB would have applied and formed a team to deliver the report 

themselves (INT:Hackett, 2015).  Hackett (ITR:Hackett, 2019) reflected that this ‘triple whammy’ 

was the beginning of the end of the FAB: ‘we were denied opportunity for the commission, 

ethically pressed to hand over our research for free, and then having to critique it forcing 

tensions with council officers.’ 

6.3.6 ‘DEATH OF THE FORUM’ 

The EFF/JSC funding ended in 2014, leaving FAB in a financially vulnerable position.  Looking 

back, Hackett reflected that ‘we probably should have developed Forum more as a consultancy.  

And I think we didn't manage that shift well enough, that was the mistake I realised we made’ 

(INT:Hackett, 2015).46  The directors sought new sources of funding, and - departing from the 

independence on which they placed value in earlier years - targeted the City Council ‘basically 

saying we’ve been doing your work (in nicer terms obviously) […] do you want to start paying us 

for it? (INT:Hill, 2015)  

Yet despite reported enthusiasm from the Chief Executive of the City Council, they were 

unsuccessful, ‘there wasn’t a door open there at all’ (INT:Hackett, 2015).47  There may have 

 
46 Hackett (ITR: Hackett, 2019) later reflected that this was ‘a very difficult conundrum, or line to walk’ 
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been a number of reasons for this, including the difficult political climate at the time, with the 

major re-structure, including planning and development responsibilities transferring to the new 

local councils, and that fact that FAB’s structure ‘was not best placed to negotiate this 

politicking’ (ITR:Hackett, 2019).  Further, Hackett reflected that the directors were, at times, 

working at cross purposes, ‘doing different things, crossing boundaries and disciplines – that 

lack of ability to categorise neatly what we were doing doesn’t make life easy in funding it’ (ITR: 

Hackett, 2019). 

In July 2015 an announcement was released on the FAB website and social media platforms that 

the organisation was closing, suggesting that their projects ‘may remain as illustrations of what 

could have been’ and lamenting the trajectory of the city’s development (Forum for Alternative 

Belfast).  Commenters on FAB’s Facebook page responded to the announcement saying they 

were ‘sorry to hear this’, that it was ‘such a shame’, asking ‘why?’ and thanking FAB for ‘creating 

a real buzz around communities about space & (sic.) place-making’ (Forum for Alternative 

Belfast Facebook, 2015). 

This spatial story has explored the efforts by a group of architects and planners to shape the 

design and development agenda for a city, engaging widely with local communities, decision-

makers, policy-makers and students to promote a principles-based, people-centric approach to 

urban design, particularly through their summer school model.  Their impactful maps and 

creative activism influenced some major development decisions in the city, but the hybrid, hard-

to-place position it occupied between advising, advocacy, agitation and activism ultimately 

could not be sustained. 

For discussion in relation to this spatial story, refer to sections 8.1.2 and 9.3.1. 

6.4 SPATIAL STORY 4: FINDING LOST PALESTINIAN VILLAGES AND PLANNING FOR 

THE RETURN 

Israeli NGO, Zochrot was founded in 2002 with a focus on remembering the Nakba in Hebrew 

(Zochrot, 2014b).  The founders were community workers and former staff of the School for 

Peace in Wahat al-Salam - Neve Shalom, including Eitan Bronstein, Zochrot director until 2011, 

whose role had involved coordinating workshops between Jewish and Palestinian citizens of 

Israel and Palestinians from the West Bank.  In response to recurring frustration from some 
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(mainly Palestinian) participants after these workshops that the process was ‘nice, but it’s worth 

nothing in the paradigm of justice’ (INT:Al-Ghubari, 2012), the founders questioned whether, by 

bringing everyone together to discuss their disparate experiences and points of view amicably 

and to envision a different future, they were perhaps in fact normalising an abnormal situation.  

Bronstein felt that something more radical was required that would seek ‘[t]o commemorate, 

witness, acknowledge and repair’ the catastrophic events of 1948 (Bronstein, 2010).  This is 

Zochrot‘s slogan. 

Much of Zochrot’s work has focused on the commemorative dimension of this slogan.  The 

success of Jewish Israeli attempts to erase the memory, and evidence, of Palestinian presence 

in the land (see inter alia Pappé, 2006, Pirinoli, 2005, Masalha, 2012) was such that many of 

the younger generations of Israelis knew nothing of the Nakba (Ram, 2009).  Zochrot use 

commemorative events, workshops, lectures, teacher training and lecture plans that promote 

the teaching of the Nakba within Jewish Israeli education to provide a counter-narrative to the 

triumphal Israeli discourse of 1948, so that, as director Liat Rosenberg put it, ‘nowadays there 

is no Israeli who does not at least know the word Nakba.  It’s entered the Hebrew language, and 

that’s progress’ (Black, 2014). 

6.4.1 A FOCUS ON THE LOST VILLAGES 

There is also a strong spatial dimension to the work of Zochrot.  The ghosts of the 531 

abandoned villages (601 if larger communities and smaller hamlets are also included (Hass, 

2015)), the subsequently-erased Palestinian population centres and the countless obliterated 

homes loom large in their work.  Like the Nakba itself, these destroyed villages are not generally 

recognised in Jewish Israeli discourse, mapping or local knowledge (Weaver, 2007: 130), 

rendered invisible in the ’flawless Hebrew map’ (Benvenisti and Benveniśtî, 2000).  An early 

Zochrot project to depict all of the lost villages on one large map, the Nakba Map, has been 

revised and updated since 2002, in Hebrew, Arabic and English versions (Zochrot, 2015).  This 

effort has been accompanied by a more detailed and involved mapping and exploration process 

at the scale of individual villages, as part of the return visits that Zochrot organises for displaced 

Palestinians and their subsequent generations. 

Zochrot has developed a standardised approach to revisiting villages with villagers, including 

the sharing of personal memories, identifying what remains, attempting to locate the site of 
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destroyed buildings, and placing signposts to demarcate key points within the often-invisible 

former village.  These signs tend to be swiftly removed (al-Ghubari and Bronstein, 2012).  After 

the visits testimonies, old maps and historical information are collated into a publication, in 

Hebrew and Arabic (sometimes English), and made available on the Zochrot website.  Between 

2002 and 2014, 58 such publications were produced (INT:Al-Ghubari, 2012).48  Often, the 

villages are reached by walking together as a group.  For some Palestinians, this is the first time 

they have returned to their village, and so in this way the return visit begins with destruction: 

‘When we meet with elderly Palestinians, we ‘destroy’ the Palestine they imagine, the one that 

existed in 1948.  I show them what the place looks like today’ (al-Ghubari in Zochrot, 2012). 

Villagers set about finding the location of their house and other buildings of significance.  

Sometimes they are photographed pointing to the place where their former homes stood - a 

gesture which anthropologist Susan Slyomovics observes, ‘is a morally accusatory gesture 

[which] simultaneously demands mourning and seeks justice’ (1998: 13).  In this way the 

refugees could be said to be symbolically staking their claim to the land they lost. 

 

Fig. 6.14 Former Palestinian village of Lifta, Jerusalem 

The hillside settlement of Lifta on the outskirts of West Jerusalem is one of the abandoned 

Palestinian villages of the Nakba, to which Zochrot undertook a return visit (with publication) in 

 
48 There are now a total of 64 (ITR:Al-Ghubari, 2019). 
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2005, and numerous subsequent return visits with villagers and Israelis.   Lifta is unique among 

the lost Palestinian villages of the Nakba.  In 1953 the Israeli government housed Jews, recently 

arrived in Israel from the middle east, in Lifta - ‘[n]ot only because they wanted to give us a 

house but also to make sure the former residents wouldn’t come back’ (Lifta resident Yoni 

Yochanan cited in van Rij, 2013).  Some buildings have remained occupied ever since, while 

others, such as the mosque, are derelict.  A significant portion of the village remains.  Lifta 

receives a lot of attention compared to other lost villages. It is the focus of organisations such 

as the Coalition to Save Lifta, Lifta Society and, internationally, the Lifta Society, Chicago, and 

the Lifta Arab Organisation in Amman, Jordan.   While former (and present) villagers are keen 

to (re)claim their right to live in their homes, some people wish to see this prime West Jerusalem 

site demolished and redeveloped into a suburb for wealthy Jews, and yet others believe Lifta 

should be preserved as a world heritage site for ‘everyone’, but in which no individual can return 

or live.  It was one of 25 ‘endangered sites’ added to the World Monuments Fund 2018 Watchlist 

(Borschel-Dan, 2017).  Orr and Golan (2014: 79) observe that there is an inherent contradiction 

between designating a village as a site of memory and planning it as a site of return. One is 

future-oriented and the other past, one motivated to preserve and the other to change. This is 

a contradiction that is perhaps not fully resolved within Zochrot.  The organisation’s return visits, 

village maps and publications and Nakba Day commemorations with within the past-oriented 

category of preservation and memory, while its plans for return (see 5.6.3) are future-oriented 

and would require significant change and likely destruction to some of those commemorated 

villages.  These objectives are somewhat at odds to each other and therefore potentially 

uncomfortable bedfellows within one organisation.  

6.4.2 INAKBA 

In 2014 Zochrot launched an interactive smartphone app, iNakba, in which they collated all of 

their mapping and research on the lost Palestinian villages (Zochrot, 2014a). The app can be 

downloaded (for free from iTunes and other widely available app stores) onto a smartphone 

allowing anyone access to information about the destroyed villages, and to contribute their own 

information, photographs and comments.  Using a GPS function, people in Israel can precisely 

locate nearby villages, rendering visible the otherwise invisible.  This is potentially a major step 

for Zochrot, both in expanding its captive audience and in enlisting the help of myriad others in 

adding to, updating and correcting the information they have been gathering. 
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Fig. 6.15 Screenshots of the iNakba app 

6.4.3 PLANNING FOR THE RETURN  

Since 2008, Zochrot expanded their activity beyond solely remembering the Nakba, to include 

planning for the return of the Palestinian diaspora.  They have held three international Return 

conferences, in 2008, 2013 and 2016, as well as a symposium series, debates and an exhibition, 

which all seek not merely to engage in an endless debate on whether refugees should be allowed 

to return, but to focus on discussing the practicalities and implications of return (Zochrot, 

2014c).  Wishing ‘to help people understand what we mean about returning’, Zochrot felt it was 

important to accompany these discussions with some form of visualisation of return (Al-

Ghubari, 2012).  They therefore began to hold workshops, attended by former villagers and 

Zochrot volunteer-activists, who worked together to come up with a plan for their particular 

village which would accommodate the refugees and their descendants on or near the location 

of the destroyed village.  In 2010, for example, Zochrot’s summer workshop focussed on seeking 

a way back to the village of Miska, an ‘easy’ case study because although the buildings have 

been destroyed, the land has not been significantly redeveloped (Manoff, 2011: 7). The 

workshop began by exploring ‘the invisible spaces of the Palestinians, actually to give life to 

them, to show that this is a place, this is something else, it’s not the same thing that I see - I can 

see in a different way’ (Al-Ghubari, 2012).  This was done through the gathering of historical 

maps which show how the village once looked, to ‘acknowledge the place’ (Al-Ghubari, 2012), 
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and through the creation of mental maps of the village by former residents, which are then 

layered onto the ‘official’ map in the creation of a shared collective memory.  Weaver (2007: 

13) has theorised these layered maps as ‘palimpsest maps’, which acknowledge numerous 

historical layers of meaning and ownership within the same place.  But maps, of course, always 

exclude - that is their nature; they are a symbolic reduction of real space for the purpose of 

rendering visible and knowable the invisible and unknown. The final output of the workshop was 

a draft outline for the gradual return to Miska, including some reconstruction of the historical 

village, new housing, boulevards and cultural/educational/religious institutions and 

consideration for servicing and future growth.  Zochrot are careful to point out that the 

outcomes of these workshops are based only on the ideas of participants and do not presume 

to represent the views of former villagers of the Palestinian diaspora, or for that matter the 

Israeli-Jewish public (Al-Ghubari, 2012).   

 

 

Fig. 6.16 Miska collective memory map, Zochrot summer workshop, 2010 
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In more recent workshops, Zochrot have further formalised this planning for the return with the 

inclusion of architects in the process - ‘to plan in terms of architecture […] to have professional 

architects to help me to translate the idea to a map.  When we did that with several architects, 

I saw how important that is […] the architects can help us to have more and more ideas and to 

show the people that it’s possible’ (Al-Ghubari, 2012).  Al-Ghubari sees architects, then, as 

bringing ideas and possibility.  On a grander and more formal scale, Zochrot was a partner in a 

2013 project to plan a city in northern Israel, named al-Lajjun after a nearby destroyed village 

whose former inhabitants are among those it is intended to house (Zandberg, 2013).  Al-Lajjun 

is a test case for a broader vision that would see seven such cities built within this area of land 

that has been designated for Arab development, in which it is envisioned that returning refugees 

could live.  It was designed by a 28-year old local Palestinian (citizen of Israel) architect, working 

with members of the al-Lajjun group, who are mainly third generation former villagers.  The 

design consists of housing in a neo-vernacular style that recalls the architecture of the destroyed 

village but also incorporates symbolic elements such as a large sculpture of a key, representing 

the key to their lost homes that so many Palestinian families still treasure (Zandberg, 2013).   
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Fig. 6.17 Master plan for al-Lajjun city by architect Shadi Habib-Allah, 2013 

This spatial story has presented the work of an Israeli NGO focused on improving Israeli 

awareness of the Palestinian Nakba; gathering, mapping and sharing the memories of lost 

Palestinian villages; and designing replacement cities to house the Palestinian diaspora, should 

their return become possible.  They are contributing multiple layers of additional (counter-) 

narratives around Palestinian people’s past, present and future in modern day Israel/Palestine. 

For discussion in relation to this spatial story, refer to sections 7.1.2, 7.2.1, 9.2 and 9.2.3. 

6.5 SPATIAL STORY 5: USING CULTURAL HERITAGE TO RECONNECT FRAGMENTED 

PALESTINE 

Riwaq is a Palestinian NGO based in Ramallah, which, since its inception in 1991, has focused 

on the promotion and conservation of architectural heritage across Palestine, particularly the 

Palestinian-controlled West Bank.  It operates at a national level, working primarily within rural 

areas to preserve Palestinian collective memory through the restoration and repair of historic 

buildings for the use of local communities.  It was founded by a group of architects and artists 

led by architect and writer Suad Amiry.  Today it is run by a team that also includes 

anthropologists, historians, conservationists and community workers (Riwaq, no date-a).  In the 

absence of an official government department for heritage in Palestine, Riwaq has become 

‘somewhat of an institution’ (Edlund, 2004: 4).   

6.5.1 THE REGISTER OF HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

The first major project that Riwaq undertook, lasting 13 years, was a National Register of 

Historic Buildings.  Such a register, which identified and catalogued historically significant and 

valuable buildings in the West Bank and Gaza, did not previously exist in Palestine.  For Riwaq, 

it was a first step towards safeguarding some of these buildings. 

The completed catalogue comprises over 50,000 buildings (Riwaq, no date-b) dating mostly 

from before the Second World War.  ‘[B]etween 1994 and 2004, we entered every historic 

building in Palestine, which means we entered 50,320 historic buildings and 422 villages and 

towns’ (Bshara, 2013).  Drawings, photographs, observations and historical information were 

gathered in a collective effort by Riwaq architects and, at times, as many as 200 volunteers, 
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primarily students of architecture, archaeology and engineers (Bshara, 2013).  This information 

was digitised and presented within the Register, which can be accessed online and contributed 

to by anyone (in Arabic).  People are therefore able to add their personal knowledge and 

recollections of specific buildings in a continued collective spirit.  This can be problematic, as 

conflicts over ownership have arisen, which is beyond the remit of the Register, rather than of 

the Land Property Archives. ‘Our archive is about the buildings, their use, their conservation, 

their surrounding land, their photographs and so on, but it’s not about ownership.  [It is 

concerned with] who’s living there and how they use it, but not about ownership.’ (INT:Bshara, 

2013).   

For Riwaq, more was at stake in the Register of Historic Buildings than simply cataloguing and 

safeguarding Palestine’s historic buildings.  As Bshara (INT:2013) asserts, ‘you cannot deal with 

heritage concepts without being political.’ This is especially pertinent in Palestine, where, 

because of its prolonged occupation and continued fragmentation, contested traces of historical 

connection to the land assume greater significance.  Buildings from particular eras can validate 

former ownership claims by one group or another, leading to a continual struggle to expose and 

preserve those which corroborate one's sense of ownership, and destroy those which challenge 

it.  As available land decreases and the population increases, high demand for development 

poses further internal threat to the built heritage, as old buildings are demolished to make way 

for larger ones.  However, Bshara explains that Riwaq’s directors have sometimes made a 

conscious effort to promote the organisation as being ostensibly apolitical.  They do this to 

extend their sphere of influence: ‘We believe […] that by being apolitical, we are involved in the 

most political issues, which is spatial justice, new geographies and so on.  […] It’s not about 

heritage per se, really’ (Bshara, 2013).  Heritage in this way becomes a smoke-screen that 

conceals and addresses the organisation’s broader political concerns.  An example is a number 

of books within Riwaq’s monograph series on Cultural Heritage, which seeks to fill a gap in the 

‘dearth of literature on [cultural heritage] written by Palestinians and for Palestinians’ (Riwaq, 

no date-c). The series includes books, such as ‘The Caravanserais of Palestine’ (Riwaq, 2013) 

that look at a particular architectural element throughout the whole of historic Palestine (to 

include the modern state of Israel) and in so doing challenge, however subtly, the legitimacy of 

Israel’s claim to that land.  The following projects provide further examples of how Riwaq uses 

heritage for political ends. 
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6.5.2 RIWAQ BIENNALE  

Since 2005, Riwaq has organised Riwaq Biennale, the world’s first with a focus on heritage, 

according to Bshara, drawing the attention and attendance of experts and interested parties 

from all over the world.  This was initiated by artist and former Riwaq employee Khalil Rabah. 

In 2009, Rabah brought (and curated) the Riwaq Biennale to the 53rd Venice Architecture 

Biennale placing Riwaq’s practices on the world architectural stage and thereby creating ‘a 

biennale within a biennale’ (INT:Bshara, 2013).49  This ostensibly apolitical cultural celebration 

of heritage does so much more than that - it brings world attention to Palestine and inevitably, 

due to the challenges of this specific context, broadens conversations about heritage to include 

highly political matters around access, ownership and the role of organisations such as UNESCO 

and the World Monuments Fund within highly contested contexts.  Cesari (2010: 627) describes 

it as a ‘sudden (although short-lived) transformation of the West Bank into a center (sic) of 

cosmopolitan cultural production—a node in a network crisscrossing the globe rather than the 

prison-like enclave of Palestinians’ daily experience’.  The Riwaq Biennale changes the 

geography of Palestine, to some degree, at a macro scale - locating it, however ephemerally, as 

a centre on the world map.  Its ‘concrete political outlook and its durational, discursive 

approach’, according to its curator, also challenge the very idea of a Biennale and what it can 

be (Rabah et al., 2014).  More recently, Riwaq have narrowed the focus of the Biennales back 

to their ongoing work in Palestine, especially the 50 villages project (Riwaq, no date-d). 

6.5.3 RE-WALK PALESTINE 

Riwaq has also made efforts to ‘change the geography’ on a more local scale, through the 

cultural hubs of their 50 villages project, below, and also through promotion of the everyday 

practice of walking (Bshara, 2013).  Walking in Palestine can be challenging given its 

fragmented nature, driven apart by Israeli settlements, roads, checkpoints, walls and no-go 

zones. Yet this can make the act of walking even more important. Riwaq members saw the 

potential of walking to, in some way, reconnect the fragmented geography of the West Bank.  

Based on their belief that to connect is to revive, Riwaq’s Re-Walk Heritage project (a play on 

words, as this has the same pronunciation as Riwaq in Arabic) seeks to create hiking links 

 
49 The Venice Biennale is a major biennial contemporary arts exhibition that has been running  since 1895 and 
attracts worldwide contributors in and around different National Pavilions at the exhibition grounds in Venice.  
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between the different cultural hubs that have been developed in the 50 villages project (Riwaq, 

2012).  The maps and publications are available for locals and tourists to download or buy from 

the Riwaq headquarters in Ramallah. 

 

Fig. 6.18 Riwaq’s Re-Walk Heritage walking trail map 
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6.5.4 JOB CREATION THROUGH CONSERVATION 

Because heritage can be considered an unnecessary 'luxury' under occupation (Golzari and 

Sharif, 2011: 121), Riwaq took an innovative approach to seeking funding to make it more 

appealing to funders.  They 'reversed the concept' from conservation to job creation, making 

this the priority, which was particularly pertinent given high unemployment rates at the time, 

between 30% and 50% in refugee camps (Bshara, 2013).  They received substantial funding (SEK 

10.7 million between 1995-2003) from the Swedish International Development Cooperation 

Agency (SIDA) for what they termed 'Job Creation through Conservation' (Edlund, 2004). This 

ongoing funding is used to train local unemployed people in the villages Riwaq works with, in 

traditional restoration skills such as ironwork, tile-making, stucco plastering and stonemasonry.  

While learning their trades, these trainees fix up an historic building at risk that Riwaq has 

selected.  When Riwaq moves to another village, these people are free to seek paid work in their 

village doing further restoration.  The benefit is potentially manifold - unemployed people gain 

skills and a livelihood, and more buildings are restored in the villages.  Co-director Bshara 

estimated that between 2001 and 2011 over 65 buildings in more than 55 villages were 

renovated (Bshara, 2013).   

6.5.5 50 VILLAGES  

Since 2005, Riwaq has taken a strategic approach to the selection of historic buildings for 

restoration.  The progression from cataloguing to restoring and rehabilitating some of the 

endangered historic buildings listed within the Register was initially overwhelming, ‘[b]ecause 

there are 50,000 buildings, half of them deserted, in Palestine.  So if we keep the rhythm of doing 

10/15 buildings a year then we need, like, 1,000 years to finish the project, so it’s impossible’ 

(INT:Bshara, 2013).  They therefore decided to take a more ‘aggressive approach to heritage’ 

(INT:Bshara, 2013).  Analysis of the data within the Registry revealed that some 50% of the 

included buildings were located within 50 villages in Palestine.  Riwaq directors realised that 

they could protect more buildings by focusing on these 50 villages, systematically and 

holistically, one historic centre by one.  This would permit an economy of scale by which their 

work on historical research and community development, for example, would benefit multiple 

buildings.  Starting with a pilot in the village of Birzeit, Riwaq has since begun conservation work 

within eight of the 50 villages, in which they have renovated buildings, improved facades and 

streets, and turned some buildings into cultural centres.  More recently they have begun also to 
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work on housing (INT:Bshara, 2013).   

 

Fig. 6.19 50 Villages Project, Birzeit masterplan 

Speaking of the difficulty of working under occupation, architect employee Sahar Qawasmi,  

described how Riwaq went about undertaking work in a village that had been surrounded by 

Israeli settlements, where any building work, or expansion of the village, was not permitted by 

the Israeli Planning authorities.  Residents therefore fix their houses from the inside out, 

delivering materials on the Sabbath when there is less military presence.  ‘You go to [this village] 

and you know that this architecture is a reflection of an extremely oppressive occupation 

and…it’s very political’ (INT:Qawasmi, 2013).  Bshara (INT:2013) spoke of journeys to site taking 

10 rather than two hours due to navigating road closures and waiting to get through separation 

wall check-points.   On one occasion during the Second Intifada, when travel in and out of Nablus 

was forbidden, he recounted obtaining a certificate from a doctor to say he needed a scan that 

was only available in Nablus,and paying a lot of money to travel to site by ambulance.  Such are 

the challenging circumstances under which Riwaq operates.  'But, really, I don't see it as very 

negative, or impacting us in a very bad way, because we managed to do even more [...] you feel 
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challenged, and everything becomes tasty and has [a] different meaning, by doing jobs for 

people or renovating a building under curfew or something... [It] tempts us psychologically to 

overcome the political unrest and the vicious war’ (INT:Bshara, 2013).  Such is the ingenuity of 

the oppressed (Banik, 2009).   

The 50 villages have become a network of cultural hubs spanning the fragmented West Bank, 

bringing this broken geography more cohesively together, at least on a cultural level.  Their pilot 

work in Birzeit was recognised with the prestigious Aga Khan Award for Architecture in 2013, 

the jury of which commended the: 

process of healing that is not merely physical but that is social, economic and political.  By 
reversing a process of neglect and erasure within a complex and difficult political context, the 
project manages to transform not only a neglected historic core but also people’s lives, and 
restores not only buildings but the dignity of their users (Aga Khan Development Network, 2013). 

In a tumultuous political climate where there is no immediate prospect for the current division 

and fragmentation to be physically repaired, the projects that Riwaq undertakes seek to connect 

the land and people of Palestine in other ways - by walking on it and encouraging others to do 

so, by creating cultural centres and Palestine-wide publications, by drawing world attention to 

it through the Heritage Biennale.  These activities all transgress, to some degree, the harsh 

physical boundaries that permeate the West Bank.   

For discussion in relation to this spatial story, refer to sections 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.2.2, 7.3, and 8.1.1. 

6.6 SPATIAL STORY 6: SPATIALLY RECONCEIVING WEST BANK REFUGEE CAMPS 

Around 1.5 million Palestinian refugees of the Palestinian Nakba and their descendants (also 

recognised as refugees by UNRWA) continue to live in camps in the Occupied Palestinian 

Territories and surrounding countries (UNRWA, 2018). The United Nations Relief and Works 

Agency for Palestinian Refugees (UNRWA) estimates that while 700,000 Palestinians were 

displaced in 1948, 70 years and several generations later this number has grown to over five 

million registered refugees, one third of whom live in refugee camps (UNRWA, 2018).  The 

temporary, emergency nature of refugee camps has therefore, in the Palestinian case, been 

caught in an unusually lasting state of permanence. 

Buildings on the camp, intended for temporary use, are still occupied seven decades on.  As the 
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population and demand for space grows, the buildings have expanded upwards in unplanned 

layers upon layers.  There is very little public realm in the refugee camp (INT:Bshara, 2013), with 

little sense of public ownership for the spaces that remain between buildings.  At first glance, 

then, this may seem no place for space-making professionals such as architects and planners.  

‘Architecture is born to last, so residents of a refugee camp see it as an enemy’ (INT:Hilal and 

Petti, 2013). 

 

Fig.6.20 Dheisheh Refugee Camp, Bethlehem, 2013 

Campus in Camps (CIC) is a loosely pedagogical programme which works between several of 

these camps across the West Bank.  The programme initiators were two architects (Sandi Hilal 

and Alessandro Petti, Palestinian and Italian, married and residing in Palestine).  It was founded 
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in 2012, building on a previous, ongoing architect/artist residency by the two, with Israeli 

architect and theorist Eyal Weizman, in Palestine, entitled Decolonizing Architecture Art 

Residency (DAAR) (Petti, 2013a).  The programme was initially endorsed by Al Quds University 

(in partnership with Bard College, New York) and hosted by the Phoenix Center in Dheisheh 

Refugee Camp in Bethlehem.  It does not offer formal university courses leading to 

qualifications, but is ‘part educational, part research, part development, part community 

engagement, community projects type thing, so it’s a little bit of everything’ (INT:Qaddumi, 

2013). 

The programme is run by Petti, as director, and Hilal, with help from an employed Programme 

Coordinator and Project Activators, typically international students or researchers with an 

architecture or humanities background.  The participants of CIC are socially active young 

refugees, who engage in a two-year programme.  In the first intake, in January 2012, 12 young 

refugees were selected through application from six camps across the southern-central West 

Bank, based on their prior involvement and leadership within the camp community 

(INT:Qaddumi, 2013).  They are paid a nominal amount towards living costs for taking part. The 

programme consists of regular presentations and discussion sessions from prominent speakers 

who are typically academics, architects and/or artists.  The focus is, broadly, on creating a 

pluralistic environment to assemble and learn collectively creating ‘knowledge through actions’ 

(Petti, 2013a).  It is a highly experimental endeavour, with liminality at its core: ‘The program 

(sic) aims at transgressing, without eliminating, the distinction between camp and city, refugee 

and citizen, center (sic) and periphery, theory and practice, teacher and student’ (Abu Aker et 

al., 2013: 4). 

6.6.1 UNLEARNING 

The focus of the first year of the first CIC programme was the exploration and critique of 

preconceived ideas about the camps - ‘questioning what we know, and our knowledge - where 

does the knowledge come from’ (INT:Qaddumi, 2013).  This first step was not about learning 

but rather about critiquing the existing knowledges that all participants brought with them to 

the programme.  This process was referred to as ‘unlearning’ (Campus in Camps, 2013, Campus 

in Camps website, 2013) - working to reject preconceived ideas as these can be limiting and 

unhelpful.  Importantly, this unlearning was mutual - all participants, be they refugee, architect, 
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academic, volunteer, were asked to commit to it and to accept the possibility that they might 

be wrong about some things they thought were certain.   

6.6.2 COLLECTIVE DICTIONARY 

In tandem with the process of unlearning was a process of collectively producing new 

knowledges, new truths.  To do this, CIC embarked upon the creation of a ‘Collective Dictionary’ 

of concepts relevant to their evolving work approach and ethos, selecting salient terms and then 

investigating and exploring them in order to assign new meanings.  The resultant dictionary 

contains at the time of writing 13 words: Vision, Common I, Participation, Responsibility, Well-

being, Citizenship, Relation, Knowledge, Common II, Ownership, Sustainability, Xenia and 

Political; each with an accompanying publication formed through small working groups, ranging 

in length from 25-175 pages. These publications, available on the CIC website, comprise an 

amalgamation of personal (hi)stories, photographs, write-ups of investigative actions 

undertaken and theoretical musings. 

The Collective Dictionary introduction explains it as ‘[w]ritten reflections on personal 

experiences, interviews, excursions and photographic investigations [which] constitute the 

starting point for the formulation of more structured thoughts’ (Abu Aker et al., 2013: 5).  The 

dictionary is offered both as CIC’s reference-point and its conceptual framework - for its own 

internal guidance and for the consideration of others.  

6.6.3 DICTIONARY ENTRY: KNOWLEDGE 

In the Collective Dictionary publication under the theme of ‘Knowledge’, CIC participants have 

explored their own definition of knowledge that includes ‘a broad range of skills, abilities, and 

wisdom based on lived and rooted experience’ in a trial and error process of collective meaning-

making.  ‘[W]e are choosing words that relate to us, and redefining it (sic) based on our 

experiences and stories, so that they become meaningful to us’ (Abu Aker et al., 2013: 30).  

Unlike most of the other entries, which include reflections from non-refugees (academics, 

architects, artists, activists), the collaborators in this publication are all refugees.  There are 

seven short chapters which give very personal accounts of memories, conversations and 

encounters (formal and informal) with others, from family to strangers, children to the elderly, 

and the authors’ reflections on how these have shaped their thoughts about knowledge.   
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The opening chapter is the personal recollection of participant Ahmad Al-Lahham who recounts 

watching a child driving a toy digger onto soft ground, trying to tell her it would not work and 

being advised by her father to ‘let her do it’ so that she could learn through her own experience, 

through trial and error (Abu Aker et al., 2013: 9-12).  Al-Lahham reflects that had the child 

listened to him she would have been denied the opportunity to gain her own ‘experience-based 

knowledge’.  Discussing ‘pre-packaged knowledge’ such as the advice he sought to shout to the 

child, and much of what is generally imparted to us as knowledge through education, he 

describes it as ‘a knowledge we didn’t know’, (Abu Aker et al., 2013: 11).  and ‘to which we did 

not add our own meaning’ (Abu Aker et al., 2013: 10).   

The rest of the publication follows in a similar vein, all celebrating the value of the experiential 

knowledge of even the most unexpected individuals such as housewives and young children, 

over the ‘pre-packaged’ knowledge of text-books and education systems.  Al-Lahham 

comments, ‘[a]t Campus in Camps, we discuss everything. We no longer accept concepts that 

have already been defined. We reject the idea of a universal concept that works everywhere’ 

(Abu Aker et al., 2013: 31).   

6.6.4 SPATIAL ENGAGEMENT WITHIN THE CAMPS 

The first intake of the CIC programme had a project focus, particularly within the second year.  

Stemming from the work undertaken in creating the Collective Dictionary, participants identified 

spaces within their camps that they would like to engage with and intervene in, and through the 

programme and its Project Activators were offered support in developing their ideas and the 

technical skills that might facilitate this engagement.  These were not projects like those of a 

traditional university architecture studio, revolving as they typically do around the permanence 

of a built output.  Rather, they were a more visceral and action-oriented response by participants 

to the immediate social and spatial surroundings of their camp.  ‘Not building, but we’re 

inspiring them to affect space.  We show them that space has an effect.  Perhaps you cannot 

change society, politics or your destiny with a space, but you could inspire people to use it’ 

(INT:Hilal and Petti, 2013).  One group of students of the first cohort, for example, organised a 

group cooking event for women from the camp.  Another chose to focus on an ancient Roman 

reservoir lying in a state of disuse within the bounds of his camp, Arroub.  Once part of a Roman 

network of waterways and pools providing drinking water for Jerusalem, ‘the pool’ had become 
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an ignored and leftover space, a dumping ground for rubbish.  These participants wanted to 

focus on this rare open space in an otherwise over-crowded camp, seeking initially just to draw 

people’s attention to it, and perhaps even find a way that it could be used by camp residents. 

Once a site or ambition has been identified, projects are initiated through a phase of exploration 

and activity before any proposals are considered.  In the case of the Arroub pool project, this 

consisted of an organised walk that traced the route of the ancient Roman waterways between 

two refugee camps, and a collective cleaning of the pool bed as a way of (re)claiming it into the 

common/public realm.  The walk took place over two days, covering 44km between the pool in 

Arroub and ‘Solomon’s pools’ near Dheisheh refugee camp (Khannah and Al homouz, 2013: 16).  

‘The expedition was aimed at linking two refugee camps which otherwise are considered 

detached’ (Hamouz et al., 2013: 29).  This expedition led them to traverse often-invisible lines, 

where they were not blocked by walls and other barriers, between the scattered and fragmented 

zones of Israeli and Palestinian control (A,B and C), which has led Eyal Weizman to describe the 

modern-day West Bank as an archipelago (Weizman, 2007).  ‘That was a great experience in 

the wild, which personally emphasized my engagement with this place’ (participant recollection 

in Hamouz et al., 2013: 34). 

 

Fig. 6.21 Cleaning and Claiming of the Arroub pool 
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Inspired by the Egyptian protesters who cleaned Tahrir Square after President Mubarak’s 

enforced resignation, CIC participants then embarked on a collective reclaiming of the pool 

through the quotidian activity of cleaning (Petti, 2013b).  ‘We started cleaning and collecting 

garbage to bring attention and a sense of concern to the space.  Simply put, we moved an 

everyday event, cleaning, to the public. This simple intervention was important to understand 

what it means to clean a place that is not private, but public’ (Hamouz et al., 2013: 40-41).  A 

group gathered to spend a day clearing the bottom of the pool as a form of connection with and 

commitment to the space.  They had stones thrown down on them by spectating youths, and 

the rubbish that they collected was re-dispersed before they managed to remove it.  It could, in 

this way, be regarded as a failure, but that is not how the CIC founders chose to see it: ‘Trial and 

error is how we try to understand.  Community is a central part of what we’re doing.  Failure is 

sometimes a common failure, but if you move with them then it really isn’t a failure any more’ 

(Hilal and Petti, 2013). 

The final phase of the projects, following on from the activity stage, is one which envisions 

potential, hypothetical future uses for the common spaces that have been identified and 

investigated within the camps - moving from the practical to the theoretical, from action to 

ideas, arguably from tactic towards strategy.  In the case of the Arroub pool, this led to a 

proposal for a bridge (an inherently liminal structure) and a hydroponic system that would allow 

camp residents to grow vegetables in the pool basin (Khannah and Al homouz, 2013). 

CIC is, at the time of writing, now working with its third intake of participants in the refugee 

camps, and their operations have expanded to include operating Campus in Camps ‘satellites’, 

alongside partners, such as Exeter University in the UK, Mardin Artkulu, Turkey, and KU Leuven, 

Belgium.  They have also initiated Tree Schools, again in satellite locations with outside partners, 

where they seek to engender democratic, pluralistic spaces in which to ‘learn freely, honestly 

and enthusiastically in environments that are not confined within the traditional walls of 

academia, but which cut across different forms of knowledge, integrating aspects of life and 

dialogue with the larger community’ (Campus in Camps website, 2015).  Through these works 

they are ‘creating a space and opening doors for a sincere and honest discussion about the 

complex relation between refugees and citizens, the most urgent [humanitarian] issue we are 

encountering around the world today’ (Campus in Camps et al., 2016: 12).  They do not follow 

or offer themselves up as a model for others to follow, but prefer to take a broader view of their 
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practice as being one of ‘public space in formation’ (Petti, 2013b). 

 

Fig. 6.22 Campus in Camps Tree School 

For discussion in relation to this spatial story, refer to sections 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 8.2.1, 9.3 and 9.3.1. 

6.7 SPATIAL STORY 7: USING TOURISM TO NAVIGATE ARAB/MUNICIPALITY 

RELATIONS IN THE CITY OF ACRE 

This spatial story focuses on the Creative Tourism Project (CTP) for the world heritage city of 

Acre, which seeks to marry the local authority's drive to improve tourism with the basic 

employment needs of the socially disadvantaged Arab Palestinian population of the Old City. 

The CPT programme director is Ella Iungman.  Although formally trained as an architect, some 

might consider Iungman's highly idiosyncratic approach to her work barely recognisable as 

architecture - bearing more resemblance to a form of cultural tourism or community 

development.   Her idea for the CTP was formulated in her capacity as an adviser to the Ministry 

of Tourism in the Galilee, and influenced by some 17 years of working on community and tourism 

projects (Iungman, 2013). 
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Iungman built a reputation in the Galilee through her work with women in the rural, typically 

nomadic Bedouin community.  Traditionally in these communities, women stay at home to look 

after the family while men work (INT: Iungman, 2013).  Iungman, who is passionate about 

indigenous crafts, explains how she began engaging with these communities by asking the male 

village leaders whether she could work with the women to develop the craft skills they use within 

their homes into something that could be sold to tourists and generate income.  She recounted 

how she persuaded the mayor and then the men of the village to give her a year, and if in that 

time the venture was successful, to agree to allow the women a space in the village where they 

could gather and work.  She recalls their scepticism, but they agreed to let her try.  Two decades 

later three centres for traditional arts and crafts for Arab women had been created in the 

Galilee, where women congregate to create their wares and then sell them to tourists at local 

markets and events. 

Iungman explicitly expresses the importance of borders in her work and life:  

I lost so many people [due to the Holocaust] that died because there were no borders, nothing.  
So from all sides, I think basically our problem [in Israel/Palestine] is a problem of not having 
defined borders for this country.  It’s impossible. […]  I see it as an architect.  [Borders] are our 
life.  Really.  If we live in a place that has no borders, we have no inner borders, absolutely. It 
influences a lot (INT:Iungman, 2013). 

In the Old City of Acre, where she has more recently been concentrating her efforts, Iungman 

has been working to navigate some of the borders that are rife where space is contested and 

boundaries disputed.  

6.7.1 THE OLD CITY OF ACRE 

The Mediterranean city of Acre is known as one of Israel's 'mixed cities' in which a high 

proportion of Jews, Christians and Arabs have coexisted since the 1948 war, when many of the 

city's original Arab residents fled, and Jewish and Arab refugees from all over Israel and 

Northern Africa came to live (Torstrick, 2000).   Over recent decades they have become 

increasingly segregated within these cities, in what Yiftachel and Yacobi (2003: 673) refer to as 

'urban ethnocracy' - the appropriation of a city by a dominant group to further their own growth 

and power.  Indeed the Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) defines such cities as 'localities 

in which the decisive majority of the population is Jewish, but which have a significant minority 

of Arab residents' (Inter-agency task force on Israeli Arab issues, 2014: 1).  In the case of Acre, 
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housing projects were built in the 1990s for the existing Jewish community and new immigrants 

from the Soviet Union, in a suburb called Nahariya, leading to the Jewish population largely 

moving out of the walled Old City.  While the whole city of Acre is around 30% Arab, in the Old 

City the population is 95% (CBS, 2002: 3).  Upwardly mobile members of the Arab community 

also moved out, and new arrivals moved in from surrounding Arab villages, leaving a weakened 

community in the Old City, which began to suffer from high levels of unemployment, poverty, 

crime, drugs and associated negative reputation.   

The Old City of Acre received World Heritage status from UNESCO in 2001, and now attracts 

over two million tourists a year (Gilad, 2018). This perhaps explains the recent motivation for 

the municipality to invest in the Old City to make it a safer and more welcoming place for 

outsiders.  However the area had become such a problem space that any attempts to do 

something about it failed.  Its ancient buildings fell into increasing disrepair. 

Iungman was approached by the Municipality in 2011 to help, in her capacity as special advisor 

to the Minister of Tourism. She sensed that the desired strategy of the Municipality was to move 

the declined Arab population out of the Old City, as had been done in other old cities such as 

Jaffa, where 'her heart was taken out.  The heart is the citizens [...]  That means it is a beautiful 

city without a soul [...] the soul is always the people' (Iungman, 2013).  Iungman instead 

persuaded them to try a different approach, saying ‘I would like to make [the residents'] life 

better, but my purpose is to make them stay, not sell’ (Iungman, 2013).  For Iungman, it was 

critical for the local inhabitants to buy-in and benefit from any development of the city. “The 

projects are always the means for change, not the purpose. What interests me is the community, 

and tourism is a very good tool to make a better life for people”' (Szekeres, 2014). 

6.7.2 CREATIVE TOURISM PROJECT 

Iungman’s instinct in Acre was to employ the same approach as for her work in rural Galilee - 

to work with local people and their existing skills and assets, and to explore how these could be 

used to create something appealing for tourists.  Rather than using the prior research and 

statistics on the Old City undertaken by the Municipality, Iungman began by conducting her own 

research.  She spent six months knocking on doors and speaking at length with local people 

about their lives, hopes, dreams, disappointments and future plans.  'I wanted to understand 

the whole situation.  I wanted to be without interest.  I wanted to be clear. [...] I don't want to 
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be the tool of the politicians.'  She then approached the Municipality with the idea to work with 

the local community to establish, incubate and promote a variety of small, entrepreneurial, 

tourist-oriented businesses - accommodation, craft, vending, food and leisure facilities.  Her 

ideas were approved. 

 

 

Fig.6.23 Akko Treasures Brochure 

Iungman sought to identify specific opportunities, facilitating the people involved to get 

appropriate support, training and funding, and promoting the resulting businesses to tourists.  

She explains that a significant early challenge lay in persuading local people that the old 
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properties their families had been renting from the Municipality for many years, and which were 

increasingly becoming a burden under World Heritage development restrictions, could with 

some investment potentially become an asset - creating opportunities for tourists to enjoy 

'authentic' Acre experiences (INT:Iungman, 2013).  She says she urged them to buy their 

properties cheaply from the Municipality, recognising that their value was only going to 

increase.50 

 

Fig.6.24 Entrepreneur’s House 

Within the first two years of the CTP, around 30 projects were initiated, including a guest house, 

a Turkish hammam, several arts and crafts stalls, a herbal medicine stand and a series of 'home 

restaurants', which enabled some, unable to afford to create a bigger business, to open up their 

kitchens to visitors to serve home-cooked food, and also to provide food for local restaurants 

and guest houses.  When I spoke to Iungman in 2013, other projects in the pipeline included a 

musical venue, an art gallery and a women's centre for traditional arts and crafts, much like 

those she created with the Bedouin communities.  The project was branded 'Acre Treasures', 

and tourist leaflets were widely available across the Old City marketing the various business 

 
50 I attempted, through the invitation to respond, to gain more details on how this was facilitated/financed, and 
how the project has progressed since 2015, but did not receive any response. 
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ventures.  Some have since closed or changed ownership, and more have opened (Steinberg, 

2016). 

6.7.3 CENTRE FOR CREATIVE TOURISM / THE ENTREPRENEUR'S HOUSE 

A key part of the overall project was the creation of a central meeting point where local 

entrepreneurs could gather for support, interaction and training, and where tourists could come 

to obtain information about options available in the Old City (Iungman, 2013).  Iungman 

persuaded the Municipality to provide an old building on the seafront which she has carefully 

restored, exposing original tile work and stone walls beneath layers of dilapidated concrete and 

plaster. 

 

Fig.6.25 Iungman and some Akko residents in the Entrepreneurs’ House 

The ethos of the Centre for Creative Tourism, and perhaps the reason behind its more informal, 

local name, ‘The Entrepreneurs’ House’, was that although this building belongs to the 

Municipality, Iungman was keen that it should be 'owned' by the local entrepreneurs.  There is 

no municipal branding on the building: 'I urged them not to put their sign on it, to give it to the 

people.  So that they will feel it's their place' (Iungman, 2013).  Some members of the local 
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community are key-holders. 

6.7.4 RELATION TO ARCHITECTURE 

Around half of the work that Iungman carries out on the CTP in Acre is in a voluntary capacity.  

The project funding is insufficient to cover all her time - she is highly and personally invested.  

She derives an income from her work as an architect in private practice and from two studio 

apartments within her garden available for rent by tourists.  While these three dimensions of 

her work may seem unrelated, to Iungman they all stem from her passion for people and for 

community - be that a family, a rural clan or a city neighbourhood.  She feels that all she has 

ever done as an architect is to plan with communities, and never plans without including 

community or clients in the process, including in the formation of the brief, or programme 

(Iungman, 2013).  Iungman feels that it is because she is an architect that she can do the work 

she does, even when the work bears little resemblance to architectural practice. ‘I am a planner.  

I understand what influences what and how’ (Iungman, 2013).  For her, regardless of the scale, 

her work is all about working with communities. 

For discussion in relation to this spatial story, refer to sections 9.2 and 9.2.1. 

6.8  SUMMARY 

This chapter has described the seven spatial stories that form the basis for the empirical analysis 

of this thesis.  After setting the scene with a brief run-through of the recent conflicts in both 

Northern Ireland and Israel/Palestine, Garrett Carr’s walking and subsequent cartography of the 

Irish border was described in spatial story 1.  He charts unofficial connections across the border 

and looks more broadly, including across time, at the ways in which division and connection are 

constructed and eroded along a border corridor, deconstructing the idea of the border as a clean 

line.  A Belfast ‘soft’ interface provided the context for spatial story 2, where a collection of 

informal, meanwhile activities have transformed an erstwhile blighted boundary into an 

unofficial cross-community hub. Spatial story 3, in NI, looked at Forum for Alternative Belfast, 

which delivered design-oriented summer schools and advocated for inner-city communities, 

criticising developer-led proposals and influencing the city’s recent development, but ultimately 

trying and failing to find a more official and lasting position within Belfast’s planning and 

development system.  In Israel, NGO Zochrot were seen to use counter-mapping to reveal the 
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lost Palestinian villages and plan for the as-yet-politically-untenable return of the Palestinian 

diaspora.  In the West Bank, heritage NGO Riwaq were seen to use heritage (as well as tactics, 

trickery and humour) as a tool to fulfil a more political agenda of culturally reconnecting 

Palestine.  In the final spatial story, in the temporary permanence of West Bank refugee camps, 

pedagogical organisation Campus in Camps work alongside refugees to deliver radical 

programmes of spatial engagement in the camps, including questioning, unlearning and using 

their own experiential knowledge to define their own terms of reference.  In the Galilee, 

architect-cum-community worker Ella Iungman acted as the link between Arab residents and 

the municipality in the tourist-led regeneration of the old city of Akko, ensuring their needs were 

represented.  These diverse and rich stories will be discussed over the next three chapters, 

conceptualising them as examples of liminal spatial praxis through the lenses of places, 

practices and knowledges. 
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7 IN-BETWEEN PLACES 

In divided/contested contexts, the physical divisions between one space and another, for 

example through the formation of borders and building of walls, has widespread and lasting 

ramifications for those places.  These divisions are not only physical, between adjoining places, 

but also between places separated by time and greater distances.  This chapter looks at the 

ways in which liminal spatial praxis in divided/contested contexts located on that precarious 

edge, in-between distinct places, finding, with hooks, radical possibility there.  This can be a 

physical edge between places that are adjacent, as explored through the spatial story at 

Belfast’s Skegoneill/Glandore interface.  It can also be palimpsestical, where spaces separated 

by time or geography are negotiated within the same multi-layered physical place, drawing on 

Foucault’s heterotopias.  Finally, the psycho-social edge is explored - where places, perhaps 

geographically or politically fragmented or ‘stuck’, are nonetheless connected through, for 

example, the creation of new or exposure of existing social geographies.  

As a starting point, the collection of practices (community gardening, a temporary shop, social 

events) at the Skegoneill/Glandore interface in North Belfast form the basis for a consideration 

of the practice of locating physically in-between distinct places, in this case two 

neighbourhoods with binarised socio-political allegiances, one Protestant/Unionist/Loyalist 

(PUL) and the other Catholic/Nationalist/Republican (CNR).  I explore the impact that their 

presence on this threshold has had, carving out places of opportunity within the leftover spaces 

of an interface to build connection through presence and creative production.  The specific 

spatial practice of walking, which recurs across many of the spatial stories, is considered as a 

widely accessible, diversely-employed tactic by which to ephemerally connect in-between 

different places. 

The practice of locating in-between different spaces palimpsestically, within the same place, is 

explored through the praxis of Israeli NGO, Zochrot, whose focus on promoting Israeli 

awareness of the Palestinian Nakba involves recognising, remembering and revisiting the sites 

of destroyed Palestinian villages, of which often little trace remains.  Their practices include 

physical signposting of the ruins, counter-mapping, and planning for the (as yet politically 

untenable) return of the Palestinian diaspora.  Alternate realities are connected to present 
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space, rendering the invisible visible and in so doing challenging the ‘permanence’, even the 

legitimacy, of current realities.  The naming practices of refugees in West Bank refugee camps 

are also briefly discussed, where constant reference is made and respect paid to the lost homes 

to which refugees intend one day to return.   

The final section of this chapter, which looks at practices of locating psychosocially in-between 

different, fragmented places, will first discuss the border cartography praxes of Garrett Carr 

(Spatial Story 1), whose work on the Irish border draws out psychosocial connections and 

deconstructs the notion of this border as the stark, dividing line with which it is typically 

represented on maps. Returning to Israel/Palestine, the work of Palestinian heritage NGO, 

Riwaq (Spatial Story 5), is also discussed, as they strive to represent the fragmented West Bank 

and indeed the whole of former Palestine (to include the modern State of Israel) as a cohesive 

whole.  They do this through publications on architectural heritage and the creation of 

regenerated cultural hubs, walking routes and events such as their Heritage Biennale – 

bridging, as such, otherwise vastly disparate places which can often be extremely challenging, 

or impossible, to physically travel between. These examples reveal the possibilities for liminal 

spatial praxes both to expose existing, hidden connections and develop new ones across 

disparate places.   

7.1 PHYSICALLY IN BETWEEN  

This section focuses on spatial practices that seek to erode the separation of distinct places.  I 

explored the terms space and place in Section 3.1.  Massey (2005: 5) warns us about place 

when she describes how, in an echoing of Relph’s (1976) position of place as security, retreating 

to place can represent a ‘protective pulling-up of drawbridges and a building of walls against 

the new invasions’, which can lead to denial and an attempt to withdraw from that which is 

different.  Yet place also, in its fluid ambiguity, refers to those patches of ‘home turf’ which 

people the world over struggle to defend.  She asserts that in either case, there are certain 

overarching assumptions about place as ‘closed, coherent, integrated as authentic, as ‘home’, 

a secure retreat […] as always-already somehow divided up’ (Massey, 2005: 6) and 

acknowledges that place has ‘undoubtedly been the background imagination for some of the 

worst of recent conflicts’ (Massey, 2005: 6).  This multi-tiered definition of place, understood 

as the domain of everyday human experience, but therefore also of security and the delineation 
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of difference, seems to capture the fragmented outcomes of division in contexts such as 

Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland. 

The erosion between distinct places could, on first reading, be of questionable merit - surely it 

is useful and natural to distinguish between places, especially for the purposes of identity and 

orientation?  But even these simple functions can become loaded, divisive and exclusive, 

especially within the specific conditions of divided/contested contexts (which, after all, are only 

a more extreme example of all lived space, which is always contested).  The categorisation or 

labelling of one place, street or side of a road, as X and another as Y creates a division, a 

boundary, a line of difference.  In divided/contested contexts this often means that one type 

of person, broadly categorised, feels that they belong there and another does not.  In what 

neurologist founder Sigmund Freud referred to as the ‘Narcissism of Small Differences’ (Freud, 

1930: 114, Freud, 1953: 199), the features which distinguish these different places are focussed 

on and exaggerated, even (or especially) when the ways in which they are similar outnumber 

their differences.  To seek to erode their separation is not to deny difference, but to react 

against over-simplified dichotomisation that only serves to divide and exclude. 

Where better, then, to begin a discussion of liminal spatial praxes, or the resisting of binaries 

through locating in-between, than those which do so in a literal way, on the physical divides 

between distinct territories that are so rife and often problematic in divided/contested 

contexts?  The following discussion will seek to draw out how these practices bridge, erode or 

in other ways challenge such binarising divisions. 

7.1.1 LOCATING ON THE DIVIDE 

…the notion of maintaining sharp, contiguous distinctions between anything is impossible and 
eventually breaks down (Vaughan-Williams, 2012: 1). 

Interfaces in Belfast, like borders, suggest and even impose an artificially fixed line in space, 

creating the sense of distinct places to either side.  Where that line is demarcated with an 

impenetrable concrete wall, it can be difficult to locate any form of spatial practice physically 

at or upon that interface.  An example can be found along the West Bank separation wall in the 

organisation Machsom Watch (machsom being the Hebrew word for checkpoint).  Machsom 

Watch is a voluntary organisation of female Israeli activists who bear daily witness to human 

rights violations perpetrated against Palestinians at checkpoints and publicise these through 
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reports that are shared widely on their website and social media – presence, observation and 

documentation (Kotef and Amir, 2007: 975).  They stand by the separation wall and monitor 

denied passages, shootings, delays, protests and other happenings, using the relative privilege 

of being Israeli (as well as their gendered marginality as females (Amir, 2014)) to disseminate 

these happenings and, in their words, 'authenticat[e] the impossible conditions faced by the 

Palestinians under Israeli occupation' (Machsom Watch, 2017).  While some challenge the 

implication that their presence is necessary to authenticate Palestinian experience as 

problematic (Mansbach, 2012), this practice nonetheless introduces the idea that mere 

presence (of a particular, intentional kind) can have a potentially transformative effect on a 

divide.  Indeed Kotef and Amir describe it as ‘one of the most significant and effective 

organisations operating today against the Israeli occupation’ (2007: 973). 

Where the interface is more porous than a continuous wall, more possibilities for presence are 

available.  An example can be found in the spatial story recounted in section 6.2 at the blighted 

roundabout between the Avenues of Skegoneill (traditionally PUL) and Glandore (traditionally 

CNR), where a collection of distinct practices have had the combined effect of bringing about 

its gradual transformation from an interface to a centre of activity, a hub, a link between the 

two neighbourhoods whose borders it straddles.  The opening of a convenience store - the only 

one in the immediate vicinity - on one of the derelict sites on the junction, instigated that 

change, and this was further validated by the events, various informal gathering spaces and 

eventual park that followed. 

The very first thing that Haire did when he obtained ownership of his site on the interface was 

to establish his presence on what was, at the time, an active bonfire site for the local Loyalist 

11th night celebrations.  Once the 2006 bonfire was over, Haire set about clearing up the site, 

and in this way claiming ownership of the land.   

I think the week after [the bonfire] myself, Sina and a wheelbarrow and a dog went up and cleared 
the bonfire.  And we set down just four pillar foundations for the four corners of the shipping 
container (Haire, 2013). 

When the container shop opened two years later, this presence found a more permanent 

function as, between Haire and Sina, the shop, with its expansive glass frontage, was opened 

daily for 12 hours a day.  The bonfire site moved elsewhere peacefully.  Presence, therefore, 

can have the effect of changing the way a place is used - for example acting as a deterrent to 
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disruptive behaviour. 

Similarly, the creators and gardeners of Peas Park, in particular the three key enablers of the 

project, Persic, Miller and Mutschler, make a significant personal commitment to be present at 

Peas Park every week in order to maintain momentum on the garden project, lead other 

volunteers and engage with passers-by.  Mutschler explains that he considers this to be critical 

to its success: ‘Thomas Hirschhorn called it presence - you have to be there […] As soon as I am 

in the garden, people stop and talk.  They say it’s shit or they say they like it and they ask 

questions.  But there is conversation, so it’s important’ (Mutschler 2015).  The Swiss artist, 

Hirschhorn, to whom Mutschler refers, is quoted as saying 'I believe that only with presence – 

my presence – and only with production – my production – can I provoke through my work, an 

impact on the field' (Hirschhorn, interviewed in Birrell, 2010: 3). Hirschhorn argues that 

presence and production allow him to come into contact with the Other by first giving 

something of himself.  This has some alignment with Derrida’s philosophy of the gift (Derrida, 

1994a), that opens the possibility for a relationship beyond capitalism and transaction when 

something is unconditionally given.   Hirschhorn’s influence is strongly evident in the gardeners’ 

approach and commitment to the park.  This presence and activity transforms the interface 

into a place to stop and look or talk, rather than avoid or pass by.  Indeed, the artists and 

gardeners proactively removed sections of fencing that surrounded the park in order to 

encourage people to walk through and across it, making it all the more a node of connectivity.  

The collective cleaning activity instigated by Campus in Camps participants (spatial story 6) in 

an abandoned Roman pool in Arroub refugee camps is another example that used presence to 

call attention to a place.  By bringing a private, domestic event into the public realm, and making 

it a collective event, people noticed a taken-for-granted space in the camp, potentially seeing 

it in a new or different way.  Value was being placed on the space through this act of care.  

These examples demonstrate how simply being there, being present, can gradually bring about 

a change in perception of a place, even from being a leftover edge to becoming a meeting or 

connecting point.   

For Haire, in his shop, it is the conversations that presence enables that makes a difference 

within his shop.  Haire insists that the success of the shop was all down to connection:   

All of a sudden those young people had to come into the shop to buy something, and there would 
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be a mother or a grandfather in the shop.  And they would hear them talking to me, and saying 
something, and hear a wee bit about their lives.  And all of a sudden everybody became human, 
didn’t they?  Whereas [before] everybody thought everybody was bad.  But it’s just an incredible 
experience that, it's all about connection.  And without something to create those connections… 
That’s really what the shop has done, it’s just about people meeting each other.  It’s as simple as 
that (Haire, 2013). 

The cross-community events, such as previously unheard-of shared St Patrick's Day and 

Queen's Jubilee celebrations, at Common Ground, and the gardeners’ presence at Peas Park, 

have similarly invited conversations between people who might not otherwise encounter each 

other.  

All of the praxes outlined at Skegoneill/Glandore, from the shop, the community events on 

Common Ground, Peas Park and the garden’s previous incarnations - even the Loyalist 11th 

night bonfire that has since moved on - made opportunistic use of this derelict, leftover space 

on the margins, finding what hooks (1990) might refer to as radical possibility there.  They have 

taken advantage of the space offered up by dereliction and economic decline, exploiting the 

potential of the margins by finding value in that which others have abandoned.  They are simply 

there, in the space, without a specific agenda to change or improve the community around 

them, doing something on their own terms, seemingly and importantly as much for themselves 

as for others.  Making creative and productive use of the leftovers is something these praxes 

also have in common with Palestinian heritage NGO Riwaq, Spatial Story 5, as is discussed in 

section 7.3.1 and pedagogical initiative Campus in Camps, Spatial Story 6, explored in Chapters 

8 and 9. 

Establishing presence and building connection on the leftover space at the margins is a 

vulnerable existence.  A context, within ‘the space of the other’ where de Certeau (1984: 38) 

locates all tactical practices, is always in flux, poised for change.  Peas Park is on borrowed land, 

which could be reclaimed back by its developer owner at any time.  Sina’s shop has only 

temporary permission.  This makes such praxes highly risky and vulnerable, and so it is not 

surprising that these spatial practitioners all display, in their own ways, an appetite for risk and 

change/adaptation.  Their very practice becomes liminal - this is the focus of Chapter 8. 

7.1.2 WALKING IN-BETWEEN 

It may be useful, here, to draw out one particular tactical spatial practice employed by several 

of the spatial stories recounted in Chapter 6 which seems to be a key tool of liminal spatial 
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praxis (see also end of Section 8.1.1).  That is the simple practice of walking, a powerful way to 

connect spaces, however ephemerally.  Walking locates in-between places in a very literal 

physical sense.   

 

Fig.7.1 Zochrot return visit to Iqrit, October 2010 

In her book about the history of walking, writer Rebecca Solnit (2000) describes walking as ‘a 

mode of making the world as well as being in it’.  Walking changes, temporarily, the relationship 

between the places it connects.  Palestinian photographer, Bassam Almohor, captures this in 

the following excerpt: 

I walk because my country is small — getting smaller, shrinking and vanishing. It is being 
fragmented, scattered into pieces, disconnected, or connected with thin, narrow corridors.  I walk 
to make it big again; [...] When I walk, Palestine is a continent' (Almohor, 2013). 

Like Almohor, Riwaq has used the creation and publicising of walking routes as a way to link 

otherwise fragmented geographies, ‘connecting the dots’ of things that people already know 

(Bshara, 2013), as did Campus in Camps in their walk between two refugee camps.  For Zochrot 

(spatial story 4) walking back to destroyed Palestinian villages serves as a process of 

remembering and reclaiming – re-construing lost spaces in present reality.  Carr (spatial story 

1) intentionally walked the length of the Irish border in order to identify and chart the 

connections across it, in a practice that renders it familiar/knowable and in some small way 
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challenges or erodes it.  Across all of these examples, in different ways, walking is employed as 

a way to (re)connect and, in so doing, erode the divide between places.  It is a creative act.  The 

simple presence of those undertaking it, writing, as they do, their own spatial story (de Certeau, 

1984: 91), can have a profound impact on individuals and places.   

7.2 PALIMPSESTICALLY IN-BETWEEN 

What does it mean for two or more spaces to be present at once in the same place?  Our 

perceptions are limited to that which lies before us in a place, but also the many associations 

that we make with that place, which become layered upon the reality visible before us.  This is 

the urban palimpsest to which Huyssen (2003: 7) refers, describing spaces that contain not just 

what we see before us but ‘memories of what was there before, imagined alternatives to what 

there is.  The strong marks of present space merge in the imaginary with traces of the past, 

erasures, losses and heterotopias.’   And so this section looks at the ways in which liminal spatial 

praxes can be located in between different spaces in this palimpsestic way - serving to link a 

present place with others from which it is separated, but yet associated in some contested way, 

through time or other connection.  

7.2.1 ACROSS TIME 

We begin this exploration of palimpsestic liminal spatial praxis through the spatial story 4, of 

Israeli NGO, Zochrot, whose various practices seek to bring into present space and 

consciousness, the hundreds of disappeared Palestinian villages across Israel. 

The work of Zochrot to remember the Nakba is very much about bringing absent places and 

spaces - some that are historical, some personal and others aspirational - into present 

consciousness, connecting a place with its invisible past and possible alternative futures.   All of 

its work, from the commemorative events and Return conferences, to the return visits to, and 

mapping of, villages, can be described as providing counter-narratives that seek to render 

visible those invisible spaces of Palestinians that are lost in the dominant Israeli discourses on 

the triumphal War of Independence and the story of a new Israel that was built upon virgin 

white sands.  Zochrot’s work in producing counter-narratives is explored further in Chapter 9.  

The analysis within this chapter will focus in particular on the ways in which Zochrot’s map-

making processes contribute to these counter-narratives, and the extent to which they bridge 
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the gap, or locate, in-between what was, what is and what will be - being palimpsestic, 

therefore, in relation to time. 

The process of the return visits to lost Palestinian villages is a very basic form of layering past 

space onto the present, when former villagers identify, point out and share memories about 

particular buildings and spaces in the village, and when signposts are left in place to label 

landmark buildings.  The invisible is, however passingly, rendered visible on the precise location 

where it once stood.  Like the activities at the Skegoneill/Glandore interface, this practice takes 

place ‘in-situ’.  But the spaces that it seeks to connect are not places that are visibly 

present/adjacent yet divided.  Rather, Zochrot seek to connect, on the same coordinates, the 

place that was once there with the present reality.  Their mapping work also seeks to achieve 

this outcome (see fig.6.14 and fig.7.2).   

 

Fig.7.2 Bronstin’s counter-map of Canada Park 

7.2.1.1 Counter-mapping 

Counter-mapping, and related theories such as participatory mapping (Smith, 2003), has been 
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around as a concept since the 1990s and has taken off as a subject of academic enquiry since 

c.2000 (see for example Hodgson and Schroeder, 2002, Hazen and Harris, 2006).  It refers to 

the use of maps, sometimes simple sketch maps, to delineate and formalise claims to territories 

by non-dominant groups, illustrating a counter-narrative (Peluso, 1995: 384).  Said (1996: 27) 

describes it as a tool of resistance:  

In the history of colonial invasion maps are always first drawn by the victors, since maps are 
instruments of conquest.  Geography is therefore the art of war but can also be the art of 
resistance if there is a counter-map and a counter-strategy. 

As a practice of resistance, then, counter-mapping can be said to be the act of using mapping 

against itself, or against its dominant forms.  By confronting explicitly with hegemonic 

geographies, counter-maps can make the language of the radical and often invisible dominant 

discourses and official maps, present (Wainwright, 2011: 244). 

It certainly seems fitting, therefore, that Zochrot have applied the term counter-mapping to 

describe the cartographic aspect of their work, both in mapping the lost villages and in drawing 

up plans for the return (Manoff, 2011).  Their mapping work makes visible Palestinian memories 

of their erased land and visions for its future, in a way that emulates the systems and methods 

of dominant territorial institutions, while remaining at the same time critical of them.  They are 

an act of critique and of resistance, that ‘point to and embody in the present a vision of a 

binational future through imaginative narrations and reconstructions of the past’ (Weaver, 

2014: 18). Speaking of the counter-maps he has been involved in creating, Zochrot’s founder, 

Eitan Bronstein, says ‘all of them are oppositional, opposed to the usual, existing Israeli maps’ 

(Bronstein, 2014). Among them is a counter-map of Canada Park, a public park close to the 

disregarded Green Line in Israel which today shows little evidence of the two Palestinian 

villages, Imwas and Yalu, which once occupied the land.  Bronstein, a Jewish Israeli, described 

his map, which depicts the former villages, as frightening ‘because [it] tells a story that’s the 

opposite of everything we’re told in Israel. […] It’s dangerous to the purveyors of the hegemonic 

narrative whose power also endangers me’ (Bronstein, 2014). The words frightening and 

dangerous are telling here, pointing again towards the riskiness and vulnerability of such 

practices (see also section 8.1.2). 

The story that these maps tell is one of a land with a history outside of the accepted Jewish 

narrative of the land of Israel.  They do this by layering the map of former Palestine onto 
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present-day Israel, a reality which is often unknown or ignored in a dominant Israeli discourse 

that prefers to see Israel as having been built anew from white desert sands (see George, 1979, 

Rotbard, 2005).  But Zochrot’s counter-maps do more than this.  They also merge personal 

memories with historical, through the memory maps that villagers produce.  These memory 

maps extend beyond the realm of physical space to mental space, and with it all the inherent 

inconsistencies and fallibility of human memory.  Their palimpsestic combination of perceived, 

conceived and lived space, layered together to create one counter-map, seems to embrace the 

contradictory nature of human memory, combining to represent a collective memory which, 

as Connerton explains, can often seem incommensurable between different parties but 

merges, through constant re-telling and re-enacting within a community, into something 

shared and generally agreed upon/cohesive (1989: 20). 

Zochrot’s iNakba smartphone app, which allows users to locate lost villages in their vicinity, 

obtain directions to them and share past and present photographs, memories and other 

information, all layered onto the familiar, everyday Google map format, has broadened the 

scope of, and further democratised, Zochrot’s counter-mapping operations.  No longer limited 

to those individuals Zochrot works with directly, the information can now be accessed by 

anyone who has a smartphone.  All of their mapping practices - from the return visits to villages, 

to the collective memory maps of what has been destroyed, the iNakba app, and the plans for 

the future return - are ways of creating additional layers upon the present reality, or maps 

thereof.  Hence the use of the term palimpsest, suggesting the many layers of writing on the 

same manuscript, each layer of which leaves a trace.  I am not the first to refer to Zochrot’s 

approach of layering different past and future spaces onto present reality as palimpsestic.  

Theologist Alain Epp Weaver (2014: 129) theorised Zochrot’s plans for the return as ‘palimpsest 

maps’, which ‘[perform] the promise of binationalism in the present through enacted 

rememberings of the past’, (i.e. portraying Israel as a ‘double site’ that is also, at the same time, 

Palestine). Such palimpsestic cartography, Weaver argues, can transcend the Israeli/Palestinian 

binary trap that so many maps fall in to when they are forced, by predominant mapping 

techniques, to label a place singularly, as that of one or the other.  51   Through Zochrot’s maps, 

the binary erodes. 

 
51 Like the green/orange maps of Belfast that Carr criticizes for being lazy. 
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Zochrot’s particular, palimpsestic, mode of counter-mapping is one that layers and merges 

history and memories with present space.  Garrett Carr (spatial story 1), whose work on the 

Irish Border is discussed further in Section 7.4.1 and in Chapter 9, also creates counter-maps, 

although he does not use the term.  Like Zochrot, he charts palimpsestic connections in his Map 

of Watchful Architecture where chronology is abstracted, reducing the types of defence 

depicted to just a few categories.  He explains that in so doing he seeks to make connections 

across time, ‘even across many centuries,’ and to 'contribute to the map’s mission of de-

familiarisation’ (Carr, 2013: 219).  This serves to emphasise Carr’s key point - that this 

longstanding line of now unrecognisable defence, possibly ‘one of the longest unbroken 

traditions of defensive architecture anywhere in western Europe’ (Carr, 2011b), is a thing of 

the past.52  His treatment of the ancient and the modern in the same way erases the separation 

between past and present, marking a striking contrast to the perceived fixedness of those 

defensive structures when they were in operation.  In the wake of recent Brexit negotiations, 

Carr’s maps clearly raise the open-ended question of what might come next for this borderland 

terrain.   

Other forms of counter-mapping take different approaches.  Carr's ‘Map of Connections’, for 

example, represents only the ever-changing present space.  He works in revisions rather than 

ever deeming the map complete.  It is the selection of what is included (connections across the 

border) and what is excluded (even the border itself) that make it a counter-map that presents 

a different interpretation of the present.  Then there is the work of psycho-geographers 

(Debord, 2008 [1955], Brunet, 2008, Coverley, 2012), whose counterintuitive use of existing 

maps and urban geographies - for example navigating one city using only the map of another, 

or no map at all, but rather a set of self-defined rules - offers another way to counter, or 

undermine the authority of, the official map and the imposed order of the built environment.  

An example based in Belfast is the artist-led CROW (City Right of Way) monthly urban walk 

project (O'Beirn and Hogg, 2010), which features in Carr's Mapping Alternative Ulster 

exhibition.53 

 
52 And yet, in the current wake of Brexit and pending deal, or no deal, also utterly present and topical. 
53 Born out of the Stalker visit and walk described in the Preface, O’Beirn and Hogg kept up the walks, for a period, 
navigating the back-alleys and lesser-trodden routes and shortcuts of the city. 
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7.2.2 ACROSS GEOGRAPHIES 

I have discussed how liminal spatial praxes, in particular those of Zochrot, can be palimpsestic 

in relation to time, layering different pasts and futures onto the present space to which they 

relate, or conflating past and present.  But spatial praxes of liminality can operate 

palimpsestically in-between altogether different places, too.  To cite an example that, like 

Zochrot, relates to the destroyed Palestinian villages of the Nakba, Palestinian architect-cum-

anthropologist, Khaldun Bashara (whose organisation, Riwaq, is discussed further in section 

7.3.1) theorised the ways in which Palestinian refugees living in camps in the West Bank 

reproduce their villages of origin within the camps through their everyday practices.  On a 

macro scale, the camps are organised according to a refugee family’s village of origin (Achilli, 

2015, INT:Bshara, 2013). Then, on a more local scale, streets, shops and public buildings in the 

camps are named after places in the left-behind villages, so that the very act of naming 

‘becomes the reminder to the self of something that’s not reachable. […] So this history was 

lost, but by putting it there, it becomes alive’ (INT:Bshara, 2013).  Bshara cites an example, from 

Jalazone refugee camp, where a private family hall that had been built was named Jindas by 

one of the elders of the family, after a communal grazing area in the family’s village of origin:  

So every kid now, if asked about Jindas, knows what to say to you. […] They were creating a private 
clan hall, for their weddings and mournings, but that thing becomes so national, something to 
relate to the pre-Nakba era […] engaging in the political.  For them, it’s ethical to remember 
(Bshara, 2013). 

In what Memmi (2013) might refer to as the colonised using the tools of the coloniser, this 

Palestinian naming practice is redolent of the Jewish Israeli archaeological quest for ‘facts on 

the ground’ (El-Haj, 2008) and their naming of places in Israel and the West Bank after historical 

biblical sites, even where no evidence has been found to connect that space geographically 

(Azaryahu and Golan, 2001, Peteet, 2005, Cohen and Kliot, 1992). 

Those heterotopic layerings, where traces of the past merge and are layered with present space 

in our lived experience, are not limited to the memories of the same geographic space.  A 

distant place can be evoked in another place altogether, through place-naming or other forms 

of re-creation.  This is an ancient and natural practice.  Within the paradoxical temporary 

permanence of the refugee camps, where what was only ever intended as emergency, short-

term accommodation is still in use seven decades on, while refugees continue to await their 
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increasingly unlikely return home, the present reality is made more bearable and more relevant 

through reference to these distant yet omnipresent villages of origin in modern Israel.  So even 

the simple act of naming a building or street after a lost place to which it is not connected, 

geographically, in some small way reclaims and preserves that lost place in the collective 

memory of the people who use that new building or street.  Here, as often is the case, then, a 

tool of the coloniser - naming - is also being used opportunistically by the colonised as a tactic 

(of those without a ‘proper place’, without possession of the proper, but lost, place to which 

the naming refers), in the marginal refugee camps.   

Foucault's theory on heterotopias, such as the utopian 'placeless place' of a mirror through 

which, on seeing his reflection, he notes his absence, to some degree, from the place where he 

is (Foucault and Miskowiec, 1986: 24) can be likened to the villagers' return to and recreation 

of their destroyed villages, or the place-reinforcing, mirroring, naming practices of Israelis and 

Palestinians alike.  Through these practices they can be both in their home village, or ancient 

Israel, and at the same time that home is markedly absent - boundaries between present and 

past, or here and there, become blurred. 

7.3 PSYCHO-SOCIALLY IN BETWEEN 

I have discussed in this chapter how a spatial praxis of liminality does not necessarily have to 

connect places that either adjoin physically or have shared the same coordinates at different 

times.  The naming practice of Palestinian refugee camps, for example, references potentially 

distant villages in another context altogether, through a layering of place-names and 

associations.  This section explores further ways in which liminal spatial praxes can be located 

in between places separated by distance, where perhaps physical connection is problematic.  

They do this through emphasising, or even creating, social connections and associations that 

erode physical boundaries.  We can read this phenomenon primarily through the spatial story 

of Palestinian NGO Riwaq, which, by creating cultural events and hubs, seeks to repair, if not 

physically then at least on a psycho-social level, the fragmented nature of the Occupied 

Palestinian Territories (OPT). 

7.3.1 CREATING 

Section 5.3.2 describes how the Israeli zoning of the West Bank has left the Palestinian-
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controlled parts disconnected and isolated from one another, often separated by large 

motorways and infrastructure, or walls and checkpoints, which make crossing very difficult.  Yet 

in all that they do, Riwaq treat these segments as a whole, as part of the former greater 

Palestine.  Their publications, for example their catalogue of historic caravanserai, cover the 

whole of former Palestine, much of which is now classed as the Modern State of Israel (Riwaq, 

2013) -  a political statement in itself.  More locally, their West Bank walking project, Re-Walk 

Palestine, encourages people to use walking to connect the fragments, through the creation 

and promotion of routes and maps that present walking in Palestine as normal a thing to do as 

the French trekking in the Alps. Riwaq see walking as a form of connection that stitches the 

shattered fragments of Palestine back together. ‘We believe that to connect is to revive’ 

(Riwaq, 2012). 

Of course it is not possible to walk across all of the physical boundaries in the OPT.  The 

Separation Wall is the most stark barrier, although the many large settlement-serving roads 

and Israeli-controlled zones also render the terrain un-traversable.  Sometimes more 

ephemeral connections are all that can be hoped for.  Riwaq's 50 Villages project seeks to 

create new geographies across and in spite of the many West Bank borders.  This project, which 

sees 'heritage as a medium for people to make meaning [for] their lives, and to help them think 

about alternative futures' (Bshara, 2013), has set out to create ‘cultural clusters’, 

interconnected centres of cultural activity, that will bring people together.  'Cultural clusters 

change geography actually.  It's like to have [an] imaginary geography that overcomes the 

geographical fragmentation that exists here with the walls and checkpoints' (Bshara, 2013).  

The hope is that this frees people to think outside the structures of colonialism, envisioning the 

West Bank as a cohesive cultural whole above and beyond its current physical and political 

condition.   This is what anthropologist Chiara De Cesari (2010: 628) refers to as the 'deep 

connectivity' of Riwaq.  As writer, Marcello Di Cintio (2013), observes, ‘an ignored wall ceases 

to be a barrier at all’. 

In places like the West Bank and Gaza, which continue to suffer the strain of repeated human 

rights infringements and poverty associated with long-standing occupation, heritage can seem 

an unlikely priority.  And yet, for the group of architects who formed Riwaq, it was of 

tantamount importance and rich with potential because it aids in the preservation of 

Palestinian collective memory and cultural identity at a time when these are under continuous 
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threat due to the increasing fragmentation of the Palestinian land and its people.  Over two 

decades later, Riwaq has become a well-established NGO, although its work remains somewhat 

‘on the margins’ (Golzari and Sharif, 2011) compared to other local NGOs focussed on human 

rights, legal aid, poverty, homelessness and other more pressing needs.  But it appears to be 

precisely within these margins, in the ‘leftover spaces of colonialism’ (Bshara, 2013), that Riwaq 

find spaces of possibility for creativity, connection, resistance and change. 

Through all of their work, Riwaq demonstrates a dogged determination to remain undeterred 

by limitations, be that in the case of making illicit site visits by ambulance during curfews or 

taking 10 hour detours to attend a meeting.  In this spirit, they created the world's first heritage 

biennale - a ‘sudden (although short-lived) transformation of the West Bank into a centre of 

cosmopolitan cultural production—a node in a network crisscrossing the globe rather than the 

prison like enclave of Palestinians’ daily experience’ (De Cesari, 2010: 627).  This event brings 

world attention to Palestine and broadens the conversation about the important matters of 

heritage, particularly within places of heightened political turmoil.  Indeed, on the macro scale, 

Riwaq manage, through their biennale, to make Palestine into a centre, however fleetingly – 

tactically using the place of the strategist, discussed further in Chapter 8. 

 

Fig.7.3 Poster for the third Riwaq Biennale, 2009 
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7.3.2 REVEALING 

Even where spaces are physically adjoined, there can be merit to a form of spatial praxis that, 

like Riwaq’s Biennale, is psycho-socially liminal.  Garrett Carr's mapping of connections along 

the Irish border is an example.  Where Riwaq's praxes seek to create new focal points and 

connections in a place that is perceived as a whole (a state) by some, but in physical reality has 

become too fragmented for that to happen, Carr's work has arguably focussed on exposing 

extant connections in a place that is generally portrayed as more divided than in reality it is 

(and is, at the time of writing in 2019, proving a stumbling block for ongoing Brexit 

negotiations).  The unofficial, manmade means to traverse rivers, and pass through hedges, 

that Carr has catalogued are certainly psycho-social connections.  His Map of Watchful 

Architecture subsequently presented the border as a series of ancient defended natural points 

(rather than a line) that have been reinforced over centuries of human activity – again further 

deconstructing the clean line of a border, and emphasising the human effort involved in 

maintaining such a boundary – the purely psycho-social nature of this non-physical border.  The 

expansion in Carr's most recent map to include dance halls, factories and other local focal 

points which encourage people across the border, further draws out and expands upon psycho-

social connections that transcend the divide.  The way in which Carr identifies the connections 

(physical liminality) of others and calls attention to them, conceptualising a series of isolated 

events and incidents, some as seemingly inconsequential as a plank of wood across a ditch or 

an impromptu dance at a cross-roads, when drawn together as a collective whole, makes a 

profound point about liminal spatial praxis and the psycho-socially interconnected nature of 

the Irish Border. 

7.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter has explored the physical and literal location of liminal spatial praxes on the 

threshold between distinct places.  It has unearthed and explored a number of common 

characteristics, and challenges, of such praxes, and identified walking as a particularly effective 

and widely-employed example.  Liminal spatial praxis is not, however, limited to that which is 

physically located on geographical boundaries.  In unique, creative, context-specific ways, the 

examples that have been explored bridge the divide between disparate places, not only those 

that are adjacent yet bifurcated, but also those which are separated by time or more distant 
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geography.   

In the practice of being physically in-between, in particular through the collection of activities 

at the North Belfast interface, presence, connection and creative production have had a 

transformative impact.  The practice of walking was also used in several of the spatial stories 

as a means of ephemerally connecting places.  These connections are not just between 

physically adjoining spaces, but also palimpsestic and psycho-social, across time and 

geography.  Using tools such as counter-mapping to tell a story that diverges from dominant 

discourses, they by turns make invisible (lost places) appear, in the case of Zochrot, and the 

intolerable visible (divisions) disappear, or end, as with Riwaq in the fragmented West Bank and 

Garrett Carr on the Irish border.  By ignoring the barriers, in various ways, the barriers lose 

some of their power.   
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8 IN-BETWEEN PRACTICES  

This chapter explores the ways in which the practitioners across several of the spatial stories 

transcend the traditional boundaries of their disciplines, professions and/or organisations.  The 

theoretical lens has been substantively informed by de Certeau’s conceptualisation of 

strategies and tactics, and the tactical strategies that lie somewhere between the ‘proper’ of 

the strategist and the placeless borrowed time of the tactician.  The first examples evidence 

how strategic practitioners manipulate their ‘proper place’, using their positions to more 

tactical ends, but at the risk of becoming trapped and institutionalised by the proper.  The 

chapter moves on to explore two more extreme examples that are seen to invert the 

strategist’s power, relocating it from its ‘proper place’ to marginal spaces such as refugee 

camps and interfaces, or inviting unlikely users to take over a gallery space.  Finally, the 

interface activities are analysed, in their meanwhile, voluntary, over-extended, non-structured 

existence, as the work of strategists who have relinquished the proper altogether in favour of 

an organic and agonistic self-organisation. 

De Certeau distinguished between everyday spatial practices that were the strategies of those 

with will and power and a ‘proper place’ from which to operate, and the tactics of the ‘weak’ 

(1984: 37), who do not have such securities.  Strategies and tactics, set out thus, are often 

misconstrued as diametrically opposed, such that an individual might only be in a position to 

employ one or the other, not both.  But a closer reading of de Certeau suggests that this was 

not his intended meaning, for he admits that a strategist can, in fact, become increasingly 

tactical if they lose some of their power.  This implies more of an axis, or a spectrum (what I 

will call the political-strategic spectrum), than a clear-cut binary, and it is this spectrum that will 

be used here to analyse the case studies.  Maria Lugones (2003: 215) uses the term tactical 

strategies to refer to those actions which take place along such a spectrum.  I think it is 

reasonable to argue that the practitioners operating within each of the spatial stories explored 

in this research are, to varying degrees, strategists - people who have an element of will and 

power, recognised expertise, and some form of organisation (a ‘proper place’) from which to 

operate.  With this comes a degree of delineation, distinction, membership - in effect, a 

boundary.  Many of these practitioners, for example, are planners, architects, academics - 

professions which have very clearly regulated criteria of membership, or of inclusion and 
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exclusion.   

Liminal spatial praxitioners, then, can be understood in relation to practice as those which 

locate themselves on or in-between such boundaries, between the nowhere and the proper.  

In so doing, they challenge and erode those boundaries, to varying degrees.  This option to 

straddle such boundaries is not so readily available for the excluded, ‘weak’ tactician (de 

Certeau, 1984: xix), who does not have as much power to change position, but it is for the 

strategist, should they choose to relinquish some of the power and privilege that accompanies 

their inclusion in their ‘proper place’, be that an institution, professional body, company, and 

so on.  It is on the strategists who have made just such a choice, for differing reasons and to 

varying degrees of consciousness, that this chapter focuses.   

Beginning towards the strategic end of the spectrum, I first consider those liminal spatial praxes 

that remain in their ‘proper place’ but use or manipulate this ‘inside’ position in some way - a 

challenging, contradictory and problematic location, as the spatial stories demonstrate.  In 

Palestine, the example of Riwaq (spatial story 5) will be discussed, which ‘uses’ heritage as a 

tactic of resistance to pursue more directly political ends, but risks becoming increasingly 

institutionalised - arguably, then, becoming that which might call for resistance in and of itself.  

In Belfast, the Forum for Alternative Belfast (spatial story 3) provides an example of a group 

which stepped out of the usual architect/planner roles in order to agitate and lobby from the 

margins, treading the line between public and private, spatial design and activism, resistance 

and collaboration – and ultimately struggled to maintain the independence that was critical to 

its success and integrity. 

In the West Bank, the loosely pedagogic non-profit organisation, Campus in Camps (spatial 

story 6), is presented.   CIC inverts, to a degree, the ‘proper place’ by locating its operations far 

from an academy or institution, within the temporary permanence of a refugee camp, and 

employs everyday tactics such as walking, cooking and cleaning, rather than the mapping, 

designing, classrooms and textbooks of the architectural and educational ‘proper’. 
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Fig. 8.1 Campus in Camps maftoul making event: ‘The Collective Lunch’ 

Finally, arguably furthest towards the tactical end of the strategic-tactical continuum, the 

various self-organised practices around the roundabout between the North Belfast Avenues of 

Skegoneill and Glandore (spatial story 2) offer an example of strategists (in that they belong to 

the ‘proper’ of a business/arts organisation/council) who have sought to relinquish their 

‘proper place’ (yet still call on its knowledge) in exchange for a temporary, vulnerable presence 

on the interface, where tactics of gardening and art are employed with transformative effects. 

8.1 MANIPULATING THE ‘PROPER PLACE’ 

In terms of spatial praxis, the ‘proper place’ might typically (but not exclusively) include an 

institution or organisation, ranging from the vastness of government, to a professional body, 

to the small scale of a company or studio.  It tends, therefore, to be accompanied by official 

remit, focus or agenda, and a physical office base or headquarters of some description.  

Architectural practices are ‘proper places’, as are the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) 

and the Israeli Association of United Architects, municipal planning departments, universities, 

museums/galleries, and community organisations.  The very creation of such an organisation, 
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or membership/employment of it, exerts a certain power and commands a degree of 

recognition - the power for self-determination and the acknowledgement that members are 

operating in a group capacity, rather than alone.  But anything that involves inclusion (for 

example of like-minded/-trained/-motivated individuals) by necessity also requires the 

exclusion of different others, and therefore a boundary of in/out, belonging/not belonging is 

inevitably created - a ‘borderline distinguishing the other as a visible totality’ (de Certeau, 1984: 

xix).  Those who do not belong cannot exert such power - they are not organised, they are 

solitary voices, they do not have a ‘proper place’ from which to operate.  Theirs is the realm of 

tactics, which de Certeau tells us occur within the place of the Other, and ‘do not obey the law 

of a place, for they are not defined or identified by it’ (de Certeau, 1984: 29).   

But what if those strategists who are granted membership to such places of will and power 

were to use that advantage in order to challenge, for some reason, the restrictions of such 

in/out dichotomies?  Where would they locate themselves in relation to the body to which they 

belong, and how would they weaken the forces at their disposal in order to operate tactically?  

De Certeau (1984: 38) tells us that the strategist enjoys a view of the whole (organisation, for 

example) which the tactician, who is wholly outside, cannot see.  This brings to mind hooks’ 

assertion that the edge offers an advantageous place to view the whole ‘from the outside in 

and from the inside out’ (hooks, 1990: 341).  A position on the edge, or limen, allows one to 

understand both and remember that there is more going on beyond that centre, or proper 

place.  Being immersed in the centre of something can make us blind to that which is going on 

outside of it, to other ways of seeing and knowing.  It would appear, then, that a position on 

the threshold of the proper could provide scope for critique and manipulation of its boundaries 

– exploiting the advantages that membership offers but remaining mindful of the Other(s) and 

the difference that lies beyond.  But what might such a position on the threshold of practice 

look like, in reality?  Can a praxis be both in and out, at once, and if so, can such a precarious 

position be maintained?  Is this a crossing over towards the ‘dark side’? What of the conflict 

presented by the inevitable self-serving nature of organisations and ‘proper places’ - the need 

to justify and perpetuate their own existence? I seek to address these questions in the following 

sections.  
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8.1.1 MANIPULATING HERITAGE AS A TACTIC 

Take Riwaq, for example - a ‘heritage organisation’ (De Cesari, 2010) in the West Bank city of 

Ramallah, founded and still predominantly run by architects.  It has much of the ‘proper place’ 

‘about it, being over 25 years in operation, having a headquarters, funding, and dozens of staff, 

many of whom are architects, anthropologists or other trained professionals.  But this is in the 

context of a not-yet-recognised state-to-come like Palestine, where there is no governmental 

department or organisation taking responsibility for built heritage.54  It therefore fell, some 

three decades ago, to a group of architects to tactically self-mobilise and start the process of 

cataloguing and protecting historic Palestinian buildings (leading to the Register of Historic 

Building), and in so doing form Riwaq.  Already, then, this example demonstrates the point that 

tactic and strategy are not binary opposites, but positions along a strategic-tactical continuum.  

As noted previously, in an occupied territory like Palestine, where lack of resources mean that 

basic human needs such as shelter, education and sanitisation are not always met, heritage 

might not seem an obvious priority.  But for the founders and directors of Riwaq it has never 

been solely about protecting old buildings, but rather the important cultural role that built 

heritage plays in society, and in helping preserve collective memory (Riwaq, no date-d). 

As architect/anthropologist co-director, Khaldun Bshara, explains, Palestinian heritage is not 

only under threat from the construction of Israeli settlements and roads, or Israeli efforts to 

erase the layers of history that challenge the legitimacy of a Jewish claim to that land; it is also 

being destroyed by Palestinians within the West Bank and Gaza (INT:Bshara, 2013; see also 

Hatuqa, 2018).  High demand for space sees historic buildings replaced with higher density 

alternatives (Itma, 2014), while inherited buildings are left to fall into disrepair as the number 

of owners multiplies over generations, making it increasingly complicated to take decisions 

about how to use them.  Seeing all this demolition and neglect as a threat to Palestinian 

heritage and cultural memory, Riwaq seek to rectify it by revealing, through example, the value 

of these ‘leftovers of the colonial project’ (Bshara, 2013).  Golzari and Sharif (2011: 121), who 

have worked with Riwaq, describe the organisation’s approach to heritage as a ‘tactic against 

 
54 State-to-come is a nod to Derrida’s notion of the democracy to come, which both critiques modern democratic 
politics for falling short of its proclaimed ideals and declares democracy, which is contradictory and bound in 
destructive conflict with sovereignty, as being always, in some way, “to come” in a much more radical way.  See 
DERRIDA, J. 1994b. Spectres of marx. New Left Review, 31, DERRIDA, J. 2005a. Politics of friendship, Verso, 
DERRIDA, J. 2005b. Rogues: Two essays on reason, Stanford University Press. 
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the deliberate destruction of Palestinian cultural identity and memory.’  Certainly, there is 

something tactical about the use of a concept such as heritage that could be regarded as 

reasonably inoffensive, even apolitical, to tackle the much more critical, and indeed politically 

divisive, matters of identity and legitimacy - and nowhere more so than in a state-to-come that 

struggles for recognition.  As Bshara explains, ‘by being apolitical, we are involved in the most 

political issues’ (Bshara, 2013).  Heritage, then, can be seen as a smoke-screen behind which 

Riwaq fulfils a more socio-political agenda relating to spatial justice, cultural identity and 

creating new geographies.  Riwaq uses heritage.  I will discuss this concept of ‘using’ one thing 

as a vehicle to achieve a different agenda further within this and other examples of liminal 

spatial praxis, throughout the chapter. 

At some 27 years old, Riwaq is the most long-standing organisation among the spatial stories 

explored in this research, and has become well-established and widely-recognised in its field, 

the recipient of high profile awards (most notably the prestigious Aga Khan Award for 

Architecture in 2013) and the focus of media attention and academic research both locally and 

internationally.  Indeed, in Palestine, where there is no official Ministry for Culture or Heritage, 

it has in some ways fallen to Riwaq to perform that role, despite its limited size and resource.  

In referring to Riwaq as the ‘Palestinian shadow ministry of culture and cultural heritage’, De 

Cesari (2010: 628) observes how, in the absence of a state, NGOs start to perform state-like 

functions, becoming institutions in themselves. ‘We are fifteen people here, and everybody 

accuses us of being the Ministry of Culture’ (Bshara, 2013).  It is, however, noteworthy that this 

official label is perceived as accusation rather than accolade.  Increasingly, therefore, Riwaq has 

taken on the ‘proper place’ of the strategist.  Given the context, this in itself can be seen as a 

tactic.  As Spivak observes, where one has been confined to the margins by others, sometimes 

the ‘thing to do is to absolutely present oneself at the centre’  (Spivak, 1990: 41). 

How then does Riwaq manipulate, or use, its strategist’s position of authority, its proper place, 

to be tactical?  The Heritage Biennale offers perhaps the best example of this, where, in the 

name of cultural heritage writ large – on a world scale, no less - Riwaq was able to use its 

network of influence to create a highly strategic event that draws worldwide attention to 

Palestine, and that, almost as an aside and without calling attention to the fact, treats Palestine 

as a legitimate and noteworthy place, a cohesive whole, a destination on the heritage world 

map. What is more, in the highly-publicised move of taking the Heritage Biennale to Venice - 
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‘Riwaq Biennale was inside Venice Biennale’ - Bshara (2013) suggests that Riwaq was 

‘questioning the Biennale itself’.  Recalling Spivak (1990: 41), Riwaq was absolutely presenting 

itself at the centre, but in a critical way.  Again, Riwaq used the Venice Biennale.  Within 

Palestine, Riwaq partnered with other culture/arts/educational organisations, including in Gaza 

and Jerusalem, allowing it to ‘overcome all the geographical fragmentation’ in Palestine 

(INT:Bshara, 2013).  In writing about Riwaq’s practices, Di Cesari (2010: 625) refers to the 

Biennale as situated ‘beyond the commonsense dichotomy between art as radical practice and 

heritage as conservation’.  By being on the edge, it manages to be multiple things at once, as 

does Riwaq as an organisation - being concerned with both buildings and people, architecture 

and anthropology, heritage and political activism: ‘both a state-building project and an act of 

colonial resistance’ (2010: 625).  As de Certeau (1984: 30) might observe, ‘By an art of being in 

between, [it] draws unexpected results from [its] situation.’  It is perhaps this hybridity which 

encourages Riwaq to adopt a questioning, self-critical approach (see also sections 8.2.1, 9.2.2 

and 10.2.) 

Even in Riwaq’s everyday practices, as it has progressed to the safeguarding and restoration of 

those buildings that it had so diligently catalogued, there remains evidence of tactical practice.  

The approach to the Job Creation Through Conservation initiative offers a good example, in 

which Riwaq ‘reversed the concept’ (INT:Bshara, 2013) of seeking finance for heritage purposes 

by instead framing its successful funding application in terms of creating jobs, which is generally 

regarded as a much higher funding priority.  This is redolent of the ‘clever tricks, knowing how 

to get away with things’ that typify de Certeau’s tactics (1984: xix).  The challenging 

circumstances under which Riwaq works under occupation often incite further clever trickery.  

Qawasmi described work Riwaq was undertaking ‘under the radar’ in a village near Bethlehem, 

which is surrounded by Israeli settlements and in which any development or building work is 

forbidden by ‘Israeli military planners’ (INT:Qawasmi, 2013). 55  Residents’ only option for 

expansion was to surreptitiously convert their outbuildings, and Riwaq sought creative ways to 

facilitate this.   

They’re doing it from the inside out.  We bring materials on Saturdays [Jewish Sabbath] when we 
see that there are no military jeeps on the road […]  and we work throughout the week, but inside 
the homes.  And if we’re working outside, we do it on Saturdays little by little, so it doesn’t show.  
But we cannot do anything to the roofs […] and so we have to fix them from the inside.  And so 

 
55 I have deliberately not cited the name of the village 
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you do the plastering and the insulation from the inside (Qawasmi, 2013). 

To again quote de Certeau (1984: 29) this tactical practice arguably ‘[does] not obey the law of 

the place, for they are not defined or identified by it.’ 

Furthermore, Riwaq’s practice of walking in the West Bank, through the Re-Walk Palestine 

project, is a tactic that encourages people to walk across land that is otherwise inaccessible and 

unavailable to them, and in so doing lay some claim to it, however ephemerally.  Walking is not 

a popular pastime in Palestine, probably in part due to the restrictions on movement that 

makes options seem limited.     

I think I come from Lefebvre with that stuff, like you cannot liberate yourself if your space and your 
body is not liberated.  And I think walking is the best manifestation of this freedom, it’s the best.  
Like walking in the landscape you become one and it’s so beautiful (Bshara, 2013).   

For de Certeau (1984: 98), the everyday practice of walking is a quintessential tactic of 

resistance of the powerless, the ‘spatial acting-out’ of a place which is illegible to the controlling 

strategies.  Like all tactics, it occurs in the space of the other, ‘[insinuating] itself into the other’s 

place, fragmentarily, without taking it over in its entirety’ (de Certeau, 1984: xix).  De Certeau 

would, however, contend that a map or other attempt to graphically represent a walk is more 

aligned to the all-seeing eye of the strategist, and can only ever refer ‘to the absence of what 

has passed by’ (de Certeau, 1984: 97).  Yet the agenda of Riwaq’s maps and of the resultant 

practice that the organisation is seeking to promote and engender to a wider audience through 

their dissemination of the maps is undoubtedly that of the tactician, encouraging Palestinians 

to walk to make Palestine big again, re-stitching its fragmented reality (Almohor, 2013). 

Clearly, then, Riwaq deftly navigates the complex terrain between the institution-like ‘proper 

place’ of a proxy ministry for heritage, and the ‘clever ways of getting away with things’ of the 

tactician, who does not have a proper place (such as a legitimate state, for a start).  While Riwaq 

has carried out a high standard of admirable work, one wonders whether any of it has 

compromised the values and tactical agendas which brought the organisation about in the first 

place. De Certeau told us that the weaker the power at the disposition of the strategist, the 

more that strategist can be tactical.  It therefore seems to follow that the greater the forces at 

their disposition, the less tactical they are able to be.  In this way, Riwaq risks a form of 

institutionalisation, whereby it becomes a powerful, bureaucratic entity, which ought, perhaps, 
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to be resisted itself.  Certainly the ‘clever tricks’ of the tactician become harder to get away 

with when an organisation is faced with increased scrutiny and accountability.  Does this make 

their spatial praxes become decreasingly liminal?  Or is the state-to-come condition of Palestine 

a unique context where such institutionalisation might have less negative connotation?  De 

Cesari (2010: 680) believes this to be the case, observing: ’Not as “NG” [non-governmental] as 

they seem, Palestinian organisations like Riwaq do not simply act like an institution of the state, 

they participate in building it too - and do so creatively.’  In the particular context of a state-to-

come such as Palestine, recalling Spivak’s works, the very act of becoming an institution (placing 

themselves at the centre) where such things are in short supply, and without formal sanction 

or resource, could be viewed as a kind of counter-intuitive tactic in and of itself (Spivak, 1990: 

41). 

8.1.2 AGITATING FROM THE EDGES OF BELFAST’S DEVELOPMENT 

Turning to the comparatively stable politics of Northern Ireland, the Community Interest 

Company Forum for Alternative Belfast (FAB) was formed, as was Riwaq, by a small group of 

architects and planners in their spare time and in response to a perceived local spatial absence.  

This time the focus was not around heritage, but around a desire to put forward illustrated, 

convincing, worked-through alternatives to a corporate, development-driven proposal in the 

city’s Cathedral Quarter, in a bid to convince the authorities that there were other ways of 

doing things.  FAB began, therefore, as a reaction: an act of resistance, against this 

development.  Its origins were inherently tactical.  While simultaneously maintaining the 

‘proper place’ of their day jobs as practising architects and academics, using this as a platform, 

these architects and planners employed their spatial skills tactically, on the side, to lend a 

spatial dimension to the Let’s Get It Right Campaign by visualising an alternative development 

proposal, which they argued would have a less negative impact on the Cathedral Quarter.  

When FAB subsequently formalised, its members continued to undertake tactical spatial 

practices of resistance for FAB alongside the ‘proper’ of their day jobs as architects. 

In a way, like the Swedish government job-creation funding did for Riwaq, the funding provided 

to director, Mark Hackett, by the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and John Smith Charity (FF/JSC) 

significantly freed FAB up to operate tactically, in that it allowed the organisation to pursue 

‘lobbying and activism’ (INT:Hackett, 2015) work that they, or the inner-city community 
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benefactors, might not otherwise have been able to finance.  Funding from a recognised and 

respected foundation also gave them legitimacy, which increased their power.  And it freed 

them from dependence on government funding, the potentially compromising nature of which 

the founders clearly recognised when they wrote that ‘dependence on some form of public-

sector funding poses problems […] there is an issue about independence’ (Sterrett et al., 2011: 

113).  The EFF/JSC funding also allowed directors Hackett and Hill to leave the practices they 

worked for and dedicate themselves full time to their work at FAB.  It is arguably their standing 

as spatial professionals that lent credibility to their work among city officials and 

neighbourhood residents.  People were willing to listen to them and respect their expertise in 

relation to spatial matters in Belfast.  The FAB directors manipulated the proper of their 

professional standing – their title as architects and associated professional memberships - to 

achieve more tactical ends, putting forward spatial alternatives to centralised development 

proposals.  And indeed they enjoyed some successes in changing policies, influencing decisions 

such as the interchange option, seeing ‘their’ language (INT:Hill, 2015) being taken on by 

various stakeholders and having the alternatives they proposed incorporated into official plans 

and agendas for the city, such as the Belfast City Centre: Regeneration and Investment Strategy 

(Belfast City Council, 2015). 

Aside from being an organisation (which is itself a ‘proper place’), FAB had arguably little of the 

proper about it - no official standing or authority when it came to design or decision-making in 

Belfast.  And it was always ambiguous about its purpose, hard to pin down - part design / think 

tank, part community activists, advocates for change, consultancy/charity, noise-makers about 

spatial concerns in the city.   

The organisation was positioned on the borderline in-between public and private interests, 

individuals and approaches, at the ‘civic society-government interface’ (Sterrett et al., 2011: 

113). Indeed the directors shared some poignant words from architect-cum-teacher Nabeel 

Hamdi (2004) in an early, reflective paper, setting out FAB’s aspiration to ‘[find] that balance 

between the structures we must design (strategic) and those that must emerge (practical, 

local), working with both the elite of city authorities and the pluralism of the grassroots - not 

either/or’ (Hamdi in Sterrett et al., 2011: 113).  Without commission or sanction, FAB set about 

producing and promoting alternative design proposals for the city, occupying the spatial remit 

of the official other in order to highlight the short-sightedness of existing development plans.  
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In this way FAB was an inherently tactical organisation, occupying a hybrid stance between 

official and unofficial. This is key to FAB’s liminality.  

Like several of the spatial stories, FAB identified as being ‘all about connection’ (INT:Hackett, 

2015), focussed on improving physical connections between different communities, in 

particular connecting inner-city neighbourhoods to the city centre.  Its directors deliberately 

avoided looking at conflict infrastructure such as peace walls, preferring to sidestep the 

‘green/orange’ (CNR/PUL) binaries (and ‘lazy maps’ (Carr, 2015)) that spatial decisions are so 

often reduced to in a divided city (INT:Hill, 2015).  This sometimes comes across as a blindness.  

For example, in discussing two public leisure centres in West Belfast, only half a mile apart and 

separated by a large peace wall (fig. 5.5), Hackett argues that they are strategically and logically 

located on arterial routes, refusing to acknowledge any duplication of resources, the role the 

peace wall between them plays, and the extent to which the arterial routes themselves, which 

are often single-identity, propagate division (INT:Hackett, 2015).  Elsewhere, FAB directors do 

nonetheless acknowledge that the ‘unifying theme […] brought with it the potentially 

dangerous view that good urban design can solve many of Belfast’s lingering, ‘post-conflict’, 

spatial problems’ (Sterrett et al., 2011: 104).  The view risks downplaying or overlooking other 

important spatial dynamics, such as the wall between the two pools. 

FAB sought to focus on shared and mutually-beneficial priorities around good design that the 

directors believed could bridge or transcend socio-political divisions (Sterrett et al., 2011: 104).  

Around the most entrenched issues, for example when territorial claims to a space are 

potentially highly divisive, the focus on another vision or need that everyone (from both ‘sides’) 

can get behind can achieve outcomes that might have been beyond reach had the agenda been 

explicitly about sharing space.  This tactical use of principles of good design to transcend 

sectarian binaries is arguably more convincingly exemplified by Riwaq’s clever ‘using’ of 

heritage to achieve a more directly political agenda in their use of job-creation funding to 

simultaneously develop heritage projects and skills, and in their Biennale, using a heritage 

agenda to transcend division and occupation and attract worldwide engagement.  It has also 

been employed with some success by others in Belfast, for example in the transformation of a 

derelict shirt factory on a North Belfast interface into a high-quality social housing apartment 

block, which has been quietly and successfully shared equally between PUL and CNR residents.  

The project cautiously avoided fanfare around its shared nature, which might draw the 
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attention of some who would object (Gaffikin et al., 2016: 117).  Another built example, 

notwithstanding my reservations about this project (see the prologue and fig. 0.3) is the 

Stewartstown Road Regeneration Project, built jointly and shared by two adjoining West Belfast 

PUL and CNR neighbourhoods to contain shared shops and community facilities (Brand, 2009).    

However all too often, resources are duplicated in NI on either side of sectarian lines.   

This was not the only aspect that FAB identified as risky within the territory they occupied - for 

locating on an edge always involves a degree of exposure and risk.  One effect of the EFF/JSC 

funding was that FAB took on an increasing community activist role in its latter years.  This was 

arguably the most tactical territory the organisation inhabited, the most lacking of a ‘proper 

place’ in (and therefore perhaps less welcomed by) the city’s development and planning 

systems - ‘people like us make them have to think too much’ (INT:Hackett, 2015).  It also placed 

the organisation, therefore, at its most vulnerable.  Looking back, Hackett reflected that FAB 

might have become more of a consultancy had it not been for the EFF/JSC funding (INT:Hackett, 

2015).  The funding led FAB in a different, more risky, and I would suggest, more liminal, path 

than they might otherwise have chosen.  The grant also precipitated the increased personal 

vulnerability of those directors, who at this point became financially dependent on FAB and its 

ongoing success (arguably compromising to an extent its independence, or their objectivity).  

This is not unique to FAB – where any of the practices are funded or paid, these financial 

commitments and the inherent power dynamics they bring can have the potential to distort to 

some extent, for example around meeting deadlines and expectations, aligning funders’ 

priorities with the project aims. 

When the EFF/JSC funding came to an end, if FAB was to continue its operations, the directors 

needed to find another source of income.  They sought in 2014 to partner with Belfast City 

Council, becoming their architectural branch.  This move was a marked departure from the 

independence on which the FAB founders had placed importance during its formative years 

(Sterrett et al., 2011: 113).  As it turned out, BCC were unable to find a place for FAB within 

their structure, as it reportedly was unclear how they would fit (INT:Hill, 2015).  There was, 

perhaps, too much of the tactical about FAB, after all, for them to be incorporated into the 

‘proper place’ of the council.  And so the ‘death of the Forum’ (INT:Hackett, 2015) occurred, as 

FAB wound up its operations in 2015.   
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This is an important condition of practising tactically, seizing opportunities on the wing.  It 

requires a loose relationship with time.  De Certeau sets out how the tactic is dependent on 

time, as opposed to the ‘proper’ which is a victory of space over time.  The tactic has to 

manipulate events to create opportunities which it must then seize ‘on the wing’ (de Certeau, 

1984: xix).  This accounts for the continually evolving nature of FAB, whose purpose changed 

over time, from a critical think and do tank to ‘lobbying and activism’ (INT:Hackett, 2015).  This 

capacity to be adaptable is a strength of de Certeau’s tactic, and was certainly a strength of 

FAB, which responded to opportunities as they presented themselves, such as the substantial 

three-year grant offered to Hackett by the EFF/JSC, allowing FAB to free itself, for a time at 

least, from dependence on potentially restrictive public finance.  But, as de Certeau (1984: 37) 

warns us, the tactic is - by necessity - mobile and fluid - ‘whatever it wins, it does not keep’.  

The tactic, in its borrowed time and borrowed space, is an essentially vulnerable practice.  The 

FAB directors were increasingly uncomfortable with this vulnerability.  

In the organisation’s closing stages, one director offered some reflection on the limitations of 

their focus on providing an (or the) ‘alternative’.  Hackett observed that FAB was perhaps: 

Not an alternative, actually mainstream… [Someone] said to us two years ago, “when are you 
going to stop calling yourselves the Forum for Alternative Belfast and start calling yourselves the 
Forum for Belfast?  Because what you're really talking about is completely mainstream” 
(INT:Hackett, 2015). 

The word alternative is discussed further in Chapter 9.  In a different way to Riwaq, FAB’s 

journey was from one of critical, albeit normative, origins towards seeking a continually more 

mainstream, centralised place.  But perhaps in their fluidity of purpose and resultant, ultimately 

fatal, vulnerability, FAB were more liminal than they ever realised – a think and do tank, carrying 

out analysis, proposals, critique, lobbying, activism - 'all of these things’ (INT:Hackett, 2015).  

To return to the words of Hamdi (2004), FAB manipulated the proper of their spatial expertise 

and standing to occupy a vulnerable edge space that was not either/or, but was between the 

strategic and the practical/local/tactical; between the city’s elite and the grassroots; between 

public and private, research and practice… but they never quite found that necessary balance.  

Ultimately, the difficulty of maintaining this vulnerable location on the edge arguably led to 

potential institutionalisation for Riwaq, and in the case of FAB, to its demise. 
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8.2 INVERTING THE ‘PROPER PLACE’ 

We have seen, in Riwaq and FAB, the potential compromise and risks that can ensue when 

liminal spatial praxis remains largely located within ‘the system’ it is seeking, in some way, to 

resist (even when that positioning is, in itself, a tactical one).  This section looks at practitioners 

who have, in becoming tactical strategists, stepped farther away from their ‘proper’ place 

within the architectural discipline.  They use its platforms and methods, to a degree, but in new 

and unexpected places and ways.  Where Riwaq and FAB locate themselves on the 

opportunistic edge of the ‘proper place’ that they in some way also resist, the following spatial 

story takes the proper of architectural/urbanism education and relocates it within the placeless 

temporary permanence of a refugee camp.  In its removal to a ‘non-place’, I argue, the proper 

has been turned on its head. 

8.2.1 TACTICAL PEDAGOGY WITHIN REFUGEE CAMPS 

There is something of the architectural studio about the loosely pedagogical organisation, 

Campus in Camps (CIC), in the way it revolves around of a group of participants working 

collaboratively on spatial engagement and, ultimately, design.  In this way it resembles the 

‘proper’ of a university classroom, and indeed it is affiliated with a university - Al-Quds-Bard 

College for the Arts and Sciences.  Its directors, staff and many visiting speakers are trained, 

even revered, in architecture and other related spatial disciplines.  And yet this organisation is 

situated in the unlikely location of a West Bank refugee camp, which, even 70 years on from its 

formation, remains about as far from the security and permanence of a ‘proper place’ as one 

can imagine.  In addition, the participants are not privileged university students from outside 

the camps, but are refugees themselves.  This borrowed space is a highly tactical location for 

such an endeavour. 

It is not a comfortable place for architecture.  It is a highly heterotopic place - both here and 

elsewhere, home but not home - that refuses any form of permanence or stillness.   It is a space 

in which the very idea of (spatial) planning is resisted, because it is seen to suggest acceptance 

of that which is unacceptable, that is making permanent marks on the temporary and 

projecting a future within the camps which is at odds with the strong, dearly-held narrative of 

return.   Such a context demands a light touch approach to spatial practice.  Certainly, it is a far 

cry from the security of a university campus or an architectural office.  But these are not typical 
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architects or educators.  ‘We resist definitions.  This is important.  It’s a way to escape.  We’re 

good enough architects, teachers, etc. but it is good not to fit.  If you are what they want you 

to be it’s already over’ (Hilal and Petti, 2013). 

Petti and Hilal, the architect founders of CIC, have liminal relationships with architectural 

practice - the profession in which they trained.  They speak about architecture as something 

external and ‘other’ to them, and openly express disdain for its subordinate relationship with 

the state and other sources of power.  Indeed, as a staff member commented, the architecture 

was kept out of CIC for as long as possible - ‘only now that [participants are] getting into their 

project do they even know that Alessandro [Petti] really has an architecture background.  

Because there are so many other things that we’re dealing with’ (INT:Qaddumi, 2013).  Petti 

and Hilal place themselves outside of their profession, and yet they do not turn their back on it 

entirely - architecture remains a constant reference point.  They locate themselves, therefore, 

on the margins of architectural practice, neither inside nor ever fully outside. From this space 

of power and resistance on the margins, from which we have a better view of the ‘whole’, as 

hooks reminds us, the CIC founders are able to be critical of architectural practice in a way that 

is much more challenging than would be possible from the immersed centre.    

We are seen as outsiders from all the worlds we work in.  For example the art world – we get 
money from it, but we do not have a gallery, etc.  And the architecture world too.  This is what 
gives us all this power.  And you’re not afraid to lose it, because if you do you will have more power.  
An artist normally has a gallery controlling what they do.  If you are dependent, you are controlled.  
Whereas we say that people can accept us as we are or we’ll leave.  […]  We are always an outsider 
from all.  We’re free enough’ (Hilal and Petti, 2013). 

This reference to the power they have by being ‘outside’ the worlds, such as art and 

architecture, that they work in, is clearly not the same type of controlling power that de Certeau 

refers to when he says the more power the strategist has the less tactical he can be.  Rather, it 

seems Hilal and Petti are referring to the freedom-giving, liberating positive mechanisms of 

power that Foucault urged us to investigate through resistance and critique (Foucault, 1986: 

62).  By giving up some of the strategist’s power, they gain a different power, that of the tactic.  

They suggest that they feel more free under this non-controlling power, which they are not 

afraid to lose because they will get more.  Hilal and Petti also emphasise the importance, in 

their work, of being ‘creative and adaptive’ (INT:HIlal and Petti, 2013) – constantly moving and 

changing in response to circumstances on the ground. 
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Architectural theorist Jane Rendell (2009) puts forward a theory of critical (and, one might say, 

liminal) spatial practice between art and architecture, which requires social critique, self-

reflection and social change.  CIC, too occupies a space between art and architecture - 

practising within space but in a creative and artistic way.  Hilal and Petti say they find the art 

world gives more freedom of expression than architecture, and provides funding that demands 

less specific outcomes.  In this regard, they admit that they are, in a way, using or manipulating 

the art world in order to pursue their architectural or spatial agenda.  ‘Sometimes people are 

disturbed that we’re not fully anything.  We get accused of using the art world.  We are!’ 

(INT:Hilal and Petti, 2013).  Similarly, they use the world of architecture.  Having distanced 

themselves from architecture for some time, the CIC founders explained that they then became 

interested in using architectural tools in order to change political scenarios.  One such tool is 

physical models, which ‘made architecture interesting for us again’ (INT:Hilal and Petti, 2013).  

They see models as tools which can ground political discussion, and frame political ideas.  As 

Memmi (2013: xvi) recounts, of his experience growing up as a Jew in a predominantly Muslim 

Tunisia colony, his was ‘sort of a half-breed of colonization, understanding everyone because I 

belonged completely to no one’.  They have stepped outside both art and architecture, 

belonging to neither, and therefore have a more critical, nuanced understanding of both 

worlds, taking from each the aspexts that best serves their purposes. 

Using architecture, for CIC, is about more than just employing architectural tools.  It is about 

recognising the relationship architecture has to power, and finding ways to tap into that and 

manipulate it.   

‘Architecture is the prostitute of power, so we looked at turning architecture against itself. […] You 
can see it’s through architecture that things are changed on the ground.  If we understand this we 
can use architecture.  The colonizer knows it’s an amazing tool - it could be amazing for the 
colonized too’ (INT:Hilal and Petti, 2013). 

The Academy - their umbrella organisation of Al-Quds-Bard - is a further ‘proper’ that CIC uses 

to do something that is removed both geographically, conceptually and in terms of outcome, 

from a traditional university course. 

The CIC founders have ‘used’ or appropriated the spheres of the proper to achieve more 

tactical ends - not in a spirit of conformity, but rather with an attitude of resistance.  They 

challenge people to take them or leave them, as they are (INT:Hilal and Petti, 2013).  Although 
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they use these tools and places, they maintain a refusal to conform fully and unquestioningly 

to the rules of the proper.  They hold it lightly.  One wonders, however, if ‘accept us as we are’ 

suggests a certain fixedness - are they willing to change themselves, if that is necessary?  In 

other words, does this attitude allow them to be as self-critical and reflective as they encourage 

the CIC participants to be?  In answer to such questions, the founders respond:  

If you treat it as a lab, everything you do will lead you to the next thing.  It’s not failure/success, 
it’s a process.  We’re now reviewing things from seven years ago, and understanding them in a 
different way.  All the time we doubt, and question what we’re doing (INT:Hilal and Petti, 2013). 

Hilal and Petti seem to remain in a constantly evolving process of self-reflection, evaluation and 

adjustment.  Perhaps this is a case of: accept us, therefore, as we are at this point in time, which 

may not be how we are at a future point or how we have been in the past.56  Like FAB, albeit in 

a more conscious and intentional way, there appears to be little that is fixed in their approach.  

As with previously discussed spatial stories, the fluid, unfixed nature of CIC, and indeed more 

broadly of existence in the OPT, brings with it a vulnerability and personal cost to those 

involved.  There are no work visas for the OPT, and so NGOs and institutions of higher education 

have to use forms of ‘trickery’ to allow international staff (including Palestinian diaspora) to 

work there.  There is some exception for staff of institutions with international support, such 

as Al-Quds Bard College, with its US connections, to obtain multi-use year-long tourist visas, 

but logistical issues and bureaucratic delays mean that this is not extended to all the staff 

working at CIC.  In the meantime, they have to enter on an Israeli tourist visa that requires them 

to leave again every three months.  Dena Qaddumi, a Palestinian-American staff member, told 

how her time with CIC came to an abrupt and untimely bitter end, when she was put in what 

she described as a ‘legally compromising position’ by Al-Quds Bard, having unknowingly 

overstayed her tourist visa, and was subsequently ‘banned from my homeland indeterminately’ 

(Qaddumi, 2014).  Her work with CIC cost her the right to return to Palestine.  Petti, the Italian 

program director, despite being married to Hilal who is Palestinian, making Palestine his home 

and bringing up his children there, has no official right to live there and reported being 

 
56 In the 2019 invitation to respond, with hindsight, Qaddumi reflected that power relations between participants 
and staff were not adequately thought about and mitigated in CIC’s work.  She felt that this created internal 
conflicts which could have been recognised and dealt with creatively, but instead were wished away and blamed 
on the general conflict in Israel/Palestine.  (ITR:QADDUMI, 2019) 
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frequently held up re-entering across the Jordanian border (INT:Hilal and Petti, 2013). 

There is so little of the ‘proper place’ about refugee camps that they are places rife with tactical 

practices.  Bshara listed examples from his doctoral research of people dumping bins at the 

municipal centre door in a protest against lack of collections; women refugees navigating the 

camps avoiding the public spaces which are predominantly the sphere of the men and, in so 

doing, getting to know the camp spaces and happenings much more intimately than the men 

of their families: ‘because they cannot participate in public space, so they dominate most of 

the leftovers, which is most actually!’ (INT:Bshara, 2013).  And so it seems natural that it was 

through tactical practices, such as walking, cooking and cleaning, that CIC participants began 

their spatial engagements within the camp: walking former Roman waterways to connect, 

ephemerally and experientially, the otherwise disconnected camps of Arroub and Dheisheh; 

collectively cleaning rubbish dumped in the Arroub pool ‘to bring attention and a sense of 

concern to the space’ (Khannah and Al homouz, 2013: 40-41); and inviting women from the 

camp to come together to cook maftoul.   

 

Fig. 8.2 Campus in Camps concrete tent 

Yet the pedagogies of CIC also reflect a traditional architecture studio model, both in the spatial 
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nature of their investigations and the final output of their two-year programme with refugees 

from the camps.  At the point of interviewing, the design stage of the first CIC programme saw 

participants move from the highly tactical to significantly more strategic/mainstream 

approaches to space, where bridges and aquaponic systems for growing vegetables in the 

Arroub pool were among the proposals put forward.  That these proposals sound in some ways 

like proposals coming out of any architecture or urban design school in the western world 

seems simultaneously liberating (refugees refusing to be restricted by the constraints of camp 

reality and applying the zeitgeist of design education to this marginal context) and 

disappointingly generic and non-liminal.  Some of the eventual outputs were more contextual, 

for example, a deeply symbolic concrete tent gathering space, eventually built (Fig.8.2), that 

did not seek to offer solutions but rather engaged with the contradictory temporary 

permanence of refugee camp temporality: ‘a hybrid between a tent and a concrete house, 

temporality and permanency, soft and hard, movement and stillness’ (Petti, 2015).  This 

compelling project concretises, quite literally, that space between camp and home, temporary 

and permanent, memory and present reality in which Palestinian refugees are stuck. 

8.2.2 INVERTING THE ‘PROPER’ OF GALLERIES AND MAPS 

Further examples of inversion of the proper are evidenced in other spatial stories.  The arts 

organisation Paragon Studios Project Space, or PS2, who co-created Peas Park at the Skegoneill 

Glandore interface, invert the proper of their white-walled, city-centre art gallery base by using 

and naming it, instead, as a project space and opening it up to a wide diversity of uses and 

users.57  This included the Tuesday Drawing Studio, initially formed as part of the funded 

Temporary Places project located in Peas Park.  They undertook a two-week residency/takeover 

of the project space in 2015, thereby inviting people who are ‘normally neglected in the art 

world’ (INT:Mutschler, 2015) and who might not typically find themselves in a formal art space, 

to make it their base for a period.  In addition, Garrett Carr’s border cartography, or counter-

maps, are graphically illustrated using the symbols and formatting of official maps, despite 

depicting things which are explicitly not found on any official map.  In this way, his counter-

maps invert the ‘proper place’ of maps.  It is perhaps a little disappointing that Carr, whose first 

exhibition of his own maps was within PS2 project space, subsequently chose to hold his 

 
57 It should be noted that PS2 members have never conceived of this space as a gallery, but as a project space – 
this is a label used only by others. 
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Mapping Alternative Ulster exhibition within the formal gallery space of the Ulster Museum 

and other such white-walled galleries across Northern Ireland.  Could he have chosen different 

spaces where those border-dwellers, who created the unofficial crossings and frequented the 

dance halls, factories and protests that are depicted in his maps, might more easily encounter 

and engage with them?  For example, i the maps do not seem to have been exhibited within 

the ‘border corridor’ they depict. 

8.3 RELINQUISHING THE ‘PROPER PLACE’ 

The examples explored thus far have positioned themselves along the strategic-tactical 

continuum in a way that allows them to maintain some of the power of the strategist, and the 

access, order and audience that this brings with it, but used or manipulated in different ways 

and to varying extents in order to subvert the associated power structures.  This has been 

shown to lead to a vulnerable and fragile existence, rife with contradiction, change and 

potential demise.  What, then, would it be like - or would it even be possible - for a strategist 

to relinquish their ‘proper place’ altogether for the tactics of the ‘placeless’ ‘weak’?  Reversing 

Gow’s (1997) enquiry, can they still plan if they render themselves more subaltern?  This next 

section revisits the spatial story of the former interface junction of Skegoneill and Glandore 

Avenues to explore an example in which the spatial praxitioners involved have, arguably, been 

navigating this challenging terrain. 

The combined activities of a container shop, community events, gardening, sculptural and 

practical constructions, organised by a combination of a local entrepreneur, community 

organisation Skegoneill Glandore Common Purpose (SGCP), arts organisation PS2 and local 

residents and artists around the roundabout junction, do not fall under an overarching 

umbrella organisation as the other spatial stories do.  They are not neatly categorised; scarcely 

collective except in their concentration on a particular local geography; and are organic, 

rhizomatic, contradictory and agonistic. 

The trail-blazing Sina’s shop, the container making meanwhile use of a site William Haire still 

hopes to develop but has as yet been unable to finance was the first activity on the former 

interface.  For two years it lacked the ‘proper’ of Planning permission, and as a result faced the 

threat of enforced removal until, after some refusals and much negotiation, temporary 
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permission was granted.  It remains a temporary shop 10 years on, whose owner, after several 

failed attempts to leave and getting drawn back in, only recently (in 2016) managed to walk 

away from its all-consuming demands, handing over the management reins to his neighbour 

Sina.  He still remains involved in a reduced capacity. 

From 2010 until their closure in 2015, SGCP dogmatically attempted to create some form of 

intentional gathering space on the interface, undeterred by repeated setbacks and failings.  

Ignoring all the shared space principles around keeping things completely neutral, they had the 

courage and vision to hold events on the Common Ground they created for potentially-

incendiary but explicitly inclusive occasions such as the Queen’s Jubilee, St Patricks’ Day and an 

anti-racism event. 

PS2’s involvement in the area since 2013, with the Temporary Places funding and the birth of 

Peas Park, brought about a sea change on the interface.  The project officially lasted only six 

months.  Since then any involvement has been voluntary, (with small amounts of funding, £500-

£1000, gained from charitable, environmental funds and redirected from PS2’s arts funding, 

for example for the billboard) with gardeners giving their spare time over evenings and 

weekends.  SGCP suffered funding cuts and could no longer afford to employ their community 

workers, but still former chair Persic gives her time to the Park.  Mutschler, whose role as 

director/curator of PS2 is already voluntary, continues to give his time at the garden at the 

weekends.  Artist Duncan Ross who created the Tuesday Drawing Studio also volunteers, for 

two years running the studio without the proper of a regular room in which to meet.  Since 

New Lodge Arts has closed, they have had no umbrella organisation, minimal funding, no bank 

account to keep any money in. 

Peas Park makes meanwhile use of land that they do not own, that could at any point be sold 

for development. This is a resounding rejection of the proper of a structure, an organisation 

and the membership (exclusivity) that comes with it.  It is, as Hillier (2002: 117) warns when 

describing agonistic practices, ‘extremely messy, containing various levels and intensities of 

networks nesting inside/overlapping with each other, changing over time’.   They like it that 

way (ITR:Persic, 2019), but it is not without its challenges.  It is inherently vulnerable.58  FAB 

 
58 As part of the invitation to respond, over coffee in January 2019, Persic reflected ‘It’s really precarious.  It seems 
awful to say that, but it is’ (ITR:Persic, 2019). 
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tried to work with a similarly ‘loose grouping’ when they attempted to set up the Forum for 

Inner-City Neighbourhoods (FIN), but were unable to maintain such a ‘loose structure’ 

(ITR:Hackett, 2019).  Such seems to be the nature of highly tactical, liminal practice, located on 

opportunistic and vulnerable edges and in places which are not theirs – what they win, they 

cannot be sure that they will keep. 

8.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter has explored examples of practising in-between - the ways in which the spatial 

praxitioners within different spatial stories resist, question, transcend, use and, in the last 

example, almost entirely give up the strategists’ worlds in which they operate.  They operate in 

a land of hybridity, somewhere along a spectrum between De Certeau’s strategies and his 

tactics, defying definition by being multiple things at once and not quite entirely any one thing 

– in various ways ‘using’ the strategist’s tools at their disposal to more tactical ends.  Sometimes 

they turn things on their heads altogether, like Riwaq placing themselves at the strategic 

centre, as a form of institution, because in a vulnerable and volatile state-to-come this is 

arguably the most tactical thing to do.  Riwaq, like FAB, manipulate the place of the proper.  

Others, such as CIC and the activities at Skegoneill/Glandore Avenues are located further 

towards the tactical end of the spectrum, inverting or even relinquishing their ‘proper place’ in 

favour of temporary spaces and practices.  These different levels of transgression come at a 

cost of messiness, contradiction, vulnerability, even closure, and bring with them different 

tensions for those involved, as they push against, or leave behind, the protected enclaves of 

their ring-fenced proper(s) and find creative, fertile ground in the space between. 
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9 IN-BETWEEN KNOWLEDGES  

The previous two chapters have explored how spatial practices have challenged the boundaries 

between places and between different forms of practice.  This chapter will look at practices 

which have located themselves in the challenging threshold between multiple ways of knowing 

space.   The first examples act as links between formal and informal ways of knowing – between 

municipalities and city residents – being, in the language of de Certeau, mouth-pieces of the 

limit, bridging but also possibly reinforcing the separation and hierarchy of knowledges.  More 

radically, the practitioners in the second half of the chapter are seen to have rejected the 

hierarchy: in the case of Campus in Camps by questioning, unlearning and defining their own 

terms through a collective dictionary, in this way exercising their own form of Foucauldian 

power/knowledge; in the case of the various activities around the Skegoneill/Glandore 

interface, by being self-organised and non-structured – accepting in the spirit of agonism that 

vandalism, complaints and non-responsiveness are equally as legitimate, valid productions and 

knowledges of that space as their own gardening, art production, community events and shop-

tending – no one truth or narrative is privileged. 

We have witnessed in recent decades a shift in the spatial disciplines towards an increasing 

recognition that despite being the so-called experts of space, planners, architects and 

geographers did not, and could not, hold all of the answers to how space should be shaped.  

There are many ways of knowing space (Sandercock 1998: 30).  And, indeed, many forms of 

expertise about space – from that of a learned and analytical, abstracted nature, to a more 

localized form of expertise, such as that which comes from knowing and using a particular space 

intimately over days and years. But, of course, these are neither conclusive nor mutually 

exclusive – different individuals know and relate to different spaces in many and multiple, 

overlapping ways.  

While the spatial disciplines and many of their practitioners have come to this recognition in 

theory, this has not always translated well into mainstream practice.  Truly making room for 

other knowledges about space does not sit well with efficient and linear forms of procurement 

and decision-making.  It renders normative forms of planning spaces problematic and 

challenging.  It does not fit within tight budget-led programmes.  It can be messy and complex, 
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contradictory, circuitous, and inconvenient.  Yet it is to practice, on the ground, that a growing 

number of theorists have begun to turn for answers around how many different voices are 

succeeding in having their say in the shaping of their spaces.  Because under the radar, in the 

tactical vein of de Certeau, innovative ways of navigating this complex terrain have been 

emerging, particularly on the margins of practice and space. 

9.1 OTHER WAYS OF KNOWING SPACE 

It may be useful, here, to return briefly to Lefebvre’s triad of perceived, conceived and lived 

space.  The triad allows us to transcend the dialectic between perceived (physical) and 

conceived (conceptual) space by putting forward the idea of lived space, which consists of a 

combination between the previous two.  It is the place of ‘connaisance’, or ‘less formal and 

more local forms of knowledge’ (Elden, 2004: 190), a both/and space, therefore, rather than 

either/or (Harvey, 2000: 174), which seems to capture the more messy realities of lived 

experience. 

From lived space, Soja developed his theory of Thirdspace – a mode of production which allows 

for ‘an-Other way of understanding and acting to change the spatiality of human life’ (Soja, 

1996: 57).  It is radically inclusive and, in its ever-changing renegotiation of boundaries and 

binaries (to include an-Other and yet an-Other), also highly elusive.  The previous chapter 

presented examples of liminal spatial praxis that constantly navigate the ever-moving 

boundaries of spatial practice in a way akin to this.  This chapter interrogates the spatial stories 

to look at the approach taken to the different spatial knowledges of diverse people connected 

to various spaces and their production in the divided/contested contexts of Israel/Palestine and 

Northern Ireland. 

9.2 BRIDGING KNOWLEDGES 

The case has already been made, in chapter 8, that the spatial praxitioners who are the focus 

of this thesis are all strategists to some degree.  They have some form of formal training and/or 

official standing in relation to the shaping of space.  They are attributed a degree of expertise, 

and accompanying power, which sits in contrast to the perceived ‘inexpertise’ and informality 

of the knowledges of the people living in the spaces with which their praxes engage. They 

approach (and to varying degrees reject) this distinction in a number of different ways.  This 
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section looks at some examples where praxitioners have used their privileged position to bridge 

the gap between informal and formal ways of knowing the spaces in question.  In Northern 

Israel, Ella Iungman uses the development of tourism infrastructure to become what de 

Certeau might refer to as the ‘mouth-piece of the limit’ (de Certeau, 1984: 127) between the 

municipality and local Arab residents in the old city of Acre.  In relation to the specific practice 

of map-making, NGO Zochrot works with former residents of destroyed Arab villages across 

Israel to produce counter-maps, while in Northern Ireland, academic Garrett Carr’s mapping of 

the Irish Border employs the official language of maps to present local, spatial responses and 

informal reactions to the border.  

9.2.1  ‘WHAT INFLUENCES WHAT AND HOW’ 

Spatial story 7 explored how architect Ella Iungman has actively sought to perform a bridging 

role between the municipality and the disadvantaged local Arab residents through the delivery 

of her Creative Tourism Project. When asked to help with the problematic Old City, Iungman 

saw an opportunity to use the privilege of her position as a Jewish Israeli and advisor to the 

Ministry of Tourism to continue her decades-long work alongside disadvantaged Arab 

communities, through the medium of tourism and small-scale creative business.  She felt that 

being a planner, and architect, gave her an understanding of ‘what influences what and how' 

(INT:Iungman, 2013).  She came up with a strategy that could at the same time satisfy the 

Municipality’s desire to solve their problem and improve tourism and also ensure that local 

residents (who to her are the soul of a city) were not left behind in its development.  Iungman 

saw in tourism an excellent opportunity to improve the lives of local residents. 

Crucially, the first step that Iungman took in this self-defined role was to reject the handed-

down research and figures from the Municipality (akin to CIC’s unlearning, introduced in spatial 

story 6 and discussed in section 9.3.1) and instead conduct her own research: ‘I wanted to be 

without interest. [...] I don't want to be the tool of the politicians' (INT:Iungman, 2013).  These 

personal aspirations evince an understanding of the power of decision-makers to influence 

‘official’ knowledge and the way that it can be used and manipulated by those in power. 

Rather than impose some top-down agenda on the local people, the idea that Iungman 

presented back to the Municipality was one which originated with the ideas and desires of local 

residents.  It seems likely that this will have contributed to their subsequent buy-in to the 
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Creative Tourism Project that followed – the successful tzimmers (Hebrew word for guest 

house), hammam, market and food stalls that local families proudly and successfully run. In the 

delivery of the physical project of creating the ‘Entrepreneurs’ House’ (fig. 6.24), Iungman’s 

considered approach prioritised the local people’s ownership of the building as a resource to 

them over any requirements the Municipality had for the civic branding of a building they 

owned, convincing them to leave their sign off it so that the local residents could ‘feel it’s their 

place’ (INT:Iungman, 2013).   

 

Fig. 9.1 Ghattas Turkish Bath, hammam in Old Acre  

Clearly in her work, Iungman is drawn to the boundaries – operating, as she does, on the 

margins of what is typically defined as architectural practice, and working with marginalized 

people, going between them and the political ‘centre’.  Indeed her decision to move to rural 

Galilee (close to the Lebanese border) from her birthplace of Jerusalem, where she felt 

relations between Jews and Arabs were no longer good, was in part a decision to go somewhere 

she could ‘live together [with Arabs] in a different atmosphere’ (albeit within a gated and 

exclusively Jewish hilltop village) (INT:Iungman, 2013).  Whilst she is drawn to boundaries and 

borders, it does not necessarily follow that she wishes to challenge or erode them, or, at least, 
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not all of them.  In fact, she explicitly expresses the importance of borders and the connection 

she sees between physical borders and personal ones: they help delineate who we are and who 

we are not: ‘If we live in a place that has no borders, we have no inner borders…’ (INT:Iungman, 

2013). 

In a newspaper article about the development of the Old City of Acre, not one Arab resident is 

quoted or mentioned by name – only Jewish stakeholders are afforded a voice.  Iungman is 

quoted, saying ‘The main issue is to convince [Arab] Old City residents not to sell their real 

estate […] We want them to understand the value and to get them to open their own tzimmers’ 

(Steinberg, 2016). Her identification, in this quote, as being among the ‘we’ that is speaking 

about ‘them’ sounds a little removed from the ‘we that is us in the margins’ that hooks (1990: 

343) calls on those in a position of privilege to become.  While it was not Iungman who wrote 

or edited the article, and the article will have been for a Jewish Israeli audience first and 

foremost (the perceptions of others are beyond her control), this distancing does still seem to 

reflect, to some degree, her remove from the Akko residents with whom she works. 

In his chapter on Spatial Stories, de Certeau describes how the story that gives the frontier a 

voice (the forest and the river that warn us to stop, by revealing their wolf and their crocodile) 

performs a mediating role, much like the frontier itself.  Iungman, too, in her role as a connector 

and communicator across the divide between the formal knowledges of the Municipality and 

the informal knowledges of the local community, can be said to be performing this mediating 

role.  De Certeau goes on to explain that this actor (i.e. the wolf and the crocodile), in being the 

mouth-piece of the limit is creating both communication and separation (de Certeau, 1984: 

127).  A border is formed when the actor, crossing from the other side, articulates what crosses 

it and what does not.  As the mouth-piece of the limit, Iungman is complicit in the making and 

maintaining of the very border that her praxis seeks to bridge.  Indeed, her praxis depends upon 

it.    

These observations do not seek to deflect from the value of the work that Iungman is carrying 

out, creating opportunities that might not otherwise have presented themselves for local 

people to benefit from the influx of tourism in the area.  She works within incredibly complex 

conditions of division, where the status quo is one of inequality.  One wonders whether the 

mediating role that Iungman performs, as the mouth-piece of the limit, is an essential one, even 
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when it simultaneously risks reinforcing, to some degree, the very boundary that renders these 

people subaltern.  At least until such time as local Arabs have a means for their voice to be 

heard in the shaping of the spaces of Acre and other such places.  Iungman’s self-critique of 

her own positionality, as a white Jewish Israeli, may not be as well-honed as her critique of the 

passed-down knowledge of others (such as the Acre Municipality).  There are obvious (yet 

understandable) contradictions in Iungman’s position, as there are in all of us – such is human 

nature.  When we set out to erode boundaries, as in liminal spatial praxis, we all – to some 

degree – have our own limits of self-preservation that we will maintain.’59   This is a critical 

conundrum.  Is the role played by Iungman, and others like her, overall a positive or a negative 

one?  Is she maintaining divisions or bridging them (or both)?  This spatial story highlights some 

deeply important issues around personal limits and the centrality of reflexivity in liminal spatial 

praxis, a theme which will be returned to throughout this chapter and in chapter 10. 

9.2.2 THE ROLE OF CRITIQUE  

In Northern Ireland, the founders of Forum for Alternative Belfast perhaps faced similar 

challenges to Iungman, when they embarked upon the community campaigning phase of their 

operations.  They, too, performed a mediating role as mouth-pieces of the limit between inner-

city communities and Belfast’s authorities, before ultimately seeking to become incorporated 

into the local council.  Did they, to some degree, appropriate the voices of the people they 

sought to help, and unwittingly reinforce the boundaries between formal and informal 

knowledge?  Hackett (2015a) admitted to getting into difficulties when attempting to create 

the Forum for Inner-city Neighbourhoods, in part due to the different approaches FAB and the 

local residents wished to take in response to a local development.  Conflicting agendas can be 

problematic, or arouse suspicion between parties about interests and motivations.  It seems to 

work better when there is openness from all parties about their agendas and reflection on 

mistakes made and lessons learnt.  Looking back on her time with CIC, Qaddumi questioned 

who the audience of their work really was, and what the refugees got out of it, causing her to 

reflect that ‘power relations between […] program managers and participants [must be] 

 
59 Iungman, who lost a large proportion of her family as a result of the Holocaust, also identifies as being Zionist 
although she is at pains to point out that this is a grossly misunderstood term with diverse meanings (INT:Iungman, 
2013) 
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thought about and mitigated’ (ITR:Qaddumi, 2019).   

With the exception of two reflective academic publications in its early years (Sterrett et al., 

2011, Sterrett et al., 2012), there is little evidence, as with Iungman, of there having been a 

rigorous approach to reflexive self-critique within FAB.  From its inception, FAB was explicitly 

reactive.  The founders set out to provide alternatives, and suggest how development could be 

done ‘right’, according to a set of evolving principles (such as those set out in the Let’s Get It 

Right campaign, section 6.3).  The reliance on principles and faith in there being a ‘right’ 

‘alternative’ is indicative of the normative value system of FAB members.  As Hackett put it, for 

him it was ‘not about being a critical voice, I don’t want to have to criticise anybody.  I just want 

people to do things more or less right’ (INT:Hackett, 2015).  FAB’s resistance was reactively 

directed against the schemes that were being produced by the dominant forces of Belfast’s 

municipal planning and development system.  The members of FAB felt that the centralised 

developments were wrong and therefore put forward alternatives that they felt were more 

likely to ‘get it right’.  There is something inherently binarised and, as a result, limiting, about 

this approach.  It demonstrates a belief in absolute truth claims, right and wrong ideas about 

space, that recalls de l’Orme’s Good Architect (section 3.2).  Even their dogmatic belief that 

good design will make better, more successful cities could arguably be seen as a form of 

architectural determinism.  As Sandercock (1998: 196) asserts, such truth claims need to be 

named for the fundamental challenge that they present to postmodern (or critical) positions.  

They create the potential for a blind spot in relation to self-critique. 

In their critique of the word ‘alternative’ in the introduction to their book on Spatial Agency, 

Awan, Schneider and Till capture the limitations of oppositional thinking, in a passage so 

succinct and on point that it merits inclusion in full:  

As soon as one says the word “alternative” it begs the question: “alternative to what?”  In order 
to establish an alternative it is first necessary to define the norm against which it is set, and with 
this three issues immediately arise.  First, the interpretation of the norm will differ according to 
who is doing the defining.  As the authors of the Dictionary of Alternatives note, “one person’s 
alternative is another person’s orthodoxy.”  […]  Second, the alternative is necessarily reactive to 
the norm, and thus may remain in thrall to it. […] [O]ften, as in any binary structure, the alternative 
becomes bound by exactly the terms of reference that it would wish to escape.  The alternative is 
always caught in the shadow of the thing that it posits itself against.  The result is that the 
alternative is inevitably defined by the norm, whilst the norm remains largely undisturbed by the 
irritant it overshadows. Third, the dialectical operation of the alternative suggests that, in the will 
to criticise the norm, one should abandon all the structures and rituals of the norm (Awan et al., 
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2011: 27). 

In their book, the authors have catalogued examples of practices that favour a ‘hybrid stance’ 

(Awan et al., 2011) – one that is unafraid to retain some merit-worthy features of the centre, 

in newly reframed or redirected ways, that can be critical of the centre without being stuck in 

reaction to it.  For Hoy, resistance that instead takes on a reactive and binarised relationship to 

the centre has been ‘co-opted by the oppressive forces’ (Hoy, 2004: 2).  He argues that it is 

therefore incapable of being truly emancipatory.  Because it lacks critique, such resistance is 

blind (Hoy, 2004: 6).60   

Did FAB become stuck in this weakened form of reactionary binary with the centre?  Despite 

being explicit, at interview, about not wanting to be a critical voice, FAB was a fundamentally 

critical organisation – the directors were publicly damning of the architectural profession and 

the role that architects have played in Belfast and Northern Ireland (INT:Hill, 2015) and of 

government practices, especially in relation to the city’s development (Sterrett et al., 2011: 

113). However this criticism was arguably less a practice of critique as put forward by post-

structural thinkers (inter alia Butler and Spivak, 2015, Spivak, 1988, Foucault, 1988b, Foucault, 

1997b, Butler, 2009, Latour, 2004) and more like the judgement that condemns certain things 

as wrong and others right, rather than engaging in an ongoing process of questioning and, 

importantly, self-reflection. 

9.2.3 RE-APPROPRIATING THE TOOLS OF THE DOMINANT 

The border cartography of Garrett Carr and the counter-mapping of Zochrot present some 

different approaches, and different challenges, in relation to the bridging of boundaries 

between formal and less formal ways of knowing and producing space.   

The pages of history are replete with white men standing around tables drawing arbitrary lines 

on maps that go on to become fixed, intransigent borders.  Such is the power of the map, and 

of they who have given it form (Akawi, 2013).  Maps and plans such as these, and the physical 

realities that have resulted, from state borders and checkpoints to peace walls and interfaces, 

 
60 The Three Horizons framework for cultural transformation emerged from a similar school of thought, calling for 
a critique of ‘business as usual’ in order to create the conditions for innovation and change  HODGSON, A. & 
SHARPE, B. J. S. F. S. 2007. Deepening futures with system structure. 121-144, CURRY, A. & HODGSON, A. J. J. O. 
F. S. 2008. Seeing in multiple horizons: connecting futures to strategy. 13, 1-20, SHARPE, B. 2013. Three Horizons, 
Triarchy Press.. 
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have played a significant part in the histories of both Northern Ireland and Israel/Palestine.  It 

is perhaps not surprising then, when one looks to the margins of spatial praxes in these places, 

that evidence can be found of other people, not in any official capacity, seeking to harness that 

power to different ends.   

Along the Irish border, Carr’s ‘Map of Connections’ might seem like a strange place to begin 

such a discussion.  Here is another white man working alone to make maps.  Other people are 

not involved in his work – the people who created the connections the map depicts are absent 

from its production and are not themselves represented.  This was never the intention of his 

work.  Carr’s focus is on borders, and the highly liminal practice he developed of eroding these 

through counter-maps, was not concerned with including others.  His is a purely cartographic 

research interest.   So how can this serve as an example that is located in-between different 

knowledges about space? 

Carr’s Map of Connections across the Irish border presents local ways of producing space in a 

map that declined, in its early versions, to acknowledge the border itself, its course being 

intimated, rather poetically, only by the positions of its charted transgressions.  The Map of 

Connections is a map only of local and informal knowledges, where any crossing, any road or 

bridge that appears on an official map has been omitted.   The map that is the language of the 

official is being used to tell only the unofficial spatial stories, or knowledges, of local people. 

The touring exhibition that Carr curated, entitled Mapping Alternative Ulster, expanded this 

approach of mapping other voices about space by bringing together the maps of a variety of 

different artists, architects and what Carr describes as ‘folk cartographers’ (fig. 9.2), in one 

place (INT:Carr, 2016).  These are surely further examples of ‘counter-maps’ as practices of 

resistance which use mapping against itself, and have the power to ‘bring into full presence the 

language of the radical other’ (or the quiet, unseen others) who is often rendered absent from 

official maps (Wainwright, 2011: 244).  Carr brought these maps, some for the first time, 

according to Carr, into the official space of galleries (INT:Carr, 2016). 
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Fig.9.2 John McKeagney’s folk cartography of Fermanagh, featured in Carr’s Mapping Alternative Ulster 

exhibition 

The counter-maps that Israeli NGO Zochrot produces with former residents of lost Palestinian 

villages similarly create a place for the informal knowledges, including personal memories, of 

villagers to recreate, at least on paper, the villages that are now entirely absent from official 

maps of Israel.  Once again, like other examples put forward in Chapter 7, this is an example of 

‘using’ the tools of the official and formal against itself, as Iungman used tourism to achieve 

other, human-centric ends. 

There is always a risk, with counter-mapping, that the resultant map becomes stuck in a binary 

with the thing that it seeks to resist – as with the colonised imitating the coloniser (Memmi, 

2013). Like Awan, Tschnieder and Till’s (2011) carefully-considered critique of the word 

alternative, it could be argued that Carr’s counter-maps and exhibition (notably also offering 

an ‘Alternative’) remain in thrall to the official maps which they oppose, and therefore risk 

being restricted by their boundaries.    

Like Iungman, this example undoubtedly raises questions around the role the spatial praxitioner 

plays in translating, transcribing or disseminating these diverse knowledges to a larger 
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audience.  Are there limits to how far they are willing to go?  What criteria do they apply to the 

decision of whose voices (or maps) to include?  Do they appropriate the voice of the subaltern 

or the unofficial?  This question seems particularly pertinent in the case of the Mapping 

Alternative Ulster exhibition, which took these maps into formal, white-walled galleries across 

Northern Ireland.  Who was the intended audience?  Only the museum- and gallery-attending 

educated classes?  Did Carr seek to challenge that status quo in any way, to reach a wider 

audience beyond the enclosed and, for some, intimidating white walls of a gallery space?  There 

is no evidence, to date, to suggest that he did.  The multiple knowledges he captures around 

the border are, however, further disseminated through his book and in the broadcasts he has 

more recently been involved in around Brexit.  There are more questions than answers, but it 

is clear that spatial praxitioners are all human and imperfect like everyone else, and their 

outputs are imperfect too.  Perfection is not the goal. 

9.3 ERASING/REJECTING HIERARCHIES 

We have discussed in the previous section some examples of liminal spatial praxis which bridge 

the divide between the formal, official, ring-fenced knowledge of experts and other important 

ways of knowing and producing space.  Those praxes choose a challenging in-between position, 

locating within the bounds of their official remit and expertise but employing these to other 

ends, to represent other voices.  We have also seen the challenges and contradictions inherent 

in this position – the risk of reinforcing the boundary that they have set out, in some way, to 

resist or critique; the risk of appropriating and further silencing those who do not have a voice; 

and the possibility of becoming caught and blinkered in binary opposition with that which is 

being resisted.  Sometimes these challenges are borne out of a lack of self-critique of the 

praxitioner’s own position and/or some degree of acceptance (or dependence on) the very 

boundary that they simultaneously bridge.  This section looks at two examples from the 

fieldwork that, I will argue, display more intentional willingness to confront head-on and 

unequivocally reject hierarchies that privilege formal knowledge over the informal.  It is no 

surprise that the two examples that demonstrate this are the same two which, in the preceding 

chapter, were seen to have most resolutely surrendered their strategists’ power for the tactics 

of the ‘weak’.  Campus in Camps’ collaborative process of unlearning and creating a Collective 

Dictionary with refugees in West Bank camps sought to question and redefine the language 

that is often taken for granted when speaking about space.  And at the North Belfast interface 
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of Skegoneill and Glandore Avenues, the praxitioners in Peas Park accepted and, where 

possible, worked with other people’s responses to the site and their practices there – even 

when these were violent, contradictory and/or disruptive.  

9.3.1 UNLEARNING AND DEFINING THE TERMS OF REFERENCE 

A common criticism about the way that refugees are portrayed in mainstream discourses is 

that they often tend to be represented as either terrorists or passive victims, in a binary that 

leaves little room for anything in-between (Massad, 2006, Said and Hitchens, 2001).  This is part 

of a dominant discourse on refugee camps that is not shaped by the refugees themselves but 

by all those many others, outsiders, who have studied, reported on, experienced or 

contemplated the camps in some capacity.  The first-hand knowledge of a refugee’s existence 

is, in the language of Foucault, very often subjugated (Foucault and Gordon, 1980). 

A primary objective of the founders of pedagogic programme, Campus in Camps (CIC), was to 

bring the refugees and their knowledge of camp life into conversations about the spatiality of 

refugee camps.  As co-founder Alessandro Petti put it, CIC seeks to ‘explore and produce new 

forms of representation of camps and refugees beyond the static and traditional symbols of 

passivity and poverty’ (Petti, 2013a).  Importantly, though, the CIC approach was not about 

simply tapping into some well of hidden knowledge, but rather about engaging with refugees 

in a process of mutual reflection and learning, which started, necessarily, with unlearning.  

Unlearning, in its focus on reflection and critique, is reflective of the ‘limit-attitude’ of Foucault, 

which allows ‘the possibility of no longer being, doing, or thinking what we are, do, or think’  in 

order to open the mind up to other possibilities (Foucault, 1986: 46).  Notwithstanding 

Qaddumi’s reservations about the under-acknowledged power dynamics between participant 

and staff in CIC more generally (ITR:Qaddumi, 2019), this unlearning endeavour suggests a 

remarkable self-awareness and openness to be challenged, at least on some aspects of their 

practice, by those involved.   

In creating their own dictionary, participants engaged in a process of resisting widely-held 

truths, such as dictionary definitions, or indeed the very idea of a dictionary as a single A-Z 

book.  They recognised that these, like all truths, are socially constructed and can therefore be 

socially constructed anew - and empowered themselves to do so for this time, this context, 

these people, in this place – the West Bank refugee camp.  In this sense the formation of the 
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Collective Dictionary could be regarded as a practice of freedom - a deliberate, conscientious 

effort to critique handed-down knowledge, and taking the liberty to define their own terms.  

Positionality is openly recognised, with opening phrases such as ‘My personal perspective 

comes from experiencing weddings in Palestine’, letting the reader know the source of the 

writer’s knowledge (Al-Jaffari in Abu Aker et al., 2013: 9).  This is an openly subjective approach 

to collective working.  Knowledge that would typically be placed into the categories of expert 

and non-expert has been brought together, eroding that binary.    

It is worth considering in particular detail the chapter in the Collective Dictionary that seeks to 

define ‘Knowledge’ (Abu Aker et al., 2013), as this chapter tackles head-on the exclusion or 

subjugation of some knowledges from the ring-fenced idea of what the ‘academic system’ 

generally accepts as formal knowledge (Abu Aker, Hamouz et al 2013).  Ahmad Al-Lahham’s 

anecdote of watching a child getting her digger stuck in sand and reflecting on the value of 

‘experience-based knowledge’, versus the ‘pre-packaged knowledge’ which is generally 

imparted to us through education, is especially noteworthy  (Abu Aker et al., 2013: 9-12).  His 

story is a validation and celebration of experiential knowledge.  It is both reflective in nature, 

based on a personal memory, and critical - of his own initial instinct to impart wisdom and 

subsequent learning about ‘the power of knowledge and that conviction stems from personal 

experience’ (Abu Aker et al., 2013: 12). 

The idea of any kind of universal truth is strongly rejected, and knowledge is instead recognised 

as being an action (Abu Aker et al., 2013: 16), something that is continually growing and 

changing through daily life.  Reflecting on the impact that working on the Collective Dictionary 

has had on participants, Qussay Abu Aker shares that he has come to place more value on his 

prior experiential knowledge than what he learned at university, seeing his university education 

first and foremost as an accolade - ‘only a step toward a social status that my community 

categorizes (sic) me by’ (Abu Aker et al., 2013: 14).   

In its rejection of universal truths and celebration of experiential and localised knowledge, the 

Collective Dictionary, then, produces a new discourse about refugees and camps – a discourse 

which, unlike the dominant discourses on camps, is shaped and influenced by refugees 

themselves.  Naming the endeavour a dictionary rather than just a blog or journal elevates its 

status.  They do not call it a counter-dictionary either (despite all that it might share in common 
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with counter-mapping).  Foucault tells us:  

Each society has its regime of truth, its “general politics” of truth: that is, the types of discourse 
which it accepts and makes function as true; the mechanisms and instances which enable one to 
distinguish true and false statements, the means by which each is sanctioned; the techniques and 
procedures accorded value in the acquisition of truth; the status of those who are charged with 
saying what counts as true (Foucault, 1986: 73). 

Dictionary-writing is accorded value in today’s society - it is a form of truth that is widely 

accepted.  Foucault also reminds us that ‘each statement considered true exerts a certain 

power and it creates, at the same time, a possibility’ (Foucault and Lotringer, 2007: 71).  The 

action of defining one’s own terms, creating one’s own truths, writing the dictionary anew, is 

empowering. 

In collectively and non-hierarchically combining anecdotal stories, memories, photographs, 

reflections and musings from many different contributors, CIC’s Collective Dictionary occupies 

the liminal space between the categories of expert and non-expert knowledge, raising the 

question of who could even be considered the experts of the refugee camps - residents or those 

academically or professionally trained in some form of spatial practice (art, architecture, 

etc.).  The insider-outsider dialectic is also transgressed in this project initiated by non-

refugees, but in which refugees take a lead in defining the terms, contributed to by foreigners 

and locals, former and current camp residents, none of whom, given their youth, have first-

hand experience of the villages their families lost in the 1948 Nakba.  The sharing of personal, 

private stories within a collective and public exercise erodes the separation between public and 

private, much critiqued in feminist theory for the way in which it restricts the weak (Tronto, 

1993, Brodie, 1994, Yuval-Davis, 1997, Duncan, 1996, Arendt, 2000).  In Lefebvrian terms, then, 

as these multiple binaries are eroded, lived knowledge of the refugee camps is considered (at 

least) equal to perceived and conceived knowledge - all are present in the liminal conceptual 

space that the Collective Dictionary allows.  This output is surely so much the richer for the 

combination of the diverse participants’ unique perspectives, skills and inputs. CIC’s unlearning 

and dictionary-writing processes showcase a rich method of revealing experiential, local 

knowledge, that has been made freely available online to inform others in their praxis.  Further, 

Campus in Camps is acting upon the pressing need identified by hooks to open up access into 

the academy for those groups and classes of people who, while they may increasingly figure as 

research subjects, still infrequently appear as the subject who researches  (hooks, 1989, Wray-
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Bliss, 2004).  

Looking back with hindsight, five years after leaving, Qaddumi (ITR:Qaddumi, 2019) reflects 

that power relations between participants and staff were not always sufficiently thought 

through and mitigated but instead ‘willed away’, leading to internal frictions, and biasing the 

selection of subsequent participants towards those who would align.  She questions what the 

refugees and camps really gain from the project.  Power relations are so critical to these praxes 

– as Arnstein identified in her ladder, participation without addressing the distribution of power 

will only ever be lip service.  Naturally, there will be imperfections and contradictions in all of 

our practices. 

9.3.2 SELF-ORGANISATION ON AN INTERFACE 

The Peas Park grass-roots community park that has emerged as one of the lasting and more 

successful tenets of the combination of activities at Skegoneill/Glandore over the last decade, 

offers another, contrasting example of the rejection of the hierarchies of different knowledges 

and ways of knowing space – one which I will argue provides a worked example of the realities 

of agonism playing out on the ground. 

The various activities around Peas Park are ‘self-organised’ (Morrow, 2016, personal 

communication, 16 January) – there is no real hierarchy or organisation – just people who turn 

up and grow vegetables on land they do not own; others who turn up to create art, to barbecue, 

to play, converse or spectate; others to object or vandalise; or to pass through or by.  And all 

of these make their diverse marks on the park.  Since the closure of SGCP in 2015, the most 

active park contributors have been local resident Suzie Miller, former local, Callie Persic and 

PS2’s Peter Mutschler, along with their families and friends.   

When they face a set-back, they fix it or work around it.  They respond to the environment and 

conditions around them, for example removing fencing to encourage people to walk through, 

and work with whatever materials they can get their hands on, keeping all the planting in raised 

beds above the contaminated land, which could at any point be sold for development.  Perhaps 

the temporary nature of this space is part of what helps it to be non-hierarchical – it is no man’s 

land, to which everyone has equally little right.  They are highly invested, but at the same time 

constantly poised to walk away when the time comes, as it inevitably will.  They hold it lightly. 
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What is also interesting, in terms of the rejection of hierarchies, is the ways in which these 

individuals have responded to and embraced forms of resistance from some local residents.  

When the tepee fabric was cut down, its remnants were left there on display, not obliterated 

or replaced.  When the more essential, intention-stating billboard and plants were repeatedly 

vandalised, they were quickly resurrected and life moved on.  After repeated arson attacks in 

2015, they abandoned the idea of a greenhouse.  When local youth began hanging out in the 

pagoda, engaging in what is often considered ‘antisocial behaviour’, they were accepted, even 

welcomed.  Conversations with passing locals were also encouraged, even when they sought 

only to complain about the look of the garden and its detrimental impact on house prices: ’the 

opposite of gentrification!’ as Mutschler, with tongue-in-cheek humour, framed it 

(INT:Mutschler, 2015).  These people are unafraid and also unapologetic for their spatial 

practice and the resistance and reaction it sometimes engenders.  It acts as a ‘permanent 

provocation’ (Foucault, 1982: 790) to local people, and the Peas Park gardeners seem to 

embrace this role, and accept other people’s negative and violent reactions to their practices 

as equally valid interventions in this place.   

In a rare comment on agonism as it applies to space, Mouffe envisages an agonistic public space 

in which there ‘are many different voices and people that all play a role’ (Mouffe in Miessen, 

2010b: 119).  It may be that this is just what we are seeing here - these transformative activities 

around an interface presenting a worked example of agonistic spatial practice in action.  The 

first, second and third attempts at gardens failed, and they tried again.  The billboard gets 

knocked over and they put it up again.  Garden produce is stolen, and they grow more. 

Although describing her own practices in Paris in the following passage (which is part of the 

same network as PS2), architect academic/praxitioner Doina Petrescu could equally be 

describing the approach taken to Peas Park by the artists and architects of PS2: 

Our role as architects has been to develop, sometimes initiate, and then support and prop up the 
networks that emerge around these different activities, spatial systems, processes and effects that 
allow both personal futures and collective futures.  A relational and cooperative practice, like the 
one we have developed, has a different temporality and a different aim than those of a neo-liberal 
practice: rather than looking for a material value of profit, it creates the conditions for a liberating 
experience that changes both the space and the subjects (Petrescu, 2017: 107). 

This spatial story proffers a pluralistic, process-oriented, non-institutionalised, context-

contingent approach to the development of an area into a public sphere in which that 
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‘democracy of everyday life’ can play out (Melucci, 1989, 1996). Certainly, little attempt is made 

to reconcile or win over disparate points of view in Peas Park and Sina’s shop, and adversaries 

are welcomed in, offering their differing opinions.  Even destructive action and potentially 

disruptive behaviour is accepted as legitimate and lack of vandalism is welcomed as a form of 

passive support. 

And although both Mutschler and Ross are established artists, with their own aesthetic 

sensibilities, they do not seek to dictate the aesthetic of the park or the nature of the art 

installations that the Tuesday Drawing Studio creates.  Mutschler was affectionately 

disparaging of the ‘low art’ (Varnedoe and Gopnik, 1990) choice of a large sculpture of a chicken 

made from chicken-wire.  This idea came from the Tuesday Drawing Studio participants.  

Relinquishing control of the choice of sculpture for the park, and handing over the project 

space, requires the spatial practitioner to be willing to take a risk.  These examples do for the 

art world what hooks (1989) demands from the academy, and CIC attempts, with refugees – it 

opens up access into the art world for those groups and classes of people who may more 

frequently figure as subjects of art than they appear as the subject who creates. 

Agonism has been held up by some theorists (Gaffikin and Morrissey, 2011, Morrissey and 

Gaffikin, 2006) as something of a panacea for contested space and collaboration within the 

planning literature, despite an absence of concrete examples. And yet here in North Belfast, 

quietly under the radar, amidst the cabbages and the free roaming chickens, since joined by a 

turkey and a duck (Smith, 2019), Peas Park offers up an excellent example of the messy, non-

linear, non-transferable, uncontrollable reality of agonism, on the ground.  One wonders 

whether it will sustain when the high personal investment from key protagonists inevitably at 

some stage wanes, and what might happen next in the development of this roundabout 

junction.  It remains to be seen whether the temporary park and shop will have a lasting impact 

on the area beyond their lifespan, when one day the commercial development of the sites 

becomes viable. 

9.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter has explored the approaches the spatial stories have taken to discovering and 

making room for other ways of knowing space.  Carr, FAB and Iungman acted as bridges across 
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the divide between the government and local people, which brought hidden knowledges to the 

fore but always with the potential to be contradictory and to potentially inadvertently reinforce 

subjugation on some level.  These examples exposed the contradiction that all researchers and 

practitioners of this terrain must confront – how to acknowledge, navigate and, to varying 

degrees, set aside the privilege that comes with education and professional standing, more 

often than not rendering us as outsiders in the fields we study.  The more extreme examples of 

CIC and Skegoneill/Glandore Avenues have directly confronted and attempted to reject such 

hierarchies between different forms of knowledge.  Both examples, but particularly 

Skegoneill/Glandore Avenues, could conceivably be what Mouffe (interviewed in Miessen, 

2010b: 119) and Melucci (1989, 1996) might have envisaged when they called for non-

institutionalised, agonistic public spaces for the democracy of everyday life.  Certainly, these 

practices exhibit much of the agonistic tensions that one would expect from such spaces.    

These same two spatial stories, in Chapter 8, were those ready to relinquish ‘proper place’ (in 

the language of de Certeau) and embrace the terrain of the ‘tactics’ of the ‘weak’ (de Certeau, 

1984: xix).  It is perhaps not surprising, then, that they are the spatial stories that again seem 

to go the furthest in relation to locating in-between different knowledges.  The praxitioners 

involved in both Campus in Camps and Peas Park question, challenge and critique their own 

positions, their formal knowledge, their right to practise in a given space, any presumption that 

they already have the answers.  Perhaps this willingness to give everything up, to hold lightly 

onto what they have and hold and believe to be true, is a pre-requisite for liminal spatial praxis.  

But is it sustainable, and can it have long-lasting impact? 

Another common characteristic shared by CIC and the Skegoneill/Glandore Avenues activities 

is their avoidance of being tied down to an identifiable entity, or mode of working.  Instead 

they are defining their own terms, rejecting others, changing course, trying new approaches 

and collaborations, always questioning.  These are deeply challenging and complex terrains to 

navigate and there are no easy (or easily transferable) answers.  Any why should there be?  This 

messy, teetering terrain is the place of liminal spatial praxis. 
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10 CLOSING REFLECTIONS 

This chapter brings together the key contributions of the thesis.  Some common characteristics 

of liminal spatial praxis emerge across the seven spatial stories, revealing a number of tactics 

and effects of liminal spatial praxis which will be outlined in these closing reflections, and 

exposing intersectional relationships between the spatial stories.  The final reflexive sections of 

this chapter look back on the research process and consider areas for improvement and further 

work, and also reflect on the impact of this research on my own practice.  The three main 

elements of the methodology are reconsidered: the process of data collection and analysis, the 

theory and the reflexive process including invitation to respond, followed by a broader 

discussion around failure and success, the nature of practice-led research, gendered 

dimensions of this research and liminal spatial praxis more broadly, and the potential benefits 

of comparison across divergent contexts. 

This thesis has exposed a lingering gap in the built environment literature around the inclusion 

of other ways of knowing space and the power relations involved spatial practice.  It asked, 

what if a broader knowledge base could be applied to space-shaping processes?  How do those 

involved in shaping divided/contested contexts engage with subjugated knowledges?  How do 

they conceive of their own praxis?  What new and alternative practices are emerging here, and 

what these might reveal about the production of space?  How are spatial boundaries are being 

eroded by these practices?  I have engaged with wide-ranging spatial, post-colonial, post-

structural, critical theory and philosophy to develop an original conceptual framework that 

explores the import of subjugated knowledges, power relations, tactics and resistance in the 

production of space.  A nascent theory of liminal spatial praxis has emerged, which I have 

developed and interrogated through empirical research on the ground in two 

divided/contested contexts that transcend the established boundaries of knowledge, practice 

and place. 

Seven diverse spatial practices have been investigated in the divided/contested contexts of 

Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland, each of which in its own way resists dichotomisation and 

the eliding of local spatial knowledges.  Each resistance is a special case.  Each is a reaction to 

different circumstances, driven by different motivations, in a different place and way, and at 
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different times.  Transferable norms, comparisons or conclusions cannot easily be drawn.  That 

has not been the purpose of this research.  Rather, the diversity and contradictions as well as 

the rhizomatic connections and associations between different spatial stories, in all their 

complexity, have been sought out and considered.  This allows an exploration into whether 

alternative practices reveal ways that normally-elided knowledges can be brought to bear on 

the production of space.  

10.1 KEY FINDINGS  

This thesis has taken a reflexive, qualitative research approach to researching its central 

questions.  It has been shaped by my own journey as a researcher, reflexively exploring my own 

evolving position and approach.  Informed by the conceptual framework, which is central to 

this work, seven diverse spatial stories (from a possible 12) were selected across 

Israel/Palestine and Northern Ireland through a rhizomatic approach.  They were investigated 

using semi-structured interviews and analysis of written, mapped and drawn output.  Towards 

the end of the study, recognising that these were not my stories to tell, interviewees were 

invited to respond to my observations on their own spatial praxes.   

A review of the built environment literature, in Chapter 3, revealed that the widely-accepted 

and -employed decision-making processes within existing planning systems are designed to be 

top-down and expert-led.  A blind spot was observed, emerging from the persistent privileging 

of expert, general knowledge over local, specific knowledges: ultimately limiting the knowledge 

applied to decision-making about space.  The mainstream approaches to participation have 

been found to be inadequate because genuine participation requires a relinquishing of power 

that is not readily given up by those in control.  Agonistic approaches to spatial praxis, which 

allow for an inclusive engagement of other ways of knowing and producing space, hold some 

promise for divided/contested contexts, although there are few examples of how these might 

be applied to practice, on the ground.  Modes of practice were identified that emphasise 

disruption, edge conditions, connection, networks, resistance, spatial agency, and liberation, 

without, as yet, a developed theoretical underpinning. 

A conceptual framework was formed in Chapter 4, turning to theory from beyond the 

mainstream of the built environment disciplines to explore how space is produced, not just by 
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the experts, but by everyone.  However, as the literature review made clear, not all modes of 

producing and knowing space are valued equally.  A post-structural critique of 

power/knowledge revealed how some knowledges become accepted as truth while others are 

subjugated and pointed towards modes of resisting dominating powers through practices of 

freedom and critique.  Such resistance was conceived as a practice of spatial resistance (tactics 

over strategies), considering the role of the tactical strategist who occupies the margins 

between tactic and strategy.  More broadly, the margins were identified as places of radical 

opportunity, particularly within divided/contested contexts.  A spatial praxis of liminality 

emerged, that is a tactical, critical, performative, and always in-between practice, eroding 

boundaries, not to deny difference, but in a reaction against binaries that exclude, such as those 

that subjugate and elide spatial knowledges and practices. 

As it was developing, this theoretical framework was also being tested through exploration of 

worked examples on the ground, in the midst of the complexity and unique issues that lived 

space throws up.  These were, in brief, in Northern Ireland: Carr’s walking and mapping of the 

Irish border, charting unofficial connections and tools of observation along a border corridor 

and deconstructing the idea of the border as a clean line; the transformative effects of a 

collection of informal, temporary activities (such as gardening) around a former Belfast 

interface; and Forum for Alternative Belfast’s agitation for a design agenda for Belfast through 

design-oriented summer schools, campaigning against what they felt were detrimental urban 

developments and advocating for inner-city communities.  In Israel, there was Zochrot’s 

counter-mapping of lost Palestinian villages and planning for the return of the Palestinian 

diaspora; and architect-cum-community worker Ella Iungman’s work as the link between Arab 

residents and the municipality in the tourist-led regeneration of the old city of Akko.  Finally, in 

the West Bank, Riwaq’s use of heritage to fulfil a more political agenda of culturally 

reconnecting Palestine; and Campus in Camps’ work alongside refugees to spatially engage in 

the camps, questioning handed-down knowledge in favour of their own experiential 

knowledge, which they used to define their own terms of reference. 

Chapter 7 looked at the way the spatial stories locate in-between different places in creative, 

context-specific ways, finding, with hooks, radical opportunity on these spatial margins.  Divides 

are bridged both literally/physically and palimpsestically and psycho-socially across greater 

distance and time.  Presence and production, expounded by artist Hirschhorn (Birrell, R. 2010) 
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produces a great impact in locating physically in-between, creating connection.  Counter-

mapping enabled productions of space that diverged from the dominant discourses – used by 

Zochrot to make invisible (lost places) appear, and by Riwaq and Carr to make the intolerable 

visible (divisions) disappear.  These practices brought up recurring themes of risk, fear, 

vulnerability and struggle, because locating on the margins is always precarious. 

Chapter 8 used De Certeau’s theories of strategic and tactical spatial practice to look at 

practising in-between:- the ways in which the spatial praxitioners within different spatial stories 

resist, question, transcend, use and in the ultimate example almost entirely give up the 

strategists’ worlds in which they operate.  They exist in a place of hybridity, defying definition 

by being multiple things at once and not quite entirely any one thing, using the strategist’s tools 

to more tactical ends.  These different levels of transgression involve messiness, contradiction, 

vulnerability, even ‘death’ (closure), and pose significant challenges for the praxitioners as they 

push against, or leave behind, the protected enclaves of their ring-fenced proper(s) to find 

creative, fertile ground in the space between. 

Chapter 9 explored various approaches taken in the spatial stories to working with different 

knowledges about space, in particular those that have been elided, as Foucault’s theory of 

power/knowledge so starkly exposes.  In different ways these practises bridge the divide 

between formal and informal knowledge, which risks being contradictory and reinforcing 

subjugation.  The arguably more liminal examples directly confront and attempt to reject 

hierarchies between different forms of knowledge.  Through critical resistance of the status 

quo, they question, challenge and critique their own positions, their formal knowledge, their 

right to practise in a given space, inviting others to do so with them.  They display willingness 

to give everything up, to hold things lightly, and avoid conforming to identifiable, ownable 

entities, defining their own terms, rejecting others, abandoning the presumption that they 

already have the answers.  Such are the deeply challenging, complex and messy terrains in 

which liminal spatial praxis operates. 

Liminal spatial praxis describes a collection of approaches to spatial production in 

divided/contested contexts that has made an impact where mainstream approaches have not.  

As a result of this praxis, more voices and knowledges about space are drawn out and exposed 

in a number of unconventional and sometimes surprising ways, leading to borders being 
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eroded, quite literally at times, strong connections being fostered across deeply fragmented 

territories and previously silenced people becoming spatially activated.  When so-called ‘spatial 

experts’ are willing to relinquish some of their power, lose control, prioritise process over 

decision and creative production over the end result, it’s remarkable what can be achieved.  

While built environment professionals focus on closing down, meeting deadlines, reaching 

decisions and adhering to formal processes, as is often the status quo, valuable opportunities 

are being missed.  There is a lingering gap in the knowledge being applied to space production.  

Liminal spatial praxis describes another way of engaging.  It holds particular value in the 

complex, problematic territories of divided/contested contexts, where it is unlikely that taking 

a more conventional approach would work.   

10.2  SOME COMMONALITIES OF LIMINAL SPATIAL PRAXIS 

The idea is not to create some kind of handbook for liminal spatial praxis or a transferable 

method that would ensure its application whatever the context.  Such an endeavour would 

restrict and limit, omitting other as-yet-unknown ways of practising space.  However, the 

characteristics and traits that have emerged through analysis of the data reflect organic, 

rhizomatic strands and themes across the spatial stories.  What follows are some non-

exhaustive observations offered as a working list (like Carr’s maps, in versions not editions) of 

the commonalities and complexities of liminal spatial praxis.  They acknowledge the issues and 

challenges faced, and despite those, demonstrate the potential liminal spatial practice holds to 

offer other ways of understanding and practising the production of space on the margins.  

‘It’s all about connection,’ said Haire, referring to the interaction between customers from 

‘opposite’ communities, generations and walks of life who encountered each other in the close 

quarters of his container shop on a Belfast interface.  It will come as no surprise that spatial 

praxes of liminality, of locating in-between binaries in order to challenge and erode them in 

some way, are strongly focused on connection.  This connection comes in many different forms.  

Carr’s Map of Connections offers a highly literal and physical example.  The physical existence 

of these man-made connections across the Irish Border, in the first instance, erodes the 

absolute separation of an international border.  The border is not even depicted, only its 

transgressions, emphasising the infinite possibility of connection.  Liminal spatial praxis 

connects across disparate times too, merging the past with the present, as Zochrot’s 
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signposting and counter-mapping of the lost Palestinian villages.  Barriers, in their many diverse 

forms, are eroded by the connections that transgress them: the boundary is disrupted in the 

crossing-over (yet in so doing, can also be reinforced).  And yet, as Iungman’s work in Acre 

shows, it is important that some boundaries also remain.  There is no one-size-fits-all approach 

to these contexts. 

There is the potential for appropriating and reinforcing limits.  Clearly performing a bridging 

role between ‘sides’ that are not equal can be difficult.  There is always a risk of appropriation, 

as hooks so pointedly observed.  Iungman used government tourism funding and initiatives to 

work with resident Arabs in Acre to grow their own small businesses, where otherwise they 

might have been forcibly moved out of the Old City - but her voice was still heard where local 

people’s were not.  Carr curated an exhibition of disparate counter-maps by independent 

cartographers that he felt collectively illustrated various ‘alternative’ Ulsters.  This provided a 

platform for many different, lesser-heard perspectives on Ulster, but only within gallery 

settings, which tend to attract a rarefied audience.  His words, rather than those of the artists, 

accompanied each map by way of an explanation.  (Likewise, these are my words about the 

liminal spatial praxes of others.)  These praxitioners become mouth-pieces of the limit, bridging 

the margin, but also potentially in some way enabling it.  As de Certeau observes, these actors 

articulate the border, creating ‘communication as well as separation’ (1984: 127).  There is a 

risk that the hierarchy between different knowledges remains largely unchallenged, or 

potentially is even reinforced, by their actions. 

There is also a risk that these practices can become stuck in reactive resistance.  Hoy 

differentiates between a reactive resistance which has been co-opted by the forces which 

oppress it, and an emancipatory resistance made possible through critique (2004: 2).  There is 

always a risk that liminal spatial praxis inadvertently slips into reactive resistance.  Awan, 

Schneider and Till warned of the risks that the word ‘alternative’ can get trapped in binary 

opposition with that which it opposes, and the same could be said for the counter-map.  This 

may be a trap that FAB and Carr (with the word alternative in their title and exhibition) fell in 

to. Terminologically, CIC have consciously avoided this by naming their output a Collective 

Dictionary, not an alternative or counter-dictionary, freeing themselves to define entirely new, 

experience-based terms of reference. 
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Liminal spatial praxis is agonistic.  It makes room for different ways of knowing and producing 

space, even if this leads to disagreement and challenge.  The spatial stories, each in their own 

way, object to spatial production that takes place with the non-consensus of those who are 

significantly affected by it.  At Peas Park on the Skegoneill/Glandore interface in Belfast, local 

people took, and at times acted upon, various negative views of the activities.  Disruptive 

behaviour and diverse forms of vandalism were accepted, sometimes welcomed, as legitimate, 

if at times frustrating, contributions to spatial practice - the tepee that was cut down was 

allowed to remain; the youth with their loud music were encouraged to stay.  This combination 

of activities offers an excellent example of the messy, non-linear, non-transferable, 

uncontrollable reality of agonism on the ground. In very different ways, in very different 

contexts, this spatial story and Campus in Camps create non-institutionalised public spheres for 

informal direct action and democracies of everyday life (Melucci, 1989, 1996) in which 

traditionally unheard voiceless are given space, including to disagree.  They also expose the 

challenges and conflicts posed by such an approach.  Finally, Carr’s maps provide a platform for 

other voices and resistances that conflict and contradict the not-entirely-consensual Irish 

Border, albeit in an indirect and arguably sanitised way, with the other actors invisible, or at a 

remove from, his practice. 

Liminal spatial praxis is also risky. Thomasson (2009: 22) warns that if liminality does not end it 

leads to ‘pure danger’.  Location on the margins is vulnerable, and we saw many manifestations 

of this in the spatial stories – from the ‘death’ of FAB in 2015, when it could no longer find a 

place within re-structuring city governance after funding ran out, to the ongoing precariousness 

of the meanwhile uses of land on temporary sites at the roundabout junction of 

Skegoneill/Glandore Avenues. Like de Certeau’s tactics, liminal spatial praxis must have a loose 

relationship with time.  If liminality does end (i.e. if the praxis becomes fixed or static), it can 

also lead to another form of risk – that is, of institutionalisation, of becoming a ‘ring-fenced 

proper’ that might, in time, also need to be resisted.   

Commitment of this level seems to come at high personal cost to those who give it.  CIC’s 

Arroub pool cleaners had stones thrown down on them, while various key praxitioners (Persic, 

Haire, Mutschler) at Skegoneill/Glandore avenues worried they were giving more to these 

various projects than they could sustain.  Perhaps it is not surprising that those engaged in 

liminal spatial praxis also seem to find themselves pushing beyond their comfort zones, to the 
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margins of their own capacities and abilities, the very edge of themselves.  They are constantly 

expanding and re-evaluating their own personal limits.    

Finally, liminal spatial praxis is also risky because of the potential threat it poses to established, 

mainstream knowledge and practice.  Bronstein (2014), for example, described Zochrot’s 

counter-maps as frightening because their story contradicted and posed a threat to dominant 

Israeli discourses.   There is no ‘accepted’ or regulated definition of this type of practice, no 

professional code.  It is constantly evolving in response to its context.  This is unlike more 

normative practices which will have pre-defined ways of doing things.  Liminal spatial praxis is 

less safe.  Such vulnerabilities and imperfections are, it seems, intrinsic to practising in-

between, relinquishing the comfortable ring-fenced cushion of ‘expertise’ and allowing people 

to have greater say in the production of their space.   This also brings its own kind of liberating 

freedom or relief compared with mainstream systems that are often overly demanding, stale 

and highly audited.   

Liminal spatial praxis is disruptive, contradictory and messy.  Like Moser’s Disruptive Practice, 

which seeks to be less exclusive and more integrated, liminal spatial praxis challenges and 

disturbs the status quo in favour of more connected, networked and integrated ‘loose 

groupings’ (ITR:Hackett, 2019).  Zochrot’s counter-maps demonstrate how liminal spatial praxis 

can contradict and potentially threaten hegemonic spatial discourses, challenging taken-for-

granted truths and creating the space for other ways of knowing.  Carr’s Map of Connections 

contradicts the absolution of the solid line of an international border on an official map.  The 

non-hierarchical self-organisation of the various activities around the Skegoneill/Glandore 

junction is highly complex and messy.  Liminal spatial praxis also exposes the contradictions in 

our own positions, as actors.  We all have our limits of how far we are willing to go because, as 

Iungman (whose Zionism arguably on some level contradicts her desire to empower minority 

groups) noted, we all depend on some boundaries, even as we seek to erode them.  FAB 

wrestled with being a critical voice for Belfast’s development, while at the same time 

harbouring a desire to perform that role for the city. Such ironies abound in divided/contested 

space where, for example, a House for Peace can have a panic room (Rose, 2009) not to 

mention a concrete aesthetic that reminds Jews of concentration camps, and a village of peace 

such as Wahat al-Salam - Neve Shalom can be gated.  Working in these contexts, liminal spatial 

praxitioners, as mouth-pieces of the limit, disrupt existing environments, bringing the outside 
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in, like Sandercock’s (1998: 23) stranger and Miessen’s uninvited outsider (2010b: 191). 

It is critical and reflective.  Among the spatial stories that have been investigated, the liminal 

spatial praxitioners have varying degrees of awareness of and engagement with their place in 

the power structures in which they operate.  All have been prompted into action as a critical 

reaction.  Some more than others have turned that critical eye towards themselves.  They also 

share their outputs widely, opening themselves and their practices to critique and adaptation 

by others.  CIC perhaps do this most consciously, in their deconstructing and re-thinking of even 

the very knowledge and language they came into the project with.  Their process of unlearning 

which involves questioning all prior knowledge and refusing to accept previously defined 

concepts constitutes a resounding rejection of any form of transferable norms (Abu Aker et al., 

2013: 31).  However even they have potential blind spots in their reflexivity (ITR:Qaddumi, 

2019).    Liminal spatial praxis involves a questioning of everything that others are taking for 

granted, and importantly also of one’s own position.  As Qawasmi observed of her work at 

Riwaq, ‘wherever you are as an architect you need to be able to question what you are doing, 

on whose land you are building’ (INT:Qawasmi, 2013).  It seems that the praxitioners are 

engaging in these resistances and practices as much for themselves as for others.  Recognising 

this helps to avoid paternalism – they are there not just to help others, but because they know 

they are developing, learning and being changed themselves by the process.  This attitude 

seems to open praxitioners up to other ways of knowing and practising in these spaces. 

Liminal spatial praxis is a choice.  Echoing Hoy’s differentiation between emancipatory 

resistance and that defined by oppression, hooks is careful to distinguish between marginality 

which is imposed and that which is chosen as a site of resistance, radical openness and 

possibility.   The position on the margins as a place of opportunity for eroding boundaries, 

therefore, has to be a choice.  It is not a marginality that is inflicted.  Liminal spatial praxitioners, 

as tactical strategists are those who choose, firstly, to occupy these edge conditions and, 

secondly, to relinquish power in order to operate more tactically and engage with other ways 

of knowing and practising.  Soja, too, sees in his Thirdspace ‘the chosen spaces for struggle, 

liberation, emancipation’ (Soja, 1996: 68).  The artists and gardeners at Skegoneill/Glandore 

Avenues choose to make themselves present to engage in creative transformations on the 

interface.  Refugee participants in the CIC programme choose to go beyond the ‘proper place’ 

of their familiar context in order to critically engage with academics, spatial practitioners and 
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thinkers form outside the camps 

Taken together, liminal spatial praxes form pluralities of small resistances.  In response to 

ubiquitous power, Foucault described such a plurality, each one of which was a special case, 

unique in response to its own context.  The spatial stories show how sometimes a multitude of 

smaller events, or tactics, brought together can have a bigger impact.  Carr catalogued swathes 

of unofficial connections across the border, each inconsequential on its own, into a counter-

map that challenged and deconstructed an international border.  So, too, the temporary 

gardens, sculptures, billboard, shop, community events, chickens, and removal of fences 

cumulatively transformed the interface at Skegoneill/Glandore Avenues.  These small tactics 

and actions are, through the lens of liminal spatial praxis, seen to be collectively so much more 

than the sum of their parts.   Small acts take on greater significance in a politically charged 

context – like CIC cleaning the Arroub pool, and cooking together, thereby drawing attention 

to taken-for-granted spaces and practices so that they could be viewed in a new light.     

Liminal spatial praxis is about presence and production.   A significant personal commitment is 

made by liminal spatial praxitioners.  The Peas Park gardeners volunteer their time to be 

present gardening every Saturday morning.  Carr’s rigorous methodology required him to walk 

(or canoe) every part of the border before creating his maps.  Zochrot used signposting to 

establish presence on return visits with displaced refugees to destroyed Palestinian villages. 

The cleaning and clearing by participants of the Roman basin in Arroub Refugee Camp was 

another example, as was the immediate clearing and setting of foundations - a statement of 

intent - of his newly purchased bonfire interface site by Haire and his neighbour.   As 

Mutschler’s influence, Hirschhorn (Birrell, 2010: 3), put it, presence allowed him to come into 

contact with the other by first giving something of himself, in this way provoking an impact in 

the field.  FAB was explicitly a think and do tank.  Action and production is at the heart of this 

type of practice.  Creativity, making new things - be they sculptures from chicken-wire, a shop 

from containers, or a garden from leftovers - is a central focus of the activities at the 

Skegoneill/Glandore junction.  FAB and Carr produce maps that stimulate new realities, 

opening up discussions from alternative perspectives; CIC produce their dictionary that creates 

new, experience-based definitions; Iungman facilitates the production of tourism micro-

businesses, drawing on the creative skills of local people.  Through presence and creative 

productions of lived space, these praxitioners have an impact, which has knock-on effects, 
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inspiring further productions by other actors.   

Hybridity and ambiguity are central to liminal spatial praxis.  Like the hybrid stance of Awan et 

al’s spatial agency and de Certian tactical strategies, liminal spatial praxitioners are often two 

things at once, architect-cum-anthropologist, creative-writer-cum-cartographer, and so on.61  

This hybridity echoes the various conceptions of Thirdspace by Lefebvre, Soja or Bhabha - 

liminal spatial praxis is deliberately ambiguous in order to remain open and inclusive, rather 

than confined and restricted by regulations, protocol, disciplinary norms and expectations 

(Soja, 1996: 162).  By embracing more than one identity, being ‘not fully anything’, as CIC put 

it (Hilal and Petti, 2013), these praxitioners can avoid becoming fixed or pigeon-holed.  So too 

are the resultant practices more than one thing – community project and tourism, art and 

pedagogy, gardening and activism - defying definition and drawing unexpected results from 

their situations.  This can make them hard to pin down and, in their ever-changing renegotiation 

of boundaries and binaries (to include an-Other and yet an-Other), also highly elusive.  But 

noone’s objective is to produce a clear-cut model that can be easily described or followed.  CIC, 

for example, preferred a broader and deliberately ambiguous reading of their practice as being 

one of ‘public space in formation’ (Petti, 2013b).  And at Peas Park, they are deliberately 

ambiguous and non-structured in order to remain open to new actors, ideas and circumstances 

as they arise, forever opening up rather than closing down. 

Trickery, humour and turning things on their head are recurring themes of liminal spatial praxis.  

In the impossible conditions of military occupation, for example, Riwaq were seen to travel to 

site by ambulance, and to fix buildings from the inside out where development is forbidden, 

sneaking in materials on the Sabbath, working bit by bit so the change is not noticeable.  In 

response to criticism from neighbours that Peas Park was bringing down house values in the 

area, Mutschler joked that this was the opposite of gentrification.  These are the ‘clever tricks, 

knowing how to get away with things’ of de Certeau’s tactics (1984: xix). 

 
61 Notably, many architects and planners interviewed in Israel and Palestine seem to refer to themselves 
interchangeably as both architects and planners, which perhaps aligns more with other parts of the world, whereas 
the two professions are quite distinct in the United Kingdom.  Architects don’t always plan, and Planners no longer, 
by and large, seem to design.   
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9.1 ‘Free the Skegoneill One!’ is the caption Haire added to this photo of former Peas Park resident, Terry 

the Turkey, humorously referencing the language of political murals and slogans in Northern Ireland that 

call for the freeing of political prisoners/paramilitaries.62 

Turning things on their head is another dimension of this.  So, for example, while the long-

established Riwaq could be accused of risking institutionalisation, perhaps, in a state that is 

fighting for legitimacy, the ‘thing to do is to absolutely present oneself at the centre’ (Spivak 

1990: 41) as the most tactical position to occupy.  Whatever its location, the tactical practice is 

not beholden to the law of the place, for it is neither defined nor identified by it (De Certeau 

1984: 29).  A further example of such an inversion, or trickery, is the giving over of PS2’s project 

space (explicitly not a gallery despite its white walls of art) to the local artists’ residency, 

Tuesday Drawing Studio, for a residency/occupation, in this way disrupting the proper of a 

 
62 In January 2019, the turkey, who had been living with the chickens at Peas Park for several months, made local 
news headlines for roaming of the local streets and for his territorial ways (BBC Newsline Facebook, 2019).  On 
the day Haire emailed this photo, Terry was banned from being out in public by Belfast City Council’s animal 
welfare, (the ‘fun police’ as Haire is quoted as referring to them (Smith, 2019)) and was re-housed. 
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gallery-like space. 

Liminal spatial praxis involves using strategies tactically.  The various spatial practices that have 

been explored use many of the strategist’s tools at their disposal, holding them at arm’s length.  

This is very much a tactical approach.  Riwaq uses heritage to be involved in more political 

issues, and job creation funding to simultaneously protect historic buildings (reversing the 

concept).  Campus in Camps uses the art world and architecture against themselves; Zochrot 

and Carr use counter-maps to resist the dominant map and its erasures; FAB used principles of 

good design to transcend sectarian binaries, wishing to side-step the ‘green/orange’ binary; 

Israeli settlers and Palestinian refugees alike use naming to heterotopically recall both an 

other/past place and its absence.  This also extends to finding potential and value in things and 

spaces that others have overlooked.  Both Riwaq and the spatial praxitioners at the junction of 

Skegoneill and Glandore Avenues made creative use of land that others had abandoned.  Using 

suggests a position on the margins, where the various ring-fenced ‘propers’ (for example a 

profession/culture/organisation/ particular community) can be taken advantage of, but held at 

arms length, loosely, with an ever-critical lens. 

Liminal spatial praxis requires the relinquishing of control.  Holding things at arm’s length 

requires a willingness to let go.  As de Certeau (1984: 37) warned of the tactic, ‘what it wins it 

cannot keep’.  Ideas, practices, spaces remain fluid, avoiding getting stuck or institutionalised.  

This involves a risk of losing control, even if this leads to closure, as in the case of FAB, or an 

enduring precariousness and even frequent violations in the form of vandalism and protest, in 

the case of Peas Park.  Yet they did not put up more fences in the garden to take back control 

– they took them down, inviting outsiders in and accepting disruptive behaviour as a given, and 

an equally legitimate, if at times frustrating, spatial practice.  Liminal spatial praxitioners give 

up the power of the strategist, but they gain new forms of tactical power, which, as Hilal and 

Petti (2013) articulate, they are less afraid to lose and do not feel controlled by. 

Liminal spatial praxis changes geographies.  A very tangible effect of liminal spatial praxis can 

be the part it plays in changing geographies and demonstrating new ideas and possibilities. The 

activities at Skegoneill/Glandore Avenues may have contributed to its de-classification from 

‘interface’ to buffer zone to ‘blighted land’ in the cataloguing of Belfast’s peace walls (Belfast 

Interface Project, 2011, 2017).   It is now an unofficial community hub.  Persic observed that 
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Peas Park has come to be recognised by some in Belfast City Council as an exemplary use of 

meanwhile space (ITR:Persic, 2019).  Indeed, in her role as Regeneration Project Officer for the 

city centre, she has recently been tasked with drawing from this experience to create a 

temporary park in Belfast’s main shopping street, which has been closed as a result of a fire in 

the high-profile Bank Buildings (Elder, 2018).   

So, too, Riwaq in their Re-Walk and 50 Villages projects and their Heritage Biennale, have defied 

the odds to build connection across multiple boundaries, turning Palestine, however 

temporarily, into a centre, a node in a global network, proving that a wall stops being a barrier 

if you ignore it (Di Cintio, 2013).  Iungman’s transformative work with residents of the Old City 

of Akko has also allowed them to collectively transform it from a deprived, unsafe, problem 

area to a successful tourist destination for the influx of visitors in the wake of its UNESCO world 

heritage designation (Szekeres, 2014).  In working with architects and villagers from the lost 

villages to plan for the return of the Palestinian diaspora, Zochrot was able to demonstrate new 

possibilities beyond the realm of what is politically tenable at present, opening up new, more 

hopeful ways of thinking beyond the current divided/contested situation.  This creative thinking 

reveals new ways of producing and thinking about space.   

It is about avoiding fixity.  Liminal spatial praxis can risk getting stuck.  Perhaps, like Thomassen 

declared of liminality, liminal spatial praxis needs to end, at least in its current iteration - 

constantly reinventing itself and evolving.  The third intake of CIC is working in a very different 

way to the first, with much more international collaborative work taking place with other 

organisations beyond Palestine.  FAB wound up its operations, but the directors continue their 

work in other outlets, including Hill with his book of Belfast walks and Hackett and Sterrett 

through their consultancy City Reparo.  If liminal spatial praxis becomes fixed, it arguably ceases 

to be liminal, which is the fine line that Riwaq, avoiding institutionalisation, treads.  The 

activities at Skegoneill /Glandore Avenues have certainly avoided fixity but, with no formal 

structure at all, exist in a ceaselessly precarious position, on borrowed space and time. 

Liminal spatial praxis is a permanent provocation.   In all of its many manifestations, liminal 

spatial praxis can be seen to offer something of that ‘permanent provocation’ which Foucault 

(1982: 790) found in agonism.  Certainly Peas Park has provoked various violent reactions over 

the years, including repeated arson, cutting down of the tepee, verbal objections, knocking 
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over the billboard and the trashing of fruit and vegetables.  However, they re-framed this, 

seeing the fact that most people did not do this, and that it has diminished greatly over the 

years, as a passive form of encouragement or at least acceptance.  Riwaq uses job creation 

funding to simultaneously repair buildings and, through their Heritage Biennale, uses heritage 

to draw world attention to Palestine – provoking others to prioritise heritage and, indeed, 

Palestine, where otherwise they might not.  In provoking reactions, liminal spatial praxis has 

the potential to prompt more people to become spatial actors, having their own impacts, 

however diverse, on the field.  This is perhaps the only thing that can be said to be permanent 

about liminal spatial praxis.  When it ceases to be provocative, to provoke a reaction, it ceases 

to be.  Liminal spatial praxis, then, may consist of many diverse forms of tactical spatial 

resistances which are temporary, risky, vulnerable, messy, organic and creative, bearing little 

resemblance to one another, but one thing they all have in common is that they are 

permanently provocative in the face of dominant power structures that restrict spatial 

knowledges.    

10.3 REFLECTIONS ON THE RESEARCH APPROACH 

10.3.1 EMPIRICAL DATA COLLECTION 

The side-by-side development of theory and empirical data in this research was critical.  Neither 

could have been developed as thoroughly without the other.  I believe this is a strength of this 

research.  Yet it also presents some frustrating limitations.  I would take a different approach if 

I were to embark on the empirical data collection now, with a fully developed conceptual 

framework and my selection of spatial stories narrowed down to the final seven.  I would ask 

some different questions of interviewees and I would also speak to a wider selection of people 

– not just the ‘tactical strategists’ but others who encounter these practices, to gain a fuller, 

more balanced, picture of the impact of their practice.  This would be more in keeping with my 

feminist stance.  In a further study, I would become more involved myself in some of their 

workshops, events, visiting their sites through an elongated study that would allow seasonal 

development to be observed.  Incidentally, an unintended advantage of the lengthiness of this 

research and issuing the invitation to respond at the final stage, is that it did invite some 

reflections, with hindsight, from interviewees on their own practice. 

I studied Northern Ireland because that is where I am, and Israel/Palestine because the 
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opportunity to visit presented itself through the Planning for Spatial Reconciliation research 

project.  Both are highly appropriate contexts in which to explore this terrain.  However, I am 

aware that the research speaks to other areas, too, and should the opportunity arise, it would 

be very interesting and relevant to further develop and test the theory of liminal spatial  praxis 

in other divided/contested contexts such as Cyprus and South Africa, each of which produce 

their own unique conditions.63  It might also have been fruitful to develop more of a 

comparative analysis between these two very different fields, not because they are alike but 

because their difference might offer different insight to the other.   

The multiple case study approach, with semi-structured interviews accompanied by analysis of 

written and mapped outputs generated a wealth of rich data with which to analyse and test 

the conceptual framework.  Rhizomatic networking and selection provided an invaluable ‘way 

in’ to a field of out-lying, marginal practices that are not well mapped out in existing literature.  

I used my own personal and professional connections, created new ones and tapped into 

existing formal and informal networks between people and organisations to unearth a diversity 

of examples of spatial practice.  This was invaluable in Israel/Palestine, where I was a complete 

outsider and knew no one.  But the rhizomap could go deeper, extend further, and there are 

no doubt connections and other relevant people and organisations that I have missed because 

I don’t know of them.  The rhizomaps are imperfect and incomplete, but they are a useful 

illustration of the connections that I did pursue, and the remarkable intersectionality of all the 

people and organisations within this relatively small field.  Many of the praxitioners have 

worked together or had some involvement in each other’s initatives, even across cultures and 

contexts, and even if tenuous.  In this rarefied field, the six degrees of separation theory is more 

likely, at most, two degrees.  Iungman, for example, may seem an outlier, but I was introduced 

to her through an Israeli planning academic, Nimrod Luz, who knew both my first supervisor, 

 
63 Through this research I have encountered a couple of particularly fascinating liminal projects in Cyprus.  The 
Kontea Heritage Project, presented in the 2012 workshop I attended at Tel Aviv University, involved former Turkish 
Cypriot residents and current Greek Cypriot residents of a Northern Cyprus village in an unprecedented, 
collaborative restoration of the village (Pericleous and Ozersay, 2012).  In a similar vein, architect-cum-academic, 
Socrates Stratis, on whom I trialled a walking interview in Belfast in 2012, conducted a mapping project linking 
people to the homes they left behind, in a rhizomatic, border-crossing network of lost and found homes and their 
past and present occupiers that is a wonderful example of liminal spatial praxis (Stratis, 2013).  In Stratis’ other 
work, he uses, among other tools, games to encourage young people to spatially engage in their divided city and 
state, for example by incentivising crossings over the Green Line, through its solitary pedestrian opening on Ledra 
Street, Nicosia (Stratis, 2009). 
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Frank Gaffikin, and Tovi Fenster, organiser of the conference we attended in Tel Aviv.  Nora 

Akawi, one of only three Palestinians who attended that conference, and who I interviewed, 

was also a friend of Ahmad Barclay, partner at Visualizing Palestine and with whom I studied at 

Cardiff University.  Barclay had been a participant in Petti and Hilal’s Decolonizing Architecture 

Art Residency, and co-founded the online platform Arena of Speculation with former Campus 

in Camps employee Qaddumi. Khaldun Bshara of Riwaq was a guest speaker at Campus and 

Camps.  Quaddumi is now researching her PhD at Cambridge University with Wendy Pullan.  

And so it goes - it is a small world, and while all in their own ways are outliers in their fields, 

everything is also connected.  This allows for fruitful cross-semination of ideas, and comparison 

of approaches across vastly different settings and agendas.  

10.3.2 INVITATION TO RESPOND 

The last word goes, in the appendices that follow, to the trailblazing spatial practitioners whose 

practice forms the material for this research, and who kindly engaged in the invitation to 

respond and gave invaluable feedback and critique of my findings at the final stages.  This 

process was an uncomfortable one, but also a validating one – providing a shake, where 

needed, to keep me accurate and ensure credit was given where it was due, and a reminder of 

the importance of this research, and of the reflexive process more broadly.  A further advantage 

was the opportunity it provided to check in with what these practitioners were doing several 

years on, because in the volatile spaces of the margins, nothing stays static for long, and several 

had since started new organisations and research projects that were an evolution of previous 

practice, or commenced academic research to reflect on and develop their practice. 

10.3.3 THEORY 

The review of the built environment literature is a gallop through an enormous wealth of works 

on practice and participation and decision-making in the production of space.  By necessity, it 

covers a lot of ground in a single chapter.  I’m sure there are therefore texts that I have 

overlooked that are relevant to this study, both those that would add to my case that there is 

a gap in the existing literature around how we practically engage with other ways of knowing 

and producing space, and those, like the so-called ‘dark side’ theorists and proponents of 

agonism, that speak into that gap to varying degrees.  Both would be worthy of further 

engagement.  A further limitation lies in the western orientation of this research, which is 
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especially a blind spot due to the focus of the study, in part, being in the Middle East.  While 

key Arabic and Palestinian thinkers are referenced where possible, there is definitely 

knowledge that I have been missing due to the language barrier of only being able to access 

texts that have been translated to English, not to mention the possible loss of meaning that can 

occur in that process. 

The conceptual framework provided an invaluable basis for critiquing and understanding the 

spatial practices that were explored in this study.  They were narrowed down to the most 

relevant from much wider reading.  In particular, Lefebvre and Soja opened up the readings of 

space production to a radical, all-inclusive level that problematised the ongoing privileging of 

so-called formal, perceived spatial production over conceived and lived production.  Foucault’s 

work on power/knowledge developed this and built an understanding of the mechanisms 

through which such privileging and eliding is instrumentalised.  Turning to action, de Certeau’s 

depiction of tactics and strategies foregrounded the discussion around practice, in particular 

as a means of resistance.  Finally, feminist and post-colonial writers including hooks, Bhabha 

and Anzaldúa provided a lens through which to reconceptualise devalued, leftover spaces of 

the margins as places of opportunity for inventive and inclusive practices.  All theories within 

the framework play an important role in the study, and there are none that I would wish to 

change or remove.  However, engaging with such a breadth of theoretical sources rather than 

honing in on one or two means that there may be relevant texts that I have missed.  With more 

time, it would be useful to engage in a wider reading of each of the key theorists and their 

contemporaries, including those who disagree with them, in order to deepen my understanding 

of their complex theories and my critique of their short-comings (for example Foucault’s 

notable silence on the matters of race and colonialism). 

10.3.4 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

The separation in my structure between the literature review and theory chapters (3 and 4) is 

an artificial one, borne out of my own sense, at the time of commencing within the school of 

planning and coordinating the interdisciplinary contested space reading group at Queen’s 

University, that the conversations being had about space in the planning school was much more 

normative and limited than those in other disciplines.  I wrote the literature review as a reaction 

against the normativity of my surroundings, and the prevailing paradigms in built environment 
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literature, and developed the more radical and critical theory chapter once I moved to 

architecture and completed my empirical data gathering.  I now see that this was a limiting 

view – the material is all part of one broader conversation around the production and practice 

of space and involvement of different knowledges and would therefore be better presented as 

one discussion, not two that, on reflection, mirror each other.   

Further, the structure of this thesis – introduction, methodology, literature review, empirical 

conclusion, is a very standard one, despite the less mainstream approach and subject matter.  

As someone coming at the PhD from a taught masters, architectural practice and little training 

in research methods, this in part belies a lack of awareness and confidence to break the mould.  

On reflection, there are more fitting and interesting ways in which the thesis could have been 

arranged, for example by dedicating a chapter to each spatial story and weaving the contextual 

narratives and theoretical analysis into that, building on each one as the thesis develops.  

Perhaps that could inform the structure of a subsequent book.   

10.3.5 REFLEXIVITY 

As this study drew to a close, I dragged my heels in initiating the invitation to respond.  Sharing 

my research and observations on people’s practice made me feel exposed and uncomfortable 

– I was telling their stories.  Indeed, it did invite some criticism and correction, which in the past 

might have upset me, but I think part of my maturing as a researcher and a person is that I 

embraced these engagements as valuable and rich contributions to the learning process.64   

That is, of course, the whole point of the invitation to respond.  It was an uncomfortable but 

extremely useful process that enabled fact-checking, allowing for some disagreement/debate 

and, importantly, revealing and allowing me to address some potential unseen biases in my 

own presentation of the stories. The responses are shared in Appendix II.   

Throughout this study, I have had to wrangle with my own engrained normative inclinations, 

 
64 For example, I made the embarrassing mistake of thinking Israeli architect Eyal Weizman was a co-founder of 
Campus in Camps.  Looking back on my notes, I even felt we had discussed this in the interview, but we were 
clearly talking at cross purposes (Petti and Hilal having previously formed Decolonizing Architecture Art Residency 
with him, from which Campus in Camps drew inspiration and learning).  This caused Petti some understandable 
consternation in the Invitation to Respond, leading him to question the political motivation of my research (he 
may have worried I was trying to shoe-horn their project into a cross-community narrative).  This example 
highlights how easily misunderstandings can occur and meaning can get lost, even when people speak face to face 
on a matter. 
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my desire to find solutions and assertions in place of process and open-ended questions.  

Perhaps this is because part of my motivation for embarking on this study was to explore how 

I can practice as an architect in the divided/contested context of Northern Ireland.  This, above 

all, is who the research is written for – myself, and others like me.  Through engagement with 

post-structural theory, I quickly realised that any normative approach would not speak to the 

questions I wished to explore.  Hence the decision to omit ethics (i.e. a focus on the ethical 

motivations of actors) from the study, as fascinating and under-theorised, in this area, as they 

are.  At times, though, this was a struggle.  Some part of me was still secretly hoping to find a 

‘right’ or ‘good’ way to do spatial praxis in divided/contested contexts, and I was, at times, 

upset by the contradictions and imperfections I encountered in the examples.  Of course, there 

is no such thing as a perfect praxis – we are all imperfectly navigating these complex, politically 

fluid terrains, doing our best, making mistakes, learning from them.  And always, even as we 

seek to erode borders, to give up some of our power, there are other personal boundaries that 

we will maintain and protect, that we depend upon, as Iungman so clearly articulated when she 

spoke of her family members lost in the Holocaust and the need for boundaries that will ensure 

such a thing can never happen again.65  These are the tensions we all, on some level, wrestle 

with.  One indicator of the success of the research process, therefore, is perhaps how much it 

has changed and activated me.  The conceptual framework has challenged me to question 

preconceived ideas about how things are and how they should be, and to look outside the box 

for other ways of doing and knowing things.  And the examples of spatial praxis I have been 

fortunate to engage in have taught me immeasurable personal and professional lessons about 

how to engage in challenging political contexts, and the value of just getting stuck in and doing 

things in questioning, open, provocative, imperfect ways.   

Which boundaries to challenge and which to maintain is a struggle tactical strategists navigate 

when they set aside some of their strategists’ power (including to dictate how things should 

be) in order to make space for other ways of knowing and practising space, even if these are 

 
65 On a personal level, Ella’s Zionism initially upset me, because of what I now recognise as my own preconceived 
bias about that term’s definition, because I admired her and had put her on a bit of a pedestal.  The desire  for a 
permanently Jewish state for Jewish people (so the atrocities of the Holocaust can never happen to them again), 
while understandable, seemed to me to be at odds with Iungman’s work to empower the Arab community within 
that state, where they could therefore only ever be a controlled minority.  On top of the ‘official’ findings of the 
thesis, this research, and especially Iungman’s story, taught me a valuable personal lesson about the 
contradictions and boundaries we all navigate in our practice. 
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contradictory or messy or uncomfortable.  The title of this thesis, Mouth-pieces of the Limit, is 

a nod to the limitations and contradictions of liminal spatial praxis.  In de Certeau’s spatial story 

(1984: 127), he describes how the story that gives the frontier a voice (the forest and the river 

that warn us to stop, by revealing their wolf and their crocodile) performs a mediating role, 

much like the frontier itself.  The wolf and the crocodile, being the mouth-pieces of the limit, 

create both communication and separation.  Liminal spatial praxitioners articulate, challenge 

and critique the many margins they encounter, seeking, with some success, to challenge and 

erode them.  But there are always limits to how far this can go, before we reach our own 

personal limitations – before, unless we move or change, we become the separating border, 

the fixed thing that might need to be resisted.  That is why self-critique, questioning and 

reflexivity are so central to liminal spatial praxis.  We may not be able to achieve a perfectly 

liminal, agonistic, spatial praxis, and neither is that the point, but we can work to be aware of, 

and make known, our own failings and short-comings, and in so doing invite others to do the 

same. 

Like Lather (2001) and Pillow, this project cannot and does not ‘claim the innocence of success 

(even in failure)’ (Pillow, 2003: 192).  It could, in the limitations outlined above, even be said to 

have failed.  But as Debbie Lisle (2018: 888) observes, failure can also be interpreted as key to 

success, in its ‘capacity to disrupt, rework, surprise and deconstruct accepted modes of thinking 

and knowing.’(888) With Petti and the protagonists of Campus in Camps, and the 

Skegoneill/Glandore gardeners who tried and failed, time and again, before they succeeded to 

create a garden on an interface, I choose to construe this failure as process that will inform and 

improve the steps that I and perhaps others take after this, and again after that, in the 

continuous journey of trial and error that is the production of knowledge, and the journey to 

do practice well in the context of (post-) conflict spaces.   

10.3.6 FINAL REFLECTIONS ON MY RESEARCH AND PRACTICE 

I have not packaged this research as practice-led, because it was not a studying of my own 

design practice, but as  educationalist Sir Christopher Frayling (1993/4), in his exploration of 

research in art and design, explains, research is not limited to that definition, and can in fact be 

subcategorised into research about, research into and research for art and design.  This study 

is probably a little bit of all of these.  Frayling criticises the stereotype of ‘the practitioner’: ‘As 
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if action which follows reflection, or reflection which follows action, can be put in a box 

exclusively marked ‘practice’.  Research is a practice, doing design is a practice, making art is a 

practice’ (Frayling, 1993/4:4).  This study is practice, about practice, which, above all, is 

intended to inform my own practice of and in (post-)conflict space.  ‘How can I tell what I am 

till I see what I make and do?’ asks Frayling, emphasising that research is ‘[a]s much about 

autobiography and personal development as communicable knowledge’ (Frayling, 1993/4: 5).  

This is, therefore, practice-led research, about other people’s practices, with the aim of 

informing that of my own, and others. 

Another element that has not been made explicit but is nonetheless intrinsic to this research 

has been gender.  I am a female architect exploring how to practice in contested, post-conflict 

space. This is a feminist piece of research, concerned with unearthing subjugated knowledges 

and practices, that has been carried out using a reflexive, feminist methodology, from its 

questioning approach to inviting informants to respond to the findings. Women are central to 

a significant number of the spatial stories, too, although not all of them.  The key protagonists 

of Forum for Alternative Belfast (2009-2015), for example, were  male (yet it is noteworthy that 

the group hailed by some as their successors, Save the Cathedral Quarter Campaign, is 

exclusively and unequivocally female, frequently critical of events and discussion panels that 

do not involve women).    

There is also a notable gendered dimension to spatial segregation itself – often order, and 

borders, imposed by men that impact upon the domestic lives of women, and which they 

creatively find ways to navigate.  Bshara articulated this point in his doctoral research on 

women in refugee camps, deftly navigating the leftover spaces of the camps to avoid the male-

dominated public gathering spaces, and developing greater spatial and social awareness of the 

camps (than the men) as a result (INT:Bshara, 2013).  So often we have seen that it is the tactics 

of the non-dominant groups, for example the women (or children), that bridge the most severe 

physical and social boundaries - gathering to collectively cook maftoul in a refugee camp; using 

a plank to form a bridge across a stream that is the Irish border; gardening on an interface; 

negotiating to give women and other subjugated groups more control in Bedouin villages and 

tourism ventures.  Further, my experiences, as a woman, have undoubtedly shaped the 

direction of this research, the approach taken, and the experiences and challenges navigated 

along the way.  It has been well-documented that there is something inherently feminine about 
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collaborative approaches.  I think liminal spatial praxis, too, is inherently feminine, and further 

research could draw out this gendered dimension more explicitly. 

I have been careful, in this research, not to compare practices across contexts that are so vastly 

different, both in their (post-)conflict condition and in the levels of inequality and injustice 

being experienced by people there.  Yet perhaps there is scope, in further research, to explore 

the added learning that can be gained from a creative stitching together of ideas and practices 

across divergent contexts.  Already I am finding, in my own practice, that ideas I picked up on 

a refugee camp in the West Bank are informing my approach to working with inner-city 

communities in Belfast; tactics employed by a Ramallah NGO are inspiring me to creatively 

navigate social barriers encountered while embarking on a project to explore the removal or 

reduction of a large Belfast peace wall, and a Galilee architect’s insistence that her practice is 

all about community, whatever the scale, is emboldening me to develop an architectural 

practice, idir, that is both/and private domestic design and engagement with contested space 

- always inbetween.  Comparison across different contexts can, it seems, generate creative 

ideas and surprising outcomes.  There is certainly more research to be done here. 
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I LIST OF INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED 

 
 
2012: 
16 May   Rassem Khamaisi Palestinian citizen of Israel, Planner and academic  
16 May   Yehuda Greenfield-Gilat  
  & Karen-Lee Bar-Sinai Israeli architects 
17 May   Izhak Schnell  Israeli Planner 
17 May   Jonathan Rokem Israeli architect academic 
18 May   Nora Akawi  Palestinian architect 
19 May   Umar al-Ghubari Palestinian communtiy worker 
20 May   Efrat Cohen-Bar  Israeli planner and human rights activist  
17 September   Michael Stanley  Planner 
 
2013: 
6 April  Socrates Stratis  Greek Cypriot architect 
13 April  Khaldun Bshara  Architect and anthropologist 
15 April  Harriet Shirwood British journalist (Jerusalem correspondent) 
22 April  Yehuda Greenfield-Gilat Israeli architect 
23 April  Sahar Qawasmi  Palestinian architect 
24 April  Yoav Messer  Israeli architect 
26 April  Jim Quinlan  Irish architect working in Jerusalem 
9 May   Esther Zandberg Israeli journalist (writes on architecture and planning) 
9 May   Efrat Cohen-Bar  Israeli planner and human rights activist 
12 May   Rita Boulos  Community worker and resident, Neve Shalom – Wahat al- 
     Salam 
12 May   Sigalit Givon  Community advocacy academic at the School for Peace, 
12 May   Nava Sonnenschein Academic at the School for Peace 
12 May   Ella Iungman  Israeli archietct and community worker 
12 May   Haim Yacobi  Israeli architect, planner and political theorist 
13 May   Senan Abdelwader Palestinian architect  
13 May   Alessandro Petti &  
  Sandi Hilal  Architects 
15 May   Hillel Schocken  Israeli Architect 
16 May   Maha Samman  Palestinian architect academic 
2 July  Mary McKee &  Strategic advisor & Project Manager (Maze/Long Kesh  
  Kenny Knox  Development Corporation) 
  
2015:  
20 March Callie Persic  Urbanist and volunteer/community gardener 
23 March Declan Hill  Architect 
30 March Mark Hackett  Architect 
19 May  Lisa Copeland  Community planner 
15 November Peter Mutschler  Artist and curator 
   
2016:  
22 January  William Haire  Entrepreneur and shop owner 
10 February Garrett Carr  Creative writing lecturer and independent cartographer  
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II CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO INVITATIONS TO RESPOND 

 

In chronological order of response: 

Callie Persic, 10 January  

Alessandro Petti, 12 January, 2019 

Mark Hackett, 12 January, 2019 

William Haire, 13 January, 2019 

Peter Mutschler, 10 February, 2019 

Umar al-Ghubari, 14 February, 2019 

Dena Qaddumi, 14 February, 2019 

Sahar Qawasmi, 21 February, 2019 
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Callie Persic, Peas Park, 2019 Email correspondence, 10 January 

 

Aisling: 

 
Thank you for the email and congratulations on your upcoming submission. It is much easier for 
me to meet and give you a verbal update than sent long emails. I have availability on the 15th of 
Jan in the afternoon (eg 2 or 230pm) or the 21st in the morning or anytime on the 23rd or 25th of 
Jan.  Do any of those suit you to meet? 

Kind regards, 

 
Callie  

 

[We met for coffee on 15 January, 2019] 
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Alessandro Petti, Founder of Campus in Camps. Email correspondence, 12 January 2019 

Email by author, 12 January, 2015 

Hi Alessandro, 

I hope this email finds you well.  It has been a long time since we met at your apartment in 
Bethlehem - an evening that I thoroughly enjoyed, thank you.  In the years since I have seen you I 
have got married and had two children, started an architecture practice (named studio idir, the 
Irish word for in-between) and am finally, after 7 long years, preparing to submit my PhD.  I still 
haven't worked out how my practice and research might come together, but that's a next step).  In 
the end I have focused the research around seven 'spatial stories' (in the vein of De Certeau), one 
of which is Campus in Camps.  They are 3 in Northern Ireland, 2 in Israel and 2 in Palestine (the 
other being Riwaq).   

Before I complete the PhD, conscious and uncomfortable that the stories I am writing about are 
in no way mine to tell, I wanted to extend the people that I interviewed, and who were actually 
involved in the projects, the opportunity to respond to/amend the information that I have written. 
I am therefore sharing with you a brief summary of my research and findings and the Campus in 
Camps, and would really welcome any feedback from you, Sandi and other participants and staff 
(see attached).  I'm sure I have made some mistakes/mis-representations, and I so regret that I 
didn't manage to spend more time with you and the CIC participants.  Your work is incredibly 
inspiring.  I'd also be really interested to learn about the developments/changes/new approaches 
you have been taking, some of which I have read about on your website, and your plans for the 
future. 

With warm wishes to you and yours.  Your friend in Ireland, 

Aisling 

 

Response from Alessandro, 15 January 

Dear Aisling, 

thank you for sharing this text, 

glad to hear that things are moving in the right direction for you. 

In attachment I have enclosed the text with some minor comments, 

The first is very straight forward, not sure from which source you learned that Eyal Weizman is 
among the founder. 

Eyal is an integral part of DAAR and our best friend but he was never involved in the creation of 
campus in camps. 

I have to admit that this makes me suspicious about the political aim of your research and very 
worried of the consequences on the program. 

I would appreciate if you could explaining me from were you made this assumption. 
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The second problem that I see, it is the emphasis on nationality and identiterian politics.  

The third problem:   you are taking campus in camps as a case studies in relation to challenging 
the distinction between expert knowledge and local knowledge, but than you quote campus in 
camps participants in a clearly degrading way. They are nameless, not sure you have the same 
system of quoting when you refer to authors of books. 

Hope my comments are helpful. 

All the best 

Alessandro 

 

Reply by author, 15 January 

Hi Alessandro,   

Thank you so much for your prompt and helpful response.   

Firstly, I am really sorry for my embarrassing and careless mistake regarding Eyal Weizman.  I have 
referred to my notes and see that this came from my very early conversations with friends around 
DAAR and then the progression to Campus in Camps, where clearly the misunderstanding was 
entirely my own - that it was the two of you and not the three of you.  I should have checked more 
thoroughly. 

In terms of the political agenda of my research, my agenda is to explore the novel approaches that 
architects are taking to engaging with people in the shaping of their spaces, especially where that 
space is divided/contested and where those people have struggled to make their voices heard, and 
to confront, where I can, the contradictions and challenges that throws up - looking for examples 
that affirm Foucault's reassuring assertion that 'architecture can and does produce positive effects 
where the liberating intentions of the architect coincide with the real practice of people in the 
exercise of their freedom'.  I am not promoting any form of cross-community agenda, am trying 
to avoid declaring any position on the Politics with a capital P, and am doing my best to check, 
where I see them (or have them pointed out to me), my own biases.   

I will tone down the nationality and identity politics focus of this spatial story, which I recognise is 
not a key driver to the work of all participants in Campus in Camps, unlike some of the other 
examples I have looked at. 

I am very sorry to learn that the way in which I am quoting participants comes across as 
degrading.  The reference is to my interview with Dena Qaddumi.  The ethics committee at my 
University advised me to anonymise all interviewees due to the politically sensitive nature of the 
research contexts.  This is how I initially wrote up all of the interviews and case studies.  However, 
they conceded that those who were already on record publicly commentating on these 
issues/organisations could be identified as it would be obvious to anyone familiar with the 
research area (or indeed anyone typing into a search engine) who these individuals were.  I can 
see that an unintended consequences of this compromise is that it privileges the so-called experts. 
I can email Dena (and others like her that I have interviewed from other spatial stories) to ask her 
permission to identify her, which would allow me to give all interviewees equal named 
status.  However my biggest regret is that I didn't have the opportunity, in my limited time, to 
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interview some of the participants of Campus in Camps - this is a short-coming that I acknowledge 
within my methodology.  I have been very grateful, therefore, for the prolific, high quality, 
published material on your website. 

The quote that just says 'Campus in Camps 2013' refers to the online publication University in Exile 
- the full reference appears in full at the bottom.  I struggled to ascertain who the author/editor 
was from all the many contributors, but will gladly amend to whatever you suggest.  Should I 
include yourself, Sandi, all participants, Mentors, Project Team and Project Activators as the 
authors?  This may require a footnote, as there are 29 names.  Normally, with edited books, I use 
the names of the editors, as is standard practice - who would they be?   I would also be very happy 
to add a footnote at the beginning of the spatial story that lists the name of all participants, team 
members, etc. in Campus in Camps to date?  I would be only too happy to do so.  Do you have such 
a list? 

Regarding the Collective Dictionary 'Knowledge' entry and my mention of the contributors all being 
refugees - I understood from their stories within the publication, and their listing under 
'participants' that all listed under contributors were all residents in the camp, whereas the others 
I referenced all included members from the Project Team as contributors, some of whom I met at 
your house, others I looked up online, and knew were not local.  If I am mistaken, or this in any 
way unhelpful, I will be happy to amend or remove the observation.  In any event, I see that further 
Collective Dictionary entries have been added/removed since the time of writing, so I will update 
that list of terms. 

I use (sic.) to acknowledge the American spelling of what, in the UK, is spelt 'centre' and 
'programme'. 

I hope this goes some way towards putting your mind at ease.  I have only good things to say in 
the PhD and out of it about the incredible work you are doing - I have found Campus in Camps to 
be one of the most rich, self-aware examples of spatial practice in divided and contested space - 
one which in my brief encounter with it and through the wide range of fabulous materials you 
have published online - has challenged and taught me a lot.  It is an example that I'm sure spatial 
practitioners in Northern Ireland could learn from. 

Thank you again for your time on this.  I wish you, Sandi and all at Campus in Camps well. 

Kind regards, 

Aisling 

 

-----end of communication, to date----- 
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Mark Hackett, Former Director of Forum for Alternative Belfast. Email correspondence, 12-
15  January 2019 [Excerpts] 

 

12 January, email 1 [extract]: 

I’d suggest a few minor points in brackets to clarify meanings from comments. One or two places 
there are factual points, we didn’t really want to start up FIN as a formal organisation, and I think 
the thing about Carrickhill point is a bit off the mark, I only heard this 2nd hand actually, and that 
wasn’t a main issue in FIN not progressing, the main issues were groups falling off/not having an 
actual focus. We met BCC CEx for example but a few didn’t turn up on the day, in truth you don’t 
know why. FIN did agree and produce a 1 page summary issued to LDP, consultations and Officers 
officially. To go further needed proactive and reactive working, and these things ultimately take a 
lot of running around behind scenes 1-1 to keep a group moving, for various reasons we didn’t 
persue/keep going. I’ve seen a few attempts since to further the Inner group approach, there are 
lots of reasons I see why it’s difficult. Ultimately I think it needs the council to convene such a 
group/working and keep doing it, it’s their role, in good faith.....my reading is there is go good 
faith but will keep suggesting the do it formally in LDP process. 

Similarly there are a few other things, Esmee Henry didn’t suggest any particular direction, a key 
thing missing here is the BCRC commissioned Shared Space work and publication early dates, that 
changed my thinking and working. That in a way led to FIN and pieces we published. So that would 
be important, there was 3 posters/text and series of events and roadshow, it was the early meat 
of the work 2011-2012, so became what we were known for among community/policy makers at 
those sessions. I would say in part that analysis changed our thinking, from seeing 
problems/solutions to understanding more clearly the history/evolution and policy that drives 
social separation (by class not religion as such) 

Few other points, but I’ll do on computer and on a file. 

In places I think quotes need to be tidied up, there’s a difference in recorded voice and transcript, 
recordings have images/context/gesture and what was said before during interview colouring a 
comment (shorthand use of language etc) so occasionally there’s something comes out factually 
in the wrong direction. For instance I’d take the ‘bloody’ out.’ 

 

12 January email 2 [extract]: 

I’ve gone through this, ended up making a number of important changes, as the narrative 
currently reads fairly different from what happened. I think also the interviews might have been 
at a point where things were difficult and fluid. Some impacts and outworking is now more clear 
at a distance. For instance the Interchange is a battle I still fight, more directly with residents and 
Ashton support, and its much less than we hoped or could have happened with a more open DfI / 
gov. 

I think the BCRC Shared Space 2011 publication was the crucial issue for later FIN work - it certainly 
changed the understanding and focus - and a darker narrative on the deliberate nature of 
planning/design to isolate poorer communities - This publication was followed by a series of weed 
attended talks/events that BCRC facilitated that introduced us to many inner city resident orgs, a 
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diverse set of orgs/ways of working. That was early 2012. It lead to Ken and I writing some key 
peer review pieces - the last as City Reparo is really a better hindsight summary - I’ll ping onto you. 

Early days - true that the LGIR idea led a method, but the ordering is different. During 2008 there 
was a wide (private) discussion group of say 15 - the 5 of Forum were ones most committed to 
signing up, some people could not. From the July 2009 launch there was a buzz, I ended up working 
and developing Forum half time from that time whilst in HHMCK. First SIB came and picked up a 
launch idea, Divis Gateway, and that paid work I started to do within HHMCK at first and it took 
us some time to work out how things would structure. At one point I was going to stay half time 
partner, in the end I was a PT consultant during 2011 finishing the MAC, so it was really near 2.5 
years transition during which I was doing most of the running on Forum day to day. The letter 
emerged under the re-bar pile checks for MAC after a week - it wasn’t a late application, but I sort 
of didn’t see it until it emerged from the overworked week pile. The letter was more like a tap on 
shoulder, the application was the workplan. I had some months/process of discussion, after this 
they upped it somewhat based on visits and work projects proposed to them. I don’t think the 
monies are of importance - grant ask was structured (by me) to tail off in last years as other 
opportunities came along, and to push us to get other funds - we always needed to get other 
funds. 

The SIB Divis work method obviously drove the Interchange and other schools, all summer schools 
were subject of emerging road plans/changes that were also part of driving the potential for regen 
in the study areas. So a large part of the driven aspect of the summer schools (that some indeed 
didn’t like) that might not be apparent, was real plans in gov and shaping those/discussion around 
those at the decision making level. Junctions, Bankmore Link, East ShatterZone - BRT routes etc. 
As Ken pointed out it was ability to drill into the technical and the wider cross discipline that 
allowed early day foot in the door. I’m still doing a lot of this slow pace of road re-engineering with 
DfI and Ashton around North Belfast. In the South / ‘Streets not Roads’, it influenced the Rail Halt 
designs and apparently that publication is routinely put on the table in ‘Urban Villages’ (whatever 
it is that UV is doing, one is not sure) What is maybe not appreciated is that Council LDP team 
could stick those in a x4 photocopier and do their local plans - they have a lot of imbedded, 
unlabelled or implicit detail and method. 

Looking back clearly the more engaged/social justice angle came to fore. Whilst I think we made 
mistakes, the environment (small p political) was a difficult sea to swim in. For instance, early days 
I thought we would get much more support from academia and university partnerships - we did 
try various bids and partnering - in the end outside uni’s were much more open than the local ones 
- I’d say this was pretty disappointing aspect of FAB decline, lack of tangible support from people 
we might most have expected it - not for the want to trying and talking to get a partnership going. 
(meaning funds also) 

So there is a bit in yellow I don’t agree with on death of forum. As I include in text before , the CC 
Strategy Plan commission was one beginning of the end - we had to bite our lip quite hard at what 
was pretty outrageous commissioning of Berridge in a hotel room in London (he even had the 
“procurement interview” on his blog for a while, “there will have to be some process but when can 
you start” - when I pointed it out later to new CEx with the complaint on process, it was quickly 
taken down.) I think that was £250K - with that we would have teamed with likes of Gehl and been 
the local liaison, that is what was denied us - and the city. The CC regen Strategy is terrible if you’ve 
read it. Its quite complex - there is no single reason. Theres acres of proposal papers, applications 
and workplans that were proposed that never saw light of day. 

Given the misunderstandings that seem to abound around FAB - how and what it was trying to do 
- let me know how you want to take forward. Hope this helps 



 x 

Maybe you want to put some of my new text in blue in as quote format. 

 

15 January, response by author 

Hi Mark,  

Thanks so much for taking the time to read and comment on the text in such detail - it's really 
helpful to get the factual corrections and have gaps such as the Shared Space work pointed out 
and filled in. That's shocking about the flagrant lack of due process in the Berridge appointment!  I 
will tidy up the text, add the missing info, remove the things you don't want quoted on and add 
some of your hindsight reflections as quotations/footnotes, along with an update on the work 
you've produced through City Reparo.  I hope that sounds ok.  I'll let you know if I have any further 
questions/clarifications as I work through it.   

Congratulations on embarking on your own PhD, too - clearly a glutton for punishment!  I don't 
know much about the PhD by practice, but it sounds a great way to go.  Are you doing it on 
retrospective projects, or things you're currently working on?  Looks like you have some lovely 
projects on the go. 

Hope to cross paths with you again soon, once I re-emerge into the world again not the other side 
of this last PhD push! 

Many thanks again, Mark - really appreciate your input. 

Aisling 

 

15 January, Mark Hackett response [extract]: 

Not sure I know the impact of Forum work yet, in the end I think we can hold a light to LDP and 
say this is what the city could be, looking back in 10-20 years people can see there was choices - 
they just seem to fail to take them. I sense Belfast is a socially divided city, that is hardening not 
softening, and the old religious divisions (between one poor area and another poor area) start to 
become irrelevant to the real or the big game, which is always about the economics - and 
space/place. I think the only way out of it for poorer areas West/North mainly, to ’transition’ as in 
Transition Cities movement, from within, vital adhoc change…..but how to instigate this is a 
problem…..I’ve thought that a long time, the Forum work didn’t address it as such, but was 
thinking about it in later stages. Initiatives like a city non profit Nursery and food/planting 
initiatives to deal with the hard estates etc….but this needs many local actors getting into it - hence 
the Transition movement. (Totnes etc) 
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William Haire, owner of Sina’s shop. Email correspondence, 14 January 2019 

 

Hi Aisling. 

Good to hear from you. 

The shop is still going. 

October of last year marked it's tenth birthday ! 

Sina and I are very proud to have kept it going, and having made the ten year mark, no matter 
what the future holds, we can hold our heads high in the knowledge that we gave it a go. 

Sina presently runs the shop with a little help from me. 

I stepped back from the shop, but it's like having a child and I have never been able to cut myself 
fully free. 

The area itself has never improved. 

It may even have taken a slight dip due to drug use. 

Nothing has been built on all the vacant land and there is no talk of anything happening. 

The shop and Sina herself really have been providing a social service and will only be appreciated 
if one day they are not there. 

I do still hope to build on the site someday, but am not really doing anything to make that happen. 

I have read over your submission and have no issues with what you have written. 

Good luck with your Phd. 

Do call someday. 

William 
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Peter Mutschler, PS2 Director and Peas Park artist. Email correspondence, 10 February, 
2019 

 

Hello Aisling 

Ruth reminded me to get my act together and respond to your email and text. 

I am really sorry for my super late reply. 

The text is interesting and fine and I can  live with it unchanged, but I made some suggestions and 
factual corrections. 

But it is a project in flux and with several- or even many- contributors with different 
interpretations, memories and intentions. 

Good luck with your PHD. 

All the best 

Peter 

 

 

 

Umar al-Ghubari, Zochrot. Email correspondence, 14 February, 2019 

 

Thank you Aisling for this, and Sorry for the ate reply. 

It seems very interesting. I had added some short comments. You can see them in the attachment. 

good luck with your Phd thesis 

 Umar al-Ghubari  
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Dena Qaddumi, Former Campus in Camps employee. Email correspondence, 13 February 
2019 [excerpt] 

 

I guess I have one comment but I don’t know if it is useful for you at this stage. I remember now 
that we had discussed about possibly having a Skype session at some point. My apologies. 

I think the thing that I have reflected on particularly in relation to the Campus in Camps program 
is that the power relations between us, the program managers so to speak, and the participants 
was not actively thought about and mitigated. What I mean is that for us to intervene as architects 
with a vulnerable population (and yes we were all vulnerable in that I ended up being denied entry 
and Alessandro’s residency in Palestine was never assured but ultimately we are both very 
privileged) this must be discussed and these power relations must be laid out rather than willed 
away. 

I think the program did a bad job of dealing with this and it caused internal friction that was not 
addressed and played on which participants had the skills to participate in the program whereas 
we as the program managers should have placed more priority in helping develop those skills and 
capacities rather than just ensuring that products were made for the benefit of donors, the public 
(in which case it was more an international audience) or as the case may be for presentations that 
I am sure Alessandro has given around the world on this project. I question ultimately what the 
refugees and the camps got out of this project frankly. I think if you are going to intervene with a 
population there has to be a level of commitment and I don’t think it was there from multiple sides, 
though I would put the onus on the instigators and founders of the project. They did not take 
control of the project administratively and creatively in a way that would have recognized these 
conflicts; instead they preferred to use their energy elsewhere and blame these conflicts on the 
general conflict in Israel-Palestine. 

Perhaps my comments are vague and there are many small details and events I could use as 
examples, but I think my major one is that architects often don’t think ethically. And this is a major 
problem. It may be radical politically or spatially but ethics has to be at the core of what we do.  
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Sahar Qawasmi, former employee of Riwaq. Email correspondence, 21 February 2019 

 

Hi Aisling, 

I so much enjoyed reading your abstract and Riwaq's spatial story. Thank you for sharing. 

I have no problem with the texts you are using from our interview. Please feel free to use my name. 
It is quite amazing to read something I said seven years ago. I think I would sound more eloquent 
today than I did then. Thank you for this small opportunity to reflect on that important time I spent 
with Riwaq. 

I thought it would be fair to mention artist Khalil Rabah as the initiator of Riwaq's Biennale and 
the curator for the Riwaq Biennale at Venice in 2009. He is not with Riwaq anymore.  

We started with Sakiya a little over a year ago. It has been super busy and exciting. If you find 
yourself in Palestine please don't hesitate to come for a visit and a chat. I can also add you to our 
mailing list for news and updates if you like. 

Best of luck with handing in your PhD. I would love to read the entire thing if you like to share it. 

Warmest, 

Sahar 
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III WORKSHOP PROGRAMMES 

 

Contested Urban Spaces in the 21st Century: Planning with Recognition’, Tel Aviv University, 16-

17 May 2012 

Spatial Practice in Divided Contexts, Queen’s University, Belfast, 1-2 October, 2013 
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Yemima Cohen )Hebrew University) The Burden and Joy of Commemoration: 
Commemoration of Jews and Judaism in the Public Space of Vienna and Prague. 
Nimrod Luz (Western Galilee College):  Memories, Planning, and the Right to the 
City: The Lababidi mosque in Acre. 
 

12:00- 13:00 – Lunch 

 

13:00 – 14:30 – Session 6:   Contested Planning and Architecture- Citizenship and 

Nationality  
Chair: Osnat Lubrani, UN Development Coordinator; Cosovo,    
Liat Brix-Etgar (Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design, Jerusalem): An Outline for Civil 
Architecture in Jerusalem. 
Ayala Ronel : ( Tel-Aviv University): Al-Bustan - Gan Hamelech in East Jerusalem 
Efrat Cohen-Bar (Bimkom- Planners for Planning Rights):  Planning Contested Spaces 
in Isawiyya - East Jerusalem: The Community; the Municipality and Us  
 

14:30- 16:00 – Session 7 : Scales of Recognition: the National; City and Address 

Chair: Frank Gaffikin, Queens University , Belfast 
Umar Al- Ghubari (NGO- Zochrot):   Planning the Return of Refugees for Building 
Common Future 
Shaul Arieli (NGO-  Economic Cooperation Foundation – ECF): Jerusalem – 
"Municipalia"  with National Interest    
Revital Saga (Tel-Aviv University): (not) Terra Nullius: Dwelling Chronology as a 
Manifestation of Urban Planning Strategy 
 

16:00- 16:30 – Coffee break 

 

16:30- 18:00 – Session 8: Contested Urban Spaces: The environmental, the public 

and the luminal 
Chair: Jonathan Rokem, Ben Gurion University  
Ahuva Goren-Windsor (Yizre'el Valley College): Local Nature and Urban Civil 
Struggles in Israel. 
Shayna Weiss (New York University): Stormy waters: The controversy surrounding 
the opening of Jerusalem’s first public pool. 
Izhak Schnell (Tel-Aviv University): The Etzel Museum as a Contested Liminal Place in 
Tel Aviv. 
  
 

18:00 – 19:00 – Closing Session – Chair: Tovi Fenster : What are the discourses 

and ‘solutions’ on recognition in urban planning 
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Enaya Baana (Arab Center for Alternative Planning): Spatial Distribution of Land: 
Injustice in Planning for Arab Townships 
 
 
 

14:30 – 16:00 – Session 3: Ethno-National Diversities in Urban Planning  

Chair: Rassem Khamaisi, Haifa University 
Uri Cohen : (Cohen Architects) Iqrit Village Master Plan. 
Hanna Farah:   The Art of the Village of Biraam (to be confirmed) 
Jonathan Rokem (Ben-Gurion University): The Future of Diversity in Divided Cities - A 
Comparative Study of Urban Division and Diversity in Stockholm, Berlin and 
Jerusalem. 
 

16:00 – 16:30 – coffee break 

 

16:30 – 18:00 –  Session 4: Grey Zones; Borders and Informality in East Jerusalem 

chair: Izhak Schnell, Tel-Aviv University 
Michal Braier (Ben Gurion University) Planning in a Gray-Zone: Independent Plans in 
East Jerusalem. 
Yehuda Greenfeld-Gilat and  Keren Lee Bar –Sinai (SAYA Architects): Border in 
Transition: A Proposed Future Border Policy in Jerusalem. 
Rassem Khamaisi (Haifa University and IPCC, East Jerusalem): Planning out of the 
box. 
 

18:00- 19:30 - chair: Haggai Kenaan, Tel Aviv University 
Guest Lectures :  

1. Mr. Charalambos Pericleous,  Mr. Fevzi Ozersay, The Konetea Heritage, Cyprus:  The 
Kontea Experience: ‘Keepers of Each Other’s Culture’-A Message of Hope. 
2. Prof. Resmiye Alpar Atun, Eastern Mediterranean University , Cyprus, Urban 
Transformation in Exceptional Territories & Prospects for Sustainable Development: Nicosia 
  

  

17.5.12- Thursday 
Room 496, Gilman Building 
 

9:15 – 10:00 – Chair: Daphna Golan, Hebrew University 

Guest lecture :  Guest Lecture: Ms. Osnat Lubrani, UN Development Coordinator; 

Cosovo, Bringing Closure to Refugee/IDP Crises: Lessons learnt, and ongoing 
challenges: Western Balkans and Kosovo Crises 
 

10:00 – 10:30 – Coffee break 

 

10:30 – 12:00 – Session 5: Remembering, Forgetting and Reconciliation  

Chair:  Ayala Ronel, Tel Aviv University  
Daphna Golan and Zvika Orr (Hebrew University ): From Collective Amnesia to 
Recognition: Memory-Work, Conservation and Reconciliation in Lifta. 
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Yemima Cohen )Hebrew University) The Burden and Joy of Commemoration: 
Commemoration of Jews and Judaism in the Public Space of Vienna and Prague. 
Nimrod Luz (Western Galilee College):  Memories, Planning, and the Right to the 
City: The Lababidi mosque in Acre. 
 

12:00- 13:00 – Lunch 

 

13:00 – 14:30 – Session 6:   Contested Planning and Architecture- Citizenship and 

Nationality  
Chair: Osnat Lubrani, UN Development Coordinator; Cosovo,    
Liat Brix-Etgar (Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design, Jerusalem): An Outline for Civil 
Architecture in Jerusalem. 
Ayala Ronel : ( Tel-Aviv University): Al-Bustan - Gan Hamelech in East Jerusalem 
Efrat Cohen-Bar (Bimkom- Planners for Planning Rights):  Planning Contested Spaces 
in Isawiyya - East Jerusalem: The Community; the Municipality and Us  
 

14:30- 16:00 – Session 7 : Scales of Recognition: the National; City and Address 

Chair: Frank Gaffikin, Queens University , Belfast 
Umar Al- Ghubari (NGO- Zochrot):   Planning the Return of Refugees for Building 
Common Future 
Shaul Arieli (NGO-  Economic Cooperation Foundation – ECF): Jerusalem – 
"Municipalia"  with National Interest    
Revital Saga (Tel-Aviv University): (not) Terra Nullius: Dwelling Chronology as a 
Manifestation of Urban Planning Strategy 
 

16:00- 16:30 – Coffee break 

 

16:30- 18:00 – Session 8: Contested Urban Spaces: The environmental, the public 

and the luminal 
Chair: Jonathan Rokem, Ben Gurion University  
Ahuva Goren-Windsor (Yizre'el Valley College): Local Nature and Urban Civil 
Struggles in Israel. 
Shayna Weiss (New York University): Stormy waters: The controversy surrounding 
the opening of Jerusalem’s first public pool. 
Izhak Schnell (Tel-Aviv University): The Etzel Museum as a Contested Liminal Place in 
Tel Aviv. 
  
 

18:00 – 19:00 – Closing Session – Chair: Tovi Fenster : What are the discourses 

and ‘solutions’ on recognition in urban planning 
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Institute for the Study of Conflict 

Transformation and Social Justice 

(ISCTSJ) 

PEACE III Project: ‘Planning for 
Spatial Reconciliation’ 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Spatial Practice in Divided Contexts 
 
 
 

Tuesday 1st & Wednesday 2nd October 2013 

Queen’s University B elfast 
 
 
 

 
(Source: guardian.com) 

 

 
 

This conference will explore the importance of space and the processes of shaping it within divided 
contexts (both our own and others) and the role that spatial practice (the work of planners, architects, 
urban designers) plays in that.  International academic and practitioner guests from Israel, Palestine 
and the Balkans will speak about their own contexts and experiences, and local community members will 
share stories of recent grass-roots initiatives within interfaces and contested spaces in Belfast. 

 
The intention is to share, discuss and critique existing models of planning and designing space, and 
potential alternatives, in an informal, participative format which will consist of a mixture of focus- group 
workshops and whole-group discussions. Anyone who is interested or involved in these issues is warmly 
invited to attend. 

 
 
 
 

To Register: 
 

There are a limited number of places available, and they will be allocated on a first come first served 
basis. To register, email samantha.livingstone@qub.ac.uk, with the subject ‘Spatial Practice in Divided 
Contexts’ before Friday 20 September. 

 
 
 
 
  

 
 

 

A project supported by the European Union’s 
PEACE III Programme, managed by the Special EU 
Programmes Body.   This workshop is also partially 
supported by the Institute for the Study of Conflict 
Transformation and Social Justice (ISCTSJ). 
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Institute for the Study of Conflict 

Transformation and Social Justice 

(ISCTSJ) 

PEACE III Project: ‘Planning for 
Spatial Reconciliation’ 

 

 

 

 

Tuesday 1 October 
 
 

Opening: 10:00-10:15  

Senate Room, Lanyon Building 

Welcome from Frank Gaffikin, QUB  

-o- 
 

 

Session 1:  10:15-11:45 - Voices from International Contexts 
Senate Room, Lanyon Building 

Senada Demirovic Habibija, Urban Planning Department, City of Mostar 

Dr Khaldun Bshara, Riwaq, Ramallah 

Dr Haim Yacobi, Bezalel University, Jerusalem 

-o- 
 

 

Break: 11:45-12:15 

-o- 
 

 

Session 2: 12:15-13:30 - Response from the Belfast Context 

Senate Room, Lanyon Building 

Frank Gaffikin, QUB Discussion 

and Q&A 

-o- 
 

 

Lunch: 13.30 – 14.30  

Senate Room, Lanyon Building 

 

 

Session 3: 14:30-15:45 -Workshop Discussion Groups 

Canada Room/Council Chamber, Lanyon Building 

-o- 
 

 

Break: 15:45-16:15 

-o- 
 

 

Session 4: 16:15-17:00 - Feedback Session 

Canada Room/Council Chamber, Lanyon Building 

Chair: Frank Gaffikin, QUB 
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Institute for the Study of Conflict 

Transformation and Social Justice 

(ISCTSJ) 

PEACE III Project: ‘Planning for 
Spatial Reconciliation’ 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 2 October 
 

 

Session 5: 09:30-11:30 - Local Community-led Initiatives 

Canada Room/Council Chamber, Lanyon Building 
 

 
Q&A and Discussion 

-o- 
 

 

Break: 11:30-12:00  

-o- 
 

Coach Tour: 12:00 

Departs to North Belfast then the Skainos Centre 
 

 

12:45-13:15: Guided tour of 
the Skainos Building 

-o- 
 

 

Lunch: 13:15 – 14:00  

Skainos Building 

-o- 
 

14:00: Return coach to Queen’s University 

-o- 
 

 

Session 6: 14:30 – 16:00 - Principles for Practice in Contested Space? 

Canada Room/Council Chamber 

Introduction: Ken Sterrett, QUB 

-o- 
 

 

Break: 16:00-16:30  

-o- 
 

 

16:30-17:30: Concluding Remarks Panel 

Canada Room/Council Chamber 

Chair: Frank Gaffikin, QUB 

Panel: Senada Demirovic Habibija, Khaldun Bshara, Haim Yacobi 
 

 

We are very grateful for funding from the 

Institute for the Study of Conflict Transformation & Social Justice (interdisciplinary research group on Social Justice & 

the Divided City) - http://go-qub.ac.uk/social justice 

-o- 
 

 
If you have further queries regarding the workshop please contact: Mrs Samantha Livingstone 

(samantha.livingstone@ qub.ac.uk) 
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